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SUMMARY
The dissertation distilled.
Retrieving useful answers from large knowledge bases given under-specified
questions is an important problem in the construction of general intelligent agents. The
core of this problem is how to get the information an agent needs when it doesn’t know
how to ask the right question and doesn’t have the time to exhaustively search all
available information.

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is a model of memory retrieval that solves
this problem. The context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach exploits feedback
from the task and environment to guide and constrain memory search by interleaving
memory retrieval and problem solving. To achieve this behavior, a context-sensitive
asynchronous memory uses an asynchronous retrieval system to manage a contextsensitive search process operating over a content-addressable knowledge base. Solutions
based on this approach provide useful answers to vague questions efficiently, based on
information naturally available during the performance of a task.

The core claims of this approach are:
•

Claim 1: An efficient, domain-independent solution to the problem of retrieving
useful answers from large knowledge bases given under-specified queries is to

xvi

interleave memory retrieval with task performance and use feedback from the task
or environment to guide the search of memory.
•

Claim 2: Interleaving memory retrieval with and exploiting feedback from task
performance can be achieved in a domain-independent way using a contextsensitive, asynchronous memory retrieval process.

•

Claim 3: A rich, reified, grounded semantic network representation enables
context-sensitive memory retrieval processes to retrieve useful information in a
domain-independent way for a wide variety of tasks.

•

Claim 4: To effectively use a context-sensitive asynchronous memory to retrieve
useful answers, a task must be able to work in parallel with a memory process,
communicate with it, provide feedback to it, and must possess integration
mechanisms to incorporate asynchronous retrievals provided by the memory.

The context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach is applicable to tasks and
domains which exhibit the following criteria: problems are difficult to solve, questions
are difficult to formulate, a large knowledge base is available yet contains only a small
selection of relevant information, and, most importantly, the environment is regular, in
that solutions in the knowledge base occur in patterns and relationships similar to those
found in situations in which the solutions are likely to be applicable in the future. This
approach is domain independent: it is applicable to a wide variety of tasks and problems
from simple search applications to complex cognitive agents.

xvii

To exploit context-sensitive asynchronous memory, reasoners need certain properties.
Experience-based agency is an agent architecture which provides an outline of how to
construct complete intelligent agents which use a context-sensitive asynchronous
memory to support a reasoning system performing a real task. The experience-based
agent architecture combines a context-sensitive asynchronous memory retrieval process
with a global store of experience used by all agent processes, a global working memory
to provide a uniform way to collect feedback, and a global task controller which
orchestrates reasoning and memory.

The experience-based agent architecture also

provides principles for constructing integration mechanisms that enable reasoning tasks
to work with the context-sensitive asynchronous memory.

Furthermore, to help determine when these approaches should be used, this research
also contributes theoretical analyses that predict the classes of tasks and situations in
which the context-sensitive asynchronous memory and experience-based agent
approaches will provide the greatest benefit.

To evaluate the approach, the experience-based agent architecture has been
implemented in the Nicole system. Nicole is a large Common Lisp program providing
global long-term and working memory stores represented as a rich, reified, grounded
semantic network, a context-sensitive asynchronous memory process based on a novel
model of context-directed spreading activation, a control system for orchestrating
reasoning and memory, and a task language to implement reasoning tasks.

Nicole

enables the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach to be applied to real
xviii

problems, including information retrieval in Nicole-IRIA, a information management
application that uses context to recommend useful information (Francis et al. 2000),
planning in Nicole-MPA, a case-based least-commitment planner that adapts multiple
plans (Ram & Francis 1995) and language understanding in ISAAC (Moorman 1997), a
story understanding system which uses Nicole’s retrieval system as part of its creative
understanding process. Nicole and her children thus provide a testbed to evaluate the
context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach.

Experiments with Nicole support the claims of the approach. Experiments with
Nicole-IRIA demonstrate that a context-sensitive asynchronous memory can use
feedback from browsing to improve the quality of memory retrieval, while experiments
with Nicole-MPA demonstrate how information derived from reasoning can improve the
quantity of retrieval. The use of Nicole’s memory in the ISAAC system demonstrates the
generality of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach. Other experiments
with Nicole-MPA demonstrate the importance of representation as a source of power for
context-sensitive asynchronous memory, and further demonstrate that the core features of
the experience-based agent architecture are crucial sources of power necessary to enable
a reasoning task to work with and exploit a context-sensitive asynchronous memory.

In sum, these evaluations demonstrate that the context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach is a general approach to memory retrieval which can provide concrete
benefits to real problems.
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PART I.
FOUNDATIONS
The problem, existing approaches to the problem, and why a new approach is needed.
This dissertation investigates the challenges in memory retrieval faced by intelligent
agents operating in complex, dynamic, resource poor environments. Cognitive agents
need to use the limited information and resources available to them to find useful
information from the large and complex knowledge bases they have built up through
experience. The solution I propose is to make memory retrieval an active, autonomous
process that can not only work in parallel with reasoning but also exploit ambient
information available from the task and environment. Chapter 1: Introduction discusses
this context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach, its major claims, and its major
contributions.

The problem of memory retrieval is not new: it has received much attention in
artificial intelligence, cognitive psychology, philosophy and general computer science.
However, no existing approach fully meets all of the desiderata for a memory retrieval
system for a general cognitive agent. Chapter 2: Related Work surveys prior research in
memory retrieval, identifying the strengths of prior approaches, their limitations, and how
context-sensitive asynchronous memory overcomes these limitations to provide a more
comprehensive solution.

CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION
Solving the problem of finding good answers to bad questions with limited resources
Consider the following example:
A doctor treating a patient with a mysterious ailment turns to his Medical
Advisor program for help. In the Advisor he creates a profile for the
patient, and it automatically searches for case histories, journal articles,
and Web sites with relevant information.

The Advisor automatically

attempts to diagnose the problem using an expert system, but because this
class of ailment is rare the Advisor does not have rules that apply.
The initial search returns thousands of documents, most of which are
irrelevant: information on other ailments the doctor has already dismissed,
informational Web sites, and travelogues from a popular science
magazine. One article catches the doctors eye, and when he clicks on it
the Advisor automatically suggests dozens of other articles on the same
ailment. Within a few moments of browsing, the doctor has narrowed his
search from thousands of documents to hundreds. Many contain useful
information, but not everything he needs; and there are still a few
documents which don't seem to fit, like the travelogue.
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His computer beeps with new mail: the patient's blood work is now
complete. The doctor drags the attached file into the patient portfolio of
the Advisor, and in response it automatically rearranges the documents
that he had focused on. Now the travelogue is the highest rated item, and
several keywords relevant to the disease are displayed next to its entry.
Curious, the doctor clicks on the travelogue, then gasps. The article is by a
traveling physician discussing a strange ailment he encountered on his
travels, and the doctor immediately recognizes the tell-tale symptoms
found in his own patient.
The key to the solution in hand, the doctor renews his search, instructing
the Advisor to find more information on the rare ailment using his existing
search and profile as its starting point.

In this scenario, the information necessary to solve the doctor’s problem is available,
but the doctor does not have the information necessary to ask the right question, nor does
he have the time to exhaustively search the knowledge base. His medical advisory
program serves two functions: it guides his search of existing information based on his
needs and interests, and it automatically refines the search as new information arrives.

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is a model of memory retrieval that makes
this scenario — and many others — possible. The core problem that context-sensitive
asynchronous memory addresses is how to get the information an agent needs when it
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doesn’t know how to ask the right question and doesn’t have the time to exhaustively
search all information available to it. The key to this solution is to interleave
remembering with thinking and doing, thus making the context of thought and action
available to guide remembering.

To fully exploit the benefits of context-sensitive asynchronous memory, reasoning
tasks must satisfy certain constraints on how to interact with the memory system.
Experience-based agency is a memory-focused agent architecture that provides an outline
of how to construct complete intelligent systems based on context-sensitive asynchronous
memory.

Experience-based agency provides support for knowledge representation,

memory/task communication, and memory/task parallel processing suitable for exploiting
context-sensitive asynchronous memory, and provides guidelines on how to create taskspecific integration mechanisms that accept asynchronous retrievals and integrate them
into current processing.

To evaluate the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach, its claims must be
tested in an implemented system. The Nicole system is an agent architecture which
consists of a context-sensitive asynchronous memory embedded within an experiencebased agent construction toolkit. Two systems constructed using Nicole are the NicoleIRIA information retrieval system, an information management application that uses
context to recommend useful information, and the Nicole-MPA planning system, a casebased least-commitment planner that adapts multiple plans. Experiments with NicoleIRIA and Nicole-MPA demonstrate that a context-sensitive asynchronous memory can
4

use contextual information and asynchronous retrieval to improve the quality of retrieval
for end-user tasks and demonstrate the importance of the elements of the experiencebased agent architecture for providing these capabilities. In addition to these experiments,
Nicole’s memory system was used in the construction of the ISAAC story understanding
system (Moorman 1997) as further evidence of the generality of the context-sensitive
asynchronous memory approach.

In toto, these evaluations show that the context-sensitive asynchronous memory
approach is a general approach to memory retrieval which can provide concrete benefits
to real problems. These evaluations further show that this research has successfully
contributed a viable instantiation of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory
approach which can exploit feedback to improve memory retrieval, along with an
experience-based agent toolkit which provides mechanisms for interleaving memory
retrieval and problem solving that are applicable to a wide variety of tasks.

To help determine when the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach should
be used, this research also contributes a theoretical analysis of the approach to help
predict the classes of tasks and situations in which the approach will provide the greatest
benefit. This analysis begins with an understanding of the problem that context-sensitive
asynchronous memory is designed to solve.

5

1.1. The Problem
The context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach was motivated by problems in
memory retrieval faced by general intelligent systems, such as the hypothetical doctor in
our example. The solution context-sensitive asynchronous memory provides is a general
one that can be applied to a wide variety of memory retrieval tasks. However, while it
can be applied to almost any task, context-sensitive asynchronous memory provides the
greatest benefit over competing approaches when applied to the kinds of challenging
memory retrieval problems that arise in general intelligent systems performing multiple
tasks under resource constraints — most particularly, the challenge of answering poorlyspecified questions using large knowledge bases. Problems that share this profile present
challenges to memory retrieval as well as opportunities for a solution; context-sensitive
asynchronous memory exploits these opportunities to overcome these challenges.

The significance of these problems and the value of the context-sensitive
asynchronous memory solution can be illustrated clearly by examining the nature of
general cognitive agents, examining how cognitive agents pose challenges for memory
retrieval, unpacking these challenges to understand why they are significant for a wider
range of agents, and then turning to the properties of these problems and how they
provide the keys to their own solution.

6

1.1.1. What are Cognitive Agents?
A cognitive agent is a general-purpose intelligent system operating within an external
environment. By agent, I simply mean a system with inputs and outputs trying to achieve
some task in an environment, along the lines of Norvig’s (1995) definition. A cognitive
agent is a particular class of agent: a system trying to achieve tasks within an
environment by accumulating knowledge about the environment and acting according to
that knowledge (Aquinas 1273).

Cognitive agents may be contrasted with reactive

agents, which possess a fixed amount of knowledge about their environment embedded
within the design of processes which enable fast, successful performance.

Whether human or machine, the distinguishing feature of cognitive agents is that they
contain within themselves knowledge of things outside themselves (Aquinas 1273,
Newell 1990).

This store of knowledge itself is alternatively called the agent’s

knowledge, its knowledge base, its long-term memory, or simply its memory. A perfect
intelligence would apply all of this knowledge in its store in service of its goals at each
point at which it was faced with a choice, but physically realized cognitive agents have
limits on the knowledge they can process at any one moment.

This limit on how knowledge can be processed appears to be fundamental, arising in
general philosophical arguments (again, Aquinas 1273), analyses of computational
systems (e.g., Knuth 1973, Freeman 1975, Korth 1986, Newell 1990, Rosenbloom 1993),
and studies of the characteristics of human memory (Miller 1956, Atkinson & Shiffrin
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1968, Baddeley & Hitch 1974, Baddeley 1981, Anderson 1983, Newell 1990, Ericsson &
Kintsch 1995). To overcome or cope with these limits, agents need a means of “distal
access” (Newell 1990, Rosenbloom 1993): using the knowledge the agent is currently
working with to get additional knowledge it needs from its knowledge base.

1.1.2. What is Memory Retrieval?
Memory retrieval is a process that provides precisely this kind of distal access: it is a
system for using the knowledge the system has “in mind” to get knowledge that the
system has stored “in memory”. More precisely, memory retrieval is a technique for
managing information when the amount of information to be managed far exceeds the
ability to process or attend to that information. As we have just discussed, most tasks
performed by intelligent agents require the use of more information than the agent has the
capacity to attend to or process at any given time (Miller 1956). A memory retrieval
system deals with this problem by separating the working memory an agent uses to
perform its task from the long-term memory the agent uses to store its knowledge, and
using information in the working memory to “bring” information from passive storage
into active use (e.g., Atkinson & Shiffrin 1968, Baddeley & Hitch 1974, Baddeley 1976,
Ericsson & Kintsch 1995; for a computational perspective, see Knuth 1973, Freeman
1975, Tannenbaum 1984).

A memory store cannot be completely separated from the retrieval process that
operates over it; even at the definitional level, the concepts of memory and retrieval are
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intimately intertwined. Memory can be defined as “the total of what one remembers,”
and remember in turn as “to have (an event, thing, person, etc.) come to mind again; to
bring back to mind by an effort” (Webster 1979); thus, memory is simply the sum of
things which an agent has the power to bring to mind.

This textbook definition

presupposes not only a vast store of knowledge — a store far larger than an agent’s
ability to attend to at once, and incapable of being processed unless it is being attended to
— but a retrieval process: simply, the process of selecting a small portion of that
knowledge store and “calling it to mind.”

Therefore, for the purposes of this dissertation, we will view memory retrieval as a
metaphor for a certain kind of computational system which implies both representation
and process. Assume a cognitive agent has an ephemeral, limited capacity store for
processing information called its working memory (W), and a permanent, essentially
unlimited capacity store of knowledge called its memory store (M). For convenience, we
will assume the memory is divided into a set of memory items (m1…n). A memory
retrieval system is a process f in a cognitive agent which accepts a query (Qk), or
specification of needed knowledge, and selects1 a set of items mi…j in the memory store
M; these items constitute the response (Rk) to the query, or “retrieval”.

1

This definition specifies that memory selects a set of items, rather than finds or returns them, in an

attempt to avoid needlessly narrowing the memory metaphor. Memory is often accused of implying a
process that “goes elsewhere and returns with something” in the matter of a Labrador retriever, but this is
not necessarily the case: a moment’s thought about the reality behind the popular Lycos commercial (in
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To evaluate a memory system one may ask a number of reasonable questions, such
as: What kind of knowledge can its store hold? What kinds of questions can be asked?
How long does it take to get an answer? How good are the answers that are returned?

These questions can be broken down into two primary groups: what a memory system
does, and how well it does it. “What a system does?” inquires about the functional
capabilities of a memory system — for example, what kinds of information can it store
(what kind of mis are allowed), and what conditions are necessary for the approach to
bring information to mind (what kind of Qks can be processed)? “How well it does it?”
asks about the performance characteristics of a memory system — for example, what
costs does it incur (what are the performance characteristics of f), and what is the quality
of its output (what is the quality of Rk for a given Qk according to some metric g for some
task T)?

Answers to these questions are only meaningful in the context of the task that the
agent performs.

Given the requirements of a task performed by an agent, we can

examine the functional capabilities and performance characteristics of a memory retrieval
system and judge its suitability to serve that task.

which the faithful retriever “Lycos” is shown dashing off to get items as varied as scuba gear and
supermodels) will show that retrieval can simply mean retrieving a pointer to an item rather than returning
an item itself. For the purposes of this discussion, unless some functional difference exists the specific
mechanism by which a retrieval is made is less important than the content of retrieval itself.
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1.1.3. Examples of Memory Retrieval in Cognitive Agents
Each task performed by an intelligent agent places its own constraints on the memory
retrieval process — on the type and amount of information that must be stored, on the
speed of retrieval, and on the information available to inform retrieval. For example, the
challenges of retrieving a phone number given a name are far different from those of
recalling Romeo and Juliet given West Side Story (e.g., Schank 1982, p. 166).

What are the practical implications of focusing on problems relevant to general
cognitive agents when developing an approach to memory retrieval? Consider the
following examples:
•

Medical Advisor:
A doctor treating a patient with a mysterious ailment turns to his Medical Advisor
program for help. In the Advisor he creates a profile for the patient, and it
automatically searches for case histories, journal articles, and Web sites with
relevant information.

The Advisor’s initial search returns thousands of

documents, most of which the doctor finds irrelevant.

Relevance itself is a

moving target: as the Advisor searches, the doctor continues to refine his query,
and in addition the information available about the case itself continues to
increase, in the form of new test results and examination findings. How can the
Advisor quickly narrow down its presentation to information the doctor may find
relevant, and how can it adapt as new information becomes available?
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•

NASA Engineer:
A NASA mission controller is informed of a serious and unanticipated problem in
a spacecraft beginning its approach for a lunar landing. She has partial telemetry
about the spacecraft, a wide variety of technical schematics, a set of contingency
plans for anticipated problems, twenty years of experience, and three hours to find
a solution before the mission computer executes an automatic abort. How can the
controller find the relevant information out of her vast store of experience (and
vast piles of data) quickly enough to solve this problem?

•

AI Reasoning Server:
An AI reasoning server receives a problem from one of its customer sites. The
server classifies the problem as a very hard, complex planning task, projected to
take several hours of computer time — possibly more effort than it is permitted to
expend on any one request. To save time, the server considers its large case-base,
which contains solved problems in a wide variety of tasks and domains.
However, no individual past case immediately solves the problem, and explicit
match of a case to a problem is computationally expensive. How can the server
quickly zero in on the cases in its case base most likely to solve the problem
without expending effort that might better be expended on constructing a solution
from scratch?

•

Research Scientist:
A researcher working on a grant proposal due by the end of the month needs more
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information about the application area he proposes to apply his research work to.
A search of the web for documents on the application area proves fruitless.
Thousands of potentially relevant pages exist, including publications by
researchers working on similar problems or web pages on similar areas, but these
are buried under hundreds of millions of web pages. How can the researcher (or
his search engine) find relevant information quickly and efficiently?

While the details of their tasks differ, the challenges these agents face are similar.

1.1.4. Unpacking The Problem
Each of these situations features an agent (human, machine or human-machine
combination) who must efficiently find answers to vague, poorly specified, or
particularly challenging questions. Each is trying to solve a problem in some task or
environmental problem solving context. Each has some information on hand, along with
methods of access to a variety of information resources, including resources both inside
and outside the agent’s “head”. And each of these agents is finite: the resources available
to solve their problems are quite limited. Unpacking each of these properties in turn
reveals many constraints upon memory systems for general cognitive agents.

Agent Information Needs. Each of these situations features an agent, performing a
task in an environment, that encounters some information need — a self-contained
system, doing something to some degree of success in a world larger than itself, that finds
that the information it has is insufficient for it to keep doing what it has been doing.
13

•

Agent
An agent is a self-contained system with inputs and outputs, attempting some
transformation of input to output related to one or more tasks. The Medical
Advisor, the NASA Engineer, the AI Reasoning Server, and the Research
Scientist are all agents.

•

Task
A task is a specification of a desired condition and measure of satisfaction — a
specification of a desired state of the agent or its environment, coupled with some
metric that gauges how well the agent is doing at achieving that state. For the
NASA Engineer, the task is to save the crew, the spacecraft, and the mission, in
that order. For the Reasoning Server, its task is to serve the reasoning requests it
receives.

For the Research Scientist, the task is to write a successful grant

proposal.
•

Environment
The environment is everything beyond the agent — an independent “entity,”
beyond the agent’s direct volitional control, with its own state and dynamics. The
agent and task are embedded within and dependent on, but logically distinct from,
the environment. The NASA Engineer is painfully aware of the independence of
her environment, which includes a recalcitrant spacecraft two hundred and thirty
thousand miles away. For the Reasoning Server, the environment includes its
clients and the history of problems it receives from them. For the Researcher, the
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environment includes funding agencies, colleagues, a parent institution, local
libraries and bookstores, and the World Wide Web.
•

Information Need
Each of these agents needs some information, about the environment, the task or
even itself, to successfully perform its task or to improve its performance. The
NASA Engineer needs to know how to fix what is wrong with the spacecraft.
The Reasoning Server needs the answer to the question it has been asked. The
Research Scientist needs greater understanding of his chosen target domain.

Furthermore, an agent in a realistic environment may perform multiple tasks or a
single task with many distinct subcomponents. As the agent’s task structure becomes
more rich, its information needs become correspondingly rich as well.

Limitations. Each of these agents is limited in the amount of information it can
process, what it can pay for that information and how it can access that information.
Each agent can attend to a limited amount of information, far less than the sum contained
in the information resources available to it. Access to those resources incurs costs, in
time, space or money, that the agent has a limited ability to pay. And the methods for
information access available to the agent are similarly limited, this time by the design of
the agent.
•

Attentional Limits:
Agents have a limited ability to attend to information. This includes limits on fast
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storage space for information “on hand” as well as process limits on actually
manipulating that information.

The NASA Engineer cannot keep all the

schematics of a spacecraft in her head, nor can the Researcher mull over the full
text of even one moderately sized paper in his head.
•

Resource Limits:
Agents have a limited ability to get new information. Access to information
resources has costs which agents have a limited ability to pay — either in
processing resources, access time, energy or money. The AI Reasoning Server
does not have infinite resources to apply to any one request, nor does the
Researcher have the hours in his life to read all relevant literature even in a small
subfield.

•

Access Limits:
Agents also have limited ways to get new information. In addition to a finite
number of onboard stores of knowledge, agents have access to a finite number of
external stores. Obtaining access to new stores also encounters resource and
attentional limits. Just as the Researcher cannot read every potentially relevant
paper, nor can he travel to every library or even learn the interface to every
information retrieval system available. His internal information access methods
are similarly limited: he cannot download the contents of a digital library directly
into his brain — at least not in time to write his grant proposal.
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Attentional limits make it unlikely that an agent in a realistic environment will be
able to meet its information need with the information it has on hand. Moreover, access
limits mean that agents in complex environments must use the same set of information
access methods to service the information needs of a variety of tasks that they perform.

Task Demands. The tasks these agents face have certain demands and constraints.
Some tasks place resource constraints on retrieval; others need to satisfice, demanding a
“good enough” answer; still others need to optimize, finding a “best answer”. Often, the
same agent may need to constrain, satisfice and optimize all at the same time
•

Constrained Retrieval:
Some tasks are resource-constrained and need to limit the effort that they expend
on memory retrieval. This can take the form of competition between memory
retrieval and task performance for resources, or the form of task demands for
immediate action.
•

Competition:
Information access may compete with the task for resources, or, if no explicit
competition exists, excessive time or costs expended on information access
may degrade the quality of the solution or performance on the task. The more
time the NASA Engineer spends hunting through specifications and manuals,
the less time she has to actually devise a solution to the problem. As another
example, an agent driving across the country can afford to glance at a map for
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a moment, but extensive search of its information resources during task
performance would likely lead to extensive damages.
•

Task Demands:
Requirements of the task may demand that performing the task continue
regardless of the status of memory retrieval. Alternatively, the task may
simply benefit from continued performance, regardless of the speed or
effectiveness of information access. Real-time systems are a good example.
For a real-time system the speed of memory is irrelevant: whether or not a
retrieval occurs, certain actions must be performed on a fixed schedule and
memory retrieval must work around it. The driving agent in the previous
example does not need information rapidly; it can stop at any time and review
its information resources, most likely without degrading its overall task
performance. However, if it is able to continue driving it will reach its
destination sooner, and while it is driving, the demands of the driving task
force map access to be limited to an occasional quick glance.

•

Satisficing Retrieval:
Other tasks must satisfice, settling for something “good enough” to allow them to
move forward. This can take the form of needing the quickest response possible,
the first good response, or simply any response of any kind whatsoever.
•

Fast Guess:
For example, the constraints of the task may demand a fast answer rather than
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waiting an arbitrary amount of time for memory to retrieve the best result.
Real-time systems are again an example of systems that may need a retrieval
as quickly as possible. The NASA Engineer has a similar problem: if the
problem is pressing enough she may need to try some solution before it is too
late to save the crew.
•

First Guess:
Other tasks may simply not need the best answer and can settle for any answer
in the ballpark. For these systems, a variety of different answers will be
“good enough” to allow reasoning to proceed and waiting for a best answer
will provide no additional benefit. If an initial literature survey yields some
relevant results, the Research Scientist can use it to flesh out his bibliography
and move on to presenting the novel technical details of his proposal.

•

Shoot First:
Still other tasks may simply require some feedback — any feedback — from
memory to contribute to the reasoning process, helping the agent move
forward. These “shoot first” systems (Riesbeck 1993) may ultimately need
the best answer, but can use a best guess to get reasoning started while
memory continues to churn.

The initial memory retrieval can help the

reasoner refine both the reasoning state and the memory query.

Simply

finding some results in a related field can get our Research Scientist started on
tackling the problem, even if those references will not be ultimately sufficient.
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•

Optimizing Retrieval:
Finally, systems may need to optimize the results that they get. This can take the
form of demanding an optimal result; alternatively, it can take the form of
matching results to a continually refined information need or continuing to find
results for an outstanding information need.
•

Best Answer
Some tasks may demand the absolute best item found in the knowledge base.
Our NASA Mission Controller may need the absolute best information
available if only she can find it in time.

If our Research Scientist is

completing a journal article or survey paper, he may need to scour the
literature for the most on-point prior references.
•

Refined Information Need
However, the NASA Engineer’s understanding of the problem, like the
researcher’s, develops over time as more information is collected about the
problem. Initial sets of diagrams or specifications may not be relevant as the
problem statement is refined.

Retrieval in these circumstances needs to

continue to optimize what is retrieved to match the changing information
need. Again, if our Research Scientist can find simply some results in the
related field, following up on those results may help him refine his search and
focus it more appropriately to the terms and authors relevant to that field.
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•

Outstanding Information Needs
Unlike the NASA engineer, the researcher’s need for information may
continue over a long period of time, long after the immediate problem of the
grant proposal is resolved. The Researcher’s memory access methods, both
internal and external, should continue to seek additional information relevant
to the information need as long as the researcher continues to work on the
problem.

For satisficing and optimizing tasks, it may be productive to allow task performance
to proceed in parallel with memory search, allowing memory to search incrementally,
returning results as it finds them. This kind of memory must be parallelizable or
interleavable with reasoning, and must manage the amount of effort it expends on
retrieval, exploiting additional resources over time as they become available. Resource
constrained tasks could similarly benefit from a memory that can incrementally consume
resources to attempt to improve its answer, yet stop at any arbitrary point to return the
best answer found so far.

In short, these agents need both quick answers to questions and continued processing
of outstanding information needs.

Large Bodies of Knowledge. Because of their limits and the constraints of their
tasks, these agents need to build large, complex bodies of knowledge. Each of the agents
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listed above needs a large body of knowledge to perform its task for closely related sets
of reasons.
•

Task Complexity:
A task may simply be complex, requiring access to a large body of knowledge for
successful performance. A summary of the information needed to construct and
maintain an Apollo-era manned spacecraft runs over 500 pages (Purser et al.
1964) and thousands upon thousands of pages of information would be readily
available to the NASA Mission Controller trying to debug a malfunctioning
spacecraft.

The human body is even more complex: the Physician’s Desk

Reference (Barnhart 1991), which only describes available medications,
nevertheless runs over 2500 pages, and hundreds of thousands of more pages of
information about physiology, pathology and treatment are available online to the
Medical Advisor (e.g., National Library of Medicine 2000) not counting
information available on the World Wide Web.
•

Task Constraints:
A task itself may simply require a large body of knowledge. For example, the task
of finding a phone number given a name is fairly simple, yet because of the vast
number of persons with phones in any given geographic region a knowledge base
that can answer that needs must be vast. Similarly, finding pages on the Web is
not a complex task, but there are thousands of millions of accessible pages
(Lawerence & Giles 1998, 1999, Broder et al 2000) making indexing and
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representing those pages a challenge (Ray et al. 1998, Baeza-Yates & RibeiroNeto 1999).
•

Multiple Tasks:
An agent may perform multiple tasks at the same time and may thus require
knowledge bases which contain a variety of information. One researcher may
perform tasks as diverse as grant research, proposal writing, reviewing and
refereeing, teaching, and advising. The NASA Mission Controller’s problem was
earlier described as one task, but it could just as easily be described as dozens of
different tasks, each presenting its own challenges and its own goals; furthermore,
the goals of these tasks may be aligned with each other or may conflict. As
another example, a hunter living off the land must perform many tasks — finding
food, finding water, navigating between traps and homestead, and avoiding the
odd tiger.

•

Ambiguous or Unknown tasks:
Now, multiple constraints begin to interact: an agent performing multiple tasks
yet having limited information access methods may be forced to use those
methods in uncertain or ambiguous circumstances. In theory an agent that
performs multiple tasks could employ several different sources of knowledge;
however, an agent may not always be able to completely partition its work. When
an agent initially encounters a challenge in its environment it may not be clear
exactly what task the agent needs to perform. When an agent asks for information
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in these circumstances its information access methods must be ready to supply
information related to any one of the agent’s tasks at any time. For example, the
Medical Advisor cannot be restricted to searching for just physiology, diseases or
treatments in isolation; similarly, the Researcher will not tolerate a search engine
that could only access one field of information when another might contain the
information that is relevant.

In any of these circumstances, an agent needs an information access method which
can support a large knowledge base; moreover, the agent may need use the same method
to access heterogeneous bodies of knowledge. These heterogeneous bodies of knowledge
may arise within large complex tasks or may arise because the agent performs multiple
tasks.

In short, agents solving realistic problems in realistic environments encounter many
qualitatively different kinds of information needs which can only be satisfied by
accessing large bodies of knowledge.

Limited Question-Asking Capabilities. Each agent’s ability to ask questions of
these bodies of knowledge is limited. When an agent encounters a need for information
in problem solving that cannot be met by the information on hand, it must use that
information to invoke the methods it has to search the information resources available to
it to try to get the needed information. There is no guarantee that information may enable
the agent to precisely specify the needed information: the information need may be
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ambiguous, may be incorrect, may need refinement, or may simply be a poor match to the
content of the available knowledge.
•

Ambiguous Questions:
Agents may not have enough information on hand to precisely specify the
information they need. For example, the Researcher may perform a search on
“neural network”, but this term is ambiguous; a brief survey of (Arbib 1995,
Rumelhart & McClelland 1986) yields dozens of different specializations of this
term, including “cortical neural network” (which describes neural circuits in the
brain), “Hebbian neural network” (which describes a particular way of modeling
the brain), and “backpropagation neural network” (which describes a machine
learning technique inspired by, but often used in ways completely unrelated to,
brain studies).

•

Incorrect Questions:
The agent’s questions may be worse than ambiguous: they may be poorly posed
or incorrect. For example, the NASA Mission Controller could assume that two
malfunctioning systems may be connected and may embark on a fruitless search
for the connection paths; the Researcher’s understanding of a field may cause him
to formulate an incoherent question; a doctor may place undue weight on
irrelevant symptoms, leading his Medical Advisor astray.

•

Refined Questions:
As the agent continues to perform its task, it may refine its view of the questions.
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The NASA Mission Controller’s systematic tests of various possibilities narrows
the search space; the Researcher’s readings of papers improves his understanding
of the subject matter; the doctor accumulates more information and refines his
hypotheses about the disease. In all of these circumstances, the initial search
queries are likely to be inadequate and need serious refinement.
•

Mismatched Information:
There may be a mismatch between the information on hand and the content of the
knowledge base.

To return to the Research Scientist, an information need

specified as “neural network” might, for a given document collection, be more
accurately formulated as “self-organizing Kohonen map.” Both descriptions are
true and accurate ways to describe a certain machine learning technique, but
asked over the wrong document collection the query “neural network” would
return no relevant results. As another example, there is a uniform standard for
medical terms that the doctor could use (National Library of Medicine 2000) but
in practice physicians do not use this uniform vocabulary to formulate queries
(Pottenger, personal communication, 2000).

In short, agents have limited abilities to specify their own information needs, either in
general or with respect to given knowledge bases. The result of this limit is that the
initial results that the agent receives may not be adequate for satisfying the agent’s
information needs. These tasks could benefit from a memory which could build upon its
initial search effort, harvesting additional results as the search terms are refined.
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The Problem. To sum up, all of these agents have the same problem:
Agents with limited resources need an information access method that can
efficicently retrieve quick but refinable answers from large knowledge
bases given poor questions.

1.1.5. Why the Problem is Hard
This problem presents a number of challenges for devising an appropriate memory
retrieval system. These include challenges in representing knowledge for the variety of
tasks an agent might perform, in providing access to that knowledge, in making that
access efficient and useful, in coping with changing information needs, and integrating
memory retrieval with the demands of task performance.
•

Challenges of Knowledge Representation:
Representing knowledge for complex tasks requires developing knowledge stores
with rich representational power. For example medical diagnosis may require
large and complex semantic network representations (Santos et al. 2000, National
Library of Medicine 2000) whereas representing electronic circuits such as might
be found in a spacecraft requires complex model structures (e.g., Bhatta & Goel
1993, 1994, Peterson et al. 1994, Goel et al. 1996). Incorporating multiple kinds
of knowledge into the same framework present their own challenges in
developing knowledge representations which are sufficiently powerful (Lenat &
Guha 1990, CYCORP 2000, Clark & Porter 1996, 1997).
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•

Challenges of Knowledge Access:
Beyond representing knowledge lies the challenge of accessing it. If a single
access method is a gateway to a store of knowledge that contains complex,
heterogeneous bodies of knowledge, that access method must be powerful enough
to provide access to the right knowledge, yet flexible enough to apply across the
many domains of knowledge in the store.

Tradeoffs may need to be made

between generality of access methods and task-specific matching criteria.
•

Challenges of Efficiency:
Providing efficient access to knowledge is also a challenge, one which becomes
increasingly important as knowledge bases grow in size and as resource
constraints on memory retrieval increase. In general efficiency of representation
and generality of knowledge are tackled as separate research challenges; for
example, database systems have impoverished representations but are optimized
for speed whereas rich knowledge representations do not address the speed issue.
A memory access system for general cognitive agents must address both
challenges simultaenously.

•

Challenges of Quality:
As already mentioned, one way to address the issue of efficiency is to provide
satisficing answers: first guesses, best guesses, initial answers of some degree.
Once the door has been opened to this possibility, however, a new challenge
opens: ensuring that fast satisficing answers are good enough answers for the
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agent to use. Information foraging theory (Pirolli & Card 2000) suggests that if
an answer is below a certain quality threshold it is not worthwhile for an agent to
spend any time considering it regardless of the amount of resources available; the
challenge of quality is to ensure satisficing answers are good enough to be worth
considering.
•

Challenges of Refinement:
Another challenge arises in supporting refinable memory retrieval queries. Any
of the solutions which enable query results to be refined — whether an anytime
solution that allows the memory to continue to work on a problem incrementally
or a feedback-based solution that enables an agent to refine a query — must
provide a language for actually performing that refinement. This includes the
ability to specify queries, to update them, and to examine their status (so that
refinements are meaningful).

•

Challenges of Integration:
Finally, a challenge arises in any approach which calls for a memory to act
independently from but working with a reasoning task. Many of the solutions
hinted at above engage memory and reasoning in a kind of dialogue — the
dialogue of query refinement, the dialogue of satisficing results, the dialogue of
anytime incremental retrieval. Any of these solutions must address not only the
language by which memory and reasoning communicate, but also how the
memory process and reasoning process can work in parallel or interleaved with
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each other, as well as how the reasoning task should interact with the memory for
the best results.

1.1.6. Desiderata for a Solution
Because of these challenges, as well as the properties of the problem itself, an agent
facing this problem has stringent demands on its methods for accessing information.

A cognitive agent needs a method (or methods) for information access which applies
across the set of tasks it performs. This memory system should be effective enough at
retrieval to provide benefit, yet cost-efficient enough not to undermine task performance.
It should not consume an excess of resources, ideally working in parallel with reasoning
and action and responding if reasoning demands an answer. And ideally, it should
exploit any information or extra resources available to provide the best performance.

Because a single agent may have different needs for information at different times —
my needs for information when running from a tiger are far different from my needs
when completing a survey of related work — a memory system for an intelligent agent
may be required to attempt to optimize different performance criteria at different times:
optimizing speed to deal with the tiger, optimizing recall to flesh out the section on
related work, optimizing precision when answering an on-your-feet question.

Therefore, an information access method serving cognitive agents like those in our
examples must satisfy a variety of demands simultaneously: it must store and manage
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large amounts of information relating to a variety of tasks and access that information
accurately and efficiently in a way appropriate to the situation at hand without consuming
excessive resources. Ideally, such a memory could work in parallel with action or
reasoning, amortizing the cost of search over a period of time or returning a best guess to
allow action to continue. Teased apart into explicit desiderata, these requirements for a
memory system for a cognitive agents include:
•

Desideratum 1: Stores a wide variety of information
A memory system for a cognitive agent should be capable of storing many
different kinds of information relevant to performing a wide variety of tasks.

•

Desideratum 2: Provides a general method for accessing that information
A memory system for a cognitive agent should provide a uniform means of access
to all the information it represents, regardless of its content.

•

Desideratum 3: Scales to large multifunction knowledge bases
The performance characteristics of a memory system for a cognitive agent should
be robust, capable of handling large heterogeneous bodies of knowledge.

•

Desideratum 4: Manages cost of retrieval
A memory system for a cognitive agent should control retrieval cost, enabling an
agent in a dynamic world with limited resources to efficiently exploit its past
knowledge.

•

Desideratum 5: Preserves accuracy of retrieval (in the face of resource
limits)
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While it controls costs, a memory system for a cognitive agent should also ensure
that quality of retrieval is as high as possible.
•

Desideratum 6: Exploits task/environmental information
If additional information is available in the environment or task beyond a
particular query, a memory system for a cognitive agent should exploit that to
improve retrieval if possible.

•

Desideratum 7: Exploits extra resources if available
A memory system for a cognitive agent should not merely control retrieval cost; if
additional resources are available it should exploit them to improve retrieval.

•

Desideratum 8: Potentially interleavable with reasoning
A memory system for a cognitive agent should work in parallel or interleaved
with reasoning tasks, enabling the agent to continue to respond to its dynamic
environment.

•

Desideratum 9: Provides guidelines for reasoning integration
The design of a memory system for a cognitive agent with the above processes
should specify how reasoning tasks should be constructed to optimally work with
the memory.

1.1.7. Possibilities Raised By Interacting Constraints
A variety of scenarios discussed earlier — memories that proceed in parallel with
reasoning, memories that incrementally consume resources, memories that return anytime
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answers, memories which permit updated retrieval specifications — open interesting
possibilities.

If memory and reasoning are working in parallel to exploit asynchrony, or if
reasoning is waiting on memory in preparation for demanding an anytime retrieval, then
information may be generated, either by reasoning about the task or by events in the
environment. If the reasoner believes this information is directly relevant to the question
it asked, it could potentially update the specifications of the query — if memory provided
an interface to do so.

Unfortunately, the reasoner may not know enough to ask questions correctly; after all,
the contents of memory are hidden from the reasoner until they are retrieved. However,
what is hidden to the reasoner is visible to the memory; in theory, the more information a
memory system has about the context of a question the better it can focus its effort on
stored items likely to be relevant. Fully exploiting information generated by the task or
environment requires a memory that can do so directly without the need to wait for the
reasoner to update its specifications.

1.1.8. Keys to A Solution
It would be amazing if a single information access method could satisfy all of these
desiderata simultaneously. But one memory system can do all of those things — the
memory system inside the human head. If we are to have a prayer of a chance of
developing a full-blown artificial cognitive agent, we must further the state of the art of
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memory systems and develop an artificial memory retrieval system which can meet the
needs of a cognitive agent by looking to humans as our example.

Humans, our best example of general intelligent systems, solve the problem of
efficiently finding useful answers to under-specified questions seemingly without effort.
Psychological research has shown that to do so, human memory obeys a number of
general principles which are useful for acquiring, organizing and retrieving information
(e.g., Baddeley 1976, Anderson 1981), such as the power law of learning and chunking of
concepts (e.g., Miller 1956, Newell & Rosenbloom 1981, Newell 1983). Most important
for this research is the phenomenon of priming: the ability to use information in the
environment to highlight related information in memory, making it faster to retrieve and
more available for reminding (e.g., Collins & Loftus 1975, Anderson 1983, McNamara
1992, Klimesch 1994, McNamara & Diwadkar 1996).

This human capability points a possible way to tackle the problem of efficiently
finding answers to vague questions from a large knowledge base: use a priming-based
approach that exploits information beyond the questions asked of a memory system to
help the memory more quickly and accurately focus attention on potentially useful
answers.

Where might this “information beyond the questions” come from? It may come from
outside the agent: for example, when an agent’s environment changes, it may generate
additional information which could inform memory retrieval.
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Work on the task or

problem itself might also generate such cues: for example, by further exploration of the
environment (e.g., Kolodner & Wills 1993a, 1993b, Wills & Kolodner 1994, Simina &
Kolodner 1995). It may also come from within the agent: as work on the task or problem
progresses, new needs for information may be generated whose information access
“footprint” may overlap work done answering earlier questions: for example, information
generated through situation assessment (Kolodner 1993) or elaborated processing of
textual data (Lange & Wharton 1994) can elaborate and build on initial retrieval efforts.

The solution described in this thesis embodies exactly this kind of approach, using
human-inspired priming technology to exploit additional information to answer questions
that could not otherwise be answered.

1.2. The Solution
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is a priming-based approach to memory
retrieval. It exploits feedback from the task and environment to guide and constrain
memory search by interleaving memory retrieval and problem solving (Figure 1.1).
Solutions based on context-sensitive asynchronous memory provide useful answers to
vague questions efficiently, based on information naturally available during the
performance of a task.
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Figure 1.1. Context-sensitive asynchronous memory

1.2.1. Distinguishing Features of Context-Sensitive Asynchronous
Memory
The distinctive properties of context-sensitive asynchronous memory can be
illustrated by comparing it with “traditional” memory retrieval approaches, which can be
generally characterized as context-free, synchronous approaches to memory retrieval.2

All memory retrieval approaches begin by trying to improve upon generative problem
solving in some way. An agent without a long-term memory must solve problems using

2

Notable exceptions include models of priming from psychological research, such as (Anderson 1983) and

(Klimesch 1994), which can be viewed as context-sensitive systems; also, while Anderson’s (1983)
proposal is not a model of asynchronous retrieval in the sense proposed here, it does include a feature
whereby more active productions are matched faster.
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only first principles and the information available in its working memory store (Figure
1.2). Adding a memory retrieval system to an agent enables it to improve upon this
“generative” approach by asking questions of its memory and getting useful answers that
improve the quality or speed of the solutions it produces (Figure 1.3).

Synchronous memory retrieval can be defined as a memory retrieval approach in
which reasoning waits for memory retrieval to return an answer. This describes the
relationship between most traditional reasoning systems and their memory retrieval
algorithms; memory retrieval is a subroutine call which effectively seizes control of the
processor and suspends the reasoner until retrieval is complete (illustrated by the
dormancy of reasoning in Figure 1.3).

Context-free memory retrieval can be defined as a memory retrieval approach in
which memory retrieval is guided entirely by the information contained in the initial
memory retrieval request. This also describes the relationship between most traditional
reasoning systems and their memory retrieval algorithms; memory retrieval algorithms
are designed to efficiently process the questions they are asked without providing a
means to update those questions or guide the search while search is ongoing (illustrated
by the limited communication between reasoning and memory in Figure 1.3).
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A context-sensitive asynchronous memory differs from these “traditional” approaches
by simultaneously providing a means to allow reasoning to proceed in parallel with
memory search as well as a means to guide ongoing memory search. This enables a
variety of new ways to retrieve information: anytime retrieval, in which the reasoning
task demands that memory return its “best guess” at a retrieval so far; asynchronous or
spontaneous retrieval, in which the reasoner waits for the memory to spontaneously
return information, and context-guided retrieval, in which feedback from the memory
system guides both spontaneous and on-demand retrieval by the memory system. Figure
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Figure 1.4 Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory Retrieval
1.4. illustrates how anytime, spontaneous and context-guided retrieval together comprise
context-sensitive asynchronous memory retrieval.

Asynchrony and context sensitivity depend on each other in this approach.
Asynchrony is required for context sensitivity because unless there is a means to process
memory retrieval requests independently of ongoing reasoning or action, there is no
source of information to guide a context-sensitive search process; context sensitivity in
turn augments asynchrony by providing an efficient way to incrementally search a
knowledge base. Understanding how these components work together requires a closer
look at the parts of a context-sensitive asynchronous memory system and how those parts
fit together.
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1.2.2. The Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory Approach
To work with reasoning tasks and exploit feedback from them, a context-sensitive
asynchronous memory employs several parts that work together (Figure 1.5). These
components include an asynchronous retrieval manager with anytime retrieval capability,
a context-sensitive search process, and a content-addressable knowledge store:
1.2.2.1. Asynchronous Retrieval Manager
When a reasoning task asks a context-sensitive asynchronous memory a question, the
memory system’s asynchronous retrieval manager actively tries to answer the question
while the reasoning task potentially continues to work (Figure 1.6).

The retrieval

manager continuously matches the retrieval specifications against the results of an
ongoing memory search process until it finds a suitable answer, which it then passes back
to the asking task. This novel spontaneous or “asynchronous retrieval” approach, so
called because the asking of questions is no longer synchronized with the immediate
return of answers, amortizes the cost of memory retrieval across several actions or
reasoning steps to reduce the impact of the cost of search.

The key to asynchronous memory retrieval is a novel data structure called a reified
retrieval request queue. A reified retrieval request queue is a buffer of declarative
representations of requests for information — the “reified” retrieval requests — which
the memory maintains and constantly attempts to satisfy through incremental search of
memory, independent from the activity of other tasks.

In theory an asynchronous

memory manager can work with any incremental search process — including linear
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Figure 1.5. Components of a context-sensitive asynchronous memory
search, random search (the British Museum algorithm), or stochastic sampling (the
shotgun algorithm) — but it was designed for and enables the context-sensitive approach
described later in this chapter.

Asynchronous memory retrieval helps an agent cope with limited search resources or
large knowledge bases: it allows memory to search for the best item in a large knowledge
base as comprehensively as possible without forcing other tasks in the system to block.
Asynchronous memory search also enables the memory to take advantage of additional
information (explicitly provided or gleaned from the context) to improve retrieval.
1.2.2.2. Anytime Retrieval Capability
Explicitly representing requests for information enables a second capability: anytime
retrieval.

If a reasoner cannot wait on the asynchronous retrieval manager to

autonomously provide a retrieval, it may demand — at “any time” — the best result that
the retrieval manager has found so far (Figure 1.7). This enables reasoning tasks to make
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an explicit tradeoff between a quick satisficing answer and a slow optimal answer based
on a comprehensive search of memory.

The key to anytime retrieval is explicitly representing requests for information along
with their satisfaction states. These “reified requests” enable a memory to return a “best
guess” item based on a weighted match of the items it has examined so far. If a retrieval
is requested and a suitable item has been found it should be returned in constant time;
alternatively an anytime matching system can retrieve the first suitable item it finds in a
“shoot first” fashion while the asynchronous memory continues to search for a better
answer, as called for by Riesbeck (1993).

Anytime memory is crucial for some tasks. It is necessary for processes that need an
initial seed of knowledge to begin reasoning and is useful to processes that have
algorithms to refine a query based on an initial retrieval.

Anytime matching is

particularly useful when a knowledge base is large and contains many distractors
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(irrelevant or weakly relevant pieces of information) which would be difficult to
exhaustively match and rank.
1.2.2.3. Context-sensitive Search
In a system in which memory and reasoning (or action) perform active work in
parallel, context-sensitive search of memory becomes possible. This novel approach to
memory search is based on a context-sensitive search process that guides its ongoing
search of a knowledge base using information from the task, from the environment, and
from any outstanding requests for information (Figure 1.8).

The keys to context-sensitive memory are a novel spreading activation algorithm
called context-directed spreading activation which dynamically changes the weights of
connections in the knowledge base based on the reasoning context, the asynchronous
retrieval system which helps provide that context, and an knowledge store structured
such that the connections between knowledge define a set of weighted links which the
spreading activation algorithm can usefully adjust.

Asynchronous retrieval manages the ongoing context-sensitive search process, using
it to search the store of knowledge incrementally while other reasoning tasks proceed,
thus enabling search to proceed hand in hand with reasoning and environmental events in
the hope that information generated from memory or reasoning could further guide the
search and thus result in a successful retrieval.
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Context-sensitive search can improve the speed and precision of search by focusing
the memory system's asynchronous search on the most relevant portion of the knowledge
base. This also enables a single memory system to efficiently search a knowledge base
used for several tasks, focusing the system’s search dynamically on the portions of the
knowledge base relevant to the task at hand.
1.2.2.4. Content-Addressable Knowledge Store
Finally, in order for a context-sensitive search process to function, the knowledge
base that it operates over must be represented in such a way that the search process can
use information provided as part of the context to find information likely to be relevant to
parts of the problem. This requires a content-addressable knowledge base, in which
elements in the knowledge base can be located via their semantic connections to other
pieces of knowledge. As illustrated in Figure 1.4, the content addressable store is
potentially a distinct component from the context-sensitive asynchronous memory
retrieval system itself.
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The key to a content-addressable store is a rich knowledge representation called a
grounded bidirectional semantic network with reified relations; this representation both
maintains links between pieces of knowledge based on their semantic relationships and
provides sufficient information about those links to enable a search algorithm to
dynamically adjust their weights based on the current context.

The rich structure of a content-addressable store enables the representation of
knowledge about a wide variety of tasks within the same knowledge base, and supports
the ability of memory search to focusing search dynamically on the portions of the
knowledge base relevant to the task at hand.
1.2.2.5. How these Components Work Together
Together, context-sensitive search and asynchronous memory retrieval enable a
memory system to expend as little effort on memory retrieval is required, exploiting
information dynamically as it arrives to constantly tune the search to target relevant
information.

Vague questions which are initially difficult to answer can be answered efficiently by
using context to focus search, ensuring that only the most relevant parts of the knowledge
are traversed and only the cream of the crop of possible retrievals are ever brought to the
attention of reasoning. And when new knowledge is generated as a result of reasoning, it
is added to the content-addressable store, which updates its internal connections to enable
that knowledge to be efficiently traversed and retrieved in the future.
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1.3. Applying The Solution
Unfortunately a context-sensitive asynchronous memory cannot simply be added to
an existing reasoner without modification. By design, most existing reasoners ask a
question of memory, wait for an answer, and then forget about the question; this
approach does not provide a context-sensitive memory any priming information, does not
allow for the possibility that a retrieval would be delayed, and does not permit reasoning
to continue while memory search is ongoing — all key features of context-sensitive
asynchronous memory. To take advantage of context-sensitive asynchronous memory,
reasoners must be able to function in parallel with an active memory retrieval process,
provide it implicit or explicit feedback, accept new asynchronously returned retrievals as
they arrive, evaluate their quality, and integrate them into their current processing.
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Each of these capabilities can be built into a reasoner by hand when it is constructed.
However, some of these capabilities — such as providing feedback and working in
parallel — are more or less standard across sets of tasks. Experience-based agency is a
general architecture for intelligent systems that provides a uniform way to handle these
problems. An experience-based agent is built around a context-sensitive asynchronous
memory and a global store of knowledge, using a global task communication system and
a parallel task controller to support the task-independent parts of exploiting a contextsensitive asynchronous memory (Figure 1.9). Experience-based agency also provides an
outline of how to structure reasoning tasks to operate within this framework by
incorporating components such as request generators, retrieval handlers, and integration
mechanisms.

Experience-based agency thus provides a framework for the construction of complete
intelligent systems built on context-sensitive asynchronous memory principles. The key
principles of the experience-based agent approach are:
•

memory retrieval is asynchronous:
memory retrieval operates in parallel with other processes within an agent,
searching the knowledge store continually and incrementally, enabling it to
respond to retrieval requests either in an anytime fashion, returning the “best
guess” found so far, or in an spontaneous or asynchronous fashion, retrieving
answers as they are found.
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•

memory search is context-sensitive:
memory search unobtrusively or explicitly monitors activity in reasoning tasks or
the environment and modifies its search of the knowledge store in an attempt to
focus search on the most relevant items.

•

memory search is cost-controlled:
memory search and retrieval consume a limited amount of resources during any
given time slice, allowing reasoning tasks to execute; however, memory can
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continue to search if given more time and resources in an attempt to improve
quantity or quality of retrieval
•

knowledge storage is unified:
memory search operates over a single store of knowledge, which serves as a
repository for all the knowledge that reasoning tasks in the system might attempt
to retrieve from memory, ensuring that the search for answers to a vague question
can be dynamically focused on appropriate answers when feedback becomes
available

•

reasoning is communicative:
reasoning modules communicate to memory search not only their needs for
information but also additional information about their reasoning state and the
quality of retrieved items, enabling context-sensitive memory to focus on
appropriate knowledge

•

reasoning is integrative:
reasoning modules have the capability to accept information as it is retrieved,
using integration and control techniques to filter out irrelevant retrieved items and
incorporate relevant ones, ensuring that spontaneously or asynchronously
retrieved items can profitably contribute to task performance.

•

communication and control are globally provided:
the architecture provides facilities to support the control of processes operating in
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parallel through a global task controller and support communication between
memory and reasoning through a global working memory

These principles provide a template for implementing a context-sensitive
asynchronous memory system and integrating it with a reasoning module to perform a
real task. They illustrate how an agent must be constructed to dynamically focus memory
search using information from a reasoning module, and in turn point out how reasoning
modules must be designed or augmented to plug into this architecture. An implemented
architecture based on these experience-based agent principles would serve as a toolkit for
constructing a wide variety of agents based on context-sensitive asynchronous memory.

1.4. Scope of the Approach
Viewed purely as a memory retrieval approach, the context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach can be applied to a wide range of tasks and domains. However, some
potential targets are more useful than others. A context-sensitive asynchronous memory
could be used to retrieve solutions to the 8-puzzle or to look up phone numbers by name
in the phone book, but competitive approaches already exist which solve those problems.
Other problems, such as finding information resources relevant to a human user’s
moment-to-moment interests or planning cases relevant to a complex planning state, are
more difficult to solve effectively and efficiently with existing approaches and thus are
more appropriate targets for the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach.
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Applying the approach appropriately requires a clear specification of the kinds of
problems for which it provides the greatest benefit.

The scope of an approach to performing a task can be defined by analyzing the
approach along dimensions such as the constraints of the task, the properties of the
environment, the profile of relevant problems, and so on, and identifying the set of
features along each dimension which indicate the approach will be particularly effective.
Choosing the dimensions of evaluation of an intelligent system in turn depends on the
perspective from which the system is analyzed.

An intelligent system can be viewed from a number of perspectives: as an agent in an
environment, as a black box system with certain functional properties, or as an
architecture which processes knowledge.

From an agent-centered perspective it is

important look at a system in its environment, the profile of tasks and problems the agent
will face in that environment, and the constraints the environment places on performing
those tasks. From a functional perspective, it is important to look at the task a system
performs in terms of its inputs, outputs and required transformations between them, as
well as the way that task is instantiated into domains of content and the kinds of problems
that arise in each domain. From an architectural perspective, it is important to look at the
knowledge and processes necessary to transform the task’s inputs into its outputs, as well
as the knowledge available to each subprocess and how the processes can communicate
with each other.
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Examined through these perspectives, context-sensitive asynchronous memory is
most applicable to tasks and domains which exhibit the following criteria:
•

Constraints from the Task:
The task an intelligent system performs places major constraints upon suitable
memory retrieval methods. The inputs of the task determine what information is
available to ask questions; the computations required to transform the inputs to
the outputs determine what kinds of questions need to be asked and hence what
memory needs to store, and so on. When a single agent performs multiple tasks,
the kinds of questions that need to be asked and information that need to be stored
become increasingly varied and demanding. The context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach is most applicable to tasks which require a rich language of
questions and answers to satisfy their needs for information.

•

Constraints from the Environment:
The environment that a task is performed in can both constrain and liberate
memory retrieval.

The properties of an agent’s environment determine the

resource constraints upon task performance; the properties of the environment
also determine how likely it is that a prior experience will be relevant to a new
problem, and whether there will be any observable indicators of that relevance.
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory requires environments where past
information relevant to current problems exists, along with indicators which
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connect current situations to relevant past information; it is especially applicable
to environments where the resources available to inform retrieval are constrained.
•

Profile of Problems:
Environments pose challenges to agents, problems they need to solve to
effectively perform their tasks. The profile of problems an environment presents
to an agent also affects memory retrieval. Even in a regular environment, some
problems do not require the application of past experience. Problems that can be
solved from first principles, like the 8-puzzle, do not need memory at all.
Problems which require straightforward answers, like providing a phone number,
can be solved by simple lookup. Difficult problems, however — problems which
require a lot of computational effort to resolve, which may not recur exactly but
which are similar enough to past problems to allow the reuse of previously
generated knowledge — present opportunities for memory retrieval algorithms.
This profile of problems is also a good indicator for case-based reasoning
approaches (Kolodner 1993). By asking the right questions of an efficient and
effective memory of past experiences, an agent may be able to avoid
computational effort and solve problems more quickly or more effectively than
solving them from scratch. Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is therefore
most applicable to tasks which pose difficult problems.

•

The Questions Asked of Memory:
Looking inside the box at how a reasoning process might communicate with a
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memory process, the questions that reasoning must ask to solve its problems
affects what memory retrieval approaches are appropriate. Crisp, well-defined
questions can be answered efficiently. For example, “What name is attached to
this Social Security number?” can be answered by a simple lookup if the
knowledge is available. Fuzzy, poorly-specified questions are more difficult to
answer. For example, answers to “What literary works are alluded to in the movie
Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan?” cannot be found by simple lookup, because no
direct index is available. However, the question can still be answered as long as
there is a way to evaluate potential answers — in the example, one might answer
the question by watching the movie and examining a set of sample texts, which
would give one a basis to say that Moby Dick, A Tale of Two Cities, and Paradise
Lost are alluded to, while The Invisible Man, Oliver Twist and The Odyssey are
not. Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is most relevant to tasks which
pose poorly specified yet answerable questions.
•

The Information On Hand to Ask Questions:
Again looking inside the box, the information available to a reasoning process
determines a lot about how it can ask questions and thus what memory retrieval
approaches are relevant.

The information contained in an agent’s working

memory determines not only how the specifications of the question can be
formulated but also what other information is available to inform search. In our
Star Trek example, even if the specification of the question is held fixed, simply
watching the movie and hearing key lines of dialogue will provide cues which
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could be used to suggest sample texts. Information about the task and the
environment can thus not only shape questions but, beyond the questions, inform
the process of finding answers. Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is most
applicable when this kind of information beyond the questions is available.
•

Quantity of Available Knowledge:
The prior knowledge available to the agent similarly determines how questions
can be answered.

If an agent has not had the opportunity to accumulate

knowledge or has not retained the knowledge it has encountered, answering
questions will be difficult regardless of the memory algorithm employed;
conversely, if the amount or distribution of available knowledge makes answering
questions easy then complex memory retrieval algorithms are not required. For
example, if the prior knowledge base is very small then few approaches will
complete with exhaustive search or simple hashes and indexes; if on the other
hand a knowledge base is very large but nine out of ten items serve as a sufficient
answer to the average question, then the overhead of a complex memory retrieval
algorithm cannot compete with pure random selection.. The context-sensitive
asynchronous memory retrieval approach is most appropriate for large knowledge
bases with a paucity of useful answers.
•

Structure of Available Knowledge:
Too much information without any structure can make questions difficult to
answer — imagine searching the Library of Congress without an index. The
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structure of knowledge determines how easy information is to find — either
explicit structure in the form of labels and indices, or implicit structure embedded
in the logical structure of knowledge. Returning to our example, the “cued
suggested texts” strategy listed earlier presumes that the listener is familiar with
Ahab’s curse upon Moby Dick, the opening line of A Tale of Two Cities, and
Satan’s cry against heaven in Paradise Lost. Regardless of whether you see these
connections as explicit indexing of key features of the work or implicit
connections established as a result of reading a text, these connections make it
possible to watch a scene-chewing villain in outer space and have Captain Ahab
percolate to mind. These connections are also a necessary feature for contextsensitive asynchronous memory.
•

Limited Resources:
The resources available to an agent to perform its task — and thus the resources
available to the processes within the agent — also affects what memory retrieval
approaches are relevant. Only a limited amount of time, storage or computational
resources may be available, and these limits interact with each other. For clearly
specified questions which can be quickly matched, a large knowledge base can be
searched exhaustively in near-constant time with enough computational power;
however, as time constraints increase or available computational power drops
exhaustive search may no longer be possible. Even nearly unlimited resources for
memory search are not helpful if the knowledge base can grow to be arbitrarily
vast. The problem of retrieval cost is worse if the bottleneck is matching poorly
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specified questions against complex potential answers. Returning to our example,
even someone spending their life tacking this single problem could not afford to
match every work of literature known to man against the text of the film — hence
the importance of the “cued suggested texts” strategy. The challenge for these
kinds of questions is finding the best potential answers to limit the costs of
matching. Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is more competitive with
competing approaches when resource limits are an issue.

The context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach is most applicable to agents
performing classes of tasks instantiated in classes of domains which satisfy the above
profile; however, context-sensitive asynchronous memory does not depend on any
knowledge of a particular task or domain or any particular environment.

Context-

sensitive asynchronous memory is domain independent: it is applicable to a wide variety
of tasks and problems from simple search applications to complex cognitive agents.

1.5. The Claims
The core claim of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach is that the
problem of efficiently answering poorly specified questions can be solved by a contextsensitive asynchronous memory working with an integrative reasoner in a rich,
challenging but regular environment. This general assertion can be unpacked into a series
of more specific claims about the usefulness, properties and sources of power of contextsensitive asynchronous memory and what reasoners must do to take advantage of it.
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The key claims of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach are:
•

Claim 1: Interleaving Memory with Reasoning and Action is Useful
An efficient, domain-independent solution to the problem of retrieving useful
answers from large knowledge bases given under-specified queries is to
interleave memory retrieval with task performance and use feedback from the
task or environment to guide the search of memory.

•

Claim 2: Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory Enables Interleaving
Interleaving memory retrieval with and exploiting feedback from task
performance can be achieved in a domain-independent way using a contextsensitive, autonomous memory retrieval process capable of spontaneous and
anytime retrieval.

•

Claim 3: A Rich Representation Makes Context-Sensitive Asynchronous
Memory Domain-Independent
A rich, reified, grounded semantic network representation enables contextsensitive memory retrieval processes to retrieve useful information in a
domain-independent way for a wide variety of tasks.

•

Claim 4: Communication, Integration and Control are Required to Use
Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory
To effectively use a context-sensitive asynchronous memory to retrieve useful
answers, a task must be able to work in parallel with a memory process,
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communicate with it, provide feedback to it, and must possess integration
mechanisms to incorporate asynchronous retrievals provided by the memory.

1.6. The Evidence
To test these claims about the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach and
its companion, the experience-based agent architecture, I constructed the Nicole system
to serve as a testbed for a series of experiments and evaluations. The Nicole system
instantiates the experience-based agent approach: built around a context-sensitive
asynchronous memory retrieval process operating over a rich, reified, grounded semantic
network representation and controlled by a parallel task control architecture, it allows the
construction of agents based on context-sensitive asynchronous memory as well as the
analysis of the properties and sources of power of the context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach itself.

1.6.1. Claim 1: Interleaving Memory with Reasoning and Action is
Useful
An efficient, domain-independent solution to the problem of retrieving useful answers
from large knowledge bases given under-specified queries is to interleave memory
retrieval with task performance and use feedback from the task or environment to guide
the search of memory.

The first claim is a claim about the problem, namely, that it can be solved by
interleaving memory retrieval and task performance and using feedback from the task to
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Figure 1.10. Quality of Recommendations On Web Search
improve memory retrieval. This solution is both useful and broadly applicable: the
approach can provide real benefits to real users and real problems, and can be applied to
a variety of tasks and domains. The evidence for this claim can be divided into two parts:
evidence of utility, and evidence of general applicability.
•

SubClaim: Exploiting feedback is useful
Interleaving memory retrieval and problem solving to exploit user feedback can
improve memory retrieval.
Evidence: To evaluate this claim, I used Nicole to develop an information
retrieval application called Nicole-IRIA, which interleaves search for information
with user browsing and exploits user feedback to improve memory retrieval.
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Nicole-IRIA was evaluated on two distinct information retrieval domains: general
web search and personnel management.
Evaluation of Nicole-IRIA on these domains demonstrated empirically that
Nicole-IRIA could use feedback from browsing to improve the quality of memory
retrieval as measured by relevance to user interests. Figure 1.10 illustrates a
typical set of results on the general web search domain; the X axis represents
number of user clicks tracked and the Y axis represents the percentage of
recommended pages matching the user’s current interests. Using feedback from
user browsing, Nicole-IRIA was able to recommend pages which matched user
interests with a significantly greater degree of accuracy than chance and a higher
degree of accuracy than the random ordering produced by a source search engine.
•

SubClaim: Exploiting feedback is generally applicable
An approach based on interleaving memory retrieval and problem solving to
exploit user feedback can retrieve useful information for a wide variety of tasks.
Evidence: To evaluate this claim, Nicole’s context-sensitive asynchronous
memory module, MOORE, was used to retrieve useful information for three
distinct tasks, including the experience-based agent systems Nicole-IRIA
(hypertext information retrieval) and Nicole-MPA (planning), as well as the
standalone ISAAC story understanding system (Moorman 1997). In each of these
systems, Nicole-MOORE successfully performed memory retrieval sufficient to
enable task performance, including successful information retrieval in Nicole-
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IRIA and successful case-based planning in Nicole-MPA. While ISAAC did not
directly take advantage of MOORE’s context-sensitive asynchronous retrieval
properties, MOORE nonetheless functioning as a “traditional” memory system
did successfully support ISAAC’s retrieval needs as it read real science-fiction
stories at human-level performance (Moorman 1997).

1.6.2. Claim 2: Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory Enables
Interleaving
Interleaving memory retrieval with and exploiting feedback from task performance
can be achieved in a domain-independent way using a context-sensitive, asynchronous
memory retrieval process.

The second claim is a claim about the solution: that interleaving memory retrieval
and task performance and exploiting feedback between them can be accomplished by the
context-sensitive asynchronous memory architecture. This claim can be decomposed into
a variety of subclaims, illustrating the capabilities of context-sensitive asynchronous
memory to exploit information from a variety of sources to improve retrieval and provide
benefit compared to competing approaches.
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•

SubClaim: Context-sensitive asynchronous memory usefully exploits
feedback
A context-sensitive asynchronous memory can use contextual information to
improve quality and quantity of retrieval.
Evidence: To test this claim, I conducted two evaluations. First, I implemented a
planning system called Nicole-MPA, which was able to use contextual
information derived from problem statements and problem solving traces to
improve the quantity of retrieved cases over a default retrieval approach. Figure
1.11 shows the results of one experiment with Nicole-MPA: when attempting to
find a small number of relevant cases in a knowledge base populated with
irrelevant cases the use of contextual information facilitated successful retrieval.
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Ablating the feedback links between reasoning and memory (the “null context”
condition) severely degraded the system’s retrieval capabilities, and using a
context-insensitive form of spreading activation rather than the context-directed
spreading activation approach also degraded retrieval.
Then, I evaluated Nicole-IRIA on a “site search” domain in which Nicole-IRIA
recommended information based on user browsing.

When Nicole-IRIA was

provided with information about potential relationships between user browsing
and target concepts, it produced retrievals superior (as measured by relevance to
user interests) to those in a control condition.
•

SubClaim: Context-sensitive asynchronous memory exploits feedback
generally
A context-sensitive asynchronous memory can exploit contextual information
from a variety of sources.
Evidence: To evaluate this claim, I conducted evaluations which demonstrated
that Nicole’s contextual memory system can function using several different
classes of contextual information. This contextual information included data
extracted from problem statements and intermediate problem solving steps in
Nicole-MPA, implicit priming information extracted from user browsing traces in
Nicole-IRIA, and explicit user hints in Nicole-IRIA.
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•

SubClaim: Context-sensitive asynchronous memory provides superior
performance
A context-sensitive asynchronous memory can exploit contextual information to
retrieve information not accessible to other approaches given the same effort.
Evidence: To demonstrate this claim, I performed a theoretical analysis of
context-directed spreading activation, the mechanism for context-sensitive
memory search. This analysis shows that given a fixed amount of retrieval effort,
context-directed spreading activation can exploit contextual information to
increase the range of concepts reachable over standard spreading activation
(Figure 1.12).
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1.6.3. Claim 3: A Rich Representation Makes Context-Sensitive
Asynchronous Memory Domain-Independent
A rich, reified, grounded semantic network representation enables context-sensitive
memory retrieval processes to retrieve useful information in a domain-independent way
useful to a wide variety of tasks.

The third claim is that operating over a particular kind of richly represented
knowledge base called an experience store enables a context-sensitive asynchronous
memory to provide benefit to a wide range of tasks or to a complex single agent
performing a variety of tasks. This claim can be decomposed into several subclaims:
first, that an experience store enables context-sensitive asynchronous memory retrieval to
operate, second, that it can support a variety of tasks; third, that it can support highly
complex representations.
•

SubClaim: Rich knowledge representation is required
A reified, bidirectional, grounded semantic network enables context-sensitive
asynchronous memory retrieval.
Evidence: I have demonstrated this claim using Nicole by ablating key properties
of the knowledge representation, such as bidirectional links or reified relations.
Removing these elements degrades the quality and quantity of retrieval or
disables the context-sensitive asynchronous memory system entirely.
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•

SubClaim: Rich knowledge representation enables generality
A reified, bidirectional, grounded semantic network can support the
representation needs of a wide variety of tasks.
Evidence: To demonstrate this claim, I used Nicole’s rich knowledge
representation for knowledge representation in planning (Nicole-MPA) and
hypertext information retrieval (Nicole-IRIA), and contributed Nicole’s
knowledge representation to the ISAAC story understanding project (Moorman
1997).

•

SubClaim: A rich knowledge representation supports complex tasks
A reified, bidirectional, grounded semantic network is expressive enough to
support complex logical expressions and rich enough to support a wide variety of
world knowledge.
Evidence: To demonstrate this claim, I performed a theoretical analysis which
shows that reified grounded semantic networks have the same expressive capacity
as Nth-order logic and equal representational capacity to knowledge
representations such as the Knowledge Machine and CYC.

1.6.4. Claim 4: Communication, Integration and Control are Required
To effectively use a context-sensitive asynchronous memory to retrieve useful
answers, a task must be able to work in parallel with a memory process, communicate
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with it, provide feedback to it, and must possess integration mechanisms to incorporate
spontaneous or asynchronous retrievals provided by the memory.

The final claim states that reasoners need certain properties to effectively use contextsensitive asynchronous memory.
•

SubClaim: A unified knowledge store is necessary
To effectively use a context-sensitive asynchronous memory to retrieve useful
answers, a task must represent knowledge in the experience store.
Evidence: I demonstrated this empirically in Nicole-MPA through ablation
experiments of its plan tagging mechanism. Because it extends the SPA singlecase case-based planning system and uses SPA’s native plan representation,
Nicole-MPA’s plans are opaque to the experience store.

To overcome this

limitation, Nicole-MPA uses “plan tags” to make the content of plans visible to
the experience store. Ablating plan tags — effectively removing the content of
Nicole-MPA’s knowledge from the experience store — severely degrades
memory retrieval.
•

SubClaim: Memory/task parallelism is necessary
To effectively use a context-sensitive asynchronous memory to retrieve useful
answers, a task must pass requests to and operate in parallel with the
asynchronous memory.
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Evidence: I demonstrated this empirically in Nicole-MPA by ablation of the
memory retrieval request system. Ablating the memory retrieval request system
or interleaved processing of memory retrieval and task performance disable
memory retrieval entirely.
•

SubClaim: Feedback is required
To effectively use a context-sensitive asynchronous memory to retrieve useful
answers, a task must provide feedback to the context-sensitive memory system.
Evidence: I demonstrated this empirically by varying contextual information
available to Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA. In Nicole-MPA, eliminating sources
of contextual information degrades the quantity of retrieved items, and in NicoleIRIA, eliminating sources of contextual information degrades the quality of
retrieved items.

•

SubClaim: Integration mechanisms are required
To effectively use a context-sensitive asynchronous memory to retrieve useful
answers, a task must have integration mechanisms which enable it to accept
spontaneous or asynchronous retrievals and incorporate them into its current
processing state.
I demonstrated this empirically in Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA by ablating parts
of the integration system. In Nicole-MPA integration mechanisms are necessary
to solve difficult planning problems in certain domains, and in Nicole-IRIA the
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evaluative function of integration mechanisms is necessary to preserve the quality
of retrieved items.

1.7. Benefits and Contributions
The research described in this thesis provides benefits for real users and real tasks as
well as contributions to artificial intelligence research.

1.7.1. Benefits to Users and Tasks
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory enables users performing real tasks to find
answers to questions which would otherwise be unanswerable. By using feedback from
the environment and task performance, a context-sensitive asynchronous memory can
find answers which would not have otherwise been found. When answers are plentiful, a
context-sensitive asynchronous memory can bring the most relevant answers to the
forefront, ensuring that the best answers are not overlooked.

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory enables agents to efficiently balance
resources between task processing and memory retrieval. By incrementally searching the
knowledge base, a context-sensitive asynchronous memory supports anytime retrieval of
the best answer found so far and thus enables agents to satisfice, terminating the search
with the first suitable answer found.

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory retrieval furthermore enables agents easily
use additional information to improve retrieval. By explicitly recording and maintaining
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the state of a search, a context-sensitive asynchronous memory supports incorporating
new retrieval specifications, thus enabling agents to refine their questions in the hope of
getting better answers.

From the end-user perspective, these capabilities enable an intelligent system based
on a context-sensitive asynchronous memory to exhibit flexible, accurate, human-like
performance: rather than simply returning fixed answers in response to questions, a
system based on context-sensitive asynchronous memory can work with a user,
unobtrusively watching the user’s performance on the task to help it reorganize its
presentation of information or explicitly taking hints from the user to help it find better
answers — all without discarding the work it has already performed.

1.7.2. Contributions to Artificial Intelligence
Beyond simply being useful for solving real problems, this research makes theoretical
and technical contributions to several areas of artificial intelligence research, including
agent systems, memory, knowledge representation, task control, planning, and
information retrieval.

The experience-based agent architecture enables designers to construct agents with
context-sensitive asynchronous memories. By providing an architecture for knowledge
representation and task processing that supports a context-sensitive asynchronous
memory, along with a specification of how to construct reasoning tasks which work with
a context-sensitive asynchronous memory, the experience-based agent architecture
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provides a framework for building complete systems which incorporate both contextsensitive asynchronous memory principles and real performance tasks.

One of the most important contributions of this framework is the asynchronous
memory architecture itself. Asynchronous memory enables a novel style of memory
retrieval combining anytime retrieval, revisable specifications and spontaneous
remindings. By providing an explicit language for information requests, treating them as
first-class objects, and processing them incrementally, an asynchronous memory enables
the memory to incrementally consume resources attempting to find an answer, to provide
answers when demanded, to accept revised specifications when provided, and to
proactively alert reasoning when a result is found.

Hand in hand with this contribution is the context-sensitive memory search
architecture. Context-sensitive memory search improves the precision of memory search.
By using cues from ongoing reasoning to guide search, context-sensitive search focuses
the search effort on the portion of the knowledge base most likely to yield useful
answers.

The context-directed spreading activation algorithm is an important enabling factor
for this approach. Context-directed spreading activation enables scaleup of the contextsensitive approach to more complex knowledge bases. By using the existing set of active
nodes to change the weights of connections dynamically, context-directed spreading
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activation reduces the effective branching factor of spreading activation and enables the
same knowledge base to be used in a variety of ways. 3

Another important enabling factor is the experience-store knowledge representation.
The experience store enables the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach to be
applied to a variety of tasks. By providing a rich knowledge representation capable of
representing highly complex knowledge which supports the features required for the
context-directed spreading activation algorithm, the experience store provides a taskindependent basis for context-sensitive search.

Another contribution of the framework is the parallel task control system. The
parallel hierarchical task network facilitates integrating memory and reasoning systems.
By coupling a task decomposition system that supports complex task logic with a
parallelism and synchronization language which supports complex task coordination, the
parallel hierarchical task network enables the construction of reasoners which can
provide feedback to a parallel memory process and accept proactive retrievals from those
processes.

This research contributes to the field of planning as well. The multi-plan adaptor
algorithm enables dynamic recombination of multiple planning cases. By providing a

3

A patent has been applied for at Georgia Tech on certain aspects of context-sensitive asynchronous

memory, the CDSA algorithm, and the experience-based agent architecture embodied in Nicole.
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way to clip the relevant parts of a case and splice them into an active planning process,
the MPA algorithm provides a method for dynamically combining multiple planning
cases to improve performance.

This research also contributes to the field of information retrieval. Nicole-IRIA
provides a way to use a user’s browsing efforts to find information relevant to their
interests. By representing information resources in an experience store and mapping user
queries and user browsing to information requests and contextual feedback, Nicole-IRIA
can find information in memory relevant to the user’s goals and rank it according to a
user’s current interests.4

Finally, this research has contributed theoretical and practical analyses of each of the
components of the experience-based agent framework, providing a way to predict the
classes of tasks and situations in which the approach will provide benefits, enabling users
and designers to evaluate the utility of the approach for their task and applications.

1.8. Outline of the Thesis
The thesis is divided into four major sections – Introduction, Approach, Evaluation,
and Impact.

4

Patents have been applied for at Enkia Corporation on certain aspects of the recommendation engine

embodied in Nicole-IRIA.
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The Introduction section establishes the general research area and the problem this
thesis addresses. This chapter introduced the problem of efficiently finding answers from
large knowledge base using context, illustrated why this problem is important for
cognitive agents and other intelligent systems, and reviewed the context-sensitive
asynchronous memory approach to a solution. Chapter 2: Memory discusses the
problems of memory in greater detail, unpacking the desiderata discussed earlier in
greater detail, discussing related work in memory with respect to the desiderata, and
identifying what is novel about the approach to memory retrieval advanced in this
dissertation.

The Approach section discusses the technical meat of the thesis. Chapter 3: ContextSensitive Asynchronous Memory discusses the approach in detail. Chapter 4: Integration
Mechanisms discusses the impact of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory
approach on reasoning and how reasoners must be structured to exploit such a memory.
Chapter 5: Experience-based agency closes the loop, discussing how to support
integrating context-sensitive asynchronous memory with reasoning tasks with a general
architecture and proposing the experience-based agency theory as one solution.

The Evaluation section discusses how this technical work has been evaluated.
Chapter 6: Methodology discusses the approach behind the evaluations. Chapter 7:
Implementation introduces the implementation of the experience-based agent idea in the
Nicole system. Chapter 8: Case Study: Planning discusses an investigation in applying
this approach to planning in the Nicole-MPA system, while Chapter 9: Case Study:
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Information Retrieval discusses an investigation in applying this approach to information
retrieval in Nicole-IRIA. Finally, Chapter 10: Feasibility addresses how the results of the
case studies, along with the results of additional experiments conducted on Nicole itself,
demonstrate the feasibility of context-sensitive asynchronous memory and experiencebased agency.

Finally, the Impact section discusses what this research has contributed. Chapter 11:
Conclusions summarizes the major claims of the research, the strengths and limitations of
the approach, and draws conclusions about what we have learned from this research and
where this research can lead in the future.

Now, on to the problems of memory, and how this research addresses them.
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CHAPTER II.
RELATED WORK
What is memory retrieval, what approaches to it exist, and what does this research add?
Finding good answers from large knowledge bases given poor questions is just one of
the challenges that general cognitive agents pose for memory retrieval. To cope with
complex problems and multiple tasks, general cognitive agents require large stores of
knowledge capable of holding complex information. However, when agents are faced
with a problem they often lack the information they need to precisely specify an answer
and almost always lack the time or processing power to exhaustively search all of their
knowledge. This problem is complicated in agents which must continue to think or act to
maintain adequate performance on their tasks; such systems need ways to integrate the
memory retrieval problem with ongoing performance of their tasks.

As discussed in Chapter One, these demands can be teased apart into a set of explicit
desiderata for memory retrieval systems:
•

Desideratum 1: Able to store a wide variety of information

•

Desideratum 2: Provides a general method for accessing that information

•

Desideratum 3: Scales to large multifunction knowledge bases

•

Desideratum 4: Manages cost of retrieval
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•

Desideratum 5: Preserves accuracy of retrieval (in the face of resource
limits)

•

Desideratum 6: Exploits task/environmental information

•

Desideratum 7: Exploits extra resources if available

•

Desideratum 8: Potentially interleavable with reasoning

•

Desideratum 9: Provides guidelines for reasoning integration

Satisfying as many of these desiderata at once is important for constructing not only
general cognitive agents but for any system faced with complex but vague questions,
large and rich knowledge bases, and limited resources to find answers.

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory addresses these challenges simultaneously.
This chapter demonstrates the value of this unified approach by comparing and
contrasting it with prior work in memory retrieval.

The chapter begins with a brief overview of existing approaches to memory retrieval
and their limits, then sets out a framework for analyzing memory retrieval systems in
terms of functional, performance and technological considerations, highlighting with a
broad brush context-sensitive asynchronous memory’s contributions in each of those
areas. The chapter then examines potential tradeoffs between functional, performance
and technological aspects of memory retrieval systems.
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With this foundation laid, the balance of the chapter compares and contrasts contextsensitive asynchronous memory and prior research with respect to the desiderata listed
above.

The chapter examines the major issues of each desideratum in depth, first

presenting functional, performance and technological metrics for evaluation, then
discussing prior work addressing the desideratum, identifying limitations of that prior
work, and finally examining how context-sensitive asynchronous memory builds on prior
work to overcome those limitations.

2.1. Existing Approaches and their Limits
In general, existing approaches to memory retrieval target one or more of these
desiderata separately.

Separate research traditions address large knowledge bases,

complex knowledge, use of knowledge for several tasks, or speed, efficiency and
contextual issues, but no existing system addresses more than three or four of these issues
at the same time. Instead, most systems trade off one or more of these capabilities in
exchange for the others.

Painting with a broad brush, we can characterize the bulk of approaches to memory
retrieval as task-specific, attempting to satisfy the desiderata of one task or one class of
tasks (e.g., Goel et al. 1994, 1996, Hanks & Weld 1992, 1995, Peterson et al. 1996
Veloso 1995). Case-based and dynamic memory systems focus more broadly on the
properties of memory systems, but don’t directly address efficiency issues (e.g., Schank
1982, Kolodner 1983, Bareiss et al. 1988, Domeshek 1992). A variety of performance
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memory systems have built on the case-based and other approaches, exploiting
parallelism to achieve fast performance at the expense of efficient use of processing
resources (e.g., Kolodner 1988, Kettler et al. 1993). Computational models of human
memory point the way to efficiently exploiting information in the environment, but are
often very narrowly focused on single memory tasks (e.g., Gentner & Forbus 1991, Jones
& Langley 1995, Lange & Wharton 1994, Law et al. 1994, Thagard et al. 1990); general
cognitive architectures apply these memory approaches to a wider range of tasks but are
not structured for use in more general artificial intelligence applications (Anderson 1983,
1990, Newell 1990). Finally, a variety of approaches focus on developing general
knowledge bases, but these systems focus most on general representations and overall
ontologies without considering retrieval problems in great detail (e.g., Lenat & Guha
1990, Clark & Porter 1996).

Most of these systems were not designed to serve as a memory system for a cognitive
agent, although some of them are clearly steps on the path towards that goal. By
examining existing approaches and their strengths with respect to the desiderata for
memory in general cognitive agents, we can determine where existing approaches fall
short of the requirements and outline how the state of the art should be extended.

2.2. Evaluating Memory Approaches
A vast array of potential approaches exist, from relational databases to cognitive
architectures, from search engines to associative memories, and from dynamic case
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libraries to connectionist neural networks.

How can these different approaches to

memory be evaluated or compared with respect to these desiderata?

To evaluate a memory system one may ask a number of reasonable questions, such
as: What kind of knowledge can its store hold? What kinds of questions can be asked?
How long does it take to get an answer? How good are the answers that are returned?
How does it find those answers? These questions can be broken down into three primary
groups: what a memory system does, how well it does it, and how it does it.

“What a system does?” inquires about the functional capabilities of a memory system
— what conditions are necessary for the approach to bring information to mind? “How
well it does it?” asks about the performance characteristics of a memory system — what
costs does it incur, and what is the quality of its output? “How it does it?” asks about the
architecture of a memory system — what technologies were used to create it, and how
easily can they be extended to other tasks?

Other metrics for analyzing memory systems exist, such as degree of fit to human
data (for cognitive models of memory systems), availability on operating system
platforms (for software modules for application systems), customizability, extensibility,
and so forth. While these issues can be very important, they are not relevant to the core
issues of this research and we will not discuss them further in this dissertation.
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2.2.1. Functional Capabilities of Memory Systems
The most significant questions about a memory system’s functional capabilities are
its external characteristics: what are its inputs, what are its outputs, and what
relationships exist between input and output (e.g., Marr 1982)? Secondarily, one may ask
questions about a system’s internal structure. For example, what representations and
processes does it use? Of course, internal representations and processes are only
significant if they are exposed through a system’s functional interface or if they are
relevant to extending an approach to new tasks or domains.

One of the most important capabilities of a memory system is its representational
power: the expressiveness of its query and representation languages and the generality of
its search and matching algorithms. Also important is its knowledge organization: how
concepts and data are structured in the knowledge base to facilitate retrieval. Another
important dimension is a system’s functional autonomy: does the memory act like a
subroutine, requiring a questioner to wait until a response is generated, or does it act like
a thread, processing a query without intervention and returning answers on its own when
found? Of particular interest to this research is whether a memory system can return
results in an anytime fashion and whether a query can be refined without effectively
discarding the results of the original search.

Viewed from a functional perspective, context-sensitive asynchronous memory
attempts to maximize the representational power of the knowledge base and to exploit
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that representation to minimize the need for explicit knowledge organization;
furthermore, context-sensitive asynchronous memory attempts to break new ground on
functional autonomy by enabling memory to operate in parallel with other reasoning
tasks.

2.2.2. Performance Characteristics of Memory Systems
Given a memory system with a specific set of functional capabilities, how can its
performance be evaluated? One of the most important dimensions is a memory system’s
computational complexity: the time and space cost of adding items to a knowledge base
and the time and space cost of querying the knowledge base. Another important
consideration is a memory system’s efficiency: how effectively the memory expends the
time and space cost that it consumes. Memory systems may provide guarantees about
their behavior: for example, memory search may be comprehensive or partial, and if
partial may have lesser or greater degree of precision in search; matching can be exact or
approximate; and overall retrieval itself can be deterministic, random, or contextsensitive process. Finally, the quality of a memory retrieval system’s results are also
important: we can evaluate a memory system by measuring the recall and precision of the
information it retrieves with respect to a query, the accuracy and quantity of information
it returns, or the amount of information gain that can be achieved per unit of effort.

One could argue about the precise breakdown of these categories: one could argue
that (for example) asynchrony of retrieval is more akin to a performance characteristic, or
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that guarantee of retrieval is a functional capability. For the purposes of this axiology,
we view a memory system as an opaque software component — a “black box” with a
particular applications programming interface, or “API”, intended to fulfill some
behavior specification, or “contract”.

We categorize the features of the API of a memory system (such as the matching
language) as functional capabilities, and categorize the contract of the API (such as
retrieval guarantees) as performance characteristics. We categorize more traditional
metrics used to measure memory systems, such as speed or precision, in the performance
characteristics grouping. The reason for this breakdown is that the inputs and outputs of
a memory — the API — come attached to the black box, whereas “guarantees” provided
about how those inputs and outputs work are really statements about the system’s
behavior which can be empirically measured and evaluated — statements which might be
wrong.

Viewed from a performance perspective, context-sensitive asynchronous memory
attempts to hold computational complexity constant by relaxing guarantees of
comprehensiveness and accuracy in retrieval, and within those constraints exploiting
feedback to try to improve the precision of search and the quality of retrieval.
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2.2.3. Technologies for Memory Retrieval
The task of memory retrieval is supported by a variety of technologies, each of which
can be used in a variety of systems but which have specific properties that make them
more or less suited for different tasks.

Knowledge organization approaches such structure the knowledge base using trees
or labeled graphs in an attempt to enable specific classes of questions to be answered
efficiently; examples include the redundant discrimination networks of CYRUS
(Kolodner 1983), shared feature networks used in a variety of machine learning
approaches (for a discussion see Kolodner 1993), and more specialized structures
designed for individual systems, such as combination of goal indexing and discrimination
networks used for plan retrieval in PRODIGY/ANALOGY (Veloso 1995), the dimension
indices used to retrieve relevant cases in HYPO (Ashley 1990, 1991), and the multiple
knowledge sources used for efficient retrieval of different classes of knowledge in
KRITIK (Peterson et al. 1994, Goel et al. 1996).

Symbolic associative memories attempt to build symbolic matching networks which
enable information to be quickly retrieved based on its content; examples include highly
optimized production systems such as OPS-5 (Forgy 1981) as used in Soar (Newell
1990).

Semantic networks can be considered to be implementations or close relatives of
symbolic associative memories. Semantic networks employ symbolic network structures
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for storage, representation and retrieval of information. They are distinguished from
other representations usually by processing algorithms which exploit their graph
structure, such as spreading activation and marker passing approaches. Examples include
(Quillian 1966, Woods 1975, Anderson 1983, Jones 1989, Jones 1993, Jones & Langley
1995, Wolverton 1994) and further discussion can be found in (Sowa 1984, Sowa 1991
particularly Schubert 1991; also Russel & Norvig 1995).

Case libraries use larger grained data structures as the fundamental units of
knowledge and employ a variety of labeling, indexing and retrieval schemes, many of
them overlapping with the techniques described above. For an overview, see (Kolodner
1993); examples of systems using case libraries include (Kolodner & Simpson 1988,
Kolodner 1988, Bareiss et al. 1988, Hammond 1989, Kettler et al. 1993).

Nonsymbolic associative memories, like symbolic associative approaches, also
attempt to enable information to be quickly retrieved based on its content; in
nonsymbolic approaches, however, the indices, representations or both are distributed
across feature arrays or other nonsymbolic data structures. A canonical example is
(Kohonen 1984)’s proposal for self-organizing associative memories; Domeshek’s
(1992) proposal for fast matching of feature vectors can be viewed to as a member of this
category.

Neural networks are typical examples of nonsymbolic associative memories,
distributing representations across subsymbolic network structures and using activation
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from novel inputs to reinstantiate past patterns. For an overview and a representative set
of examples of neural network systems, see Rumelhart & McClelland (1986).

Other approaches. Construed broadly, a variety of other approaches to memory
retrieval exist.

Caching memory architectures collect past queries and answers to

improve speed of memory retrieval, but in general caching memory systems have very
simple query and representation languages. Database systems have similarly simple
knowledge representations, but support more complex query languages and specialized
memory retrieval algorithms which make particular classes of queries more efficient.
These limitations on knowledge representation and access methods make many of these
approaches unsuitable for artificial intelligence applications.

Combined approaches. Many of these technologies do not constitute complete
memory retrieval systems in and of themselves and must be instantiated in more
complete systems to serve the needs of a reasoning task. For example, the OPS-5
production system (Forgy 1981) serves as the associative memory in the Soar
architecture (Newell 1983); spreading activation itself is usually embedded in larger
systems like ACT* (Anderson 1983) or Eureka (Jones & Langley 1995); and so forth.
Also, many of these approaches are often combined: for examples, a variety of systems
have explored integrating neural and symbolic approaches (e.g., Hendler 1989, Holyoak
1991, Holyoak & Hummel (in press), Lange & Wharton (1994), and Rosenbloom 1993).
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Where context-sensitive asynchronous memory fits in. Technologically, contextsensitive asynchronous memory is a semantic network approach employing spreading
activation as its memory retrieval mechanism.

Furthermore, the approach imposes

constraints upon its knowledge representation to ensure that spreading activation exhibits
the content-addressable behavior of an associative memory approach, and exploits
features of its rich knowledge representation to emulate some of the advantages of
knowledge organization approaches without requiring system designers to know how to
structure their knowledge bases.

This combination of technologies and features of

technologies is designed to make the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach
not only applicable to a wide range of intelligent systems, but also feasible to apply
without extensive customization.

2.3. Apparent Tradeoffs and Opportunities
Viewed

from

these

perspectives

—

functional

capabilities,

performance

characteristics, and implementing technologies — existing systems have a wide range of
functional capabilities and equally wide range of performance characteristics. Interesting
tradeoffs are often made between particular capabilities and improved performance along
one or more dimensions, sometimes exploiting the particular strengths of a technology to
do so (Figure 2.1).

For example, one typical tradeoff is between efficiency of memory retrieval and
expressiveness of representation and query languages. Generality of search and matching
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algorithms are another capability often sacrificed for efficiency: for many tasks, specialpurpose memory algorithms have been developed which are highly efficient and effective
at fulfilling their functional role.

While this research does not wish to downplay the role of single-task memory
systems in producing effective applications that solve people’s problems, if the ultimate
goal of artificial intelligence remains the creation of general-purpose intelligent systems
capable of performing multiple tasks at human-level competence, general memory
retrieval algorithms are required.

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory focuses on general memory retrieval, but
not necessarily from the perspective of “what tradeoffs are required?” Instead, the
context-sensitive asynchronous memory model proposes that a potentially beneficial
relationship exists between several aspects of memory systems: an expressive
representation and matching language, coupled with an appropriately designed
autonomous search process, can improve the precision of memory search and the
efficiency of retrieval. This synergism can be exploited without sacrificing the generality
of memory retrieval.
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Approach
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Performance
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PARADYME
PARKA

SOAR
ACT*

CYC
KM

Nicole-MPA
Nicole-IRIA

Retrieval
Efficiency

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

Multitask
Applicability

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Query
Generality

no

no

yes

n-a

yes

yes

Cost/
Accuracy
Control

n-a/
no

no/
no

n-a/
no

no/
no

no/
no

yes/
yes

Task Interaction Policy

no

n-a

yes

n-a

no

yes

Exploit
Context

yes

no

no

yes

no

yes

Strengths

exploit past
experience

not tied to a
single task

general query
methods

general
processing

general
representation

general
architecture

Weaknesses

tied to single
task, query

tied to a single
query model

KB size,
efficiency

limited
retrieval scope

retrieval
unspecified

single-task
methods
faster

Figure 2.1: Comparison Chart of Memory Systems

The key is to view memory as one piece of an autonomous agent, composed of
multiple concurrently running processes, performing a task or set of tasks in a dynamic
environment. Representing all the knowledge of a multiple-task agent in a single data
structure requires a rich, expressive knowledge representation language, and an
appropriately designed memory retrieval algorithm can use that rich representation to
guide search of memory based that the context of the agent’s reasoning and the recent
history of its environment. This context-sensitive search is more precise than existing
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approaches and enables the system to find information more efficiently. Furthermore, if
memory is allowed to operate as an autonomous process, context information will be
naturally generated as part of the agent’s reasoning and experience to further guide
information retrieval.

This approach addresses the challenge of managing information access to large
knowledge bases by exploiting the resources identified earlier: the knowledge base, its
experiential structure, the problem itself, and the recent history of task performance
leading up to solving the problem. This approach is distinguished from existing memory
approaches by its attempts to use these resources to improve efficiency while retaining
generality.

It is also distinguished by the particular methods it uses to exploit the

relationship between representation, autonomy, precision, and efficiency.

2.4. Meeting the Desiderata
The desiderata for memory for general intelligent agents presents challenges to
traditional approaches, sometimes because of the tradeoffs existing approaches make
between different areas of performance and functionality and sometimes because no
existing approach fully addresses the desiderata.

Taken individually, each desideratum for memory systems for general intelligent
agents applies constraints to one or more of these dimensions of evaluation. For example,
storing a wide variety of information (desideratum 1) places requirements on the
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representational power of memories for cognitive agents; interoperating with reasoning
(desideratum 8) places requirements upon the functional autonomy of memory systems
for cognitive agents. Taken collectively, the desiderata increase the requirements on
memory systems by demanding that multiple constraints be met simultaneously by the
same system.

The axes of functional, performance and technological evaluation identified earlier
make it possible to make the desiderata much more explicit, which in turn makes it
possible to examine existing approaches to memory retrieval in detail, determine how
well they meet the desiderata, and identify where new approaches may be needed.

2.4.1. Desideratum 1: Able to store a wide variety of information
The foundation of memory retrieval is knowledge representation: the format for the
knowledge that is stored and retrieved. Like the study of memory retrieval in humans,
the study of knowledge representation in machines is a rich field, with areas of focus
ranging from how to extend logical representations to handle complex human concepts to
how to simplify complex representations to improve efficiency.

General cognitive agents place many demands on the knowledge representations of
their memory systems: they need a language expressive enough to support the
information needs of individual tasks, flexible enough to support the storage of
knowledge that can be used across tasks, and organized enough to be efficiently accessed
by the memory system.
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The first requirement for a representation language for a general cognitive agent is
that it must be expressive enough to make constructing individual tasks practical. The
practical requirements of real world tasks may require the manipulation of literals or
strings, scalars or vectors, or matrices or graph structures; therefore representation
languages for general cognitive agents should be flexible enough to support a wide range
of knowledge and datatypes or should enable the embedding or linking other data
structures into the primary knowledge representation.

This may take the form of

“grounding” a symbolic representation in lower-level program language or perceptual
concepts.

A representation language for a cognitive agent must also be flexible enough to apply
across the set of tasks it performs. The knowledge needed for a particular task may be
very different from that needed for other tasks, but all of these kinds of knowledge should
be accessible through the same mechanism. A knowledge representation for a cognitive
agent should have a highly expressive logical kernel.

Finally, a knowledge representation for a general cognitive agent must support the
retrieval of that knowledge. While this is highly dependent on the method available to
access that knowledge, the representation language itself can support the task of memory
retrieval, either through the logical structure and organization of the knowledge base,
through “hidden” indexes and structures which improve access, through annotation
records on individual items to aid retrieval, or through some combination of the above
techniques.
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Evaluating Approaches to Storing Knowledge. The representational power of
memory systems vary in complexity, ranging from simple strings of bits to structured
representations intended to carry meaning. Simple caching algorithms which manipulate
bits appear less expressive than database systems which manipulate tuples of typed data,
which in turn are less expressive than case-based systems which have structured frame
representations, all of which stand beneath the high-end richly interconnected networks
of knowledge such as used in CYC or the Knowledge Machine.

Representational Power. This intuition about increasing complexity can be
operationalized in terms of the logical expressive power of a representation. The simplest
representation is a knowledge base filled with literals: single elements out of a universe
of possibilities, like words, symbols or numbers. A more expressive representation
composes literals of the same class into lists or arrays, like text documents composed of
characters. Database systems use a richer representation of formatted tuples where each
element is of a specific type. Tuples and attribute-value representations are rich enough
to store predicates and thus have the logical representational power of first-order
propositional logic (for discussion and examples see Sowa 1991, esp. Schubert 1991; also
Russel & Norvig 1995 and Stefik 1995). Augmented first-order propositional logic
representations, like simple frame systems and semantic networks, add additional
constraints and or features, such as inheritance mechanisms or explicit interconnections
between items in the knowledge base, but have basically the same logical representation
power. Beyond these augmented first-order propositional logic representations, however,
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lie more complex frame systems, semantic networks and other formalisms capable of
representing arbitrary higher-order logical expressions (again see Sowa 1984 and Sowa
1991, especially Schubert 1991; also Rumelhart & Norman 1985), such as the
frame/network/constraint language used in the CYC project (Lenat & Guha 1990,
CYCORP 2000) and the CRYSTAL knowledge representation language discussed later
in this dissertation. Finally, specialized systems exist whose sole purpose is to push the
boundaries of logical representation, such as the conceptual graphs workbench PIERCE
(Ellis & Levinson 1992).

Support for Tasks. Another way of judging a representation is how easily it supports
task-specific information.

A representation may be completely general, such as a

database system which supports arbitrary records or a frame system which supports
arbitrary knowledge. At the other end of the spectrum a representation may be tied to the
task that its parent system is designed to solve — for example, items in a geographical
database may contain privileged fields for representing GPS coordinates, while items in a
visual dictionary may contain images.

(In theory a task-specific element might be

encodable into simple literals or predicates, but in practice this may be a highly nontrivial
process.) Between these two extremes lie knowledge representation approaches which
are general but contain optimizations which make it easy to construct representations that
support specific tasks.

Support for Memory Retrieval. A third way to examine a knowledge representation is
how well it supports memory-specific features.
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Again, a representation may be

completely general, such as a flat-file database or an unannotated list of predicates.
Alternatively, a representation may contain elements specific to the task of memory
retrieval — for example, privileged index or cross-reference fields, statistics on the
item’s usage history, and so forth.

Existing Approaches. The bulk of approaches to memory retrieval are task-specific:
solutions targeted at specific classes of tasks with well-specified properties and attempt to
satisfy the desiderata of their own individual task. Others are general purpose knowledge
representation systems that attempt to represent knowledge for a wide range of tasks.

Special-Purpose Memories. Most AI systems have special-purpose memory modules
which serve the information needs for the single task they perform. (Since almost all AI
systems have some need for memory retrieval and most of them do not focus on the
general problem of memory retrieval, it is not surprising that special-purpose
mechanisms proliferate!)

The advantage of a task-specific memory system is that it can be designed to the task.
Such a memory can, by design, enable an agent or system to store, recall and exploit the
kinds of past experiences it needs to solve new problems, and can, also by design, contain
special features which enable efficient and effective performance on the typical kinds of
queries which the agent generates or encounters during its processing. Together, these
two capabilities features enable a system to take advantage of its memory to effectively
perform its task.
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Examples of task-specific memories include the planning-specific case library of SPA
(Hanks & Weld 1992, 1995) which operates by matching problems to variabilized cases;
the more complex planning-specific case library found in PRODIGY/ANALOGY
(Veloso 1995), which uses a variety of techniques, including plan footprints, goal indices
and discrimination nets to find relevant cases efficiently; the topological models used for
case storage and retrieval in ROUTER (Goel et al. 1994); and the knowledge sources of
the KA system (Peterson et al. 1994, Goel et al. 1996) which adopts as an explicit
hypothesis the use of several task-specific knowledge sources.

This list could be

indefinitely extended. For example, Kolodner (1993) reviews many systems and their
knowledge retrieval strategies. Of the systems listed above, many are discussed in greater
detail at other points in this thesis.

General knowledge representations. However, an important thrust within the
knowledge representation field is the development of general-purpose representation
languages sufficient to support a wide range of tasks. The most famous of these is
perhaps CYC (Lenat & Guha 1990) but this family also includes the Knowledge Machine
(Clark & Porter 1996, 1997) the KL-ONE and KODIAK family of representation
languages (Brachman 1985, Wilensky 1986) as well as a variety of other approaches
(e.g., Ellis & Levinson 1992, Genesereth & Fikes 1992, Shell & Carbonell 1989).
General-purpose representation languages are founded on rich representations which can
represent subtle concepts across a variety of domains and for a variety of uses, and
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support a variety of means of accessing that knowledge to support the performance of a
variety of tasks.

Limits of existing approaches. The disadvantage of the design-to-task approach is
that specialized memory systems tailored to one task are in general limited to retrieving
specific kinds of information in response to specific queries.

Specialized memory

systems cannot retrieve general information from a knowledge base. Even when the
knowledge base contains a shared ontology and several classes of knowledge, the designto-task approach often leads to partitioned knowledge bases and specialized memory
retrieval mechanisms for each class of knowledge. This is useful from a performance
perspective, means that individual systems are more difficult to expand and generalize,
resulting in the addition of new memory subsystems as the tasks that top-level systems
tackle become more complex. Furthermore, depending on the constraints of the task the
design-to-task approach does not necessarily address the issues of controlling costs of
retrieval or using available information to improve accuracy.

General purpose representation languages, however, are not general purpose memory
retrieval systems either.

Methods of access focus on the properties of pieces of

knowledge or well-specified logical queries, rather than general memory retrieval based
on sparse or incomplete information. While efficiency is an important issue for generalpurpose representation languages, the focus of efficiency efforts is generally on finding
algorithms that make logically accurate queries as fast as possible, rather than an explicit
cost control policy that guarantees a result within a specific amount of time or effort.
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Furthermore, general representation languages by their very nature focus on
representation without addressing issues of processing, interaction with other tasks, or
native memory retrieval support.

Benefits of the Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory Approach. Contextsensitive asynchronous memory addresses these limitations in a variety of ways. First and
foremost, it employs a general knowledge representation, enabling it to be applied to a
variety of tasks. (Technically, this is a property of experience-based agency; the contextsensitive asynchronous memory algorithms could be applied to a task-specific system).
Second, provides rich support for task-specific features, building its knowledge
representation on top of a general programming language. Third, it provides rich support
for memory-specific features enabling a variety of memory retrieval algorithms and
optimizations to be applied.

2.4.2. Desideratum 2: Provides a general method for accessing
information
Representations are only as useful as the algorithms which allow access to them. The
access algorithms which enable reasoning tasks to interact with a knowledge base should
be as general as the knowledge base itself. This need for generality applies not only to
the basic access methods that enable processes to inspect and manipulate individual
pieces of knowledge in working memory, but also the memory retrieval processes that
bring information from the long term store.
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A memory retrieval algorithm for a general cognitive agent should support a very
broad query language — although this language need not be arbitrarily complex. The
search mechanisms which search this store of knowledge should be comprehensive
enough to find a good set of potential items even if the question asked is vague or poorly
specified. And the algorithms which match individual items to the questions should be
powerful and efficient, capable of matching the query language to arbitrary pieces of
knowledge.

Evaluation Metrics. There are a number of ways to evaluate methods to access
information; these questions parallel our earlier discussion of knowledge representation
properties. These metrics include the language queries can be written in, the algorithm
for searching the knowledge base, and the algorithm for matching items to queries. A
general representation language is an important component of a memory retrieval system
for a general cognitive agent, but the architecture must specify more than just a language:
it needs to specify a query language and memory retrieval mechanism which enables an
agent to use the kinds of information it has on hand to find relevant information in its
knowledge base. An internal representation is only as rich (or as poor) as the algorithms
that access it. A record in a flat-file database may store knowledge of incredible richness
— a passage from Feynman, the Torah, or Aristotle’s Poetics. Conversely, an expressive
representation is only significant to the degree that it is exploited by the algorithms that
query and search the store and by the algorithms that match items found in the store
against the query.
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Query Language. What kinds of questions can be asked of the store? Again, there is
a hierarchy: simple memory caching systems only allow a query of an address; a database
system permits a richer matching of fields or of keywords. Artificial intelligence systems
typically enable matching based on variable unification or similarity. Alternatively, a
query may not resemble a simple question, instead corresponding to reminding based on
meaning, associations with working memory, or other content-addressable approaches.

It is somewhat more difficult to rank approaches to query languages. The simplest
are perhaps keyword searches, which can be augmented with Boolean search operations.
The next stage includes logical and mathematical expressions such as that used by the
SQL language. Russel (1996) illustrates a series of increasingly capable of matching and
unification languages for AI systems. Kolodner (1993) lists a variety of approaches for
similarity-based matching of cases. Like representation languages, query languages may
contain task-specific elements, such as searches for synonyms or adjacent words in text
retrieval or searches by location in a geographical database; query languages may also
contain memory-specific elements, such as a request for the most frequently retrieved
item or for a count of all relevant items in the memory. Perhaps the ultimate query
language would be asking questions in a natural language like English; however, this
brings in a host of issues in natural language processing which are beyond the scope of
this thesis and hence we will not discuss this possibility further here.

An example of the interaction between representation and query language is the
ABBY system, which uses a rich query language to access simply represented store
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(Domeshek 1993). ABBY’s cases are flat text representations annotated with memoryspecific indices. The indices themselves are simple vectors. However, ABBY uses a rich
query representation called the Universal Index Frame which enables it to make very
‘deep’ remindings.

This naturally leads us to the flip side of “What questions can we ask?”, namely,
“How are those questions answered?” Logically, this question can be split into three
parts: how the store is organized, how it is “searched” in response to a question and how
the items in store are matched to the question.

Knowledge Organization. Knowledge organization can make access to knowledge
easier or more difficult; as an example there is the typical time-space tradeoff between
parsimonious representations, which may be minimal in size but require linear or
logarithmic access times, and indexed representations, which may support constant or
near-constant time access but require large amounts of overhead.

As knowledge

structures and needs for access become more complex, it is possible to build additional
structural support into a knowledge base to enable fast access of the right knowledge at
the right time. For example, when constructing a case library, if certain features are
known in advance to be good labels for cases they can be incorporated directly into the
structure of the representation to aid easier access; as another example the PROTOS
system (Bareiss et al. 1988) incorporated “difference links” to enable the memory
retrieval system to quickly narrow in on a correct case after it had found a near miss.
Issues that must be addressed include indexing (the structure of the knowledge base),
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labeling (the content of indices) and processing (how those indices and labels are
manipulated). The issue of knowledge organization is discussed further in (Schank 1982,
Kolodner 1983, 1993, Hendler 1989, Domeshek 1992).

Search Algorithm. A wide variety of algorithms exist to search a memory system’s
knowledge store. When queried, a memory system may search its store exhaustively or
partially. The order and range of a partial search may be determined dynamically or may
be preordained from the start. And regardless of whether the search is exhaustive or not,
a memory may choose a variety of search orders for its trek through the knowledge base.
Several metrics are required to capture these intuitions: search comprehensiveness,
search partitioning, and search strategy.

Comprehensiveness refers to the completeness with which a memory system searches
its store; a memory search may be exhaustively comprehensive (searches everything),
potentially comprehensive (searches a subset, which potentially could range over the
whole knowledge base) or non-comprehensive (searches are deliberately restricted to
portions of the knowledge base). Note that an exhaustive search may not be a “search” at
all in the case of a content-addressable store, and the “non-comprehensive” search is not
relevant for a fixed-address memory.

Search partitioning and search strategy are related. Partitioning refers to the way that
the subset of a knowledge base searched in non-exhaustive search is determined.
Partitioning can be done statically (at knowledge base creation or update time) or
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dynamically (at query time). Search strategy refers to the order in which items are
searched; this may be a fixed-order “brute force” search or may be dynamically
determined by the properties of the query. Generally partitioning strategies and search
strategies are complementary; as one example, consider a database system which for
efficiency sorts its contents into separate subsets based on predefined categories known at
design time; as another, consider a semantic memory which uses a relatedness measure,
embodied in a spreading activation mechanism, to conduct its search.

The result of search is the identification of candidate retrieval items: the next logical
step is matching those candidates to the query.

Matching Language. Matching is the process of taking a knowledge item, however it
is found, and judging its suitability as an answer to a query. Even some fixed-address or
content-addressable memory approaches which have no real “search” process may
nonetheless do something like “matching.” For example, the MAC/FAC retrieval system
(Gentner & Forbus 1991) does not “search” its memory; instead, when it is presented
with a target for retrieval, it compares the target with each source stored in memory using
a fast similarity test based on a dot product of content vectors (Many Are Called) and
returns the most highly matching candidates (Few Are Chosen).

Like query languages, matching languages enable the user of a retrieval system to
specify a piece of knowledge; unlike query languages, matching languages do not specify
how to find knowledge but simply how to evaluate an individual piece of knowledge’s
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suitability. In general, a system’s matching language is closely tied to its retrieval
language, although the specification for matching may be decoupled from the
specification for search and hence may be viewed as more or less expressive than the
query language as a whole. Thus, matching and search are closely related (and may be
blurred): while search may simply collect candidate items for matching, a “smart” search
could incorporate matching or indexing steps to ensure that the candidates returned match
the search criteria as closely as possible.

Hence the expressiveness of a matching algorithm parallels the expressiveness of
query languages. Again, the simplest are perhaps keyword matching languages and their
Boolean, logical, and mathematical extensions. Russel’s (1996) taxonomy of matching
and unification languages is equally relevant here, as is Kolodner’s (1993) similarity
taxonomy. Kolodner (1988) illustrates a complex case-matching language. Some of the
most complex matching algorithms include structure matching for conceptual graph
structures (for a discussion of conceptual graph systems, see Sowa 1984, Ellis &
Levinson 1992, Levinson & Ellis 1993). Like query and representation languages,
matching languages can judge retrievals based on task-specific criteria, such as a visual
matching algorithm for candidate retrieved images. Matching languages may treat a
query as a logical test, returning all items which pass the test, or may viewed it as a
ranking of similarity function where only the “best” or “n best” items are returned.
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Existing approaches. Three approaches that focus on general query languages are
case-based and dynamic memories, common knowledge bases, and performance memory
systems.

Case-based and dynamic memories. A more general-purpose approach to the problem
of memory retrieval can be found in dynamic memory and its successors in general casebased reasoning methods. Case-based memories are methods for information retrieval
inspired by models of human memory and applicable to multiple tasks.

Examples

include systems like CYRUS (Kolodner 1983), PROTOS (Bareiss et al. 1988) and
ABBY (Domeshek 1992), which of course performed specific tasks but which introduced
general memory methods such as redundant discrimination networks (CYRUS),
discrimination links (PROTOS) and universal index frames (ABBY) as general methods
to organize knowledge for easy access to memory.

General case-based memories explicitly considered more general methods, not
limited to a single performance task, for agents to exploit past experiences (e.g., CYRUS,
PROTOS) and addressed other related issues such as strategic retrieval and knowledge
organization.

However, case-based memories generally focus on storing and retrieving episodesized chunks of knowledge, not models of general semantic retrieval. Many case-based
memories are designed in ways to make them as efficient as possible, but do not operate
under any specific cost control policy. CYRUS explicitly addressed the issue of strategic
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interaction with ongoing reasoning tasks to refine retrieval, but does not define a protocol
for interaction between the ongoing memory retrieval process and simultaneously active
task processing or environmental events.

To build upon the lessons of general case-based and dynamic memories, we must
generalize their principles to support storage and retrieval of general knowledge, not just
episode-sized chunks, must incorporate more comprehensive mechanisms for controlling
cost of retrieval, and must specify how these systems will interact with ongoing
reasoning or environmental action.

Common knowledge bases and performance memory systems. Discussed in greater
detail in the next section, both common knowledge bases and performance memory
systems attempt to provide support for the memory retrieval task in a variety of contexts.
Therefore, even when their focus may not be on the memory retrieval language itself,
they nonetheless must provide some general memory retrieval language to access their
memory support.

Limits of Existing Approaches. These approaches provide more general methods for
agents to exploit past experiences not dependent on a single performance task, and in the
case of case-based and dynamic memories begin to address some issues in strategic
retrieval and knowledge organization. However, case-based and dynamic memories are
still focused on storing and retrieving only episodes or cases, have limited strategic cost
policy, and in general do not deal with integration with ongoing reasoning processes.
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Memories for cognitive agents need a more general approach to storage and retrieval, a
comprehensive cost management policy, and a policy for interacting with ongoing
reasoning tasks.

Benefits of the Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory Approach. Contextsensitive asynchronous memory, working in concert with experience-based agency,
contains several features which enable it to provide a general method for information
access.

First, as mentioned in the last section it employs a general knowledge

representation; this is augmented with a domain-independent query language and a
domain-independent memory search strategy.

Second, the experience-based agency

theory builds on top of this foundation a general-purpose inter-task communications
language and general-purpose task control mechanisms, enabling the context-sensitive
asynchronous memory algorithms to integrate well with a variety of tasks.

2.4.3. Desideratum 3: Scales to large multifunction knowledge bases
A cognitive agent needs knowledge representation, storage and retrieval schemes
which can handle large amounts of knowledge. General cognitive agents may perform
dozens of tasks using the same knowledge or may have thousands of items of knowledge
specific to a particular task, and hence require knowledge bases that can scale far beyond
toy problems.

Evaluation metrics. Scalability is a question of computational complexity: what
impact does increasing a size parameter of a knowledge base have on the cost of
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knowledge base operations? Several parameters are relevant: the absolute size of the
knowledge base, the absolute size of any individual item (or, in a semantic network, the
number of connections between one item and another item), the number of items in any
individual class, and the number of classes or sets of items

As these parameters are increased, a scalable knowledge base must control its costs in
a variety of areas. Storage of additional information must remain space efficient as items
and connections increase. Direct access to the logical content of an individual piece of
knowledge must remain time efficient as well.

Ideally, the cost of searching the

knowledge base, matching individual candidate items, and overall retrieval should remain
efficient.

While constant-time scalability may not always be possible, exponential scalability is
clearly unacceptable. For knowledge base parameters which may become large but are
not likely to grow without bound, such as the size of individual items or the complexity
of matching specifications, linear or polynomial performance are probably acceptable.
For parameters which do grow without any effective bound, such as absolute knowledge
base size, linear or sublinear scalability is ideal.

Another important issue is the generality of a system’s memory retrieval mechanisms:
can it be used effectively for a variety of tasks? Like representation and query languages,
the processing algorithms of memory may be designed to specifically support a small set
of tasks. At the one extreme might be a database which only supported retrieving book
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listings by author or ISBN and which structured its representations, query languages and
processes specifically to support only those series of tasks. A more general system might
be something like an SQL database, which has optimized representations supporting a
narrowly-specified range of functionality, but which can be nevertheless be used in
service of many tasks. At the other extreme would be a full general-purpose memory
system whose representations and processes are optimized not to serve any one task but
instead to provide as wide a set of features as possible so that the single uniform memory
system it provides can support a wide range of tasks and processes.

Existing approaches. A variety of research traditions have tackled the problem of
large multifunction knowledge bases in various guises. These include what this research
terms performance memory systems that try to produce very fast knowledge bases for
very large sets of data, common knowledge bases that serve as single repository of
knowledge for many different tasks, and cognitive architectures which serve as standard
platforms for constructing a wide range of tasks.

Performance Memory Systems. At the opposite end of the spectrum from taskspecific memory systems are “high-performance” memory retrieval architectures, which
address directly the general problem of memory retrieval for large knowledge bases. The
explicit hypothesis these systems explore is that the key to fast, effective information
retrieval is powerful parallel hardware. Examples include PARADYME (Kolodner 1988)
and PARKA/CAPER (Kettler et al. 1993), as well as the memory architecture behind the
ABBY system (Domeshek 1992).
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Performance memory approaches by their very nature tend to focus on the general
problems of memory retrieval rather than needs of specific tasks.

They make a

comprehensive effort to limit costs and achieve good performance, and often incorporate
very general query languages enabling the approaches to be applied to many different
tasks.

While experimental results confirm that system such as PARKA have achieved
stunning memory retrieval performance, whether parallel hardware will continue to
outpace knowledge base size is an open question, both in general and for the specific
amount of horsepower available to any given application. Even assuming that parallel
processing power will eventually outpace knowledge base size (perhaps when hardware
becomes so advanced that the difference between a processing unit and a memory unit is
no longer meaningful), a number of questions will remain. First, does the memory use
that processing power as effectively as possible, exploiting all available knowledge to
answer questions as efficiently as possible to free processing power fr higher level-tasks;
second, how does the memory cope with poorly specified questions which do not give the
memory enough information to uniquely specify a response; and third, given that
memory retrieval will continue to take a finite amount of time (at least for the near
future) how does the memory system interact with or respond to ongoing retrieval and
environmental processes.

While performance memory systems as a whole make a comprehensive effort to limit
costs and achieve good performance, and include general query languages for knowledge
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access, they nonetheless still have limitations with respect to our desiderata. These
include not exploiting information from the reasoning task or the environment to improve
precision of search, and not fully addressing the problem of interacting with the other
components of a functioning agent in an environment. And to some extent these parallel
systems are brute-force, brawn over brains approaches (not to allege that considerable
brains are not involved). The potential exists to expend search effort more effectively
depending on context of a query. Also, because retrieval still takes finite time, parallel
systems could possibly benefit from a policy for interacting with ongoing reasoning
processes, enabling them to exploit additional time when that becomes available. After
all, knowledge base size and/or resource constraints often outrace parallel horsepower;
for example, even though the AltaVista search engine uses massive computing clusters
redundantly distributed across the globe to provide fast lookup of web sites (Ray et al.
1998, p279), it nonetheless has to limit the amount of effort it expends on queries to
handle both the bulk and the load of the Web simultaneously. For this reason, the fabled
“found 200,000 hits” count of results returned by AltaVista is usually only an
approximation (ibid., p. 77). Therefore, it is worth considering approaches to more
efficiently use resources or available time could help even a parallel system cope with
increased knowledge base size or load.

Large Knowledge Bases. Some of the research discussed earlier in knowledge
representation also tackled the issue of common knowledge bases for multiple tasks,
including systems such as CYC (Lenat & Guha 1990), the Knowledge Machine as used
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in the Botany Knowledge Base project (Clark & Porter 1996), and PIERCE (Ellis &
Levinson 1992). To adequately represent complex concepts, detailed plans and linguistic
structures for a variety of areas, these systems required powerful representational
schemes capable of representing complex conceptual relationships and higher-order
logical expressions; CYC and PIERCE also employed groundings between those
expressions and features of the “real world” outside the representation (Levinson & Ellis
1993).

The limitations of common knowledge bases with respect to our desiderata are that
they do not explicitly address issues such as performance or exploiting information from
the reasoning task or the environment to improve precision of search.

Cognitive architectures. The study of human memory is not limited to the study of
human memory in isolation. Cognitive architectures are attempts to model the entire
human cognitive process. The two most famous of these approaches are Soar (Newell
1990) and ACT (Anderson 1983).

In tackling the general problem of cognition, systems like Soar and ACT also
necessarily address the issue of memory retrieval. Here, the fact that many memory tasks
share similar properties, such as the power law of performance, is often the starting point
for deriving a clean, general architecture for memory retrieval and/or reasoning which
exhibits those properties as a natural consequence of fundamental design decisions.
Because cognitive architectures are designed to be applied to a wide variety of tasks,
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their representation languages and retrieval mechanisms are designed to be general.
Furthermore, the way in which memory retrieval interacts with other processes within the
agent is carefully delineated as part of the theory.

However, cognitive architectures have some limitations when viewed as models for
artificial systems. Like other computational models of memory, they focus on modeling
specific theoretical properties rather than the overall performance features of the
architecture. For example, the Soar architecture makes explicit theoretical commitments
about the semantics of each stage of the decision cycle and as a consequence does not
directly control the cost each cycle. For example, the elaboration phase of each decision
cycle is conceptualized as the gathering of all information the agent has available to it; as
a consequence all productions which can match do so, often in sequence (see Newell
1990, pp.170-171).

Because this process is not limited in any way the cost of an

elaboration cycle could potentially become arbitrarily expensive. Of course, this is not
relevant for Soar’s use as a cognitive model of reasoning tasks but does become relevant
when Soar is used as an artificial intelligence system. Aware of this issue, the Soar group
has explicitly tackled the problem of cost as a research topic, investigating the areas in
which increased knowledge could lead to unacceptable costs and, when necessary,
designing strategies to improve the performance of the system where those costs arise
(e.g., Tambe et al. 1990, Tambe et al. 1992, Doorenbos 1993, Tambe & Rosenbloom
1994).
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Furthermore, each cognitive architecture brings to the table specific assumptions
about the memory retrieval process which arguably make them less appropriate as
architectures for artificial agents. Each cognitive architecture addresses a certain scope.
For example Soar focuses on the so-called “cognitive band” of mental operations ranging
in time from ~~10ms to ~~10sec (Newell 1990 Chapter 3) and ACT* (Anderson 1983)
has a similar range. As a result, cognitive architectures do not address features that arise
outside of that scope, such as such as strategic memory retrieval or self-monitoring
needed for long-term tasks such as academic studies, invention or design.

Each cognitive architecture supports memory retrieval processes derived from the
basic theoretical assumptions of the theory.

For example, Soar has no model of

declarative memory retrieval: all memory retrieval in Soar procedural based on
productions or “chunks”; this architecture is effective at modeling skill acquisition but
makes it difficult to model priming of memory retrieval or learning of large chunks of
knowledge like cases.5

5

This is a variant of the data chunking problem (Simon, T. 1994, personal communication). Learning

declarative facts in Soar requires learning productions which map from the features to be indexed to the
features to be retrieved in a process called data chunking. In data chunking, the input index is fed into a
substate which generates the target result in a combinatorial process and then “hides” the details of
construction to enable a production to be learned. In an unpublished feasibility study (Moorman & Francis
1994) conducted under the direction of Tony Simon, a case-based system called the Captain’s Advisory
Tool (CAT) was ported to the Soar architecture to demonstrate the difficulty of learning new cases. The
study showed that the procedural logic of CAT could be readily translated into the Soar framework but that
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Each cognitive architecture embodies a specific model of processing which is derived
from the basic theoretical assumptions of the theory. For example, memory retrieval and
processing in Soar are explicitly interleaved as part of Soar’s decision cycle, whereas in
ACT semantic memory retrieval operates in parallel with production firing. ACT thus
can model the interaction of memory and ongoing reasoning processes, but only
processes which are implemented within the ACT processing model.

As another

example, Soar’s architecture makes an explicit commitment to pulling in all available
information as part of the elaboration phase of each reasoning cycle; for this reason, it is
difficult to see how Soar could model the priming effects observed in human memory
retrieval (e.g., Meyer & Schvaneveldt 1971), though Newell (1990) does identify priming
as an outstanding research area for Soar and takes a first stab at possible solutions. Soar
also has no cost management policy, though it is a long standing goal of the Soar group

the data chunking of CAT cases would result in an expensive combinatorial explosion. This was partially
caused by limits in data chunking itself; after our study was conducted Rogers (1997) developed
techniques to make data chunking more efficient involving a two-stage chunking process using an
additional recursive substate (also see the tutorial in Hastings 1997). Despite this technique, a second
combinatorial explosion arises because of the nature of data chunks themselves. To enable cases to be
flexibly retrieved, CAT used multiple index networks to store cases. However, since each data chunk in
Soar is a complete source to target mapping, each potential retrieval pathway in CAT’s index network must
be learned separately as a unique data chunk in Soar. For these reasons, learning large concepts which may
be retrieved in a variety of circumstances still requires more effort in Soar than in frameworks which
natively provide features to store declarative representations. The value of being able to perform this kind
of flexible retrieval is, of course, one of the open points of debate between the Soar and CBR communities.
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to continue to improve the system’s performance (e.g., Tambe et al. 1990, Tambe et al.
1992, Doorenbos 1993, Tambe & Rosenbloom 1994).

Limitations of Existing Approaches. Cognitive architectures serve as a good model
for architectures for memory retrieval for artificial agents with the following caveats.
They specify a general memory retrieval language and how it interacts with reasoning;
however, memory retrieval in an artificial agent architecture must be general enough to
support the full variety of tasks the memory will be used for, rather than the specific
kinds of memory retrieval that fall within the scope of an architecture. Similar comments
hold for more focused models of human memory retrieval: for artificial intelligence
systems to benefit from the useful properties of these models, the features of these
models need to be embedded in a useful functional interface even though they might fall
outside the carefully targeted scope of a model human architecture. Finally, because AI
systems may integrate a variety of components with a variety of properties, an agent
architecture for memory retrieval should have the capacity to interact with a variety of
other processes, not just processes implemented within the architecture’s framework.

Benefits of the Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory Approach. Contextsensitive asynchronous memory (working in concert with experience-based agency)
addresses the issue of scaling to large, large multifunction knowledge bases in the
following ways. It employs general representation and memory retrieval methods to
enable supporting multiple tasks within the same knowledge base, employs modified
spreading activation process to cope with increasing fan-outs found in large
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multifunction knowledge bases, and employs a variety of techniques to make tradeoffs
between cost of retrieval, accuracy of retrieval and available information to aid search of
large knowledge bases.

2.4.4. Desideratum 4: Manages cost of retrieval
More important than pure efficiency is cost management.

Unless a memory is

infinitely efficient and powerful, resource limits may always put the squeeze on the cost
of retrieval. Some tasks performed by agents need immediate response of some form.
For these kinds of agents, it is important to have a memory retrieval system which can
bound the cost of retrieval even when the costs incurred in searching large knowledge
bases or matching complex specifications would normally exceed the available resources.

Evaluation Metrics. The two most important metrics for this desiderata are the raw
computational complexity of storage and retrieval and the presence of cost control
metrics to limit computational complexity in circumstances where it may run out of
control.

Computational complexity addresses the expected time and space costs of storage —
how long does it take to add a new piece of information to the knowledge base and how
many bits does it take? What are the (expected) time and space costs of retrieval — how
quickly can an item be retrieved and how much information must be stored while
retrieval is occurring?
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Cost control policies recognize that different tasks and domains may present unusual
circumstances to a memory retrieval system — thousands of items in one category, nodes
with unusually large fanout, extremely complex retrieval specifications, and so on — that
may overwhelm even a system with a good computational complexity profile. A cost
control policy attempts to ensure that even when these unusual circumstances occur, the
cost of memory retrieval is controlled to the point that the agent can still successfully
benefit from memory retrieval and complete its task.

Existing Approaches. Many task specific memory systems, especially those for
planning systems that learn, focus on ways of reducing the cost of retrieval innately and
controlling the cost of retrieval in unusual circumstances. Some systems incorporate a
variety of techniques which monitor the utility of knowledge in an attempt to control
costs, such as incremental retrieval in PRODIGY/ANALOGY (Veloso 1995) and
knowledge base winnowing in Minton’s system (Minton 1988, 1990); other systems,
such as ROUTER, incorporate efficiency techniques such as knowledge organization, but
hold their properties constant in an attempt to analyze the tradeoffs inherent in memory
retrieval (Goel et al. 1994)

Limitations of existing approaches. Most systems do not address the issue of
managing cost of retrieval at all. This may be because the systems did not target tasks
with large knowledge bases.

For example, compare the retrieval system for the

comparatively small case library of SPA (Hanks & Weld 1992, 1995) with the much
more complex case library of complex case library of PRODIGY/ANALOGY (Veloso
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1995). SPA’s case library simply matches the input goals of a problem against
variabilized cases in a library and returns the best matching one, whereas
PRODIGY/ANALOGY uses redundant discrimination networks and a variety of other
techniques to focus search effort on the most relevant cases. Another reason for not
managing the cost of retrieval may be because the systems targeted accurate models of
specific psychological phenomena in favor of performance considerations; for example,
compare the broad access of memory in MAC/FAC (Gentner & Forbus 1991, Law et al.
1994) and ARCS (Thagard et al. 1990) with the more limited searches employed in
EUREKA (Jones & Langley 1995) and REMIND (Lange & Wharton 1994). MAC/FAC
and ARCS focus on modeling analogical memory retrieval phenomena and use
comprehensive examination (MAC/FAC) or extensive searches of memory (ARCS) to
find all information relevant to analogical transfer. EUREKA and REMIND instead
focus on modeling memory retrieval in service of problem solving and language
understanding tasks with an explicit commitment to model limited reasoning and retrieval
processes.

Systems that do contain cost controls generally drive those controls based on specific
utility metrics related to the single task the system performs and the expected utility of
retrieved items. For example, Minton’s work in PRODIGY-EBL (1988, 1990) uses a
utility metric specific to speedup on the planning task. Most systems with cost controls
do try to optimize retrieval based on the information in the problem, but none of the
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systems just discussed attempt to exploit additional information about the task or the
demands of current situation to tune retrieval.

In general, designing a system to effectively answer a single kind of query does not
address the issue of the memory system interacting with other ongoing reasoning tasks or
environmental situations. A task-specific memory system is often “blind” to the rest of
the agent — its search algorithms are generally limited to responding to specific queries
related to the task, whether or not information is available in the environment which
would help answer the question. Similarly, a task-specific system’s cost controls focus
on utility metrics relevant to the task without considering the utility of knowledge in the
context of the broader needs of the agent. Experience with human cognitive agents
suggests that they do not suffer from these limitations (e.g., Meyer & Schvaneveldt 1971,
Collins & Loftus 1975, Klimesch 1994, Kolodner & Wills 1993a,b; Wills & Kolodner
1994).

Ideally, a memory system for a cognitive agent would incorporate as many of the
positive features of existing task-specific memory systems as possible — effectiveness at
retrieval, efficiency, cost control with respect to available utility metrics, and so on —
without the limitations. A memory for a cognitive agent should be able to answer general
queries across the agent’s whole knowledge, should incorporate general cost control
policies that take into account all activity in the agent or its environment, and should
exploit whatever additional information is available in the agent or environment to
improve the quality of retrieval.
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Benefits of the Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory Approach. Contextsensitive asynchronous memory (working in concert with experience-based agency)
addresses the issue of managing cost of retrieval in the following ways. It employs a
spreading activation process, which limits the amount of effort expended in memory
search; it employs heuristic strategies for controlling cost of memory retrieval request
processing; and it employs additional heuristic cost-control strategies to limit costs of
memory search.

2.4.5. Desideratum 5: Preserves accuracy of retrieval (in the face of
resource limits)
While cost should be controlled, it should not be at the expense of quality. Even if
resource limits are extremely tight, it is a rare task that can continue to successfully
function if memory returns pure garbage.

As a consequence of coping strategies for resource limits, comprehensiveness of
knowledge base search may suffer. While measures such as recall and quantity of
retrieval will then degrade, accuracy of retrieval — ensuring that the best matching items
are retrieved — should be preserved as much as possible. As search of the knowledge
base becomes less and less comprehensive to cope with increased size and limited
resources, precision of search becomes ever more critical for preserving accuracy.

Evaluation metrics. There are a variety of ways of evaluating the quality of retrieval,
including comprehensiveness of search,

precision of search, retrieval guarantees,
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exactness of matching, determinism of the retrieval process, and recall, precision,
accuracy and quantity of responses to a query.

Comprehensiveness of search. Does the search of memory cover the entire
knowledge base? Comprehensiveness is a strength in that the memory will return a
relevant item if found; it is a weakness in that if only a few items are relevant most of the
search effort will be wasted.

Precision of search. How much of the search effort is spent on relevant items? For
example, an exhaustive search of an ordered list for an item is highly imprecise (on the
average only O(1/n) of the search effort is expended on the right item), whereas a binary
search on the same list is far more precise (where only O(1/logn) of the effort is
“wasted”).

Guarantee of retrieval. Is the search guaranteed to return a matching item if one
exists? A comprehensive search will, and under the right conditions a precise limited
search algorithm will; but most non-comprehensive algorithms cannot guarantee that a
matching item will be found if one exists.

Exactness of matching. Matching algorithms may be exact, in which only an item
which precisely matches the specifications of the input query will be returned, or
approximate, in which a “close” match to a specification, as measured by some ranking
function, will count as “matching” the specifications of the query. This “close” match
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may be chosen on the basis of some threshold for degree of match, or may simply
correspond to the best or n best close matches found.

Determinism. Presuming that no new items are added to the memory in the interim,
will the memory return the same response to a query every time? A memory retrieval
system which specified a strict ordering of search and matching strategy would be may
be perfectly deterministic. A non-deterministic memory, in contrast, might incorporate
some random element in search, or a priming strategy which changed the weights of
items in the knowledge base, or might learn the matching weights of items based on
feedback from previous queries.

Recall, precision, accuracy and quantity of responses to a query. The set of items a
memory retrieval system returns can be evaluated two ways.

Its precision is the

proportion of items that it returns which actually match the specifications of the query; its
recall is the proportion of matching items that it returns out of all the possible matching
items in the knowledge base. Similar measures include the accuracy of retrieval — does
the memory return the best matching items in the knowledge base — and the quantity of
recall — what is the absolute count of items that the memory returns, ignoring how many
it missed?

Existing approaches. Evaluation of most existing memory retrieval systems focus
on pure speed and correctness of logical matches, without handling fuzzier quantities like
exactness of matching or precision of retrieval.
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These issues have been dealt with more extensively in the Web (Cheong 1996) and
information retrieval fields (Jones & Willet 1997). One finding which arises again and
again in a variety of contexts is that simple approaches, such as the vector similarity
model, can get approximately correct results of reasonably high quality; furthermore,
improving upon these approximate results is difficult with general approaches, requiring
domain knowledge and/or considerable additional computational efforts (see discussion
in Baeza-Yates & Riberio-Neto 1999).

Limitations of existing approaches.

While several existing memory retrieval

systems, such as REMIND (Lange & Wharton 1994), allow approximate matches,
evaluations of these systems have focused on cognitive modeling and not on preserving
the accuracy of retrieval under varying resource conditions.

While information retrieval approaches have addressed quality and efficiency issues,
they generally map simple queries (from an AI perspective) to relatively unstructured
documents and would not form the foundation for an AI memory retrieval system.

Benefits of the Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory Approach. Contextsensitive asynchronous memory (working in concert with experience-based agency)
attempts to address these issues more directly. It employs a modified spreading activation
algorithm which attempts to make memory search more accurate based on context, and
employs a incremental/anytime processing strategy which can attempt to find better and
better retrievals over time.
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2.4.6. Desideratum 6: Exploits task/environmental information
To improve the precision of search and preserve the accuracy of retrieval, a memory
system should use all information available to it. If the questions asked of a memory
system contain all of the information available, then a memory system must make do
with that; however, there is often a lot of information available in the environment or in
the task state which goes beyond the specifics of a question that is asked.

The only system in an agent which can fully specify the information needs of a
reasoning task is the reasoning task itself. Conversely, the only system in an agent which
can know whether an arbitrary piece of information is relevant to finding items in
memory relevant to an information retrieval specification is the memory retrieval system
itself.

Therefore, a memory system should exploit any information in the task or

environmental context that it finds useful for improving the precision of its search.

Exploiting information goes beyond merely improving the precision of search,
however; if specific information becomes available to the reasoner which could be used
to update the specifications of a memory retrieval request the memory should exploit it to
narrow the focus of its search or improve its matching. This requires a more elaborate
interaction between reasoning and memory, discussed in detail in desiderata 8 and 9.

Evaluation metrics. Obviously one of the most important issues in evaluating a
memory system’s ability to exploit contextual information is the support it has for using
contextual information. Only slightly less important is the style with which the memory
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operates — is it configured in such a way that it can actually use information from the
environment? In other words, how autonomous — capable of working independently of
other tasks and/or the environment, and thus capable of exploiting information from those
sources — is the memory?

The “autonomy” of a memory system can be judged with respect to three axes:
whether memory retrieval is “memoryless” or maintains an independent state, whether
memory retrieval is a synchronous or asynchronous process, and whether memory must
be polled or can return responses without an explicit query. Essentially, does memory
have a memory of what it has been doing? Is memory a subroutine that is called in
response to a query, or is it an independently running process or coroutine that operates
in parallel with (or interleaved with) other processes or threads?

Does it return

information when only when queried or polled, or does it have facilities to autonomously
signal the process which requested the information?

Does memory have a memory of the queries it has seen? Most memory retrieval
algorithms are implemented like subroutines, which do not store a memory of past
queries: the subroutine receives a query and control of the process, processes the query,
and exits, returning a response. Examples of this approach include the memory retrieval
routines in PRODIGY/ANALOGY (1994) and SPA (Hanks & Weld 1992, 1995). An
alternative formulation views memory as a coroutine which maintains its own state and
alternates control with a reasoning coroutine. The dynamic memory approach (Schank
1982) views memory as a dynamic process in which parts of the reasoning process occur
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in the memory and modify it in situ. Finally, memory may be viewed as a self-contained
object, opaque to the reasoner, with a history, state and algorithms hidden behind the
messages and responses by which queries are processed. From this perspective, the
memory’s patterns of behavior become most important — does it exhibit recency,
priming or frequency effects like human memory? Can it explicitly reason about the
queries it has been asked? From an efficiency perspective, the issue of “the memory of
memory” is most significant if multiple queries may repeat some of the same work.

A closely related issue is whether memory can be queried synchronously or
asynchronously. When a synchronous message is sent between two processes, the calling
process must block and wait for the called process to return, as in the case of a subroutine
or co-routine. An asynchronous response, in contrast, may be sent at any time, and the
calling process may choose to either wait or continue processing. Most memory retrieval
systems are synchronous, implemented as or like subroutines; for example, when you
submit a search to Yahoo, you have to sit back and wait for it return a set of hits.
However, asynchronous operation might make sense if the reasoning task has something
it needs to do (such as real time performance), if the cost of memory retrieval is high and
the reasoning task has something that it can do, or if extra processing power is available
and the reasoning task has something useful to do.

This raises the issue of how results are returned from memory.

The simplest

sequence of messages is query-response, as used in subroutines and synchronously
running processes. When asynchronous processes are introduced, a number of other
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options become available, including query-poll-response and query-alert. In the querypoll-response strategy, memory accepts a query and does not return a response until it is
explicitly polled by the reasoning task. In the query-alert strategy, memory accepts a
query and proactively alerts the reasoner when a retrieval is found. These strategies may
be combined in a variety of ways.

Existing Approaches.

The primary source of models which exploit task and

environmental information are in psychological models of memory and advanced
artificial intelligence models of complex cognitive phenomena.

Psychological Models of Memory. The approaches to memory retrieval we have
discussed so far have examined memory as it serves the needs of artificial agents. An
alternative though not incompatible approach is to model the memory systems found in
natural agents, namely humans. Computational models of memory have a rich history in
cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence, and it is not possible to summarize all of
that tradition in a few sentences. Painting with a broad brush, however, computational
models of memory retrieval attempt to model specific properties of human memory
retrieval, such as the power law of performance or the fan-out effect (examples include
John Anderson’s ACT series (Anderson 1983, 1990), or to enable specific capabilities
not found in existing computer memory systems, such as cross-domain remindings (as
found in the KDSA approach (Wolverton 1994). In helping to illuminate interesting
properties of human memory, computational models of memory retrieval often
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incorporate features not present in typical AI systems, such as priming, forgetting, and
reconstructive memory.

Psychological models of memory attempt to recreate in computational systems
specific human memory phenomena, pointing the way to achieving new capabilities in
more general artificial intelligence systems. Excluding cognitive architectures such as
ACT and Soar discussed earlier, the most relevant of these computational models of
human memory are spreading activation retrieval approaches such as REMIND (Lange &
Wharton 1994), and the Connectivity Model (Klimesch 1994), as well as approaches that
apply spreading activation to other tasks, including problem solving in EUREKA (Jones
1989, 1993; Jones & Langley 1995), cross-domain analogies in KDSA (Wolverton
1994), metaphor in Sapper (Veale 1995), and others including general cognitive
architectures such as ACT* (Anderson 1983).

Spreading activation fulfills at least two distinct roles in these memory systems:
selective activation of a small but potentially relevant set of candidates in memory using
threshold-limited spreading activation (Jones & Langley 1995), and evidential activation
or ranking which determines the relative relevance of items in the candidate set (Lange &
Wharton 1994).

For example, the REMIND system uses spreading activation to

selectively restrict its view to a portion knowledge base believed to be relevant and uses
the same activation as evidence of what item is most relevant. Similarly, the Knowledge
Directed Spreading Activation approach (Wolverton 1994) uses spreading activation to
combat combinatorial explosions in retrieval and uses the activation of concepts as
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evidence that items should be retrieved for consideration as “beacons” to serve as new
starting points for spreading activation. The Sapper system also uses selective activation
to limit retrieval effort and evidential activation to select concepts, this time to determine
what new analogical bridges to create. Models such as ACT* and the Connectivity Model
use spreading activation in a slightly different way, viewing the activation of a node to
determine how quickly productions or items of declarative memory become active.

Similar to spreading activation approaches are marker passing approaches (Charniak
1983) which pass symbolic markers from node to node. In a marker passing approach it
is possible to use the markers to determine what source node activated any given node.
Some spreading activation approaches have similar “activation signatures” that, like
markers, enable the system to determine what nodes activated a node. For example,
REMIND uses two qualitatively different kinds of activation, the “evidential activation”
discussed earlier which both selects and ranks items, and a separate “signature
activation” used to determine what nodes activate other nodes. Another system which
mediates between the two approaches is Sapper (Veale 1995) in which spreading
activation is propagated using waves with both an evidential amplitude and a signature
frequency.

In Sapper, signature frequencies are represented by prime numbers

representing each node; as activation spreads through the network signature frequencies
multiply together, enabling the path an activation wave took to reach a node to be
partially extracted by prime factorization.
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Other relevant approaches include the analogical retrieval systems MAC/FAC
(Gentner & Forbus 1991, Law, Forbus & Gentner 1994) and ARCS (Thagard et al.
1990). Both MAC/FAC and ARCS attempt to find analogical targets in memory similar
to some presented source.

MAC/FAC, as discussed earlier, applies a fast but

approximate numeric similarity metric across its memory to quickly find the best set of
items to retrieve; this is similar in spirit to the fast approximate matching algorithms used
in the context sensitive asynchronous memory approach. ARCS traces links between
components of a source item and components of target items in memory, attempting to
find a set of candidate sources most likely to be relevant matches; this is similar in spirit
to the selection of a buffer of relevant candidates used in the context sensitive
asynchronous memory approach.

AI Models of Cognitive Phenomena. There are a number of other approaches which,
while not strictly psychological, nonetheless address memory effects in complex
cognitive phenomena like creativity, design, analogy and scientific discovery. For
example, Wolverton’s KDSA approach uses a modified spreading activation process
under strategic control to try to find distant analogies for creative cross-domain problem
solving. Ram’s AQUA (1989) system represents open questions that arise during story
understanding as explicit knowledge objects which can be recalled later as new stories
are processed, to aid both answering the questions and understanding the new stories.
Simina’s ALEC (1999) system simulates the creative process of an inventor tackling
extremely difficult problems through a process called enterprise-directed reasoning, in
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which an agent maintains several long-term enterprise goals and attempts to
opportunistically exploit both interactions between enterprises and exogenous events; to
take advantage of events going on in the environment, ALEC uses a working memory
with buffers of recent problems and viewed objects to help simulate recency effects.
Moorman’s ISAAC (1997) system, in addition to its use of the Nicole-MOORE memory
system, uses a rich ontology of information as part of a creative understanding process,
enabling it to creatively exploit the information it retrieves from memory even when that
knowledge cannot be exactly applied as is. MINSTREL (Turner 1992, 1994) could
similarly perform “creative recall” in an attempt to find relevant items if initial retrieval
failed. CYRUS (Kolodner 1983) uses high-level retrieval strategies to elaborate, to fill in
missing features, and to guide search of the structure of memory. DAYDREAMER
(Mueller & Dyer 1985) used a strategic memory retrieval process to both retrieve old
episode and generate hypothetical scenarios.

Information Retrieval Problems. A variety of approaches in the information retrieval
and Web fields have attempted to create autonomous query systems that actively try to
process queries over time without human supervision. Most notable among these are
perhaps the Continual Query project (Liu & Pu 1996, Pu & Liu 2000) and Veda™’s
KarnakSM (Vedasoft 2000). Approaches such as relevance filtering also maintain a
query as a distinct object that can be extended or augmented based on feedback
(Robertson & Sparck Jones 1976, Sparck Jones 1979, Salton & Buckley 1990; also see
Sparck Jones & Willet 1997 for an overview).
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Limits of Existing Approaches. While psychological and cognitive models focus on
beneficial features of human memory, like priming, that are rarely present in general AI
systems, they do have a number of limitations.

Psychological models of memory retrieval often focus only on the accurate modeling
of the memory retrieval task with performance and usability often not as important as fit
to data. Because they focus on modeling the observed properties of specific phenomena,
most computational models focus on modeling and predicting theoretically significant
variables without reference to the performance of the implementation. (See the earlier
discussion of Soar in Section 2.4.3). Furthermore, because of the effort involved in the
modeling process, psychological models gloss over interactions with other reasoning
tasks making psychological models hard to use for actual AI applications.

For example, many computational models of memory focus on modeling the data for
specific subtasks of memory retrieval which can easily be tackled by experiment, such as
word retrieval, concept retrieval or episode retrieval, and thus as a matter of tractability
of mechanism do not address the general memory task (despite the fact that the data
indicate that many memory subtasks share essentially the same properties). Furthermore,
many computational models do not incorporate all of the features necessary to perform
the complete memory retrieval task. Examples picked on at random include the
holographic memory retrieval system CHARM (Eich 1985), the AWM “random memory
retrieval” model (Landauer 1975), and the prototype category learning system ALCOVE
(Krushke 1992). All of these theories propose novel mechanisms to explain common
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human memory phenomena and achieve remarkable fit to the data doing so. However,
each of these system requires some additional memory mechanisms outside their core in
order to successfully perform their tasks.

For example, in CHARM memory storage is based on a “holographic” model in
which all remembered items are convoluted into a single trace, yet actual retrieval
depends on matching a reconstructed trace with a discrete list of possible responses (Eich
1995). In Landauer’s AWM model, working memory items are stored at points in a
“space” traversed by a randomly moving marker and retrieved from that marker later
based on an attentional radius; while this model achieves remarkable fit to human data it
maps less well to the storage and retrieval needs of computer systems — even with a
sparse data structure the AWM space would contain large amounts of redundant
information. In ALCOVE (Krushke 1992) a probabilistic response function mediates
between its connectionist model of category learning and actual human response
probabilities. In each of these systems, in order to successfully perform their tasks the
core mechanisms underlying the theory have been elaborated with different mechanisms
which cannot be readily mapped back to the theoretical layer.

In fairness, these limitations are consequence of design: to make the problem
tractable computational modelers often focus on specific memory tasks and subtasks in
isolation, attempting to isolate or limit the influence of other processes or phenomena
within the human agent.

This motivates the distinction between “low-level” and

“strategic” memory processes (e.g., Reder 1987, 1988). In contrast, a memory for an
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artificial intelligence system must stand on its own, its mechanisms functioning as a unit
to successfully provide memory retrieval behavior.

What can the study of memory for artificial systems take away from the study of
memory for natural systems? Obviously a model of memory for artificial systems must
solve the complete problem of memory retrieval tractably with respect to the
performance needs of the task at hand and must take into account the functional needs of
other processes operating within the agent. Furthermore, the theoretical underpinnings of
an artificial memory are not as important as its functional properties. But many of the
functional properties of human memory — priming memory with related information to
improve retrieval, robust retrieval based on partial specifications, forgetting of irrelevant
information, and so on — would be useful for complex intelligent agents.

To take advantage of research in models of human memory when constructing
memories for artificial agents, we need to capture the useful functional properties of
human memory in an efficient approach which interacts with and serves the needs of the
other components of the agent.

Benefits of the Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory Approach. Contextsensitive asynchronous memory (working in concert with experience-based agency)
addresses the issue of exploiting task and environmental information in a variety of ways.
It employs a modified spreading activation algorithm which can exploit contextual
information to improve the quantity and quality of retrieval and employs a
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incremental/updateable retrieval strategy which can exploit additional specifications to
improve the quantity and quality of retrieval. Furthermore, the experience-based agent
approach supports these techniques for exploiting context by employing domainindependent task communication mechanisms which enable context to be drawn from a
wide range of tasks and sensed environmental events.

2.4.7. Desideratum 7: Exploits extra resources if available
Sometimes an agent or system within an agent faces resource limits; at other times it
faces a resource bounty. If extra resources are available, a memory system should use
them to improve the comprehensiveness of its memory search and thus hopefully the
accuracy of its retrievals. For example, if task or environmental performance does not
demand an immediate response from memory, a memory system should exploit the extra
temporal resources available to it. Similarly, in a system whose processing resources can
be flexibly allocated to different subsystems, memory retrieval should exploit any idle
processing cycles as they become available.

Existing approaches. Few existing memory retrieval systems deal with exploiting
additional information directly, although systems such as PRODIGY/ANALOGY that
search their knowledge bases incrementally in search of a “good enough” retrieval could
easily be modified to do so.

One research tradition that deals with exploiting additional resources is anytime
algorithms, which attempt to produce valid and incrementally improving solution over
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the course of the reasoning process (Grass 1996). This enables reasoning to be cut off at
any time and still yield a good solution, or alternatively for a system to continue to reason
indefinitely until an excellent solution is produced. Examples of applications of anytime
algorithms include (Haddawy 1996, Horvitz et al. 1989, Zilberstein 1993, Zilberstein &
Russel 1993).

Autonomous information retrieval systems, such as the Continual Query project (Liu
& Pu 1996, Pu & Liu 2000) and Veda™’s KarnakSM (Vedasoft 2000) discussed in the
previous section, by their nature exploit additional resources over time; however these
systems take as input and produce as output human-readable queries, as opposed to
specifications for memory retrieval requests.

Limits of Existing Approaches. While incremental memory retrieval systems such
as PRODIGY/ANALOGY, continual information retrieval systems such as Karnak, and
the field of anytime algorithms all approach the problem of exploiting additional
resources to improve information retrieval, no single system directly addresses the
problem of building a general memory retrieval system for artificial intelligence
applications that can automatically exploit additional resources as they become available.

Benefits of the Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory Approach. Contextsensitive asynchronous memory (working in concert with experience-based agency)
addresses

the

issue

of

exploiting

additional
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resources

by

employing

an

incremental/anytime processing strategy which enables the system to exploit additional
time or information to improve retrieval quality and quantity.

2.4.8. Desideratum 8: Potentially interleavable with reasoning
In order for memory retrieval systems to exploit information from the task or
environmental context to improve the precision of their search, and for memory retrieval
systems to exploit additional temporal or processing resources when available, a memory
retrieval system must be structured in such a way that it can run in parallel with a
reasoning task — either as a directly parallel system or as an interleavable coroutine.
This places demands on the autonomy of the memory process; it must now maintain an
internal state which it can incrementally process and it must provide an external interface
which extends beyond simply answering questions to cover control by — or control of —
other processes.

Existing Approaches. Enterprise-directed reasoning approaches, such as used in
ALEC (Simina 1999), maintain long-term goals called enterprise goals which the system
attempts to satisfy over time, possibly through the efforts of reasoning tasks or as a result
of exogenous events.

Autonomous information retrieval systems like the Continual

Queries project and Karnak maintain an explicit representation of queries and provide an
interface that enables other “processes” like human users to interact with query as the
query system continues its improvement attempts.
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Limitations of Existing Approaches. Enterprise-directed reasoning provides a
framework for the long-term processing of knowledge goals, including in theory memory
retrieval goals; however, it does not directly address the issue of an ongoing memory
retrieval process actively trying to satisfy those goals. For these reasons, enterprisedirected reasoning and the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach are
complementary (Simina, 2000, personal communication).

Autonomous information retrieval systems, while providing an interface that human
users can use, do not provide a query language usable by memory retrieval systems nor
an interaction language usable by artificial intelligence systems.

Benefits of the Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory Approach. Contextsensitive asynchronous memory addresses interleaving with reasoning process by
employing a incremental/anytime processing strategy which can work in parallel with
other tasks in the agent. Experience-based agency supports this by employing domainindependent task communication mechanisms which enable memory to communicate
with a wide range of tasks.

2.4.9. Desideratum 9: Provides guidelines for reasoning integration
A memory system which is at least partially autonomous may not behave in exactly
the same way as a traditional memory as far as reasoning tasks are concerned. New
questions have to be answered about the interaction between reasoning and memory.
Should the memory be polled for answers or will it autonomously return them? If a
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memory is incremental, how many “reasoning cycles” must it be given to produce a
useful answer, and after how many cycles should the reasoner give up on getting a new
answer? If a memory needs additional information about the task or environmental
context, does the reasoner need to provide that information or will the system’s
architecture do so automatically? If it is not automatic, how much reasoning effort
should the reasoner expend before providing new information? And if the memory
system autonomously returns answers, how should the reasoner incorporate an answer
which arrives at an unexpected time into its reasoning context?

While answers to these questions are technically not part of the memory itself, they
are necessary to fully take advantage of an advanced memory retrieval system.

A

memory retrieval system which satisfies the advanced desiderata listed earlier should also
supply guidelines for reasoning tasks to exploit those features of the memory.

Existing Approaches and their Limitations. The final desideratum, providing an
outline of how a general, autonomous memory retrieval system could be integrated with
reasoning processes, is an issue which only arises for systems that attempt to address
most or all of these issues simultaneously.

No existing system serves as a fully

functioning general autonomous memory retrieval system, and as a consequence no
existing system addresses the issue of how to integrate one into a reasoning process.

Benefits of the Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory Approach. Contextsensitive asynchronous memory does not address reasoning integration directly; it is a
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theory of memory. Experience-based agency serves as a framework built around contextsensitive asynchronous memory which addresses the issue of reasoning integration,
providing a “design pattern” for integration mechanisms to specify how to integrate
reasoning tasks with memory, along with sample integration mechanisms for planning
and information retrieval.

2.5. Conclusion
The desiderata we have outlined for memory retrieval in cognitive agents place many
requirements upon the functional capabilities, performance characteristics and applicable
technologies for memory retrieval systems. Most existing systems focus on one or more
of these variables with respect to at most a handful of these desiderata, generally as an
implicit consequence of other aspects of their design.

In contrast, the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach, working within the
experience-based agent framework, attempts to address all of these desiderata directly
and simultaneously. To do so the components of a context-sensitive asynchronous
memory work together (and with the features of an embedding experience-based agent if
present) to satisfy the desiderata, rather than solving the desiderata by standing on their
own.

To more clearly illustrate how the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach
satisfies these desiderata and thus serves as a memory architecture suitable for a
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cognitive agent, we now turn to a detailed description of context-sensitive asynchronous
memory itself.
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PART II.
APPROACH
The Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory Approach
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is a departure from existing approaches to
memory retrieval for a variety of reasons, requiring modifications to how memory
systems normally function, modification to reasoners to deal with these changes in
memory, and modifications to overall agent design and control to enable memory and
reasoning to work together.

Chapter 3: Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory discusses the core of the
approach itself, presenting its structure and algorithms, analyzing the approach’s
technical properties, and analyzing qualitatively how to use a context sensitive
asynchronous memory and under what conditions that use would be most useful.

Then, Chapter 4: Integration Mechanisms discusses the impact the context-sensitive
asynchronous memory approach has on reasoning tasks, presenting a design for
integration mechanisms that enable reasoning tasks to cope with asynchronous retrievals
efficiently.
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Finally, Chapter 5: Experience-Based Agency puts memory, reasoning, and reasoning
integration together into a whole picture, outlining how to construct a complete agent
built around a context-sensitive asynchronous memory.
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CHAPTER III.
CONTEXT-SENSITIVE
ASYNCHRONOUS MEMORY
An experience-based memory retrieval architecture for cognitive agents
This chapter presents a general solution to the problem of getting useful answers from
large knowledge bases under resource constraints. This solution combines two features:
it interleaves memory search with the performance of the task that demanded the
answers, and it uses feedback from the task and the environment to guide search of the
memory that holds the answers. Figure 3.1 illustrates the overall structure of this solution.

This chapter presents both processes and representations that realize this interleaved,
feedback-driven approach. First, the chapter presents context-sensitive asynchronous
memory itself, a method for memory retrieval that combines asynchronous retrieval
management, context-addressable search and content-addressable storage.

Context-

sensitive asynchronous memory provides memory-level support for interleaving memory
retrieval with task performance while simultaneously exploiting feedback from that task.

Then, this chapter presents the experience store, a representation which enables
context-sensitive asynchronous memory to be applied to a wide range of tasks. The
experience store is based on a rich, reified, grounded semantic network knowledge
representation. The experience store instantiates the principles of content addressable
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Figure 3.1. Interleaving Thinking, Acting and Remembering to Guide Retrieval
storage required by context-sensitive asynchronous memory in such a way that it can
represent knowledge effectively for a variety of tasks and domains and can enable
context-sensitive asynchronous memory to be applied to those domains.

Together, a context-sensitive asynchronous memory operating over an experience
store forms the core memory contribution of this dissertation. However, applying this
memory approach places additional requirements on tasks and architectures that use it.
Later chapters discuss the demands context-sensitive asynchronous memory places on
reasoning and how they can be solved, and how some of these demands can be answered
in a general way using the experience-based agent approach.
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Figure 3.2. Major Components of Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory

Figure 3.2 illustrates the nested structure of this approach: the core components of
context-sensitive asynchronous memory (dark shading) are supported by general
architectural components of the experience-based agent architecture (light grey); these in
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turn support components specific to reasoning tasks and to the interface with the external
environment (boxes in white).

The chapter begins by examining the requirements of the problem and how these
requirements create opportunities for a solution. Next, the chapter outlines the overall
structure and functioning of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach, and
follows that by more detailed discussions of its major components: asynchronous
retrieval, context-sensitive memory search, cost control policies, and the computational
complexity implications of these policies. The chapter then turns to representational
support for context-sensitive asynchronous memory, discussing the experience store
representation and how it enables the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach
to be applied to a variety of tasks.

With the major structure of context-sensitive asynchronous memory thus outlined, the
chapter then turns to how a context-sensitive asynchronous memory can be used to get
useful answers and to the conditions under which the approach will be effective. The
chapter concludes by summarizing the benefits of the context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach, making specific claims about how it can provide a general solution to
the problem of finding good answers to bad questions.
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3.1. Possibilities Inherent in Memories for Cognitive Agents
This thesis investigates problems in memory retrieval which face general cognitive
agents, in particular finding the right answer to poorly-specified questions efficiently by
exploiting information available in the agent’s task and environment but more generally
any problem of a similar profile involving limited information on hand, large amounts of
information on store, and limited resources to pursue them.

A memory system designed to serve the information retrieval needs of a cognitive
agent should be as domain and task independent as possible. This applies equally to
general properties of memory such as representational power and to specific tasks
performed by memory, such as finding good answers to bad questions, the signature
memory task investigated in this dissertation. One approach to this problem is not to
attempt to design the memory in the abstract but instead to design a memory system as
part of the design of a comprehensive architecture.

From that agent-oriented perspective, two possibilities become immediately apparent:
the potential for reasoning tasks to ask questions and continue working while awaiting an
asynchronous retrieval response, and the potential for memories to use information from
the environment or feedback from the reasoner to make retrieval sensitive to context.

One feature of cognitive agents particularly relevant to memory retrieval is an agent’s
need to constantly perform some action or reasoning to cope with its changing world.
Reasoning tasks cannot must continue to act once a question has been asked, regardless
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of whether or not an answer has been received. This constant action opens the door to a
potentially beneficial scenario: memory can operate in parallel with ongoing reasoning
and action, continuing to search for appropriate information rather than limiting its
response to each query to what it can accomplish in a single “time slice.”

This

“asynchonous” memory search includes the possibility of spontaneous retrieval when
memory finds useful information and anytime retrieval upon demand.

Another feature of cognitive agents relevant to memory is the need for a cognitive
agent to perform multiple tasks in its environment, which in turn requires expressive
representation and matching language to serve the information needs of those tasks. The
structure of that representation may capture important information about the structure of
the environment not necessarily relevant to performing a task but possibly relevant to
guiding memory retrieval. A potentially beneficial relationship exists between
autonomous memory search and expressive representation: an appropriately designed
memory retrieval algorithm can use that rich representation to guide search of memory
based on feedback from the agent’s reasoning and the recent history of its environment.
As parallel search goes on, the memory can inspect reasoning processes in the agent or
events in the environment in search of additional cues or other information that could
guide its search.

A memory that shares these two features — asynchronous retrieval guided by
feedback from the environment — is a context-sensitive asynchronous memory. This
approach both satisfies the requirements on memory systems for cognitive agents and
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exploits the possibilities inherent in them. In doing so, it provides a solution to the
problem of getting the right answer to poorly-specified questions efficiently by exploiting
information available in the agent’s task and environment in a general way to improve
retrieval performance.

3.2. The Context-sensitive Asynchronous Memory Approach
A context-sensitive asynchronous memory is a memory retrieval system which can
operate as an independent task, searching for information without the oversight of
another task, yet which yet remains sensitive to cues from reasoning and cues from the
outside world. How can these functional properties be achieved?

In one sense context-sensitive asynchronous memory is dependent upon the
architecture within which it is embedded. Without agent architecture in which tasks can
operate side by side, asynchronous retrieval is meaningless, and without a mechanism for
the memory to receive feedback from the task or environment, context sensitivity cannot
work. But even given a friendly architecture, the bulk of the effort required in achieving
a context-sensitive asynchronous memory lies within the memory itself.

What is required of a general memory retrieval architecture for context-sensitive
asynchronous memory? Obviously a means to autonomously process memory retrievals
is required, as is a means to accept feedback from whatever sources provide it. However
an approach for full cognitive agents must satisfy a wide range of additional desiderata:
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storing a wide variety of information, providing general access to that information,
scaling to large knowledge bases while managing cost of retrieval, and so on.
Summarizing these desiderata, the three most important desiderata are asynchronous
retrieval, context sensitivity, and scalability:
•

asynchronous retrieval:
Asynchronous retrieval is the autonomous processing of memory retrieval
requests. A memory system can perform asynchronous retrieval by using reified
retrieval requests and a retrieval monitor which operates in conjunction with the
agent’s task controller.

Asynchrony logically includes spontaneous retrieval

(retrieval at the discretion of memory) and anytime retrieval (retrieval on demand
of the reasoner).
•

context sensitivity:
Context sensitivity is using feedback to guide memory search. Context sensitivity
can be achieved through a process, called context-directed spreading activation,
which operates hand in hand with the agent’s working memory.
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Figure 3.3. Detailed Structure of a Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory
•

scalability:
Scalability is efficient access to large knowledge bases using the resources that
are available.

Scalability can be achieved by applying a cost control policy to

the operation of the retrieval monitor and context-directed spreading activation
processes.
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These features of a context-sensitive asynchronous memory demand certain features
of the embedding agent architecture. Asynchrony requires concurrently running tasks
and some task control scheme; context sensitivity requires a working memory or other
feedback mechanism; and scalability requires a knowledge representation that can
support large knowledge bases. Experience based agency is designed to address these
issues, but a context-sensitive asynchronous memory could function equally well in any
similarly equipped intelligent system.

This discussion paints context-sensitive asynchronous memory with a fairly broad
brush; in reality there are many detailed components that must work together to achieve
context-sensitive asynchronous memory retrieval (Figure 3.3).

Asynchrony is the

primary responsibility of the retrieval monitor, which accepts requests and updates and
provides a language to enable reasoning tasks to be alerted about retrievals and to
evaluate retrieval results. Context sensitivity is the primary responsibility of the context
sensitive search system, which accepts cues from reasoning and the retrieval monitor and
generates lists of candidate retrievals; context sensitivity is also aided by the structure of
knowledge in the experience store and storage processes that add to that knowledge.
Scalability is a feature of all portions of the system, affecting how the retrieval monitor
expends its effort, how the search system’s search algorithms are designed, and how the
experience store is constructed.
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To better understand how these components work together to make a contextsensitive asynchronous memory function, let us examine asynchronous retrieval, context
sensitivity, and cost control in more detail.

3.3. Asynchronous Retrieval
Asynchronous retrieval is the autonomous processing of memory retrieval requests —
the processing of a request for information without the oversight of the task that asked for
that information. The context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach specifies that a
memory system can perform asynchronous retrieval using reified retrieval requests
managed by a retrieval monitor; so, what are reified retrieval requests, and how does a
retrieval monitor process them?

3.3.1. Reified Retrieval Requests
Reified retrieval requests are first-class knowledge objects in the experience store
which encapsulate requests for information. A retrieval request records the information
state of a retrieval request — the type of request, a specification of the information
wanted, what task asked for the information, what candidates have been found so far, and
so forth — and provides an API which allows that information to be maintained and
updated.

Retrieval requests are essentially glorified knowledge goals, coupled with

records of their own satisfaction, given a privileged position within the experience store
through the operation of the retrieval monitor.
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Features of Retrieval Requests. Retrieval requests contain specifications, cues,
importance, current candidates, candidate history, retrieval alerts, successful candidates,
and rejected candidates:
•

specifications
A memory retrieval request’s specifications define what kinds of memory items
will satisfy the reasoning task’s need for information.

Specifications are

expressed in a language which allows the memory retrieval system to easily
match candidates for retrieval against the specifications; ideally, the specifications
should also enable the memory retrieval system to compare and rank candidate
retrievals.
•

cues
Cues are context: information about a question beyond its specifications. A cue
points to a set of items which might contain potential answers to a question, but
does not provide any information about whether a specific item out of that set
actually is an answer.

•

importance
The importance of the request is a guide to how much effort a memory retrieval
system should expend on the request. High importance requests should receive
the lion’s share of the available search resources; low importance requests should
be processed incrementally over a longer period of time.
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•

current candidates
The current set of candidates for a memory retrieval request are the set of items
which the context-sensitive search process has found that might serve as an
answer to the question. The current set of candidates is always changing as the
context-sensitive search system incrementally sweeps the knowledge base.

•

candidate history
The list of candidates a memory retrieval request has examined, including items
which were examined and passed over, items which were suggested to reasoning
tasks (retrieval alerts), items which the reasoning task accepted (successful
candidates), and items the reasoning task rejected (rejected candidates). The
memory retrieval system maintains this list for two reasons: first, to prevent the
system from sending a retrieval alert which has already been accepted or rejected,
and second, to enable the storage module to modify the knowledge base to
improve retrieval in the future.

•

retrieval alerts
New items found in the current candidates that satisfy the retrieval request
specifications. These candidate retrievals are suggested to the task that posted the
retrieval request in the form of an alert (an asynchronous message between tasks).

•

successful candidates
Candidate retrievals which the reasoning task has verified are correct answers to
the question. The retrieval specification language is memory-specific, and is
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designed to be quickly and easily processed by the memory; as such, it may not
encapsulate the complex reasoning steps necessary to really match a candidate
against a reasoning task’s needs. Therefore, the memory retrieval system allows
reasoning tasks the opportunity to accept or reject the results of its work in an
attempt to further tune its retrieval.
•

rejected candidates
Candidate retrievals which the reasoning task has rejected as incorrect answers to
the question it asked.

Matching Language. The specifications of a retrieval request should enable it to
determine whether a candidate item is good enough to serve as a retrieval for this request,
yet should be flexible enough permit the return of an approximate guess if the reasoning
task so desires and should be parsimonious enough to be processed efficiently.

Specifications are written in a matching language that depends on the representation
language of the knowledge store. The specifications should support a variety of features:
a language for inspecting the structure for complex knowledge items, a variety of match
thresholds for features including “exact”, “member”, “fuzzy” and “any,” a set of logical
and composition operations enabling conditions to be applied, and optionally “fuzzy”
matching criteria that allow for inexact or partial matches of conditions. For more details
on a matching language, see the details of the Nicole implementation in Section 7.
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3.3.2. Features of a Retrieval Monitor
The retrieval monitor is an autonomous process which maintains an active list of
reified retrieval requests and attempts to satisfy them. The retrieval monitor keeps track
of requests for information made by reasoning tasks using a priority queue of reified
retrieval requests, and actively attempts to find information which satisfies those requests
without the oversight of the source reasoning task. The retrieval monitor manages the
amount of effort it expends on retrieval, retaining the option to terminate or suspend lowpriority requests if too many resources are being expended upon retrieval. The retrieval
monitor continuously attempts to satisfy its requests in a process called the retrieval
cycle, in which it collects a set of candidate retrievals from the experience store using a
selection task, and then attempts to match those items with the specifications in the
retrieval request queue. The selection task in an experience based agent is a contextsensitive memory search process, but in some other asynchronous memory architecture
the selection task could just as easily be an indexed, exhaustive or even random search
process. When the retrieval monitor finds a candidate that matches a specification, it
notifies the requesting task using an alert, implemented in an experience-based agent by
posting information to the agent’s working memory.

Capabilities of Retrieval Monitors. Viewed as an object, a retrieval monitor must,
of course, support the traditional methods of a memory retrieval system: it must accept
requests and return responses.

But in an asynchronous memory system additional

features are required. The retrieval monitor does not have access to the reasoning task’s
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criteria of success, and thus it can determine neither whether an individual candidate
retrieval is actually useful, nor whether its overall response to a retrieval request has been
successful, nor even whether the retrieval request is still relevant to the task’s current
processing. Therefore, when an alert is posted, a retrieval monitor must provide methods
to allow a task to accept or reject the candidate retrieval, as well as methods that allow
tasks to accept a memory retrieval request as complete or cancel further work on the
request.

Beyond the additional features that are required for asynchrony lie features enabled
by asynchrony. For example, a reasoning task could demand a best guess initially and
then direct the monitor to continue processing the request, seeking better matching items.
If a reasoning task finds new information about a request it could update the request with
new cues or specifications as needed. These additional features of the retrieval process
require that reified retrieval requests contain information beyond that necessary for
traditional retrievals — including lists of current candidates, histories of past accepts and
rejects, priority levels, sensitivity levels, and so on.

Operations Required by Asynchrony. A retrieval monitor must support the
operations post-request, update-request, get-candidates, accept-candidate, rejectcandidate, accept-request, and cancel-request:
•

post-request
Create a new request for information, including the specifications for successful
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retrievals and optionally any cues the requesting task has. If the requesting task
does not attach an importance to its request, an default will be assigned.
•

update-request
Update the cues, specifications and/or importance of this retrieval request.

•

get-candidates
Get the current set of candidates that the memory retrieval system believes satisfy
the specifications of the retrieval request.

•

accept-candidate
Inform the memory retrieval system that a candidate is indeed a successful
retrieval and instruct it to update the request status accordingly.

•

reject-candidate
Inform the memory retrieval system that a candidate is not acceptable as a result
for this request and instruct the memory to update the request status accordingly.

•

accept-request
Inform the memory retrieval system that this request has been satisfied to the
reasoning tasks’ satisfaction.

•

cancel-request
Inform the memory retrieval system that work on this memory retrieval request
has not been satisfactory and that no further work on request is desired.
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Extended Operations. Retrieval monitors may support other features to enable more
complex task processing or to support additional learning. For example, when a task is
overwhelmed with needs for information relating to a complex task with many subgoals,
it may wish to suspend and resume retrieval requests depending on the context of what it
is working on. Furthermore, because a memory retrieval system has a great deal of
information about the current reasoning and remembering context, the potential exists for
reasoning tasks to alert the memory retrieval system that new information has been
generated to enable the memory retrieval system to store new items in such a way that
they can be more easily retrieved.

The extended operations a retrieval monitor may support include suspend-request,
resume-request, and post-storage:
•

suspend-request
Inform the memory retrieval system to stop active work on this memory retrieval
request but to remember its state for continued work in the future.

•

resume-request
Ask the memory retrieval system to resume work on a past unsatisfied request.

•

post-storage
Inform the memory system that a new piece of information has been generated,
possibly in relation to a past retrieval request. This enables the memory system to
annotate the item with information from the current activation and retrieval
context, enabling it to be more accurately retrieved in the future.
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3.3.3. How the Retrieval Monitor Processes Retrieval Requests
The retrieval monitor is responsible for the entire life history of a retrieval request:
within the monitor retrieval requests are created, processed, updated, and ultimately
destroyed. Figure 3.4 illustrates the life history of a retrieval request in a contextsensitive asynchronous memory. Retrieval requests are “posted” by reasoning tasks on
the basis of information stored in working memory, causing the retrieval monitor to
creates an explicit declarative representation of a request which it stores in the request
queue (1). Working memory data and outstanding requests cue the spread of activation
in the experience store (2). The most active items in the experience store become
candidate retrievals (3) which are matched against all outstanding retrieval requests in the
queue (4). If a good retrieval is found, a retrieval alert is created (5) which notifies
reasoning that it should respond.

As this life cycle shows, much architectural support must exist beyond the memory
system to enable asynchronous memory retrieval: retrieval requesters that generate
requests for information, retrieval accepters which handle alerts, choice mechanisms
which determine how to handle new retrievals and integration mechanisms which
actually incorporate them into the current reasoning context. Of course, from the
perspective of the innards of the memory module, these additional tasks are invisible.
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Figure 3.4 The Life History of a Retrieval Request
Not invisible, however, is the selection task. The selection task mediates between the
retrieval monitor and the experience store; it consumes the processing power the retrieval
monitor grants it and produces the candidates that retrieval monitor desires in return; and
in a context-sensitive asynchronous memory, it is the vehicle by which feedback from the
task or the environment affects how the memory system’s resources are allocated most
efficiently to the portions of memory most likely to contain the answers.
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The most important part of communicating with a selection task implemented using
context-directed spreading activation is providing cues, described in more detail in the
next section. Unlike systems such as ACT* (Anderson 1983) or REMIND (Lange &
Wharton 1994), activation in a context-directed spreading activation network does not
spread from nodes that are “clamped” at a certain level of activation; instead, activation
propagates as discrete quanta of changes, called perturbance, which are added to the
network as a result of a cueing process. Therefore, in order for a context-directed
spreading activation network to weight its nodes correctly, a request needs more than just
a list of cues; it must also initiate the propagation of activation from those cues out into
the network.

To limit the costs of the context sensitive search process, activation is not propagated
from retrieval requests continually. Instead, activation propagates when requests are
originally created, when requests are updated, or when requests are explicitly refreshed.
This deliberative propagation of activation is designed to simulate the limited amount of
effort a human has to expend on memory retrieval.

While of course a reasoner can

choose to update all of its outstanding requests each retrieval cycle, because requests are
deliberatively refreshed a reasoner can choose how to allocate its effort among the
requests it has active, weighting the spreading of activation to the requests related to the
goals it is processing most actively.
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3.4. Context Sensitivity
By themselves, reified retrieval requests and a retrieval monitor could make up the
core of an asynchronous memory system as long as some task existed that produced a set
of candidate items on every retrieval cycle. This could be as simple as a sequential
search of memory items examining some fixed number on every cycle, as complex as
hashed search based on the specifications provided to the memory module, or as rash as
random selection of n items on each retrieval cycle.

However, none of these approaches satisfy the desiderata we identified earlier.
Sequential search of an experience store is inefficient, especially when matching
operations are expensive. Hashes or indexed searches are more efficient, yet require
foreknowledge of the dimensions by which we should hash or index, and are thus less
than general. Furthermore, when questions are poorly specified we may not have enough
information to trace index links to our destinations or to seed our hash functions. To
overcome this problem, we want to find a way to incorporate additional information
about the desired answer dynamically, as it is found or generated.

In short, we want a context-sensitive selection task. Context-directed spreading
activation (CDSA) is a novel memory search algorithm that can serve as a contextsensitive selection task for a context-sensitive asynchronous memory.

CDSA uses the set of currently active items in the memory system to direct and
inform the further propagation of changes to activation, on the theory that memory
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requests are best served warm — that is, most memory requests can be satisfied with
concepts closely related to the concepts that the agent has been thinking about or has
encountered in its environment.

In psychological terms, context-directed spreading

activation is a priming or preactivation process (for an overview, see Klimesch 1994; also
see McNamara 1992, McNamara & Diwadkar 1996).

3.4.1. Activation, Perturbance, Fanout, and Decay
Unlike traditional spreading activation approaches, in which activation spreads from
source nodes out to target nodes in the knowledge base (e.g., Collins & Loftus 1975,
Anderson 1983, Jones 1989, Jones 1993, Jones & Langley 1995), context-directed
spreading activation makes an explicit distinction between the activation of a node,
which determines a node’s relevance for retrieval, and the perturbance propagating
through those nodes, which determines how activation and hence relevance changes.
Perturbance is similar to the concept of “zorch” or amount of propagating activation
(Hendler 1989, Domeshek 1992).

By explicitly separating dynamically propagating

perturbation from the more static patterns of node activation, rather than treating them
with the same set of equations, we open the possibility for the spreading activation
process to become context sensitive. Perturbance propagates and activates nodes; the
activation of nodes then in turn affects future propagation of perturbance according to the
CDSA algorithm.
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Activation Levels. In a CDSA network, the activation of the nodes in the knowledge
base determines the order in which nodes are considered by the context-sensitive retrieval
process. Each node has a default weight or base activation which would determine the
order in which the node would be considered for retrieval in the absence of any cues or
contextual information. In a virgin knowledge base, the default activation of each node
might be identical; as a agent learns over time what items are useful candidates for
retrieval it could adjust the default weight of a node to influence how often an item was
considered as answers to future retrieval requests. The cost of sorting the network based
on activation can be controlled by only sorting nodes whose activation differs from their
base value by some threshold; this number of nodes is in turn limited by the limits
inherent in the CDSA algorithm and in any additional cost control policies, discussed
shortly.

Quanta of Perturbance. Perturbance is the amount of change in activation
propagating through the network. Perturbance can be viewed as quanta of activation
which propagate along the links between nodes, depositing activation on a node and then
splitting into new, smaller quanta passed along the links of a node to the nodes connected
to it. Cues are the source of perturbance. A cue consists of a node and a strength,
selected either explicitly by the asynchronous memory system or implicitly through the
working memory; the result of a cue is the creation of a quanta of perturbance on the
target node.
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Fanout of Perturbance. Quanta of perturbance propagate from node to node along
the connections between them — along the knowledge links between concepts in the
network. The fanout of a node is the number of links attached to it; the strength of a
propagating quanta of activation is divided by fanout to its children according to the
CDSA algorithm. With each generation every quanta produces a new set of children,
each successive generation growing weaker and weaker until the quanta are “thresholded
out” to control spreading activation costs. As an additional limit on perturbance, a
perturbance attenuation factor can be applied at each propagation point, causing the
strength of perturbance to decay somewhat even if fanout is unity.

Decay of Activation. Even when all quanta of perturbance are gone, the activation
that they deposited remains on the nodes in the network, biasing them for retrieval
processes. Without some process to remove activation, the levels of activation in the
network would continue to rise as new cues are added to the network and new
perturbance is deposited. To control the amount of time this bias exists, activation of
nodes in the network slowly decays over time, until each node returns to its base
activation value. This concept of decay and base activation also enables additional cost
control processes, discussed shortly.

Relation Leakage. Another important factor in the CDSA propagation process is
relation leakage, an optional addition to the CDSA process in which some amount of
perturbance propagating along a link “leaks” up to the parent relation of that link.
Relation leakage is an important way that a CDSA network can automatically adjust how
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activation flows through the activation network based on the kinds of cues that are being
activated. When relation leakage is activated, additional “virtual links” are created for
each class of link in the system, with a strength based on a relation leakage parameter.

3.4.2. Sources of Perturbance
While all activation and perturbance in a context-directed spreading activation
process is identical at the level of mechanism, there are at least two different sources of
perturbance at the level of the memory task: query perturbance, which spreads from the
specifications of a retrieval request, and context or priming perturbance, which spreads
from items stored in the system’s working memory. Query perturbance is propagated
explicitly whenever a retrieval request is created, based on the knowledge items
contained in the matching specification of the request.

Priming perturbance is

propagated either implicitly through the add/delete hooks in the working memory or
explicitly through “hints” or cues which are added to the retrieval requests’ specification.
Other than their source, query perturbance and context perturbance are identical,
exploiting the same context-directing spreading activation process.

3.4.3. Types of Context-Directed Spreading Activation
As noted by Charniak (1983) unconstrained spreading activation or marker passing
would activate an entire knowledge base; therefore, most marker passing and spreading
activation approaches apply a variety of limits such depth cutoffs that limit the amount of
effort expended (e.g., ACT* (Anderson 1983b), EUREKA (Jones & Langley 1995)
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REMIND (Lange & Wharton (1994), KDSA (Wolverton 1994), Sapper (Veale 1995) and
WebSCSA (Crestani & Lee 1999)). “Traditional” spreading activation approaches using
fanout and propagation thresholds are naturally limited, with fanout ultimately placing
limits on how many nodes are reached (Anderson 1983b, Jones 1989, 1993, Jones &
Langley 1995).

Context directed spreading activation shares these natural limits of traditional
spreading activation but goes beyond them. The key novel contribution of the approach
is to alter the way changes in activation spread from node to node based on existing
patterns of activation in the knowledge base.6 The result is that given an appropriate
context CDSA can reach targets with a greater “semantic distance” than traditional
spreading activation while expending the same amount of retrieval effort.

A more

detailed theoretical analysis of CDSA and its impact upon semantic distance is given
later in this chapter, and empirical results related to this impact are presented in Chapter
7.

6

This approach shares similarities with a proposal by Wolverton & Hayes-Roth to alter the weights of

links in a spreading activation network (Wolverton & Hayes-Roth 1993) but this proposal was apparently
not implemented (Wolverton 1994, p.32).
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Obviously there are a variety of ways by which existing activation could guide the
spread of new activation; this research has examined two classes of guided propagation,
primed spreading activation7 and gated spreading activation:
•

primed spreading activation:
Perturbance of activation spreads more efficiently to items which are already
activated above some threshold value. Primed spreading activation attempts to
direct perturbance propagating in the knowledge base to items which the agent
has recently seen or which are related to items the agent has recently seen — in
short, items which have recently been activated. The result of primed spreading
activation is to reduce the effective size of the knowledge base.

•

gated spreading activation:
Perturbance of activation spreads more efficiently along links mediated by
relation nodes which are active. Gated spreading activation attempts to guide
changes to activation along types of paths that instantiate the relationships
between the agent is paying attention to — the relations that are active. The
result of gated spreading activation is to reduce the effective branching factor of
the search space.

7

In earlier publications (Francis & Ram 1997) primed spreading activation was referred to as context

activation.
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The Context Directed Spreading Activation Propagation Algorithm
Step 0. Cueing:
For each cue (node, strength pair) added to the network:
Step 0.1: Create a quanta of perturbance on the cue’s target node with a strength
equal to the cue’s strength (as in Step 1.3)
Step 0.2: Imprint the quanta’s perturbance on its target node’s activation (as in
Step 3).
Step 1. Propagation:
For each quanta of perturbance in the network:
Step 1.1: Find the list of target nodes connected to the quanta’s host node.
Step 1.2: Apportion the quanta’s perturbance strength to each target node
according to the CDSA Equation (Equation 3.1).
Step 1.3: Create a new quanta of perturbance on each target node, with the
appropriate level of strength from Step 1.2.
Step 2. Thresholding:
For each new quanta of perturbance in the network, if the strength of the quanta is
less than the propagation threshold eliminate it.
Step 3. Imprinting:
For each remaining new quanta, add the quanta’s perturbance to its host node’s
activation.
Step 4. Decay:
For each active node in the network, decay its value towards its base activation
value.

Figure 3.5 Pseudocode for the CDSA Propagation Algorithm
Both techniques create a “virtual subset” of the knowledge base, focused on the items
that the agent has recently encountered linked by the relationships the agent is paying
attention to. This virtual subset enables an agent with a large, complex knowledge base
to expend its memory search effort more efficiently, focusing on the content related to its
current task.
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3.4.4. The Context-Directed Spreading Activation Algorithm
While the two types of context sensitivity listed above have different effects on the
way activation propagates, both can be captured at the same time by a single contextdirected spreading activation equation.

In a CDSA network, each node has some level of activation ai. Each link between a
node i and j is mediated by some relation node r; the link i→j/r has a strength Si→j and of
course nodes i and r have their own activation levels. If a CDSA network employs
“relation leakage,” for each link from a node from i to j mediated by relation r an
additional “virtual link” is created from node i to r with a strength attenuated from its
parent link by a relation leakage factor: Si→r = DleakageSi→j. When used, these virtual links
enable a CDSA network to automatically adjust the activation of relations in the network
to mirror the kinds relations that connect the concepts that are most heavily used,
providing a limited way to automatically reduce the branching factor of the CDSA
process.

Perturbance on a node is divided into a set of quanta Qi, each quanta qi containing
some amount of change to activation piq. Propagation of spreading activation occurs in
cycles, with each cycle representing the atomic amount of time necessary for activation
to propagate along links from node to node. As quanta travel from node to node they are
kept separate, enabling a cost control policy to “threshold out” quanta when their
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Parameter

Description

Typical Value

Pbase

basic level activation spreading to inactive nodes

1.0

Pcontext

active node bias for primed spreading activation

0.5

Rbase

basic level propagating along inactive relations

0.2

Rgating

active relation bias for gated spreading activation

0.8

Sdefault

default strength of a link

1.0

Adefault

default (base) activation of a node

1.0

Pinitial

default amount of perturbance of a cue

1.0

Tcutoff

minimum amount of perturbance for quanta to
propagate

Dattenuation

0.01 to 0.001

damping factor for weakening of propagating quanta

1.0

Ddamping

decay factor for node activation

0.9

Dleakage

amount of activation that leaks from links to relations

0.0-0.2

decay factor for irrelevant nodes

1.0-0.5

Dirrelevance

Figure 3.6 Parameters of the CDSA Algorithm
activation becomes too small.

Each spreading activation cycle is divided into five

phases: cueing, propagation, thresholding, imprinting, and decay (Figure 3.5):

Cueing. An external process, such as the asynchronous retrieval monitor or the
working memory, may “cue” the network by specifying a (node, strength) pair. Before
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each propagation cycle begins, for each new cue a quanta of perturbance is created on the
cue’s target node and the strength of that quanta is imprinted on the target node’s
activation. These processes are identical to the quanta creation and imprinting processes
described next in “Propagation” and “Imprinting”.

Propagation. On each propagation cycle, each quanta of activation on a node “splits”
and propagates along the links connecting the node to other target nodes in the
knowledge base. The result is to add new quanta of activation to each target node linked
to the source node.

The amount of perturbance propagating is normalized so that the total amount of
perturbance in all new quanta is the same as the amount in the original quanta, possibly
weighted by a damping factor. The amount of perturbance allocated to each new quanta,
however, is influenced by the activations of the relations that mediate those links (gated
spreading activation) as well as the activations of the targets (primed spreading
activation). Given a quanta q of perturbance p on a node i, the amount of perturbance piq
that propagates from node i to node j along a link mediated by relation node r is
determined by the equation:

(3.1)
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where:
ai
piq
Si→j
Pbase
Pcontext
Rbase
Rgating
Dattenuation

activation of node i at time t
amount of perturbance p in quanta q of node i at time t
strength of the link between nodes i and j
basic (non-primed) node propagation parameter
active (primed) node bias parameter
basic relation propagation parameter
active relation bias parameter
perturbance attenuation factor

Thresholding. Once a new candidate quanta has been generated, its strength is
compared with the cutoff threshold for spreading activation. If the magnitude of a new
quanta of perturbance falls below a certain threshold, that quanta is destroyed rather than
being allowed to imprint or propagate further. This helps reduce the amount of effort
expended on context directed spreading activation and is discussed in more detail in
sections 3.4.5 and 3.5. The set of quanta that propagate are computed by the equation:

Qit+1 = {pt+1iq | pt+1iq > Tcutoff}

(3.2)

where:
piqt+1
Tcutoff
Qit+1

amount of perturbance p in candidate quanta q of node i for
time t+1
the propagation cutoff threshold
new set of propagating quanta on node i at time t+1

Imprinting. When an individual quanta q of perturbance is added to a node i, either
as a result of an external cue or internal propagation, the value piq of that perturbance is
imprinted upon the node, increasing (or decreasing) the node’s activation ai by pi. At the
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end of the imprint cycle, the total amount of activation on a node is equal to its previous
activation plus the sum of all propagating quanta of perturbance currently residing on the
node:

Qit +1

ait ' ← ait + ∑ piqt +1

(3.3)

q =1

where:
ait
piqt+1
Qit+1
ait’

original activation a of node i at time t
perturbance p of quanta q on node i at time t+1
set of propagating quanta on node i at time t+1
intermediate activation a of node i at time t including
imprinted perturbance

Decay. On the final step of each propagation cycle, the amount of activation of each
node decays towards its base value, which may be non-zero. The implications of this
feature are discussed in section 3.5.

(

)

ait +1 ← Ddamping ait ' − bi + bi

(3.4)

where:
ait’
bit
Ddamping
ait+1

intermediate activation a of node i at time t including
imprinted perturbance
base activation a of node i
the activation damping factor
resulting activation a of node i at time t+1 after decay
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An optional feature of the decay cycle is irrelevance decay. If a node does not match
any active retrieval request, it can be viewed as irrelevant and decayed by an additional
amount Dirrelevance to allow more relevant nodes to be matched. When irrelevance decay
is active, equation 3.4 is modified to look like:
i
t'
ait +1 ← Dirrelevanc
e Ddamping (ai − bi ) + bi

(3.4a)

where:
Diirrelevance
Dirrelevance

irrelevance damping function for node i:
= 1 if node i matches some request
= Dirrelevance if node i does not match any requests.
the irrelevance decay factor

Irrelevance decay does not affect the core behavior of the CDSA equations and
instead affects (and depends on) the interaction of an asynchronous retrieval manager
with context-directed spreading activation, enabling a retrieval manager to focus its
search on items which match its retrieval specifications.

Behavior of the Equations. The behavior of Equation 3.1 (the core CDSA equation)
is easy to understand if the various parameters (Figure 3.6) are pushed to limiting values.
The bias parameters serve to determine the degree of primed spreading activation.
Raising the context bias parameter Pcontext for nodes increases the ease with which
changes to activation spreads to active nodes; raising the gating bias parameter for
relations increases the ease with which changes to activation spreads along links whose
relations are active.
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When the bias is set to zero, context-directed spreading activation devolves to
traditional unbiased spreading activation with fan-out, such as proposed by Anderson
(1983). The base parameters Pbase and Rbase determine the properties of this process. If
the base parameters are set to zero, essentially the only perturbance that can propagate is
context-based: activation can only spread to nodes with some existing degree of
activation, and only along links whose relations are active. In practice, intermediate
values are chosen for both the base and bias parameters, allowing both context-directed
and traditional spreading activation.

3.4.5. Semantic Distance and Context-Directed Spreading Activation
Self-Limiting Properties of Spreading Activation. Context-directed spreading
activation, like traditional spreading activation, provides a built-in cost control policy.
Spreading activation processes that combine fan-out decay of activation with a minimum
threshold below which activation cannot propagate are inherently self-limiting: the total
number of nodes that can be visited by spreading activation is limited to the maximum
activation divided by the threshold value (see Charniak 1983, Jones 1989, 1993, Jones &
Langley 1995, Veale 1995).

CDSA does not change this basic principle of spreading activation. Propagating
perturbance obeys the same basic laws as traditional spreading activation: there is a fixed
upper limit on the size of the set of nodes that can be activated by a single source node.
What CDSA does change is which nodes constitute that activated set.
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Traditional
Spreading Activation

Context-Directed
Spreading Activation

Source Node

Source Node

d
d'
Target Node
Unreachable Target

Target Node

Maximum Semantic Distance:
d=

log Pinitial − log Tcutoff
log b

Maximum Semantic Distance:
d'=

log Pinitial − log Tcutoff
log(btotal Rbase + bactive R gating ) − log( Rbase + R gating )

Figure 3.7 Comparing Traditional and Context-Directed Spreading Activation

The Effect of Context Guidance in CDSA. Context guidance alters how changes to
activation propagate from a node, with the result that different sets of nodes can become
active depending on what other nodes are active in the knowledge base when activation
began to propagate (Figure 3.7). Furthermore, this change in propagation changes not
only which nodes become active but how much activation they receive, changing the
relevance of those nodes and thus their order of retrieval. CDSA thus does not change the
amount of effort expended on search from a single node, but instead changes how that
effort is expended based on the context and what the impact of that effort is on retrieval
order, in the hope that a guided search will be a more effective search.

Semantic Distance. Leaving aside the language of hope in favor of measurable
terms, CDSA changes the semantic distance reachable by a given amount retrieval effort.
The concept of semantic distance was introduced by Wolverton (1994) to measure the
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effectiveness of spreading activation approaches at finding information in large
knowledge bases. Semantic distance can be simply defined by the number of links
between concepts of a query and concepts in a target.8 The effectiveness of a spreading
activation process can be measured by the amount of effort the process must expend to
reach a target of a given semantic depth.

For example, an unconstrained spreading activation process must activate a roughly
exponential number of nodes to reach targets of a given semantic distance; in a finite
knowledge base this curve becomes logistic as the process begins to revisit more and
more nodes (Wolverton 1994, p.60). Exponential growth is unacceptable, which is why
traditional spreading activation approaches use some kind of cutoff to limit the number of
nodes that become activated.9 The effect of cutoffs on activation is to make certain

8

In Wolverton, concepts were represented as graph structures and semantic distance between two concepts

was measured by the average path length between components of the concepts. In the context-sensitive
asynchronous memory approach no distinction is made between general network structure and conceptspecific structure, and therefore each distinct concept must be represented by a unique signature node.
Therefore, for the purposes of this analysis semantic distance is measured from signature node to signature
node.
9

An alternative approach to restricting spreading activation cost can also be found in Wolverton (1994).

Knowledge-Directed Spreading Activation (KDSA) exploits “beacons” in the knowledge base to
strategically perform a series of constrained spreading activation searches. Presuming that a knowledge
base contains many beacons of high quality, KDSA activates a linear number of nodes to reach a given
semantic distance and is more efficient than unconstrained spreading activation. In contrast, if beacons are
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targets in the knowledge base reachable given a particular amount of retrieval effort,
whereas other targets are not.

Semantic distance and traditional spreading activation. A fixed amount of initial
perturbance in a traditional spreading activation process with fanout and thresholds
propagates a limited semantic depth into a knowledge base and activates a limited
number of nodes — an exponential function of the semantic depth, but a limited number
of nodes nonetheless.

For simplicity of analysis, I will assume that a knowledge base has a regular structure
where each node has a fixed fanout b. An initial amount of perturbance Pinitial will be
reduced by fanout by a factor of 1/b at each step in the propagation process. Propagation
will terminate when the amount of perturbance in each quanta drops below Tcutoff, the
propagation cutoff threshold.

(3.5)

d

Pinitial/b < Tcutoff

where:

widely spaced and/or are of low quality KDSA can become less efficient than unconstrained constrained
spreading activation. Because KDSA essentially applies high-level strategic control to low-level spreading
activation processes, it is potentially complementary to the CDSA approach: KDSA’s search control
component could supply to CDSA contextual information, and in turn CDSA can use that information to
ensure that spreading activation effort is spent efficiently.
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Pinitial
b
d
Tcutoff

average initial value of a cue
the branching factor of the knowledge base
the cutoff depth for normal spreading activation
the propagation cutoff threshold

The semantic distance reachable by spreading activation is simply the number of
propagation steps, or d. Solving 3.5 for bd:
d

b = Pinitial/Tcutoff

(3.6)

The maximum semantic distance reachable by traditional spreading activation is
therefore:

(3.7)

d=

log Pinitial − log Tcutoff
log b

Impact of CDSA on Semantic Distance. One of the primary effects of CDSA is to
change the relative weighting of links. Assume that this uniformly divides the fanout of
the knowledge base into two groups:
•

inactive links:
Inactive links are links whose parent relations are not active. Each inactive link
has some default strength Rbase (according to equation 3.1).

•

active links:
Active links are links whose parent relation are active. Assuming for a moment
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that the activation of relations does not change during the spreading activation
process; in this case each active link will have an additional strength from gated
spreading activation for a total strength of Rbase + Rgating (according to equation
3.1).

Assume that the proportion of active and inactive links are uniform throughout the
knowledge base — that is, assume that the total node fanout bactive can be uniformly
divided into two groups, bactive active nodes and bactive inactive nodes. On each step during
the propagation process, activation propagating out on each individual link will be
normalized by the total activation of all links:

1/ (binactiveRbase + bactive(Rbase + Rgating))

(3.8)

where:
binactive
bactive
Rbase
Rgating

number of links per node with inactive relations
number of links per node with active relations
base propagation factor for active links
additional propagation on active links

Equation 3.8 reduces to:

1/ (btotalRbase + bactiveRgating)

(3.9)

where:
btotal

total number of links per node (active and inactive)
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Because of the nature of fanout decay and cutoff the same number of nodes will be
visited, Pinitial/Tcutoff. What does change are the point at which propagation quiesces.
Activation on inactive links decays more rapidly than in traditional spreading activation,
leading to an earlier cutoff:


Rbase
Pinitial 
b R +b R
active gating
 total base

(3.10)

d


 ≤ Tcutoff



Similarly, proportionally greater amounts of activation are carried along active links,
causing propagation along those links to continue for a longer number of cycles:


Rbase + R gating
Pinitial 
b R +b
active R gating
 total base

(3.11)

d


 ≤ Tcutoff



Thus, the maximum semantic depth reachable along active links in context-directed
spreading activation is:

(3.12)

d'=

log Pinitial − log Tcutoff
log(btotal Rbase + bactive Rgating ) − log( Rbase + Rgating )

where:
d'

the cutoff depth for active links in CDSA
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As can be seen from this equation, the semantic distance reachable by context
directed spreading activation along active links increases as the strength of relation
gating increases (as Rgating increases with respect to Rbase) and as the proportion of active
links to inactive links increases (as bactive decreases with respect to btotal). In the limiting
case, when Rbase drops to zero, CDSA effectively reduces the branching factor of the
knowledge base from btotal to bactive, potentially doubling or tripling the semantic distance
reachable by spreading activation in some knowledge bases.

Implications. When relations are active in a knowledge base, context-directed
spreading activation can take the same initial amount of perturbance Pinitial and distribute
it preferentially along active links, enabling it to activate nodes that would not otherwise
be active (according to Equation 3.12). Furthermore, within the set of nodes that would
normally be reached by traditional spreading activation, CDSA can increase the
activation of nodes along relevant relations (Equation 3.11) and decrease the activation of
nodes along irrelevant relations (Equation 3.10) thus effectively reducing the branching
factor of the search space and more efficiently using the relevance evidence provided by
the initial perturbance.

In a realistic knowledge base, this simplistic analysis will begin to break down. The
fanout will change from node to node in the knowledge base; moreover, not only with the
numbers of links from each node change, so will the proportion of active and inactive
links. These differences in active links will furthermore not be static, but will change as
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Parameter
Rmax

Description
maximum number of active retrievals

Typical Value
3-5

rspecmax

maximum complexity of retrieval specification

not set

rcuemax

maximum number of cues per retrieval

20-30

Cfootprint

maximum number of nodes activated as result of a cue

Climit

number of candidates matched per request per cycle

1,000-10,000
20-100

Figure 3.8 Parameters of a Cost Control Policy
perturbance propagates through relations, changing not only the active set of relations but
also their relative activations on each cycle in the propagation process. Because of the
complexity of these interactions, the best analysis of CDSA’s effects on a real knowledge
base, then, would be results of actual tests of the algorithm on real knowledge bases.

In chapters 7-9, I discuss in some detail empirical studies of CDSA on real
knowledge bases for planning and information retrieval. These empirical studies show
that CDSA is able to reroute activation productively in realistic knowledge bases, both
enabling the retrieval of additional cases over traditional spreading activation in NicoleMPA and enabling the improved recommendation of useful information in Nicole-IRIA.

3.5. Cost Control Policy
While CDSA provides some cost control features, cost control is not simply the
province of the context-sensitive selection task or even the context-sensitive
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asynchronous memory in isolation. For example, the matching specifications provided
with a query could be arbitrarily large, taking a long time to match or producing a large
number of query activation sources propagating knowledge into the knowledge base;
alternatively, working memory could become overstuffed with items, leading to a large
amount of priming activation; or too many requests might be outstanding at once,
overwhelming both spreading activation and matching.

A cost control policy should be comprehensive, addressing all of the components of
an agent that might affect the performance of the memory (Figure 3.8). Of course, a
general-purpose system may be placed in environments in which any particular cost
control policy might fail — either by allowing the system to consume too many resources
or by limiting the system’s resources to the point that it no longer effectively serves the
needs of a task.

Keeping this limitation in mind, some of the features which must be addressed by an
effective cost control policy for a context-sensitive asynchronous memory include:
•

Limits on effort expended on active retrieval requests (Rmax):
Limits are required to prevent the system from being swamped by too many
retrieval requests. This can be implemented by upper bounds on the number of
active retrieval requests and the amount of effort expended on any one retrieval
request (the approach implemented in Nicole system discussed in Chapter 6) or
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by a scheduling approach that tracks the total effort of all retrieval requests and
allocates resources dynamically.
•

Upper bounds on complexity of retrieval specifications (rspecmax):
Unless some controls are in place, an individual matching specification can be
arbitrarily complex to process and can swamp the retrieval costs of an entire
system (Tambe et al. 1990). A variety of limits can be placed on matching
specifications to prevent the costs of any one individual match from dominating
the retrieval effort.

•

Upper bounds on the size of retrieval specifications (rspecmax):
In a system using context-directed spreading activation, limiting the complexity
of matching specifications serves a second purpose: because query activation is
generated from the knowledge items present in the specifications on a retrieval
request, if the request can be arbitrarily large then the amount of activation
spreading into the knowledge base, and hence the retrieval effort expended per
cycle, can become arbitrarily large.

•

Upper bounds on the number of active cues (rcuemax):
Similarly, the number of cues used as a source of priming activation must be
limited. This can be accomplished by limits to the size of working memory (for
implicit priming) or by limits to the number of cues allowed for any one retrieval
request (for explicit priming). The implemented Nicole system adopts the second
approach.
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•

Upper bounds on the effort expended per cue (Cfootprint, Cactive):
The previous two limits do not make any sense unless the amount of search effort
expended per cue or specification is similarly limited.

As discussed in the

previous section, the amount of effort expended for any one source node is
limited automatically by the theoretical properties of the context-directed
spreading activation process.
•

Upper bounds on the effort expended per retrieval cycle (cycletotal):
Despite these limits, in an implemented system it is still possible to incur
additional costs which could swamp the system — for example, in an extremely
large knowledge base a high-level parent node may have millions of instances;
the cost of computing the spreading activation connections along the “IS-A” link
from that parent to its children even though the fan-out is so high that the
propagation threshold will prevent activation from ever spreading out from that
node!

Let us look at this last limit as an example. The implemented Nicole system does not
provide a mechanism to deal with this potential problem for theoretical reasons — for
example, given the right set of parameters on the CDSA equation and the right set of
active relations, activation may still propagate through a node with millions of children
because the CDSA equation effectively prunes them out — but a commercial-grade
system would need to deal effectively with the time cost of performing this computation.
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Similarly, a commercial-grade system must effectively deal with all the potential
costs of retrieval, both at the theoretical level of “what nodes will we examine in the
knowledge base” and at the practical level of “what combination of parameters will cause
our garbage collector to choke the system at an inopportune moment?” Designing a cost
control policy is thus part theory, part practice, dependent upon a thorough analysis of
both the memory system, the software environment in which it is embedded, and the
expected profile of retrieval requests the memory is likely to receive.

3.5.1. Applying Additional Cost Control to CDSA
As just discussed, CDSA, like traditional spreading activation, provides a primitive
cost control policy, but this policy by itself is not sufficient to fully control all the costs
of retrieval.

The CDSA algorithms listed earlier simplify how activation propagates in an actual
experience-based agent. As part of an effective cost control policy, the standard CDSA
equation must be augmented with a number of additional parameters. First and foremost
is the threshold for propagation to limit the amount of activation propagating from a
single node. Other parameters include limits on the total number of source nodes or
source queries, limits on the total number of propagating nodes, and damping factors to
prevent activation from spreading too quickly.

Another potential cost in CDSA is sorting nodes in memory based on their activations
to find the most active candidates. Sorting is an O(n log n) process in the size of the
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knowledge base and this cost may grow as knowledge bases become increasingly large.
However, the number of nodes which are active are just the set of nodes which have
recently been perturbed; the number of nodes differing in activation from their base
values is therefore a simple linear function of the number of active cues at any one time,
the number of nodes each cue can activate, the speed with which novel cues appear, and
the speed with which activations decay to their base values. If the number of active cues
has an upper limit, there will be a similar upper limit on the number of nodes with nonbase activations. These nodes can be kept in an explicit active list, added and removed as
a result of the imprinting and decay operations of the CDSA process; the active list can
then be sorted by itself, placing an upper bound on the cost of finding the most active
nodes in the knowledge base.

3.5.2. Order Analysis of Context-sensitive Asynchronous Memory
Computational complexity analysis is one method of examining the effectiveness of a
cost control policy. A cost control policy should force a reasonable upper bound on the
complexity of the processes operating under it. In this section, we will show that a
combination of CDSA’s innate cost controls with limits on the number and complexity of
outstanding retrieval requests forms the core of a reasonable cost control policy.

Assumptions. In the model of context-sensitive asynchronous memory just
presented, retrieval candidates are returned only as long as nodes in the network are
active, nodes become active only when cues spread through the network, and cues spread
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only when the network is perturbed. Perturbance is not a constant process; in the model
implemented perturbance is generated only when retrieval candidates are created,
updated or refreshed, and optionally when new items are added to working memory.
Ignoring the role of working memory for a moment, an complexity analysis of CDSA
essentially reduces to how much propagation and retrieval effort is generated by the
active set of retrieval requests.

Of course, the profile of retrieval requests differs on a task-by-task basis.

For

simplicity, we will make a number of additional assumptions. We will assume that
retrieval requests are created at a regular rate; furthermore, we will treat updates and
refreshes as new requests for the purpose of this analysis.

Footprint of a Cue. We will assume the footprint of each cue — the number of
nodes ultimately activated as a result of perturbance spreading from a cue — is distinct;
that is, each cue ends up activating a completely different set of nodes in memory. This
assumption is unlikely to occur in a any real task but provides a useful worst-case
scenario for establishing an upper bound on the amount of effort expended.
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Figure 3.9 Footprint of a cue
As discussed in the previous section, in a CDSA network propagation of perturbance
will be cut off when the initial cue strength Pinitial has been attenuated by fanout until it
drops below the propagation cutoff threshold Tcutoff (Figure 3.9). Again, I assume a
regular knowledge base with branching factor b. Simplifying out the effects of active
relations, the cutoff of propagation will occur at a depth d where when the number of
perturbing nodes attenuates the fanout to less than the cutoff strength.
Equation 3.5 from the previous section, this cutoff occurs at:
d

Pinitial/b < Tcutoff

(3.5)

where:
Pinitial
b
d

average initial value of a cue
the branching factor of the knowledge base
the cutoff depth
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Recalling

Tcutoff

the propagation cutoff threshold

Solving for the number of nodes bd that are thresholded out yields Equation 3.6:

bd = Pinitial/ Tcutoff

(3.6)

As Figure 3.9(a) illustrates, the total number of nodes Cfootprint which have been
perturbed are all the nodes from the cue node to depth d-1, which is also an exponential
function of the branching factor:

Cfootprint = bd -1

(3.13)

where:
Cfootprint

count of nodes perturbed by a cue

Solving for Cfootprint, the total number of nodes perturbed from an initial cue is:

(3.14)

Cfootprint = O(Pinitial/Tcutoff)

Complexity of CDSA Propagation. The total cost of spreading activation out into a
footprint is potentially greater than the number of cues activated because the last set of
nodes activated may generate a large number of outgoing quanta. Therefore, the total
complexity of CDSA propagation from a cue is the number of nodes activated by each
cue times the average fanout factor of nodes in the knowledge base:
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CDSAnaive = O(bPinitial/Tcutoff)

(3.15)

where:
CDSAnaive

number of times the CDSA propagation equations are
invoked in the naïve algorithm

The branching factor comes from the potential cost of computing the CDSA equation
for each connection on each node, which is O(b) even if all of the quanta that would be
generated would be immediately thresholded out. To reduce this cost, an automatic
thresholding techniques can be employed to estimate the strength of the average quanta
that would be produced as a result of propagation, preventing propagation if the
estimated strength of the quanta is below threshold. (This reduces the accuracy of the
implementation of CDSA but in practice has little or no effect on the order in which the
knowledge base is searched).

With this technique in place, the cost of spreading

activation from a set of retrieval requests simply devolves to the number of cues times the
number of nodes activated by each cue.
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(3.16)

CDSAthresholded = O(Pinitial/Tcutoff)

where:
CDSAthresholded
number of times the CDSA equation is invoked
when automatic thresholding is in place
Note that each invocation of CDSA on a node still costs O(b), but this cost is now
only paid upon nodes with O(b) successor nodes during the expansion of the footprint,
and thus for the purpose of order analysis the CDSA cost “disappears” into the O(bd) cost
of expanding the footprint itself.

Imprinting and Decay. Once a node has been perturbed, activation is imprinted
upon it and takes some time to decay. The total cost of imprinting is simply the total
number of nodes visited by propagating quanta (Equation 3.13).

Decay is more complex. If decay is computed over the entire knowledge base, the
total cost of decay per cycle is a function of the size of the knowledge base:

(3.17)

Dnaive = O(N)

where:
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Figure 3.11 Multiple Overlapping Retrieval Requests
N
Dnaive

total number of nodes in the knowledge base
total amount of effort spent per cycle decaying nodes

However, we can apply thresholds to decay just as we did to CDSA propagation. If
we maintain an active list of nodes differing from their base activation by some threshold,
the cost of decay per cycle devolves to the number of nodes visited by propagating
quanta:

(3.18)

Dthresholded = O(Cfootprint) = O(Pinitial/Tcutoff)
Dthresholded

total amount of effort spent per cycle decaying nodes on
the active list

However, nodes may take some time to decay. Assuming that the decay system cuts
off decay at some activity threshold Tactive and that a node begins with an activation
Cinitial, each node takes tdecay cycles to decay:

(3.19)

tdecay = O(log Tactive /CinitialDdamping)
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where:
Tactive
tdecay

minimum difference between base and current activation
for a node to be considered “active”
number of nodes above the Tactive threshold at any one time

In practice, the perturbance generated by a cue has a bell curve profile. Perturbance
quickly propagates exponentially to more and more nodes and then diminishes as it
begins to be thresholded out. A “wake” of activation follows the perturbing nodes,
disappearing more slowly as activations decay to their base values (Figure 3.10). Since
we cannot specify how much perturbance each node gets without knowing more details
of the specifics of the network, for the purposes of our worst case scenario analysis we
will assume that each node takes tdecay cycles to become inactive. Using this estimate, the
upper bound on the number of nodes processed in the active list as a result of a single cue
is just the footprint of the cue times the number of cycles nodes stay on the active list:

Dactive = O(tdecay Cfootprint)

(3.20)

where:
Decayactive

total number of times nodes are processed in the active list
as a result of perturbance from a cue

Cost of Retrieval Requests. Thus armed with information about the effort expended
on a single cue, we can now examine the cost of individual retrieval requests. A retrieval
request will have rcues cues. When that request is created, updated, or refreshed, each of
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Figure 3.12 Overall Effort spent on Multiple Requests
those cues generates the same amount of effort (Cfootprint nodes perturbed and Cactive nodes
in the active list), meaning the total amount of effort generated as a result of refreshing a
request is:

(3.21)

rfootprint = O(rcuesCfootprint)

(3.22)

ractive = O(rcuesDactive)

where:
rcues
rfootprint
ractive

number of cues per request
number of nodes perturbed as a result of refreshing a
request
number of nodes activated as a result of refreshing a
request

However, multiple retrieval requests may be active at the same time (Figure 3.11,
3.12). Assume that retrieval requests are created with a regular frequency frequest. If
retrieval requests overlap significantly, the amount of effort spent on each retrieval cycle
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contains contributions from the life history of several requests (Figure 3.13). If we
average the amount of retrieval effort expended over time, the effort expended per
retrieval cycle is just the amount of effort expended per request multiplied by the
frequency.

(3.23)

cyclefootprint = O(frequestrfootprint) = O(frequestrcues Cfootprint)

(3.24)

cycleactive = O(frequestractive) = O(frequestrcuestdecayCfootprint)

where:
cyclefootprint
cycleactive

number of nodes perturbed per cycle
number of nodes on active list per cycle

Imposing Cost Controls. As equation 3.23 and 3.24 show, the only important factors
in the cost of retrieval per cycle are the number of requests per second and the number of
cues per requests — all other factors are constant parameters and do not contribute to the
order of complexity of the computation. Suppressing all these constant factors:

cycletotal = O(frequestrcues)

(3.25)

where:
cycletotal

total amount of perturbance and decay per cycle
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Thus, to limit the effort expended per cycle a cost control policy must limit both the
maximum number of retrieval request creations and refreshes per cycle and the number
of cues per request. Since the maximum frequency of requests would be to refresh all
outstanding requests on each cycle, the former limit can be imposed by placing upper
bounds on the number of requests per cycle.

cyclemax = O(Rmaxrcuemax) = O(Cmax)

(3.26)
cyclemax
Rmax
rcuemax
Cmax

maximum total amount of perturbance and decay per cycle
maximum number of outstanding retrieval requests
maximum number of cues per request
maximum number of outstanding cues ( = Rmaxrcuemax)

Limiting Other Costs. Spreading activation is not the only cost involved in retrieval.
On each cycle, the active list must be sorted and the top candidates compared against the
specifications of the outstanding retrieval requests. The cost of sorting is just O(n log n)
where n is the number of nodes on the active list:
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O(cycleactive log cycleactive)

(3.27)

This cost is already limited by the portions of the cost control policy that limit the
size of the active list.

Some fixed number Climit of the most active nodes on the list will then be matched
with each retrieval request’s specifications. The total complexity of matching is thus the
number of retrieval requests times the cost of performing each matching operation times
the number of candidates to match:

O(RmaxrspecmaxClimit)

(3.28)

where:
Rmax
rspecmax
Climit

maximum number of outstanding retrieval requests
maximum complexity of matching a retrieval request
limit on the number of candidates returned per cycle

This cost can be controlled by limiting the complexity of each retrieval request’s
specifications and the number of candidates matched per cycle.

Implications. Given a cost control policy placing bounds on the total number of
retrievals, cues per retrieval, complexity of specifications for retrieval, and employing
fanout thresholds, decay thresholds and automatic cutoffs for spreading activation, all the
variable factors in retrieval are controlled in terms of constant parameters which do not
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contribute to the order of complexity of retrieval. Factoring these constant parameters
out, the cost of each retrieval cycle, including context directed spreading activation,
decay, sorting, and matching, is bounded at:

(3.29)

cyclecontrolled = O(1)

where:
cyclecontrolled cost of a retrieval cycle under a cost control policy

3.6. The Experience Store
As described, a context-sensitive asynchronous memory retrieval system could
function as the memory system for a single-task agent, working in parallel with the
reasoner and using the features of the task and the environment to attempt to provide
information relevant to the current task context. But the context-sensitive features of this
memory architecture do more than just find information relevant to a single task; after all,
a special-purpose memory retrieval mechanism could be specifically designed to provide
efficient memory retrieval for a single purpose.

A context-sensitive memory retrieval system provides a way for a single agent to
perform multiple tasks, automatically focusing its retrieval effort on the portion of its
knowledge base relevant to the task. This focusing can even occur implicitly, without the
conscious effort of the agent: if the right features are available in the environment and the
right structure in the knowledge base, a context-sensitive memory can focus its retrieval
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effort on information relevant to tasks the agent could or should be performing in that
enviornment, even if the agent has not yet decided what task it should be performing at
that given moment.

In order for the promise of this approach to be realized, the agent must have a
knowledge base capable of representing knowledge about a wide variety of tasks, along
with the connections of those tasks to the environments in which they occur; the agent
must furthermore store all of this information within a unified knowledge store, so that if
the agent encounters a novel environment and cannot decide what tasks it should be
performing, the memory can make the appropriate connections and provide information
to the agent to help it select a course of action. This idea of a general, unified repository
for all knowledge in an agent is the essence of an experience store, the core concept from
which experience-based agency derives its name.

An experience store must satisfy three key properties. First and foremost, of course,
the store must permit the operation of the selection task of a context-sensitive
asynchronous memory, which in practice means that the store must support contextdirected spreading activation. Second, the store needs a rich and expressive knowledge
representation capable of supporting the knowledge representation needs of a wide
variety of tasks. Finally, the store must support the unified storage and access of multitask knowledge, enabling access to information in the store to be driven up from the
content of the features of the environment and not solely down from the knowledge needs
of particular tasks.
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Satisfying the first two of these two requirements is a property of the knowledge
representation language of the experience store; satisfying the third is a question of a
policy of access. Let us examine these issues in turn.

3.6.1. Constraints Imposed by Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory
In order to support a context-sensitive asynchronous memory, a knowledge
representation requires a variety of features. For example, to enable the iterative,
incremental search memory must be divided into separable components which can be
examined each in their turn; to ensure that the search of those items can proceed in a way
relevant to the current context the memory must have features that associate the contents
of its knowledge base with the features of that context; and so on. At the very least, a
knowledge representation for a context-sensitive asynchronous memory should include
the theoretically significant features found in the experience store implemented as part of
this research, including nodes, links, bidirectionality and grounds:
•

nodes: units of knowledge:
For an asynchronous memory to work, the knowledge base must be divided into
individual pieces of knowledge, or units. Each node is separate unit, which can
be individually retrieved and examined — or passed over and ignored — by the
memory process as it searches the memory. In the language of (Maida & Shapiro
1982), nodes in an experience store are primarily intensional objects, representing
concepts rather than items in the world.
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•

links: associations between knowledge units
For a context-sensitive memory to work, all connections, whether logical or
associative, that exist between each individual piece of knowledge in the
knowledge base must be accessible, enabling the memory to make connections
from item to item. A link may have an intrinsic weight, or the weight of links
may be determined by system-wide parameters.

•

bidirectionality: the symbolic nature of associations
The entire point of a context-sensitive asynchronous memory is that in a general
purpose agent we cannot pre-specify the set of indexes we will need to retrieve an
arbitrary piece of knowledge in an unknown future situation. More particularly,
when the knowledge base learns that two pieces of knowledge are connected, it
cannot determine in advance which piece of knowledge should serve as the cue
for the other. Therefore, each link between pieces of knowledge in the knowledge
base should be a bidirectional link for the purposes of determining what
knowledge is related to the current context.

In semiotic terms, links in an

experience store are not signs, in which one thing refers to another thing, but
instead symbols, in which two things refer to — and can evoke — each other.
•

grounds: connection between knowledge units and perceptual data
To be effective, a context-sensitive asynchronous memory must be able to make
connections between the current context and knowledge in the knowledge base.
The key information in that context that will enable the memory to find the right
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information at the right time might be a piece of knowledge in the agent’s
reasoning state, but it could just as easily be subtle perceptual cues in the agent’s
environment. Therefore, knowledge in the experience store needs to ultimately be
connected to the features likely to be found in the content; in philosophical
parlance, the knowledge in the knowledge base needs to be grounded in the
perceptual features of the environment (or the internal data structures used by the
agent's quick-and-inflexible reasoning modules). In the language of (Maida &
Shapiro 1982), nodes in an experience store are primarily extensional
connections, connecting intensional concepts with external real-world objects.

Beyond these basic requirements, a memory that employs context-directed spreading
activation as its selection task must support additional features: activation levels, link
weights, and node-labeled links or “reified relations”:
•

activation levels:
Each node in the knowledge base must have an “activation level” which
represents the memory’s current estimate of the relevance of the node to the
current context as computed by the CDSA algorithm. Each node has a “base”
level of activation, which may be determined by a system-wide defaults or which
may be unique to a particular node, promoting or demoting its position on the
candidate list. The most active nodes in the system constitute the current set of
candidates that the selection task will present to the asynchronous memory
retrieval system.
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•

link strengths:
Activation propagates from source nodes out along links to other nodes in the
experience store, changing their activation levels and ultimately the set of
candidates the selection task presents to the retrieval monitor. This propagating
activation, or “zorch”, travels differentially over links based on their intrinsic
strength, normalized over the set of all associations attached to a node. Like the
base activation level, links may have a default activation or may accumulate
increased or decreased strength through learning.

•

node-labeled links:
Gated spreading activation requires more than just links between nodes: the links
must be labeled by other nodes whose activity or inactivity affects the strength of
the link and hence the way that activation propagates through the knowledge
base. Having each link instantiate a “reified” relation node is one way to achieve
this condition.

3.6.2. Expressive Power
When these requirements are combined — nodes, grounds for nodes, links, labels for
links which are themselves nodes — they describe a class of knowledge representations
which fall firmly within the tradition of research on semantic networks.

Semantic Networks. Semantic networks are a graph representation for knowledge in
which individual pieces of knowledge are stored on the nodes of the graph and the
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Figure 3.14 Properties of a Reified Semantic Network
relationships between pieces of knowledge are stored on links between nodes (Figure
3.14a). Semantic networks are an expressive formalism which can represent a wide range
of knowledge, including natural language (Quillian 1968, Miller et al. 1993), and are
functionally isomorphic to frame systems (for an example of similarities see Lenat &
Guha 1990). Many algorithms exist for searching semantic networks; popular ones
include spreading activation and marker passing algorithms which propagate symbolic or
numerical counters from node to node in the network along the links.

Reified Relations. We have already discussed the significance of a unified,
grounded,

bidirectional

semantic

network

for

supporting

a

context-sensitive

asynchronous memory; now let us examine node-labeled links and what kind of
representational power they support. To achieve nodel-labeled links, an experience store
can reify (represent as explicit knowledge objects) relationships between concepts using
relation nodes. Relation nodes are first class objects in the experience store which are
treated like any other piece of knowledge in the knowledge base and can themselves
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participate in arbitrarily complex relationships (Figure 3.14b). This approach, similar to
that used in knowledge representation systems such as KL-ONE (Brachman 1985),
KODIAK (Wilensky et al. 1988), AQUA (Ram 1989), and CYC (Lenat & Guha 1990),
enables not only the context-directed spreading activation algorithm but also complex
reasoning about relationships between objects (e.g., Maida & Shapiro 1982).

Mapping to Semantic Networks to Logic. A semantic network defined in terms of
nodes and links can be re-written in a logical formalism, where labels of the links are
mapped to logical entities such as predicates, nodes are mapped to constants, and relation
instance objects are mapped to propositions. In the example in Figure 3.14, the relations
are “is-a” and “captain-of” map to INHERITANCE and CAPTAINCY predicates, and
the nodes “kirk”, “enterprise”, and “human” map to constant terms in specific
propositions using those predicates.

Written as a set of propositional clauses, the

semantic network in the figure can be represented as:
(is-a kirk human)
(captain-of kirk enterprise)

The precise mapping used would depend on the way in which the semantic network
was used to represent knowledge, including both the content of the representation and its
expression in the structure of nodes and links. Because nodes and relations exist in an
inheritance hierarchy, this mapping can be extended to represent functions, predicates,
quantifiers and operators as different classes of relations, and to represent constants and
variables as different classes of nodes; instances of relations would then naturally map to
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Figure 3.15 Higher-Order Relations in a Reified Semantic Network
compound terms and propositions. For an example of a similar mapping of a different
kind of semantic network network to first order propositional logic, see (Schubert 1991)
and for further discussion see (Rich & Knight 1991).

Reified Relations and Higher Order Logics. A “traditional” semantic network or
frame system, in which the labels on links are not themselves knowledge objects, thus
has the expressive power of first-order propositional logic, because a predicate in this
formalism can never appear as the subject of another predicate. Adding reified relations
introduces additional representational power.

Because reified relation nodes are

knowledge objects, they can be connected to the rest of the knowledge base by nodes and
links in arbitrary ways. For example, the “captain-of” relation in the earlier example
might be linked by an is-a link to a more abstract relation, such as “military-role” (Figure
3.15). As a consequence of this promiscuous linking, when a refied semantic network is
translated into a logical formalism a predicate of one proposition may be the subject of
another proposition.

In our example, “captain-of” serves both as a predicate of a
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proposition in “(captain-of kirk enterprise)” and an argument of a proposition in “(is-a
captain-of military-role)”

Because of this property, a semantic network with reified relations has the expressive
power of Nth-order logic: any predicate can serve as the subjects of a higher-order
predicate (or even as a subject of itself). While there are outstanding problems in the
logic of higher order logic and applications with a logical model incompatible with
higher-order logic need not use these features, this kind of higher-order representation
has shown itself to be useful for representing complex linguistic concepts (e.g., Maida &
Shapiro 1982) and was successfully used to support understanding science fiction stories
in the ISAAC system (Moorman 1997).

Task-Specific Logics. It is important to note that the knowledge representation for an
experience store is most concerned with the structure knowledge and not its specific
semantic content or behavior. This holds true both at the level of theory and the level of
implementation.

Issues handled by many approaches that focus on pure knowledge representation —
such as truth maintenance, constraint languages, languages for constructing propositions,
structuring of concepts into conceptual graphs, and so on — are “task specific” as far as
the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach is concerned.
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The above analysis of the representational power of grounded reified relations,
coupled with actual experience using that representation to build complex knowledge
stores in the ISAAC, Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA systems, strongly suggests that it is
sufficiently powerful to represent whatever structure of propositions, graphs, or truth
maintenance is required for a specific task, as long as that task can be structured to
perform whatever additional processing is necessary to ensure that the portions of the
experience store it uses conforms to the constraints of that application.

In return, any application task that shoehorns its representation into this framework
will be able to fully exploit the retrieval power of a context-sensitive asynchronous
memory.

3.6.3. Creating a Unified Store of Knowledge
The point of a unified store of knowledge is to enable one memory process to exploit
arbitrary environmental regularities. Given a specific question for an individual task, we
can generally devise a separate memory system with a task-specific indexing structure
that will enable us to quickly find appropriate answers to the question.10 When questions
become poorly specified, a system performs more than one task, or most particularly
when a single system faces multiple, possibly overlapping tasks in a complex,
information-poor environment, we no longer have the luxury of routing all questions to

10

For an example of an alternative view of how to structure a multi-task memory system, see (Peterson et

al. 1994, Goel et al. 1996).
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single-purpose memories.

The context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach

assumes that a regular environment will contain many features that an agent can learn
from to focus its effort on the appropriate parts of its memory, creating the effect of many
single-purpose memories as a result of its learning about the structure of knowledge
about the tasks it performs and the conditions in the environment in which it encounters
those tasks.

The experience store is this unified store of knowledge: a single data structure which
stores and provides access to knowledge for multiple tasks. In principle there is no
challenge to creating an experience store: simply put all the data in the agent into a single
representation which satisfies all of the functional constraints listed earlier. In principle,
the designer of an intelligent system can create an experience store using any kind of
representation language of sufficient power, simply by playing by all of the rules.

In practice difficulties can arise at the program level. For an experience store to
function it must hold all agent knowledge in a single data structure; all connections
between pieces of knowledge must be two-way, and moreover must themselves be pieces
of knowledge for context-directed spreading activation to work; and for primed spreading
activation to work the experience store must provide a way to find any frame that
references program-level data using that data as a key. If any of these features are not
enforced — if links are created that do not instantiate relationships, if two-way
connections are not created between pieces of knowledge, or if a frame references data
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which cannot be used to find the frame — then the performance of the memory will
degrade, as the results discussed in Chapter 7 show.

For an experience store to be effective, then, it cannot rely on the good behavior of
programmers of the system; instead, its interface must enforce the key properties
necessary to serve the needs of a context-sensitive asynchronous memory. As already
hinted at, these properties include automatic grounding, automatic reification, automatic
bidirectionality, and unified access.
•

automatic grounding:
The first requirement for an experience store is content addressibility: we should
be able to use any “non-knowledge” content referenced within the network —
perceptual data, program-level numeric or string data, or handles to opaque data
structures generated quick-and-inflexible reasoning modules —to find the parts of
the network that refer to them.

This content-addressable property could be

achieved through extensive knowledge engineering, but can be achieved more
directly by “automatic grounding”: the application programming interface of the
experience store should allow connections to be made between knowledge and
data, but should then wrap that data in “placeholders,” or knowledge objects
which encapsulate external data, to ensure that the knowledge is grounded in the
real-world situations in which it will occur. Placeholders are full-fledged
knowledge objects, indexed by the data that they encapsulate, that stand in for
that data in semantic relationships with other knowledge within the experience
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store. Automatic creation of placeholders, along with indexing of placeholders by
data, ensures that the knowledge content experience store is accessible using
features likely to be found in the environment.
•

automatic reification:
Just as the experience store must automatically ensure that all data referred to by
knowledge is encapsulated within knowledge, the experience store must ensure
that all relationships between knowledge are encapsulated within relationships.
Ontological engineering and knowledge representation are difficult tasks; if the
API of a knowledge representation does not explicitly prohibit it, it is all too easy
to create slots on frames or links between nodes which do not instantiate any
existing relationship. One way to enforce this is not to allow the creation of a
links between two nodes that does not instantiate an existing relation; another,
recommended by this research, is to create relationships between nodes on
demand when links are created.

•

automatic bidirectionality:
Just as it is easy to omit the creation of a relation node for every slot if the
knowledge representation does not demand it, it is difficult to ensure that every
link between two pieces of knowledge is automatically maintained in both
directions. A knowledge representation for an experience store should maintain
bidirectionality automatically, either by enforcing two-way links in a semantic
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network or by creating inverse slots on frames referred to in the slots of other
frames.
•

unified access:
Finally, all of these automatic operations must occur across the whole knowledge
base as a unit. It does no good to create placeholders, reified relations, and
bidirectional links on the fly if the knowledge base is partitioned in such a way
that creating a placeholder or relation in one part of the knowledge base does not
affect the content-addressibility or available relation sets in another. This does
not suggest that artificial relationships be created between knowledge that is not
related; instead, it simply notes that for context-sensitive retrieval to be effective
across a multiple task knowledge base, when a conceptual relationship or piece of
data appears in two tasks then the experience store should automatically maintain
the connections between that relationship or placeholder and the knowledge of
those two tasks.

3.7. Getting Answers with Context-Sensitive Asynchronous
Memory
Given a context-sensitive asynchronous memory, and an experience store which
supports and enforces all the features that this memory needs to be effective, how can we
use the combination of these two to effectively get useful answers to difficult questions?
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A context-sensitive asynchronous memory process is best used as part of a process in
which an agent explores its environment, its task and its memory iteratively and
interactively, using feedback in one area to make progress in another.

Specific

instantiations of this approach will be reviewed in the discussion of the Nicole-MPA
planning and Nicole-IRIA information retrieval systems in Chapters 8 and 9, but a brief
sketch of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach to finding answers to
difficult questions involves seven overlapping stages — seeding, analyzing, questioning,
evaluating, performing, updating, and learning:
•

seed the experience store:
The context-sensitive asynchronous memory cycle usually begins with an
experience store that has some “seed” of knowledge already stored in the
experience store. This kernel of knowledge, seeded into the knowledge base by
past experience or design, will potentially provide answers to the agent’s
questions if the questions can be specified well enough or enough resources can
be devoted to the search. For example, in a planning system the experience store
could be seeded with a library of planning cases, either explicitly by the designer
or accumulated by the system itself over time. In an information retrieval system
the experience store could be seeded with an initial set of document pointers,
again explicitly by the provider of the system or accumulated from past retrieval
sessions.

Alternatively, the experience store could be seeded with information

which would facilitate retrieval: for example, an information retrieval system’s
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experience store could be seeded with a thesaurus or content theory to improve
retrieval of relevant documents.
•

analyze environment and task:
The agent then analyzes its environment and the task(s) it is presented with to
prepare for performing its task. This corresponds to the case-based reasoning
stage of situation assessment (Owens 1989, Kolodner 1993), in which the agent
elaborate its description of the situation prior to search of the case library. In
experience-based agency this elaborated description is used to prime the contextsensitive memory process.

Here, the experience store and context-sensitive

memory work together: the unified experience store attempts to provide to the
context search system “hooks” into its knowledge that will enable the memory
system to exploit environmental cues to find the relevant set of knowledge even
before the agent asks its questions. For example, planning cases stored in an
experience store should expose the content of their initial and goal conditions to
make context-sensitive retrieval based on environmental cues possible; document
pointers should be labeled with the index terms or concepts which are likely to be
found in queries.
•

ask questions, watch for answers:
If the agent does not have the information “on hand” to solve the problem it can
try a more exhaustive search of its experience store for potential solutions by
initiating a retrieval request with the asynchronous memory system. For example,
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the planning system can continue to search for cases; the information retrieval can
continue to search for relevant document pointers. The first cases retrieved may
not be suitable for application to this individual plan; the first documents retrieved
may not accurately reflect the user’s information needs.
•

perform task, examine environment:
What the asynchronous memory here provides the agent is the ability to continue
to work without waiting for a response to its questions: it can instead can continue
to elaborate the description or perform its task while the asynchronous memory
searches for relevant information. As it does so, the context-sensitive portion of
the memory guides the asynchronous search towards potentially relevant parts of
the experience store. Further processing of a plan may reveal new conditions or
constraints which can cue the retrieval of relevant plans; additional processing of
retrieved documents, queries, or user responses to retrieved documents and
queries can provide cues to suggest other documents.

•

evaluate answers, incorporate useful information:
As answers are returned, the agent needs to evaluate their usefulness and
relevance with respect to the current state of its processing. A spontaneously
returned answer from the asynchronous memory may be useful and relevant,
meeting the information needs of the task in a timely way; alternatively the
answer may be useful but no longer relevant, or relevant but not correct or useful.
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•

update questions, continue processing task and environment:
Based on this relevance judgement, the agent may refine the questions it is asking
to further guide the memory, or otherwise update its specification of its
information needs (e.g., Owens 1989).

In parallel with this, of course, the

context-sensitive memory can continue to take advantage of additional
information generated by the agent’s reasoning or events in the environment to
guide search. For example, elaboration of the problem may change either the
cues or the specifications for the planning cases that may need to be retrieved; as
users process initial retrieved documents they may generate new keywords which
can further refine the system’s understanding of their information need and
improve their retrieval.
•

get more answers:
The ultimate goal of using asynchronous and context-sensitive memory is that the
result of additional effort spent on retrieval and additional data provided by
contextual feedback will be additional answers which more accurately or usefully
answer the agent’s questions. Hopefully, cues generated during planning will aid
the memory to find the most on-point prior planning cases; the cues generated
from processing documents and users inspecting documents will remind the
system of the most on-point document pointers in the store.

•

repeat until satisfied:
However, the agent may not be initially satisfied, or may want a comprehensive
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search of its memory, or may simply be difficult to please, so asynchronous,
context-sensitive search of memory should continue until the agent signals that it
is done. While major portions of a planning problem remain open, it may be
profitable to continue to search for cases; as long as a user continues browsing
retrieved documents it may be profitable to continue to search the experience
store for relevant document pointers.
•

update knowledge base (continuous):
When the agent signals a request has successfully or unsuccessfully completed,
the asynchronous memory should learn from this experience, updating the
weights and structure of the knowledge base to improve future retrievals. In
reality, learning and updating happen continuously in a system with an experience
store: as the agent performs any reasoning task which generates new information
or modifies old information, the experience store automatically generates or
updates the connections between relevant pieces of knowledge, enabling future
context-sensitive asynchronous memory searches to more readily take advantage
of whatever contextual information can be generated from a task or found in the
environment. Any time an experience-based agent learns a new planning solution
or processes the content of a new document, the experience store is automatically
updated with the information it needs to seed the next round of memory retrieval.

As can be guessed from this description, taking full advantage of a context-sensitive
asynchronous memory places constraints on an agent: a reasoning task which treats a
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context-sensitive asynchronous memory as a pure subroutine call — posting a request for
information and then freezing while it awaits a response — cheats itself of the processing
cycles it could be exploiting to solve its problem and cheats the memory system of the
contextual feedback it might use to guide its search.

3.8. Applicability of the Approach
The preceding section discussed how to exploit a context-sensitive asynchronous
memory system.

A more important question is when to exploit a context-sensitive

asynchronous memory system — under what conditions is the approach expected to
provide benefits? Answering this question requires examining the assumptions of the
approach in more detail.

One of the central assumptions of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory
approach, if not the central assumption, is that an agent can exploit the regularity of its
environment to improve its memory retrieval performance.

More specifically, in a

regularity-rich environment, an agent that accumulates experience can improve its ability
to recall relevant experiences by exploiting context — information in its current situation
not explicitly specified as part of its information needs. For example, in a planner
attempting to retrieve cases based on a problem description, context could be derived
from information generated during an attempt to find a solution to the problem; in an
information retrieval system attempting to find resources relevant to a query, context
could be derived from user browsing behavior.
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This claim is derived from the more general principle that using context, as defined
here, can inform and improve action. The context principle can be observed in the
priming effect in human memory retrieval (e.g., Quillian 1962, 1966, 1967, Collins &
Loftus 1975, Anderson 1983a, 1983b, Klimesch 1994; also see Greene 1992) but applies
just as strongly to task and user interface of many common computer-related tasks (for
discussion, see Nickerson 1977, Rissland 1984, Bolt 1985). Computer systems that
exploit context are being developed and tested in a variety of applications (e.g., Kolodner
& Penberthy 1990, Simina 1999; also see the Contextual Computing Group
(http://www.gvu.gatech.edu/ccg/),

the

Context

Aware

Computing

Group

(http://www.media.mit.edu/context/) and so on).

The key novel element that context-sensitive asynchronous memory provides is an
automatic task-independent mechanism for exploiting this knowledge for memory
retrieval. However, the context-directed spreading activation algorithm, and by extension
the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach, require both an “appropriate”
environment and an “appropriate” context to improve upon more traditional memory
retrieval approaches. To place meat upon these bones we must unpack more explicitly
what these environments, contexts and approaches are — in other words, we must specify
more precisely the approaches context-directed spreading activation is competing with,
the circumstances under which traditional approaches fail to perform as well as desired,
and the environmental structure and contextual information that context-directed
spreading activation needs it to improve upon its competition.
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3.8.1. Traditional Spreading Activation and its Limits
Context-directed spreading activation competes most directly with noncontextual
spreading activation approaches. In fact, in the absence of context, context-directed
spreading activation degenerates to a simple spreading activation approach.

Spreading activation is a weak method, relying on history, not logic. In other words,
spreading activation sensitive not to the logical properties of the items in the knowledge
base but instead to the structure of the knowledge base itself, which is as much a property
of the historical accidents by which the knowledge base became to be populated as it is of
the logical structure of the items themselves.

When the knowledge base is full of “irrelevant distractors” — items which match the
cues of a query but fail to match its specification for knowledge — activation is as likely
to spread to items which have similar structure and connections to relevant items in the
knowledge base yet which do not match the specifications of the query.

For example, if the goal of retrieval is to retrieve a case relevant to a particular
problem in a planning domain, adding large numbers of cases in other, irrelevant
planning domains should be expected to degrade the system’s ability to retrieve relevant
cases. Empirical tests, discussed in later chapters, verified this: adding new planning
domains with large numbers of cases degraded or eliminated the system’s ability to
retrieve relevant planning cases.
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3.8.2. How Context-Directed Spreading Activation Uses Context
The context-sensitive approach uses a supplied context — additional information not
part of a query, either culled automatically from the environment or explicitly provided
by the reasoning task — to alter search in a heuristic fashion. Context appears in the form
of nodes already active in the knowledge base — primes, in psychological terms — alter
how future activation spreads in a priming-based weighted propagation process.

As discussed earlier, there are two facets to context-directed spreading activation:
primed spreading activation, in which activation spreads more efficiently to items which
are already activated above some threshold value, and gated spreading activation, in
which activation spreads more efficiently along links mediated by relation nodes which
are active. Primed spreading activation makes it easier to (re)consider concepts which
we have recently thought of; gated spreading activation makes it easier to channel
activation along routes relevant to the kinds of relationships between information items
that we have been considering. So context, as far as the mechanisms of context-directed
spreading activation are concerned, consists of primes --- active nodes --- which change
how activation spreads.

3.8.3. Types of Contextual Information
A wide variety of things can be used as primes: objects in the current situation, highlevel concepts in the current situation, potential targets of the search, or relationships we
expect might hold between objects, concepts, and targets.
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For example, in the planning domain an object might be a location or an actual
physical object mentioned in the problem description or seen in the environment. A
concept might include things like a plan or a class of objects which can be logically
derived from the structure of the problem. A target might be a planning case recently
discussed. Relationships might include the class of links between a case and the initial
conditions of the problem it solves or between the case and its goals. Of course, a context
can be good or bad: an object seen might not appear in any relevant case; a concept
thought of may not sufficiently discriminate existing cases; a recently seen case might
not be relevant; and a relationship thought of might be relevant to a different domain.

In the most extreme case, the set of “priming” concepts encountered in the
environment or the reasoning trace might not be relevant to the current task, problem or
history of stored cases.

For example, if a fire drill sounded in the middle of an

epistemology class, students’ recent experiences would not necessarily be helpful in
recalling relevant cases.

3.8.4. Available Sources of Context
We now return to the principle that in a sufficiently regular environment an agent can
exploit the information available to it in the current situation to improve its retrieval
performance. What information can we expect to find in the current situation which can
be exploited in this way?
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We cannot count on a kindly oracle floating nearby to conveniently drop the name of
a relevant case just before a problem arrives. Similarly, the general concepts of a domain
are a part of every case in the problem domain and (in general) do not usefully
discriminate among them, nor are they useful retrieval targets in and of themselves given
that they are derivable from the structure of the problem.

However, two classes of information are immediately and always available to an
agent: the objects and conditions of the world in which the agent finds itself (or which it
finds within the description of the problem it has been given) and the relationships
relevant to carrying out its task.

The first two sources of context are obvious: objects and conditions are simply the
features of the world that the agent observes in its environment or hypothesizes during
the course of its reasoning. The third source of context, the relationships relevant to
carrying out a problem, is inherent in most reasoning tasks but rarely made explicit. As a
reasoning task processes objects or conditions related to its task, it must specify the
components of those knowledge items it wishes to inspect, as well as their connections to
other knowledge items it wishes to process. In an experience store, where all knowledge
is represented through nodes and their connections, connections between knowledge
items take the form of links, and specifications of those connections by reasoning tasks
take the form of reified relations. Taken together, a knowledge item and a reified
relationship specify links between knowledge items which can be used to access other
parts of the knowledge base necessary for a reasoner performing a task. For example,
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finding the initial conditions of a plan in an experience store requires not only having a
concept for the plan, it also requires knowing the reified relationship which connects
plans to plan initial conditions. Finding the title words of a document requires not only
having a document pointer concept, it also requires knowing the reified relationship
which connects words and documents.

These reified relationships themselves are

concepts in the experience store, and can serve as cues for activation just like plans,
initial conditions, documents and words can.

Even if an agent does not ask a question, the combination of activating the objects
that we see (a natural consequence of processing information about the world) and
activating the relationships relevant to a problem (a reasonable consequence of
attempting to solve a problem in a domain) will cause activation to flow from those
activated objects towards cases in the problem domain which are potentially relevant, in
theory making it easier to retrieve those objects when the agent does ask a question. As
discussed earlier, examples of tasks in which this kind of problem analysis goes on
include situation assessment in case-based reasoning (Kolodner 1993) and elaboration in
textual processing (Lange & Wharton 1994).

3.8.5. Profile of Environments In Which CDSA Will Provide Benefits
CDSA should provide benefits over traditional spreading activation when the cues
that are available to act as context focus spreading activation between the questions that
an agent asks to the answers that it desires. This analysis indicates that this is most likely
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to occur in environments in which objects and conditions in the world are usefully
connected to potential solutions stored in the knowledge base by relationships that can be
derived from the structure of the task, and in which the cues found in the environment are
correlated in some way with the solution.

In other words, CDSA is most appropriate when the process of assessing the task
(considering and thus activating concepts relating to its logical structure) can route
activation from the content of questions towards sets of potential solutions via gated
spreading activation, and when cues in the environment will preactivate likely solutions
via primed spreading activation. Some examples of these tasks include:
•

information retrieval:
Applications such as web search or document retrieval are particularly
appropriate for the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach.

The

process of analyzing a question will uncover relationships between elements of
the question and elements of likely targets, such as an authorial relationship
between a name and a document or a summary relationship between a word and a
document. In conditions in which questions are asked within an environment, or
a set of questions are asked in the context of a single information need, elements
of the environment can preactivate potential answers to a question before the
question is asked. Chapter 8 discusses the Nicole-IRIA system which applies
context-sensitive asynchronous memory to information retrieval.
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•

planning:
In many planning domains, easily observable features of the problem figure
prominently in the solution. As mentioned earlier, in domains such as logistics,
travel planning, and meal planning features observed in the environment influence
not only applicable operators but classes of solutions and thus correlate with
classes of solutions. Chapter 7 discusses the Nicole-MPA system which applies
the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach to planning.

•

language understanding:
Language understanding is a task that can be performed on many levels. Without
entering into the debate of what “really counts” as “language understanding,” let
us simply note that for simple tasks like limited-domain dialogue systems
“language understanding” can be done with simple pattern matching (e.g.,
Bobrow 1968, Raphael 1968, Weizenbaum 1966) or relatively constrained
parsing (Winograd 1972) whereas for complex tasks like real-world story
understanding “language understanding” can be a rich process drawing on many
different domains of knowledge (Moorman 1997). The further up the hierarchy
of complexity one goes, the more opportunities there are in real texts to find out
new information, revise old models, and change the existing understanding of the
problem. Language understanding is therefore an ideal task for the contextsensitive asynchronous memory approach. In fact, the ISAAC system cited above
(Moorman 1997) used the Nicole system as its memory retrieval module;
however, because the focus of ISAAC was creative reading rather than memory
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retrieval the designer made an explicit choice not to exploit the full potential of
the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach (Moorman 1998, personal
communication).
•

diagnosis:
One of the features of diagnosis is that the immediately available features in the
environment — a patient’s gross symptoms or the immediately observable
features of a bug — may not directly indicate a solution. A severe frontal
headache can indicate a stroke, a tumor, the onset of an acute migraine attack, or
an overzealous consumption of an ice cream cone. However, another important
feature of diagnosis is that there are information gathering actions which can be
performed that yield features which are more indicative of actual conditions. This
process of iterative evidence gathering is a strong indicator for the contextsensitive asynchronous memory approach.

Other domains which are potentially applicable are design, story understanding, and
aiding systems such as those discussed in the introductory medical diagnostic aid
discussed in Chapter 1. Domains which might be less applicable or not applicable
include problems where solutions cannot be easily reused, such as constraint satisfaction
problems, or where evidence in the environment does not correlate well with solutions,
such as cryptography.
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3.8.6. Some Limitations
The context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach has its limitations. Its memory
retrieval algorithms can readily support a large knowledge base containing many
different bodies of knowledge, even overlapping knowledge; in the presence of
appropriate contextual information the context directed spreading activation algorithm
can effectively focus memory search on the appropriate subset of the knowledge base. A
similar situation exists in large knowledge bases for single tasks in which adequate
structure exists to distinguish items from each other. However, single-task knowledge
bases containing very large sets of poorly discriminated items (where “very large” will be
defined shortly) pose a more difficult challenge.

The Massive Fanout Problem. Context-directed spreading activation guides search
of memory by spreading activation from features observed in the environment or in the
reasoning context to potential answers to memory retrieval requests. It limits retrieval
effort through fanout and thresholding; as quanta of perturbance propagate from concept
to concept they decrease in strength until they fall below threshold, when they stop. As
the number of items connected to a feature (along a single relation) grows, the fanout
from observable features also increases; when that number becomes sufficiently large,
the cost control policy inherent in the CDSA algorithm will threshold out activation
along those links.

Essentially, the CDSA algorithm treats high-fanout nodes as

“stopwords” (see discussion in Sparck Jones & Willet 1997) which do not usefully
discriminate items in the knowledge base along that particular relation.
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However, in a single-task knowledge base containing many poorly discriminated
items — essentially, redundant answers to a question which share many of the same
features — many potentially observable features in the environment will be connected to
many potential answers. As the number of observable features which have sufficiently
high fanout increase, the CDSA algorithm becomes less and less effective at guiding
search to relevant items in the knowledge base. In the worst case scenario, when the
number of poorly discriminated items becomes “very large” then all of the potentially
observable features have high fanouts and the CDSA algorithm will be unable to find any
answers in the knowledge base — even though there may be literally millions of answers
to the question!

A Dynamic Memory Solution. The behavior of CDSA under this extreme condition
is precisely what we would expect given CDSA’s cognitive model. CDSA is based on a
spreading activation approach to semantic memory — essentially, based on models of the
human memory retrieval process. Humans do not have good memories for tens or
hundreds of thousands of poorly discriminated items; a human may remember specific
details about each of a hundred or even a thousand novels read over a lifetime, but are
less likely to recall specific details about the tens of thousands of morning newscasts that
they have heard over their lifetimes.

Yet humans do remember specific details about distinguished headlines — “Iraq
Invades Kuwait,” “Dow Falls 500 Points,” “Evidence of Life on Mars” — and generic
information about classes of news stories and news stories in general — “President Signs
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Bill into Law,” “Stock Market Rises,” “Home Team Wins.” It has been argued (Schank
1982) that this human capability is based on dynamic memory: the active and ongoing
organization of memory to learn general concepts of classes of events and remember
distinctive details about specific events.

One way to overcome CDSA’s limits with large, poorly discriminated data sets would
be to implement an experience store based on a dynamic memory approach such as used
in the CYRUS system (Kolodner 1983). CYRUS used a technique called redundant
discrimination nets (Kolodner 1983, 1993) to organize a knowledge base of events,
simultaneously learning higher-level concepts about classes of events in the knowledge
base and providing a rich structure to enable those events to be retrieved and
reconstructed based on partial information. This approach is complementary to spreading
activation approaches, providing a structure over which spreading activation can operate
(Kolodner 1983 pp. 229-230).

A dynamic memory version of an experience store would automatically structure and
organize knowledge as new items were added, building memory organization packets or
MOPs which would simultaneously summarize many similar nodes and limit the
effective fanout of any given feature node. This richer structure is indexed and labeled
by features in the environment, enabling a CDSA-based memory search system to use
these features to guide spreading activation to relevant items or relevant summarizing
MOPs.
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Other Solutions. A number of other technical solutions exist to this problem. One
would be to alter the properties of the CDSA algorithm; alternatives include adding new
kinds of context directed spreading activation, using the available information in new
ways to focus activation along certain links for high fanout nodes, or to introduce
randomness, stochastically allowing limited quanta of activation to “tunnel” past a fanout
barrier. Another solution would be to add new layers to the search process, harvesting
information from a larger database prior to applying the CDSA algorithm. A similar
solution would be to rely more heavily on primed spreading activation, preactivating
portions of the knowledge base to reduce search.

Other Problems. Because CDSA limits the amount of memory search performed, it
has the potential to fail when the semantic distance between the source and target is too
great. As the semantic distance of relevant targets increases, the strength of spreading
perturbation quanta decreases, ultimately leading to threshold cutoff. While the CDSA
approach is superior to traditional spreading activation at dealing with this problem when
adequate contextual information exists (as discussed in more detail in Chapter 7) if the
semantic distance is too great even CDSA will ultimately fail. To cope, an experiencebased agent system may need an additional “strategic” search component which directs
search through the search space, such as the “beacon” search used in the KDSA approach
(Wolverton 1994).
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3.9. Conclusion
This chapter presented context-sensitive asynchronous memory, a general solution to
the problem of getting useful answers from large knowledge bases under resource
constraints. Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is based on the general idea of
using feedback from task performance to guide an ongoing memory search process.

To make this idea work, a context-sensitive asynchronous memory is composed of
several components that work together, including an asynchronous memory retrieval
system that represents retrieval requests as explicit data structures, a context-sensitive
memory search system based on a context-directed spreading activation algorithm that
reduces the effective size and branching factor of the knowledge base, a cost control
policy that limits the amount of effort expended on search and matching, and an
experience store whose representational structure simultaneously supports the
requirements of asynchronous search and context-sensitive retrieval while enabling the
storage of knowledge for a variety of tasks.

A context-sensitive asynchronous memory is most effectively used as part of a
process in which memory retrievals are asked and search proceeds in parallel with the
performance of a task, and in which the task actively inspects the results memory returns
and actively generates new cues to guide further memory search. This approach attempts
to exploit regularities in the environment, using feedback from the task to activate related
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and potentially relevant items and to bring them to the attention of reasoning and
memory.

In the next chapter, we will discuss in more detail the requirements a contextsensitive asynchronous memory places on a reasoner and how we can design reasoning
tasks to meet these requirements.
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CHAPTER IV.
INTEGRATION MECHANISMS
Coping with the impact of context-sensitive asynchronous memory on reasoning
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is different from traditional approaches to
memory retrieval in a number of ways. When a context-sensitive asynchronous memory
is asked a question it generally does not provide an immediate response; instead, answers
may be arbitrarily delayed as memory search progresses. Furthermore, answers are
provided through an alert/response system rather than a call/return model, and for best
results the memory system should be provided context while it searches and feedback
about the items that it has found so far. Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is most
effectively used as part of a process in which reasoning both expects retrieval to be
interleaved with task performance and in which reasoning is expected to actively
participate by providing cues and inspecting results.

For these reasons, “traditional” reasoning systems may not be able to reap the full
benefits of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach without modification.
“Traditional” reasoning tasks, designed to function around a simple call-return model,
cannot use context-sensitive asynchronous memory directly — for example, posting a
request returns a retrieval request handle and not an immediate answer. Therefore,
traditional reasoning tasks will need some kind of support framework that simulates the
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functional profile they require from a memory retrieval system. Similarly, reasoning tasks
that can work with an alert/response system may not be designed in a way that effectively
provides context-sensitive asynchronous memory with the feedback it needs; these
systems will also need to be augmented. In short, reasoning tasks must satisfy certain
constraints to work with a context-sensitive asynchronous memory effectively: the ability
to consider knowledge when it becomes available, decide whether to use that knowledge,
and to integrate the knowledge into the current processing state.

It is important to note at this point that these guidelines for constructing reasoners are
technically a part of the overall experience-based agent approach, just as the contextsensitive asynchronous memory approach itself is a part of the experience-based agent
approach. However, just as context-sensitive asynchronous memory can be coherently
pulled out of the experience-based agent approach and applied to other domains (and, as
a further parallel, as CDSA can be pulled out of the context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach and applied to other spreading activation systems), here we pull these
guidelines for constructing integration mechanisms out into a separate unit to examine
them on their own footing.

This chapter details the impact of context-sensitive asynchronous memory on
reasoning processes.

It begins by discussing the constraints context-sensitive

asynchronous memory imposes on reasoning tasks and how these constraints are
motivated just as much by the environments in which context-sensitive asynchronous
memory is most suited as they are by the context-sensitive asynchronous memory
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approach itself. The chapter continues by unpacking the demands that the contextsensitive asynchronous memory approach places upon reasoning tasks and by providing
guidelines and examples of how these demands can be satisfied. Finally, the chapter
concludes by putting the pieces together, outlining how a reasoning task that satisfies the
constraints can exploit the benefits of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory
approach and pointing the way for putting context-sensitive asynchronous memory and
an appropriate reasoning system together into a complete experience-based agent
architecture.

4.1. Demands of Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory
In order for an agent performing a task to take full advantage of a context-sensitive
asynchronous memory, it must have certain characteristics.

First, the task itself must have a structure that is useful for guiding retrieval based on
contextual information. As discussed in the previous chapter, the knowledge that an
agent accumulates during the performance of a task must be related or associated in some
consistent way with features of the task or environmental context in which that
knowledge can be applied. Consider a planning task in which an agent solves problems
in some environment. Useful contextual structure for this task means that the features
observable in the environment surrounding a problem — initial conditions, goal events,
contextual information — correlate with classes of plans that are applicable or related to
solving the problem. For example, in the domain of logistics planning, the presence of a
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dolly, a pickup truck or a freight train correlates well with kinds of plans that can be
applied. The alternative is that there are no observable features which correlate well with
applicable plans; an example might be a cryptographic domain in which the encrypted
text has been deliberately designed to obscure cues to the mathematical operators that can
be applied to it. Tasks without useful contextual structure will find it difficult to fully
exploit context-sensitive asynchronous memory because they will not provide the
memory with the cues it needs to guide its search.

Second, the agent’s reasoning methods must interoperate with a context-sensitive
asynchronous memory.

In order for an agent to benefit from the context-sensitive

asynchronous memory approach, its reasoning methods must be configured in such a way
that they can work with the distinctive properties of a context-sensitive asynchronous
memory system. This includes things as simple as generating requests for information
that the memory can then process and things as complex as evaluating the usefulness of
an asynchronously returned retrievals with respect to the current reasoning context.
Returning to the planning task, in order to take advantage of a context-sensitive
asynchronous memory the reasoner must generate explicit declarative requests for
information and must be able to examine retrieved plans with respect to the current
reasoning context. For example, when faced with the problem of shipping a load of
bananas, the planner needs to generate an explicit request for plans and give that to the
memory; then, if the memory returns a plan for shipping lettuce via refrigerated trailers,
the planner must be able to evaluate the plan with respect to the reasoning it has already
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done and adapt the plan accordingly (e.g., by increasing the temperature of the trailers so
the bananas are not damaged by the cold). In other words, the input and output of
reasoning must be formatted in such a way that it provides what context-sensitive
asynchronous memory needs.

Finally, the agent’s control methods must be able to take advantage of a contextsensitive asynchronous memory. When memory can return information spontaneously
and asynchronously, the control of reasoning must be able to change to accept and
incorporate information as it is generated. Rather than attempting to accumulate all
relevant knowledge prior to beginning reasoning, planning what knowledge to use, and
then beginning the reasoning process, an agent must instead consider knowledge when it
becomes available, decide what knowledge to use, and decide how to integrate it into its
current processing — all in the context of the dynamic action, reasoning and retrieval
state of the entire agent functioning in a real-world domain. Returning to our example,
the agent planning to ship our bananas could begin to calculate the number of pallets and
the estimated loading time and at the same time consult the dispatcher to see what
shipment methods are available; hopefully, this conjunction of cues would lead to the
retrieval of better plans than any one cue would alone. In order for an agent to fully
exploit a context-sensitive asynchronous memory, control of the agent as a whole must
be configured to deliberately exploit the asynchronous, context-sensitive nature of the
memory retrieval process. The next chapter discusses in more detail how this can be
accomplished as part of an overall experience-based agent architecture.
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4.2. Demands of Dynamic, Unpredictable Worlds
The requirements context-sensitive asynchronous memory places upon reasoners are
just as much a consequence of the environments for which context-sensitive
asynchronous memories are designed as it is of context-sensitive asynchronous memory
itself. Agents built around context-sensitive asynchronous memories — experiencebased agents — are designed to operate in dynamic, unpredictable worlds with limited
information; these environments place their own demands on the reasoning process.

Retrieval itself is motivated by a desire to gain the benefits of experience: an agent
operating in a complex but regular real-world environment faced with difficult problems
and tight bounds on the time and computation available to solve those problems can reuse
its past knowledge to help it survive. The benefits of reuse have been demonstrated in a
variety of systems, including CASEY (Koton 1989), ROUTER (Goel et al. 1994) and
SPA (Hanks & Weld 1992, 1995) although some researchers question the efficiency with
which case-based systems can learn (e.g., Griffiths & Bridge 1995). This is the challenge
of reuse: taking advantage of past knowledge efficiently and effectively.

While the past provides benefits, retrieving experience comes with a time cost. In a
dynamic world, we cannot guarantee that the cues and specifications that reasoning
provides to memory will be sufficient to allow retrieval of the best experiences before
some initial action or reasoning is demanded. To meet the pressing need for action an
agent may not be able to wait for retrieval to complete, and in a traditional system would
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need to interrupt the retrieval process.

An agent built around a context-sensitive

asynchronous memory avoids this problem by allowing the memory process to return a
“best guess” initially while continuing to search memory in parallel with any reasoning,
acting, or sensing operations being performed by the agent.

Even if time is not an issue, it may not be possible to gather all the knowledge needed
to solve a problem at the beginning of problem solving. For example, imagine the
problem facing a woodworking hobbyist building a new bookshelf. It is not clear in
advance whether or not the agent needs to buy new sandpaper, and hence unclear
whether the agent should recall past experiences of buying sandpaper at a hardware store.
This uncertainty arises out of several concerns: the uncertainty of the world state (how
much sandpaper does the agent have?), uncertainty in the effectiveness of agent actions
(how much wood will a piece of sandpaper sand?) and the potential of exogenous events
that can invalidate parts of the plan (if a friend drops and scars a piece of the furniture,
will the agent have enough sandpaper to remove the scar, or will he need to buy more?).
But it can also arise out of the plan itself: until the agent has decided on a design for the
piece and how much wood will be involved, it is unclear precisely how much sandpaper
is needed (or even if sandpaper will be needed at all), and hence unclear whether or not a
plan should be retrieved. If some amount of sandpaper is on hand, the goal of acquiring
sandpaper may not even arise until late in the planning process, when it has become clear
that the amount on hand is insufficient.
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Beyond these problems lies another: in a complex environment no single past
experience may completely address the needs of the current situation. While the world is
partially regular, it is not perfectly regular; often, the information necessary to solve a
current problem is spread out over several past experiences. Examples of systems and
proposals which have exploited multiple experiences to solve problems include
MEDIATOR (Kolodner & Simpson 1988), Barletta & Mark (1988), SBR (Turner 1989),
CELIA (Redmond 1990, Redmond 1992), JULIA (Hinrichs 1992), ROUTER (Goel et al.
1994) and NIMRANI (Watson & Perera 1997) to name just a few.

If the reasoner had all the past experiences presented to it, it could identify the
relevant portions and attempt to combine them. However, even presuming an agent had
the capability to correctly specify all that knowledge it needed before tackling a problem,
and presuming that the costs of collecting all potentially relevant knowledge did not
outweigh the benefits,11 an agent may not have the luxury to wait around and collate all
the past knowledge it needs before it begins reasoning. The reason is that even if an
agent is not using an asynchronous memory retrieval system, in a real environment
important information may nonetheless be delivered to the agent asynchronously by an
exogenous event. Consider again the example of a NASA mission controller trying to
solve a problem aboard a spacecraft. A key piece of information for resolving a problem

11

For an discussion of the potential drawbacks of storing or retrieving too much information, see Goel et

al. 1994, which varied the storage strategies of an case-based route planning system to illustrate the
conditions under which learning too much information led to a performance penalty.
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may be delivered “asynchronously” from the environment — a crucial reading is taken
on board the spacecraft, a schematic is found after an exhaustive search, or the
vacationing designer of a part is finally tracked down and calls in with critical advice.

Regardless of the source of a “spontaneously retrieved” piece of knowledge or past
experience, when that knowledge does arrive the reasoner must not only dynamically
compute what parts of that experience are relevant to processing, but also use that
knowledge to change what it is doing. Dynamically combining the best portions of past
experiences or knowledge items into the current reasoning state as those experiences are
retrieved is key to exploiting spontaneous retrieval. This capability is called integrative
reasoning.

In sum, reasoning tasks in dynamic unpredictable environments require the ability to
combine multiple experiences, clip out their irrelevant subparts, and splice them together
into a complete solution for the problem at hand. This integration of experience both
enables and can be driven by the spontaneous retrieval of relevant experiences by the
context-sensitive asynchronous memory system. In the next two sections, we will outline
a general strategy for efficiently processing spontaneous retrievals, then unpack these
requirements on reasoning more explicitly, setting the stage for our discussion of how
these requirements can be satisfied.
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4.3. Efficient Handling of Spontaneous Retrievals
Incorporating an arbitrary piece of knowledge into an arbitrary reasoning state is a
potentially computationally expensive process. Arbitrary amounts of reasoning may need
to be performed to determine the relevance of the piece of knowledge to the current
reasoning state and to then perform the reasoning operations which would integrate it
into that state. For example, large amounts of reasoning may be required to incorporate a
new piece of evidence into a scientific theory; major parts of the theory may need to be
revised or discarded or unusual features of the evidence may need thorough analysis to be
explained away.

In some circumstances, such as scientific discovery, it may be acceptable to perform
this kind of intensive relevance determination and integration processing on a given piece
of knowledge. However, it is not practical to apply deep reflection to each passing fancy
that flits through our head; nor is it practical for a computer system based on a contextsensitive asynchronous memory to exhaustively examine each candidate retrieval for
relevance to the current reasoning state.

Instead, the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach to handling
asynchronously returned spontaneous retrievals limits the amount of effort expended in
considering retrieval by making quick decisions as early as possible in the process. This
retrieval handling process is a cooperative four-stage evaluation and winnowing effort
conducted by memory retrieval and reasoning processes in concert, evaluating and
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eliminating irrelevant experiences as soon as possible to reduce the effort expended on
expensive processes such as matching or relevance determination. The stages of this
process include fast memory search, memory matching, retrieval evaluation, and
relevance determination:
•

fast memory search:
Fast, knowledge-poor selection of items in the knowledge base that are possible
matches to the retrieval specifications. Requires no matching or comparison, but
instead lookup of knowledge based on indices distilled from retrieval
specifications and contextual cues.

•

memory matching:
Slower selection of items out of the fast search set which satisfy the retrieval
request. Requires inexpensive matching of individual knowledge items against a
fixed set of retrieval specifications.

•

retrieval evaluation:
Evaluating successfully matched items in the context of the current reasoning
state. May involve more detailed matching or arbitrary amounts of reasoning and
analysis to determine whether the retrieval is in fact suitable for use.

•

relevance determination:
Given a knowledge item which is relevant, relevance determination examines its
detailed structure and extracts the subportions which are relevant to the current
reasoning state.
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Fast evaluation and expensive relevance determination in reasoning are decomposed
for the same reason fast search and expensive matching processes are decomposed in
memory. It is certainly possible for a reasoner to inspect every item that the memory
retrieves at every reasoning step for potential relevance, just as a memory system could
match every item in a knowledge base against the retrieval specifications. However, just
like specification matching, relevance determination (applying the test of a rule, or
finding the component of an experience that teaches a relevant lesson) is potentially a
computationally expensive process, depending on the particulars of the reasoning task;
therefore, determining relevance for every retrieved candidate would also be
computationally expensive.

For this reason, the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach to handling
asynchronous retrievals explicitly separates fast retrieval evaluation from relevance
determination. Retrieval evaluation enables a reasoner to quickly examine the retrieval
candidates returned by memory, winnowing out unsuitable candidates using fast,
estimated metrics and task-specific retrieval criteria and thus eliminating the need to
perform relevance analysis upon them.

4.4. Constructing Reasoning Systems That Satisfy the
Demands
Context-sensitive asynchronous memories, dynamic environments, and efficient
asynchronous information processing all place demands on reasoning tasks. In addition
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to a functional profile that responds to the peculiar input/output style of context-sensitive
asynchronous memory, reasoners need the ability to combine experiences for maximum
benefit while minimizing the effort of processing asynchronously retrieved information.

Returning to our desiderata for memory systems listed in chapters 1 and 2, we can
now see that certain desiderata upon memory — a memory system should exploit
task/environmental information (Desideratum 6), should be potentially interleavable with
reasoning (Desideratum 8), and should provide guidelines for reasoning integration
(Desideratum 9) — are just as much constraints on the reasoning tasks that interface with
memory as they are constraints upon memory itself.

Reasoning systems for context-sensitive asynchronous memory must work with an
independent memory task, provide feedback to that task, and efficiently accept and
profitably integrate retrievals as they are found. Unpacking these requirements, to take
advantage of a context-sensitive asynchronous memory a reasoning task needs to:
•

•

Work with asynchronous memory:
•

represent all potentially useful knowledge in the experience store

•

pass requests for information to the asynchronous memory

•

work in parallel or interleaved with the memory process

Provide feedback to context-sensitive memory:
•

provide feedback about the task and environment to the memory
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•
•

optionally, update the specifications of requests for information

Accept spontaneous retrievals:
•

interruptible: provide handlers which accept asynchronous memory
retrievals

•

deliberative: efficiently evaluate the fitness of asynchronous retrievals

•

integrative: incorporate beneficial retrievals into current processing

Some of these capabilities, such as operating in parallel with other tasks and
providing feedback to the memory, do not need to be implemented afresh for every
reasoning task; in the next chapter we will consider what kind of architectural support
can be provided for interfacing reasoning tasks with a context-sensitive asynchronous
memory. However, while architectural support is useful, it is not sufficient: to meet these
desiderata modification must usually be made within a reasoning task as well.

Traditional reasoning algorithms have well-defined inputs, modify their inputs in
some way, and emit the resulting data through well-defined outputs. While reasoning
algorithms may iterate over well-defined steps in the process of modifying that data,
those steps are “private” and do not necessarily translate into any coherent partial state
which would be meaningful to the outside world. For example, a reasoning system’s
intermediate states may not be logically correct or coherent prior to the application of
truth maintenance routines; similarly, interrupting a neural network or classifier system
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early during training may leave it with internal states that are incoherent state, not useful
for performing any task.

Therefore, “in the middle of processing a task” has no well-defined meaning in the
traditional input-processing-output model, and thus retrieving information “in the middle
of processing a task” is simply useless if the task has no way to affect its outputs based
on that information. A reasoner needs additional “entry points” to accept asynchronous
retrievals, along with “integration mechanisms” which can incorporate that information
into current processing. And since the point of asynchronous retrieval is to improve the
system’s performance, the reasoner furthermore needs to evaluate the retrievals that it
does receive to make sure that incorporating that information will actually provide some
benefit.

Each of these three general requirements places can be unpacked into more specific
constraints on reasoning tasks. The next three sections expand upon these requirements
and explain how reasoners must be modified to satisfy them.

4.4.1. Working with an Asynchronous Memory
Before a reasoner can integrate an asynchronously retrieved piece of information, it
must have initiated a request that that information responds to; in order for a reasoner’s
requests to be satisfied some information relevant to the reasoner must be stored in
memory. In other words, for a reasoner to exploit an asynchronous memory it must first
use it.
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•

reasoners must represent all potentially useful knowledge in the experience
store:
A memory is only as good as its content; if no reasoning task ever stores
information in the experience store then the memory system will never retrieve
anything useful. Each piece of knowledge that a reasoning task would like to
retrieve (or would like to make available for other tasks to retrieve) must be
stored or referenced by the experience store. If those pieces of knowledge are
difficult to represent in a semantic network, they can be stored as “opaque” pieces
of knowledge, wrapped by the grounding system of the experience store and
“tagged” with labels useful for the retrieval of that knowledge.

•

reasoners must pass requests for information to the asynchronous memory:
Next, when a reasoning task has a need for information it must communicate that
to the asynchronous memory, which will encapsulate that request in a knowledge
goal or retrieval request. Ideally, a reasoning task should maintain its own list of
the outstanding requests it has and should have a strategy for managing retrieval.
This strategy would dictate when to create a request, when to refresh or update it,
when to accept or reject a candidate, and when to accept or reject the request
overall.

•

reasoners must work in parallel or interleaved with the memory process:
Once a request for information has been posted, the reasoning task must not
“block” — that is, must not pause waiting for a result. While this synchronous
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reasoning style is a traditional mode of interaction between reasoning modules
and data sources, with its use one of the major benefits of asynchronous retrieval
is lost. To fully take advantage of asynchronous retrieval, a reasoner must not
only continue working on the problem, it must be structured in such a way that
the memory task can search at the same time. There are a number of ways of
achieving this goal: the reasoning method and memory system could run in
parallel, the reasoner could be a subtask of a controlling task responsible for
interleaving its execution with the memory, or the reasoner itself could act as a
controller the memory subtask, allocating the memory a certain amount of
processing time. In Chapter 7, we will discuss ways to provide architectural
support to make it easier for reasoners to meet this requirement.
•

provide the memory feedback about the quality of retrieved results:
While providing feedback to the memory about the quality of its work is not
required to exploit a context-sensitive asynchronous memory, this feedback is
potentially useful in two ways. First, if initial retrievals for a request are poor, the
memory system can attempt to improve its performance on subsequent retrievals.
Second, the memory system can learn across retrievals over time — for example,
by changing the default weights of retrieved items to ensure that likely candidates
are returned and unlikely ones are ignored, or by learning new associations
between items in the knowledge base.
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4.4.2. Providing Feedback to Context-sensitive Memory
Just as there are things that an agent requires to take full advantage of asynchronous
memory, so there are things that an agent must provide in order to exploit contextsensitivity. First and foremost, the reasoner can provide feedback; second, the reasoner
can provide updated specifications.
•

reasoners must provide feedback about the task and environment to the
memory:
Without feedback, a context-sensitive memory system cannot guide or improve
the search of the experience store. As the reasoner generates additional
information about the task, or encounters additional information about the
environment, it should feed that information to the memory in the hope that this
additional information will improve the quality, quantity or timeliness of retrieval.
Feedback can be explicit or implicit; the reasoner may deliberately and explicitly
feed information to the memory system, or the memory may monitor the
reasoner’s actions unobtrusively to guide its search. In Chapter 7, we will discuss
ways to provide support for implicit and explicit feedback at the architectural
level.

•

reasoners may update the specifications of requests for information:
The reasoner may learn additional information about its request for information,
as a product either of further reasoning about a task, of encountering additional
information in the environment, or of evaluating the goodness of initial candidate
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retrievals.12 While informing the memory about a change in the requirements is
not necessary to take advantage of context-sensitive retrieval, it can improve the
system’s performance — either by changing the context for memory search or by
changing the specification of what should be retrieved. The result of this update
might be to weed out candidates previously let in, or to let in what had been
previously screened out, or to simply change the set of candidates considered;
regardless, the goal of any updated specification is to improve memory retrieval.

4.4.3. Responding to Spontaneous Retrievals
Presuming a reasoning method can interoperate with a running asynchronous memory
and is providing useful feedback to its context-sensitive mechanisms, what does it then
need to do when spontaneous retrievals actually arrive? At least three capabilities are
key:
•

reasoners must be interruptible:
Interruptibility is the capability change the control flow of a reasoning process in
response to a signal from the memory system — essentially, the capability to

12

For example, a variety of systems such as have demonstrated the need strategic control of memory

processes which includes updating and refining how memory is queried; these include CYRUS (Kolodner
1983), MINSTREL (Turner 1992, 1994), KDSA (Wolverton 1994) and ISAAC (Moorman 1997) to name
just a few. A variety of other systems have demonstrated the need to take new information into account
when performing retrieval, including REMIND (Lange & Wharton 1994) and ALEC (Simina 1999) to
name just a few.
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react to spontaneous retrievals. Interruptibility is the first and perhaps most
crucial

constraint

imposed

upon

reasoning

tasks

by

context-sensitive

asynchronous memory: if a reasoning task cannot respond when asynchronous
memory retrieval occurs then asynchronous memory retrieval is worthless. When
memory finds a new candidate asynchronously and that data is brought to the
attention of reasoning, the control flow of reasoning must be able to change
appropriately.
•

reasoners must be deliberative:
Deliberation is the capability to react to spontaneous retrieval only when retrieval
provides something worthy to react to. A reasoning process must evaluate the
fitness of an asynchronous retrieval with respect to its relevance to the current
reasoning state. Ideally the disruption of the reasoning process in response to a
retrieval should be limited to a minimum unless we have some indication that the
item which has been asynchronously retrieved will provide some benefit if
incorporated into reasoning. This requires both evaluating the goodness of a
result from memory search and directives for action based on the evaluation of
candidate retrieval.

•

reasoners must be integrative:
Integrative reasoning is the dynamic incorporation of new information as it
arrives. A reasoning method needs mechanisms to identify the relevant portions
of useful past experiences and to incorporate them into the current reasoning
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state. Once an agent has reacted to the interruption of a spontaneous retrieval and
has come to a deliberate decision that the retrieval is useful, it must then actually
act on the retrieval by incorporating it into its current reasoning state.

These processes are the task-specific counterparts of the matching process within an
asynchronous memory: just as the asynchronous memory performs a quick-and-dirty,
domain-independent match of active candidates against specifications and then evaluates
the quality of the match with respect to the ongoing retrieval state, so must the reasoning
task apply its slower, domain-specific criteria to each spontaneous retrieval, evaluate its
relevance with respect to the ongoing reasoning state, and, if and only if appropriate,
activate any facilities it has to process the candidate further.

4.5. Integration Mechanisms
We are now in a position to place all of these desiderata, constraints and proposed
solutions together into a solution. Clearly, achieving interruptibility, deliberation and
integration could be nontrivial, depending on the reasoning method and the task it
performs; a traditional reasoning method built around synchronous memory retrieval and
an uninterrupted reasoning process might need to be drastically altered or augmented to
satisfy these constraints. While the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach
cannot solve these problems for every reasoning process, it can provide an outline for
how these problems can be solved in general.
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A reasoning process can be made interruptible, deliberative and integrative through
the use of an integration mechanism: a coordinated suite of subtasks within a reasoning
process that accepts retrievals when memory finds them, determines the quality of the
retrieved items, decides whether it is worthwhile to integrate them, and, if the retrieved
items are worthwhile, extracts the relevant portion of a retrieved item and integrates it
into current processing. Optionally, integration mechanisms may also be responsible for
providing feedback to the memory system, either in the form of updated cues or
additional specifications.

Specific subtasks within integration mechanisms, such as extracting the portion of a
retrieved item relevant to the reasoner’s current processing state, are necessarily taskspecific. However, an integration mechanism is a general design pattern which applies
across a variety of tasks (Figure 4.1). The components of this pattern include:
•

retrieval handlers:
Retrieval handlers are components which respond when memory “posts an alert”
that it has found an answer. Retrieval handlers are reasoning’s component of the
asynchronous memory alert system discussed earlier.
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Figure 4.1 Outline of an Integration Mechanism
•

retrieval evaluator:
Retrieval evaluators are responsible for evaluating the candidate retrieval
according to task-specific metrics, quickly and inexpensively determining
whether a candidate is worthy for further processing.
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•

retrieval dispatcher:
Retrieval dispatchers for executing the appropriate action based on task-specific
criteria and the results of the evaluation; this may include immediately discarding
a candidate, queuing a candidate for further consideration, or interrupting current
reasoning to immediately act upon a candidate.

•

relevance analyzer:
If the dispatcher determines that a candidate should be incorporated into the
current reasoning state, the relevance analyzer then performs a more detailed
analysis to determine what portion(s) of the candidate can be used in the current
scenario.

•

integration processor:
Finally, the integration processor performs the task of incorporating the prior
experience or other memory retrieval into the current reasoning state, using the
guidance of the relevance analyzer to determine what to incorporate.

For an individual task the distinctions between these modules may blur: for example,
in some tasks retrieval evaluation and relevance analysis may be one and the same; in
others relevance analysis and integration processing may be combined.

In the following sections, we will discuss the various components of an integration
mechanism, explain how they contribute to an reasoning module’s ability to take
advantage of spontaneous retrievals, and provide examples of how these components are
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instantiated in the sample tasks Nicole-MPA, a case-based planner that adapts multiple
plans, and Nicole-IRIA, an information retrieval system that uses context to recommend
useful information.

4.5.1. Retrieval Handlers
To be interruptible, a reasoning process must be structured in such a way that when it
asks a question it does not block or pause waiting for a response. If it does, the reasoning
process will recreate synchronous memory system within an asynchronous one.
Therefore, the reasoning process must first continue in parallel or interleaved with
memory processing, but this is not enough; the reasoning process must also respond
when an answer is found.

Retrieval handlers are the elements of the integration

mechanism design pattern that make a response possible.

A retrieval handler is a component of an integration mechanism that responds when
memory “posts an alert” that it has found an answer, fulfilling the reasoning task’s part of
the asynchronous memory alert system discussed earlier. A retrieval handler inspects
working memory for the alerts posted by the retrieval monitor and responds when one is
found. This can be done by active polling of working memory or by a callback invoked
when an alert is posted. Regardless of the specific mechanism, the handler is responsible
for getting the candidate from working memory and feeding it into the next step in the
integration pipeline, the retrieval evaluator.
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Two different mechanisms for retrieval handlers can be found in Nicole-IRIA and
Nicole-MPA.

The retrieval handler used in the Nicole-IRIA web search and

recommendation application is simple: each time Nicole-IRIA presents or reorganizes a
set of results, its presentation algorithm explicitly polls working memory for memory
retrieval alerts. If it finds an alert, it then inspects that alert for relevance and attempts
integration, a process discussed in the following sections. Nicole-MPA’s retrieval
handler is more complex, exploiting the properties of its experience-based agent
architecture to perform the equivalent of a callback. When Nicole-MPA initiates a
retrieval request, it spawns a recurring subtask whose precondition is a memory retrieval
request; that subtask then impasses until a memory retrieval request is found. When the
task executes, it inspects the alert for relevance as discussed in the following section.

4.5.2. The Retrieval Evaluator
A retrieval evaluator’s task is simple: gauge the quality of a retrieval. It needs an
evaluation function that computes the quality of retrieval according to some metric; both
the evaluation metric and evaluation function are specific to the reasoning task. For
example, a reasoning task seeking rules to apply to knowledge state needs only a boolean
metric: either a retrieval candidate is a rule, or it isn’t. A case-based reasoning task, in
contrast, seeks experiences, of which there are many types; this type of task needs a more
discriminating metric which estimates whether the experience is relevant to the current
problem.

Retrieval evaluation plays a crucial role in the overall retrieval process,
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enabling a system to rapidly consider and discard irrelevant retrievals without expending
the full effort for relevance detection.

Both Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA employ a similar set of heuristics for relevance
determination. At the most basic level, there may be multiple reasoning tasks and
multiple retrieval requests for each task; a reasoning task must first match a retrieval alert
to one or more of the retrieval requests that it has posted. Then, the retrieval candidate
proposed by the alert must be matched against the knowledge goal that spawned the
request for knowledge. If the reasoning task has carefully specified the matching
specifications it provided to memory retrieval, the memory system’s matching process
may have already winnowed out the most poorly matching retrievals; however, since the
memory retrieval process is deliberately designed to be fast and approximate an
alternative strategy is to accept the memory system’s best guess and then to apply taskspecific tests. In Nicole-MPA, this matching consists of checking the domain and initial
conditions of a retrieved candidate plan against the current problem; in Nicole-IRIA this
matching consists of checking the words in the retrieved candidate web page against the
search criteria provided by the user.

4.5.3. The Retrieval Dispatcher
Once the reasoner has evaluated a retrieval, it must then decide how to act. The
retrieval dispatcher is the component of an integration mechanism that acts on the results
of the retrieval evaluation. Naïvely, the dispatcher should discard retrieved candidates
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below a certain quality; unfortunately, for an asynchronous, approximate reasoner the
problem is a little more complicated. There are three primary questions an integration
mechanism must face:
•

When should the system begin reasoning after querying memory?

•

When should it interrupt or alter what it is doing to incorporate an answer?

•

When should it stop looking for new answers (either in success, or failure)?

Furthermore, the reasoning task must give appropriate guidance to the asynchronous
memory system: it should communicate acceptance or rejection of the retrieval
candidates it is given, and, when the reasoning task is ready to stop looking, should
communicate when to terminate a retrieval. These decisions are handled by the retrieval
dispatcher, which uses the retrieval evaluator’s judgements about the candidates caught
by the retrieval handler to guide both the execution of the task and the continued search
of the memory.

As an example, consider case-based planning. A case-based planner can apply
complex relevance determination which could be used to determine the most on-point
case or cases, but this process may be expensive. If a case-based planner’s memory
presents it with a plethora of potential cases, a fast winnowing stage can eliminate
unsuitable candidates before relevance determination begins. Ideally, during winnowing
the planner should select the best-matching set of cases as the basis for further reasoning.
However, if memory retrieves only a single case, the planner has little choice: it must
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either accept the case it has been given, or reject it as of being too irrelevant to be of any
use.13 If the memory is a context-sensitive asynchronous system, there is another option:
wait and see if more information can be retrieved.

Ideally, a reasoner should begin reasoning immediately based on first principles,
accept only the highest quality retrievals for integration, and then terminate the memory
retrieval request when we have a sufficient amount of information or when the reasoning
process successfully terminates, whichever comes first. A second option would be to wait
for an approximate first case, begin adapting it and then update the adaptation process as
better retrievals are found. Failing that, after a suitable interval, the reasoner might take a
suboptimal case and try to adapt it. If none of these options are viable, the reasoner may
try to reason using first principles, or may simply give up.

There is a tension between the amount, quality and timeliness of information
retrieved. For each of these variables there are three thresholds: the minimum threshold
on retrievals (to proceed if we have no other choice), a sufficient threshold (to proceed
but keep looking) and a maximum threshold (to stop looking altogether). These three

13

Actually two additional options exist: to refine the question, or to reformulate the problem. The memory

retrieval request can be strategically refined (e.g., Wolverton 1994 or Kolodner 1983) in the hope that a
better retrieval can be found, or the problem itself can be reformulated to use a different reasoning task
(e.g., analogical reasoning or reasoning from first principles for which knowledge is available (Moorman
1997). Both of these approaches are beyond the scope of this research.
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criteria applied to these three variables yield nine thresholds Qminimum, Qcommence, Qsuccess,
Nminimum, Ncommence, Nsuccess, Tminimum, Tcommence, Tfailure, (Figure 4.2).

These thresholds are by their nature specific to each reasoning task. A rule-based
reasoning task may proceed as soon as it finds any rule. A case-based reasoner without a
first principles component may not begin reasoning until some case is found.

Nicole-MPA was a platform for testing a variety of first-principles, adaptive and
integrative reasoning systems, and was tested with a variety of empirically set threshold
settings.

The thresholds on quality of retrieval Qminimum were set to exclude any candidate
which could not be incorporated into the adaptation process (Qminimum = 0.5, a threshold
which, by convention in Nicole, signals a matching value “good enough” for retrieval;
Qcommence was also set to 0.5). The structure of Nicole-MPA’s knowledge base made it
unlikely that a candidate would be found in less than two retrieval cycles, so Tminimum was
set to two; it also made it unlikely that any new information would be found after thirty
cycles, so Tfailure was set to 30. The number of retrievals sufficient to begin reasoning
depended on whether Nicole-MPA was deployed in adaptive, integrative or firstprinciples mode; adaptive retrieval sought at least one retrieval (Nminimum = 1, Ncommence =
1), whereas integrative retrieval attempted to collect, but did not require, multiple
retrievals before the reasoning process was allowed to proceed (Nminimum = 1, Ncommence =
2).
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Paramete
r

Description

Typical
Value

Qminimum

Minimum threshold on the quality of a retrieval (if time
limits are exceeded).

0.5

Qcommence

Sufficiency threshold on quality to begin reasoning

0.5

Qsuccess

Maximum threshold on quality at which we can stop
looking (e.g., a perfectly matching case with a valid
solution)

∞

Nminimum

Minimum amount or number of retrievals to begin
reasoning (if time limits are exceeded and quality
threshold not met).

1

Ncommence

Sufficient number of retrievals to begin reasoning

2

Nsuccess

Maximum number of retrievals to terminate retrieval
process

∞

Tminimum

Minimum time to wait before beginning to reason if we
have sufficient information (this may be zero)

2

Tcommence

Sufficient time to wait if we have information above the
minimum thresholds on quantity and quality

2

Tfailure

Maximum time to wait if we have no information above
minimum thresholds on quantity and quality

30

Figure 4.2 Parameters of an Integration Mechanism
No upper limit was set on the number of cases or quality of cases that could be
retrieved (Qsuccess = ∞, Nsuccess = ∞); Nicole-MPA continued to seek cases throughout its
problem solving cycle.
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The problem is much simpler in Nicole-IRIA, where fast response to user queries is
key. Quality candidates are integrated into the result set as soon as they are found; if the
memory system finds no results it informs the user immediately and gives the user the
opportunity to try a new search. This is equivalent to settings of Qminimum = 0.5, Qcommence
= 0.5, Qsuccess = ∞, Nminimum = 0, Ncommence = 0, Nsuccess = ∞, Tminimum = 0, Tcommence = 5,
Tfailure = ∞.

4.5.4. Relevance Determination
After a reasoning process has noticed an spontaneous retrieval and decided that it is
interesting enough to consider incorporating into current processing, the next stage is to
determine what part, if any, of the retrieved experience is relevant to the current situation.

In some domains, each retrieved piece of knowledge is effectively an atomic unit; in
these domains identifying relevance degenerates to filtering items against search criteria.
While the evaluation of a retrieved piece of information with respect to the retrieval
criteria can be quite complex (especially if the criteria incorporate multiple or fuzzy
descriptions of matching items and/or feedback from the user) once the criteria have been
established the entire item automatically becomes relevant.

An example of such a

domain is web search; in Nicole-IRIA once a web page has been found to meet the
retrieval criteria it can simply be added to the retrieval set.

For other domains, the problem is not so simple. One example is document clipping
and summarization: where a traditional web search application is expected to return
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references to complete web pages, a summarization system might perform in a more
complex analysis to attempt to identify the paragraphs or subsections which are relevant
to the search criterion, rather than returning the whole document.

More generally,

relevance determination becomes more complex for any reasoner which remembers and
manipulates complex objects which can be divided into many different components, each
of which may be may be relevant to the current reasoning state. Examples include
solution plans, object descriptions, arguments, designs, texts or stories, and so forth.

With the exception of knowledge that encodes its own conditions of applicability,
such as rules, or knowledge which is effectively atomic, such as a fixed-size feature
vector for an instance-based learning system, determining which part of a piece of past
knowledge that is to be reused is relevant to a particular reasoning scenario cannot be
done in when that knowledge is stored; it must be done when the knowledge is applied to
the reasoning state in question. But when knowledge is asynchronously retrieved, the
reasoning state is a moving target, complicating the problem of relevance determination.

As we mentioned earlier, a reasoning system may encounter multiple, overlapping
problems and tasks as well as single difficult tasks which have many subcomponents.
Furthermore, the reasoner may not have the luxury to wait for memory to return an
exactly-on-point solution (presuming one exists). In any of these circumstances, a past
experience similar to the current situation may contain only pieces relevant to the current
problem, pieces which need to be identified and decomposed before they can be applied
to the current situation. Under some circumstances these components can be extracted at
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storage time (Redmond 1990, Veloso 1995) but the costs of this practice can come with a
penalty when too many components are extracted in advance (for an example, see the
discussion in Goel et al. 1994).

Furthermore, since the reasoner may have modified or refined the problem between
the time that a query was posted and the time that memory found an answer, the initial
assumptions about the specific type of and content of knowledge needed may have been
invalidated. Relevance determination must therefore take into account not only the
degree of fit of a retrieved item to the specifications of the query but also its degree of fit
to the needs of the current reasoning state.

The capability of determining the relevant parts of a retrieved item with respect to the
current reasoning state, rather than with respect to the state under which the retrieval
request was made is called “dynamic clipping”. The major steps involved in dynamic
clipping include:
•

Formulate Knowledge Goals:
Reasoning tasks must be able to specify the knowledge needs of the current
reasoning state (Ram & Hunter 1992). Presumably the reasoner had some way of
computing its initial information needs when it first made a retrieval request;
however, many reasoning tasks generate an initial request for information from
the problem statement and not from a reasoning state; therefore, computing
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information needs dynamically from a reasoning state may require additional
machinery.
•

Identify Relevant Components:
Reasoning tasks must be able to determine what parts of a retrieved item are
relevant to those knowledge needs. This process may be more complex than
comparing whole plans to unsolved problems because the reasoner may be in an
intermediate reasoning state with additional complexity not found at the level of
whole problems and whole solutions.

•

Extract Relevant Components:
Reasoning tasks must be able to extract the relevant portions of a retrieved item in
a form which will be useful for integration into the current reasoning state.

These operations should be low-cost: ideally, determining knowledge needs,
determining relevance, and extracting relevant elements should all be linear or
polynomial-time operations. The result of these processes should be a prepared piece of
knowledge which can be quickly and efficiently reused through incorporation on into the
current reasoning context.

An example of complex relevance determination for dynamic clipping occurs in
Nicole-MPA. A retrieved case is unlikely to be an exact match for the current planning
state; instead, only a subset of the goals and initial conditions of the plan are likely to be
a match for the current set of open conditions and goals. As a result, the plan may
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contain structure which is irrelevant to the current reasoning state; for example, a
retrieved plan for a travel planning problem may contain steps related to actions such as
choosing a destination, booking the travel, finding a hotel, and packing; however, one or
more of these actions may not be relevant to the current reasoning state. To deal with
this problem, Nicole-MPA “clips” a retrieved case to fit the current partial plan using an
extension of Hanks & Weld’s SPA fitting algorithm (Hanks & Weld 1995).

This algorithm begins by formulating an intermediate goal statement which
represents the needs of the current reasoning state in the form of a knowledge goal. The
algorithm then attempts to find a maximal fit between the intermediate goal state and a
retrieved plan. As part of this process, the algorithm identifies and removes structure
from that plan not relevant to the current reasoning state. The result is a “clipping” or
fitted partial plan ready to be merged into the current reasoning state. The most
computationally expensive part of this process is determining the maximal match, which
is exponential in time in the number of goals of the plan; clipping out the irrelevant parts
is linear in the size of the plan. For more details on Nicole-MPA’s dynamic clipping
algorithms, see Chapter 10.

4.5.5. Integration Processor
Once a relevant portion of past experience has been found, it must then be exploited.
For domains in which answers consist of sets of atomic components, incorporation into
current processing is straightforward: add the unit to the current set of found items. This
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is the strategy used in Nicole-IRIA: as new web pages are found, they are added to the
list of retrieved results.

For domains with more complex solutions, integrative reasoning is not so simple.
Given both a current reasoning state and a segment of an experience which is relevant to
that reasoning state, the task is to modify the current reasoning state, by merging the
experience or otherwise altering the reasoning state to incorporate the information
embedded within the experience.

Like the process of relevance determination, the process of merging should be lowcost, performed quickly and efficiently enough so that the cost of merging is outweighed
by the benefits is provided by the added knowledge. If the cost of extracting a relevant
piece of an experience and merging it is greater than the benefit it would provide if
incorporated into the current reasoning state, integration is not worthwhile. This suggests
but does not necessarily mandate the use of polynomial-time algorithms — reasoning
processes themselves are often exponential-time and the reuse of past knowledge can
provide vast speedups — but it does mandate that whatever algorithms are used should
consume far less resources than the expected gains.

One example of an integration processor is Nicole-MPA’s multi-plan adaptation
algorithm. Nicole-MPA’s plan splicing algorithm takes the current planning state (a
partially completed plan) a prepared clipping (a pre-existing case with irrelevant parts
spliced out) and uses the clipping to guide the addition of new steps to the plan that
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mirror the structure of the old plan. This process is linear in the number of steps in the
plan, and together with the dynamic clipping algorithm has been shown to merge plans
with less cost than the benefits provided by the merged plan. For more details on NicoleMPA’s dynamic clipping algorithms, see Chapter 10.

4.6. Putting the Components Together
An intelligent agent which combined the ideal version of all of these components
would look and behave differently from many existing reasoning systems.

All of the reasoning modules in such an agent would use the same knowledge
representation, long-term store, and working memory. As it encountered problems in its
environment activation would spread from the working memory into the long term store
to guide retrieval, enabling the memory system to estimate what kind of task and problem
the agent was encountering and to return reasonable results even given very vague
questions. If the memory was not able to immediately give reasoning processes within
the agent the information they needed, reasoning would continue to work, generating
more cues to guide and inform memory’s search.

If memory did find additional

information, reasoning modules would quickly evaluate it and either incorporate it into
the reasoning state or reject it, providing feedback to memory to further improve its
retrieval performance. Systems based on this model would be able to freely exploit
information from the environment or reasoning and be able to deal with both tight
resource constraints and abundant resources.
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This approach to constructing intelligent agents, in which the agent architecture is
built to support and exploit the properties of context-sensitive asynchronous memory, is
experience-based agency.

The next chapter discusses the experience-based agent

architecture in more detail, presenting the architecture and identifying where it is possible
to provide general architectural support for the context-sensitive asynchronous memory
approach.
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CHAPTER V.
EXPERIENCE-BASED AGENCY
Architectural support for context-sensitive asynchronous memory
Where context-sensitive asynchronous memory tells how to get information from
memory, and integration mechanisms explain how to incorporate it into reasoning,
experience based agency explains how to put context-sensitive asynchronous memory
and integration mechanisms together into a complete package — a package that uses
context to get information for use in context, with the goal of building up information, or
experience, that can improves how information can be reused in the future.

Given a context-sensitive asynchronous memory system, we could construct a
completely new agent around it from scratch each time we were faced with a new task
that we needed to apply the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach to. Each
time we did so, we would need to solve problems such as controlling independent
memory and reasoning processes and integrating spontaneous retrievals into the current
reasoning state; as a result many of the components of these agents would share the same
features.

Some of the constraints context-sensitive asynchronous memory places on reasoners
require task-specific solutions.

For example, generating specifications for retrieval,

evaluating the goodness of a particular candidate retrieval with respect to the current
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reasoning state, or actually incorporating a candidate into the current reasoning state are
all tasks which require specific knowledge of the features of the task and the
implementation of the reasoning mechanism.

Other constraints lend themselves to more general solutions; in particular, working in
parallel with an independent memory process and providing feedback to that process are
tasks which require little knowledge of the specifics of the reasoning task and which have
the potential to be solved in a similar way across a variety of reasoning tasks. Ultimately,
control, working memory and some reasoning components for each new context-sensitive
asynchronous memory agent would be similar, if not identical.

An alternative to constructing new agents from scratch is to design an architecture
which encompasses the components that would be shared across various agents based on
context-sensitive asynchronous memories, and then to use that architecture as a toolkit
for constructing systems based on the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach.

Experience-based agency is precisely such an architecture. The experience-based
agent architecture specifies mechanisms for task control, task communication and
reasoning structure which support and exploit the context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach.
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5.1. Principles of Experience-Based Agency
An experience-based agent is an intelligent system, or agent, built around an
autonomous memory process which continually and incrementally searches for
knowledge in a context-sensitive fashion, guided by the agent’s reasoning and
environmental context. Retrieval in an experience-based agent can be anytime,
responding on demand to reasoner requests, or proactive, alerting reasoners
autonomously when better answers are found. To cope with these autonomous retrievals,
the reasoning modules of an experience based agent must be able to accept retrievals as
they arrive, evaluate them for fitness, and integrate relevant parts into the current
reasoning state. To enable reasoning and memory to interoperate, and to enable contextsensitive search, reasoning modules and memory retrieval are embedded in an overall
architectural framework which provides comprehensive knowledge representation,
storage, communications and control facilities.

The experience-based agent approach supports and extends the context-sensitive
asynchronous memory approach, augmenting context-sensitive asynchronous memory
with additional principles which enable the benefits of context-sensitive asynchronous
memory to be realized in an application. Reviewing our list from Chapter 1, these core
principles of the experience-based agent approach include:
•

memory retrieval is asynchronous:
memory retrieval operates in parallel with other processes within an agent,
searching the knowledge store continually and incrementally, enabling it to
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respond to retrieval requests either in an anytime fashion, returning the “best
guess” found so far, or in an spontaneous fashion, retrieving answers as they are
found.
•

memory search is context-sensitive:
memory search unobtrusively or explicitly monitors activity in reasoning tasks or
the environment and modifies its search of the knowledge store in an attempt to
focus search on the most relevant items.

•

memory search is cost-controlled:
memory search and retrieval consume a limited amount of resources during any
given time slice, allowing reasoning tasks to execute; however, memory can
continue to search if given more time and resources in an attempt to improve
quantity or quality of retrieval

•

knowledge storage is unified:
memory search operates over a single store of knowledge, which serves as a
repository for all the knowledge that reasoning tasks in the system might attempt
to retrieve from memory, ensuring that the search for answers to a vague question
can be dynamically focused on appropriate answers when feedback becomes
available

•

reasoning is communicative:
reasoning modules communicate to memory search not only their needs for
information but also additional information about their reasoning state and the
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quality of retrieved items, enabling context-sensitive memory to focus on
appropriate knowledge
•

reasoning is integrative:
reasoning modules have the capability to accept information as it is retrieved,
using integration and control techniques to filter out irrelevant retrieved items and
incorporate relevant ones, ensuring that spontaneously retrieved items can
profitably contribute to task performance.

•

communication and control are globally provided:
the architecture provides facilities to support the control of processes operating in
parallel through a global task controller and support communication between
memory and reasoning through a global working memory

5.2. Architecture of an Experience-Based Agent
To provide these capabilities, an experience-based agent has a set of functional
components, including the memory system itself, constraints on reasoning tasks, and the
overall architecture within which memory and reasoning operate. Figure 5.1 illustrates
these components and their connections: components shown in grey are part of the
experience-based agent architecture (or, in the case integration mechanisms, part of the
specification) whereas components shown in white are specific to a task. Each of these
components has important properties in its own right which enable it to fill its role:
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Figure 5.1 Detailed Architecture of an Experience-Based Agent
•

The Context-sensitive Asynchronous Memory System:
The most theoretically important and novel component of the experience-based
agent architecture is the context-sensitive asynchronous memory system.
Searching in parallel with but guided by reasoning tasks, context-sensitive
asynchronous memory both gives experience-based agency its powers of retrieval
and demands sacrifices on how it is organized. To briefly review, a contextsensitive asynchronous memory’s three most important functional capacities are
asynchronous memory search, anytime memory matching, and context-sensitive
memory search:
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•

asynchronous memory search:
An asynchronous memory searches its store of knowledge incrementally
while other reasoning tasks proceed, and spontaneously alerts them when
answers are found. Asynchronous memory search helps an experience-based
agent cope with limited search resources or large knowledge bases, enabling
the agent to continue working on tasks while memory searches secure in the
knowledge that memory is able to take advantage of additional information
generated as it does so.

•

anytime memory matching:
An anytime memory can return a “best guess” item based on an weighted
match of the items it has examined so far. If a retrieval is requested and a
suitable item has been found it should be returned in constant time;
alternatively an anytime matching system can retrieve the first suitable item it
finds in a “shoot first” fashion while the asynchronous memory continues to
search for a better answer. Anytime memory is necessary for processes that
need an initial seed of knowledge to begin reasoning and is useful to
processes that have algorithms to refine a query based on an initial retrieval.
Anytime matching is particularly useful when a knowledge base is large and
contains many distractors (irrelevant or weakly relevant pieces of
information) which would be difficult to exhaustively match and rank.
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•

context-sensitive memory search:
Context-sensitive memory alters search of a knowledge base based on the
reasoning context. Any piece of information or relationship between pieces of
information can serve as a reasoning context, but in this architecture context is
primarily derived from a trace of environmental input and reasoning activity.
Context-sensitive search is needed to improve the speed and precision of
search by focusing the memory system's asynchronous search on the most
relevant portion of the knowledge base. This also enables a single memory
system to efficiently search a knowledge base used for several tasks, focusing
the system’s search dynamically on the portions of the knowledge base
relevant to the task at hand.

•

The Reasoning System
For a reasoning task to use spontaneous retrievals to improve its task
performance, it must have a set of processes and/or properties which guarantee
that the reasoning task can work with an asynchronous memory, provide feedback
to that memory, and integrate accept spontaneous retrievals:
•

work with asynchronous memory:
Reasoning tasks need to work with the asynchronous memory system, using
its store of knowledge to hold important information, routing questions
through the memory retrieval system and working in parallel with the ongoing
memory retrieval process.
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•

provide feedback to memory:
The reasoner needs to provide feedback to the asynchronous memory system,
both implicitly through use of working memory data structures, explicitly
through providing cues to memory, and explicitly through its acceptance and
rejection of candidate retrievals.

•

integrate spontaneous retrievals:
A reasoner needs to respond appropriately when new information is provided,
whether from memory or the environment; this involves at a minimum
interruptibility,

relevance

extraction

and

reasoning

integration.

Interruptibility permits a reasoner to actually use spontaneous retrievals when
the memory provides them. Dynamic relevance extraction enables a reasoner
to extract the portions of a retrieved experience relevant to its current problem
solving context. Dynamic reasoning integration enables a reasoner to integrate
the relevant portions of an experience into the current reasoning context.
Without it, the reasoner cannot take advantage of the spontaneous retrievals
even if they have relevant knowledge.
•

The Architectural Infrastructure
Finally, both the reasoner and memory need to be able to not only work in parallel
but also talk to each other. Communication is particularly important because the
memory is designed to profit from inspecting the trace of the reasoner's activity.
We propose a general architectural framework which serves as a lingua franca for
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knowledge representation and task communication and which allows this memory
system to be instantiated in several different tasks or in a single system for
multiple tasks.

The features of the architecture include a control system, a

working memory, and a global knowledge base called an experience store:
•

experience store:
The experience store is a unified knowledge base which represents all agent
knowledge in a uniform representational format.

This allows a unified

memory system to represent knowledge for multiple tasks within a single
knowledge base, and provides a rich connection between knowledge items
that enables the memory system to take advantage of context.
•

working memory:
The working memory provides a standard mechanism for multiple tasks to
actively communicate with each other, and for tasks to inspect each other's
reasoning traces.

The working memory provides the primary source of

context for the context-sensitive memory and thus is the central mechanism
for feedback between task performance and memory search.
•

control system:
Finally, the architecture has a control system which enables multiple tasks to
operate in parallel and to communicate with each other. This allows the
interleaving of reasoning and memory processes necessary for asynchronous
memory search.
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Because experience-based agency does not commit to any particular reasoning
method or problem solving strategy it is more properly termed a specification for agent
design than a complete cognitive architecture for general intelligence.

Figure 5.1

illustrates this distinction: the processes and data structures in grey are fully specified by
the theory, whereas the details of the reasoning task depend on the design of the agent or
system.

5.3. Distinctive Features of Experience-Based Agency
Many of the features of experience-based agency are inherited from the contextsensitive asynchronous memory approach and will not be discussed further here. Other
features of the architecture are more properly constraints applied to reasoning tasks and
were discussed in detail in the previous chapter. The most distinctive feature of
experience-based agency — the properties that set it apart from other approaches — is
that it unifies working memory and task control in a way that supports context-sensitive
asynchronous memory.

Many agents can be divided into separate reasoning modules, each of which
represents knowledge and performs processing and each of which needs to communicate
with and be coordinated with its counterparts. The tools an experience-based agent
provides for reasoning tasks to represent information and communicate with each other
are a unified working memory and a task controller that uses that memory to guide its
behavior. By essentially forcing reasoning tasks to use the working memory as a shared
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resource, an experience-based agent makes it possible for a context-sensitive
asynchronous memory system to monitor the current reasoning state. By breaking tasks
into a hierarchy with an explicit, declarative control structure and small units of
execution, an experience based agent makes it possible to interleave or parallelize
reasoning tasks and the memory process under the guidance of the task controller.

Experience-based agency achieves this unification by combining the representation of
a reasoning task’s working memory space and task control architecture within a single
data structure called a supertask. The term “supertask” was defined by Moorman (1997)
to refer to constellations of reasoning modules and communication pathways within an
agent designed to achieve a single high-level task, such as sentence processing or story
structure understanding. The experience-based agency model modifies this idea slightly,
using the term “supertask” to refer to high-level objects, corresponding to major
cognitive functions such as memory, reasoning and perception, which structure the
system’s working memory and spawn specific subtasks to achieve those cognitive
functions. A supertask is a top-level task within an agent, operating in parallel with other
top-level tasks within an agent, and can be decomposed into a hierarchical set of working
memory data structures and a hierarchical tree of tasks, methods and subtasks.
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Figure 5.2 Supertasks Define Working Memory and Task Structure
From the perspective of memory, supertasks resemble blackboard definitions (Erman
et al. 1980, Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth, 1979, Nii 1986); from the perspective of the task
controller supertasks resemble Reactive Action Packages (RAPs; Firby, 1989), and
hierarchical task decomposition architectures such as task-method-knowledge (TMK)
systems (e.g., Goel & Murdock 1996). Figure 5.2 illustrates supertasks’ dual role as both
memory and processing structures.14

14

The combination of working memory and control also occurs in other systems such as ALEC (Simina

1999). As discussed in Chapter 2, ALEC’s enterprise-directed reasoning model focuses on long-term
agent control and is thus complementary to the experience-based agent approach’s focus on exploiting
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Both the working memory system and task control system of an experience-based
agent require some structure to achieve their functional roles. The working memory must
be expressive, organized and inspectable to enable reasoning tasks to communicate while
allowing memory to unobtrusively inspect their progress; the task control system must
support complex reasoning modules operating in both deliberative and reactive fashion to
support a wide range of tasks, and must support powerful parallelism and synchronization
operators to enable memory and reasoning to interoperate.

In the following sections, we will discuss working memory and task control in more
detail and briefly discuss how these techniques can be implemented, using the existing
Nicole system as a reference where appropriate.

5.3.1. Working Memory
The goal of a working memory is twofold. First, it should act as a communications
mechanism, enabling global communication between all for all tasks in the agent; second,
it should act as a monitoring mechanism, effectively “wiretapping” internal agent
communications to ensure that the content of reasoning operations is visible to the
memory to provide guidance to the context-sensitive search system.

context for short-term retrieval. ALEC’s working memory and task structures would easily enable it to
exploit the benefits of a context-sensitive asynchronous memory, or to be integrated into an overall
experience-based agent approach.
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Making a general-purpose working memory depends on, and is made easier by, a
general knowledge representation mechanism; however, the requirements for both
knowledge representation and working memory for a general cognitive architecture are
different from the requirements for memory retrieval in isolation.

A memory retrieval system like context-sensitive asynchronous memory may benefit
from a general knowledge representation, but it does not require one.

Once the

requirements of a task have been fully identified and a content theory for the knowledge
needed to perform the task has been outlined, a special-purpose memory retrieval system
could be developed that used the context-sensitive asynchronous memory algorithms but
a task-specific representation.

For example, a specialized CDSA network could be

constructed with just the links and relations necessary to store planning cases, in much
the same way that PRODIGY/ANALOGY uses specialized redundant discrimination nets
to retrieve cases (Veloso 1994); as another example, a dedicated semantic network could
be constructed with just the necessary links for a specific kind of document (four
different variants include Cohen & Kjeldsen 1987, Salton & Buckley 1988, Crestani &
Lee 1999, and Pirolli et al. 1996).

In contrast, a working memory for an experience based agent does not have this
luxury because it is designed to support the temporary data needs of a range of tasks and
to enable those tasks to communicate by sharing and inspecting each other’s data. A
working memory for an experience-based agent thus requires and depends on generality:
extending to not only the kind of information that can be stored in the working memory
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(requiring a general knowledge representation) but also how that information can be
accessed (requiring an access language) and how that information can be structured
(requiring a working memory definition language).

Therefore, a working memory needs three properties to provide adequate
architectural support for context-sensitive asynchronous memory:
•

Expressive:
A working memory for an experience-based agent must be capable of storing any
information that can appear in the experience store. This includes knowledge for
all kinds of tasks — from plans and goals to documents and terms.

•

Organized:
A working memory for an experience-based agent must be capable of storing and
retrieving separately the knowledge used by each task or subtask. Data in the
working memory should be organized so that a planning task can distinguish the
history of plans it has considered from the current planning frontier, or so that an
information retrieval system can distinguish accepted, rejected or retrieved
documents from each other, not to mention distinguishing user queries or
browsing activity.

•

Inspectable:
Any knowledge stored in a working memory for an experience-based agent must
be visible to all tasks in the system. In particular, in order to support retrieval
alerts reasoning task should be able to inspect the alert panes of the memory
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Figure 5.3 Structure of the Main System Blackboard
blackboard, and to support autonomous cueing memory retrieval should be able to
unobtrusively inspect the contents of working memory.

Supplying these properties requires a simple functional interface. An expressive
working memory must be able to support the addition of items from the experience store
to the working memory, as well as the deletion of those items when they are no longer
needed. An organized working memory for multiple tasks should segregate its data into
separate, hierarchical storage units, based on a specification of the tasks in the system and
the types of data manipulated by each task.

As part of both being organized and

inspectable the working memory should furthermore provide a language to access and
manipulate that content based on that specification. Inspectability also requires that
adding or removing items to working memory can trigger actions, such as alerting
reasoning tasks or spreading cues.
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One potential implementation of a working memory that meets these functional
requirements is a blackboard (Newell 1962, Erman et al. 1980). A blackboard is a
hierarchical, frame-like data structure divided into planes and panes organized around the
types of tasks and knowledge within an agent.15 Blackboard architectures also have the
advantage that they have been successfully used to model human psychological data
(e.g., Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth 1979) and as implementations for complex artificial
intelligence tasks (see the overview in Nii 1986; a more recent example is Hayes-Roth
1995). Furthermore, blackboards can also provide properties theoretically useful to the
CDSA memory retrieval algorithm, such as the ability to limit the number of items stored
in a blackboard panes as a way to limit the number of retrieval requests or cues.

It is not difficult for a blackboard system to satisfy the constraints sufficient to
implement working memory for an experience-based agent. Blackboard planes and
panes should be constructed to hold any type of information that can be stored in the
knowledge base, potentially by constructing blackboard planes and panes in the same
representation language. The blackboard should be partitionable into divisions specific
to each individual task, perhaps by allowing tasks to define their own blackboard panes
(either dynamically or task compilation time). The blackboard’s operations should be
open, allowing tasks to communicate with each other by writing across panes or

15

Blackboards also traditionally contain a control structure called an agenda which decides which of

various knowledge sources can write to the blackboard at any given time. This function is subsumed by
the task controller in the experience-based agent architecture.
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inspecting the panes of another task. Optionally, the blackboard itself may inspect items
which are added to it, actively communicating changes to listening tasks such as the
memory system.

The working memory of the Nicole system uses exactly this blackboard-based
approach. Blackboards in Nicole are constructed using Nicole’s native CRYSTAL
knowledge representation. There is an omnipresent main system blackboard (Figure 5.3)
whose panes and planes are created dynamically as part of the instantiation of privileged
top-level tasks called supertasks, described in the next section. Blackboard panes are
specific to each task but all tasks in the system can inspect or modify any existing
blackboard pane. Finally, the blackboard inspects knowledge items as they are added or
removed, optionally signalling the context-sensitive asynchronous memory system to
generate cues.

5.3.2. Task Processing
The design of a task controller and the types of task networks that it supports
determine the types of reasoning the system could perform. While it is possible to
program a wide variety of behaviors in an extremely simple task language — indeed,
possible to do “anything in anything” if the base “anything” is Turing-complete —
complex interleaving of memory and reasoning are difficult in an impoverished task
language which does not support features such as parallelism and synchronization and
reactive task execution, and complex reasoning methods are difficult to implement in a
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system which does not have deliberative task decomposition. Without these features,
building an experience-based agent’s memory requests, retrieval processing, and
integration mechanisms must be handled through highly explicit, reasoning-task
dependent code, eliminating the benefits of using a general agent architecture.

To provide adequate general support for constructing systems which interleave
memory and reasoning tasks, a task control system must be Turing-complete, support
parallelism and synchronization, and enable both deliberate and reactive processing:
•

Completeness:
Because is not possible to enumerate in advance all the ways a reasoning task
might interface with a context-sensitive memory system, a task control system
should support as wide a range of task organizations as possible. Ideally, it
should be Turing-complete within the time and space bounds provided it.

•

Multiple Tasks (Parallelism):
The architecture should support parallel (or tightly interleaved) execution of
multiple tasks (such as memory and reasoning).

•

Task Synchronization:
The controller should support a variety of mechanisms to enable tasks to
coordinate their activities, including blocking (synchronous) and non-blocking
(asynchronous) task coordination primitives.
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•

Reactivity:
The control of the architecture must support fast response to urgent environmental
demands, either through architecturally-guaranteed real time constraints or
through the scheduling of quick and inflexible (Q&I) modules (Pollock 1995).

•

Deliberation (Control Flow):
The architecture should support arbitrarily complex and fine-grained decisions on
what tasks to execute and in what order, up to the limit of execution of basic
actions or Q&I modules.

These qualities can be achieved using a task control architecture employing parallel
recursive reactive task decomposition in concert with a global working memory. Parallel
recursive reactive task decomposition deliberatively expands a set of hierarchical toplevel task descriptions into a dynamically constructed reactive task controller, composed
of executing atomic task modules arranged in a hierarchical control tree. Both the
decomposition of the task descriptions and the reactive execution of the controller are
based on the current contents of working memory, and may modify the contents of
working memory as a result of their execution.

Furthermore, both the hierarchical

structure of the task and the working memory data structures it uses are defined by the
same root data structure, the supertask definition for the task.

This model shares a common heritage with systems such as RAPs (Firby 1989), TMK
models (Goel & Murdock 1996) and generic tasks (Chandrasekaran 1989). But it also
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Figure 5.4 Decomposing a Supertask in Nicole
shares some properties with systems ACT* (Anderson 1983) in that much task
processing occurs through the operation of productions and with systems like Soar
(Newell 1990) in that task processing steps can impasse if appropriate knowledge is not
available.

Parallel Recursive Reactive Task Decomposition. In parallel recursive reactive task
decomposition, the root of the task system consists of several supertasks (Figure 5.2)
created at system initialization time, each defining a working memory structure and a
root task (Figure 5.4a).

All supertasks are processed in parallel by the

processSupertasks method in Figure 5.5. An implementation of this system may opt to
simulate paralellism through a timeshared or interleaving process.
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Parallel Recursive Reactive Task Decomposition Algorithm
processSupertasks():
For each Supertask s do in parallel
processTask(s.rootTask)

Figure 5.5 Top-Level Parallel Recursive Task Decomposition Algorithm
Recursive Task Processing Algorithm
processTask(Task currentTask):
Step 1.2: Precondition Test:
If the preconditions of the currentTask are not satisfied then
throwQueuingImpasse(currentTask).
Step 1.1: New Task:
Else if the currentTask is new then decomposeTask(currentTask)
Step 1.2: Queued Task:
Else if the currentTask is not impassed then dispatchTask (currentTask)
Step 1.3: Termination Test:
If canTerminate(currentTask) is satisfied then remove it from it’s parent task’s
task queue.

Figure 5.6 Recursive Task Processing Algorithm
Beneath the supertasks, execution becomes a more complex mixture of recursive
decomposition and reactive execution carried out by the processTask method in Figure
5.6. Beginning with the supertasks and recursively thereafter, each task in the system is
decomposed based on the current contents of the working memory. This process is
recursive because each tasks can be compound tasks, containing a task queue with further
levels of subtasks (the boxes in Figures 5.2 and 5.4), or atomic tasks, forming a unit of
reactive execution (the ovals in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.4). Compound tasks can be either
serial, supporting the execution of one subtask in their task queue at a time, or parallel,
supporting multiple subtasks in the task queue executing at once (Figure 5.4b and c).
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On each cycle of the parallel recursive reactive task decomposition algorithm, all
supertasks are processed in parallel by processing the root tasks of each supertask (Figure
5.5).

If a task has not yet been decomposed (Figure 5.6), it is handed to the

decomposition algorithm for expansion into subtasks (for compound tasks) or
instantiation (for atomic tasks) (Figure 5.7). Once a task has been decomposed, the task is
“dispatched” for further processing depending on its type and its parallelism and
synchronization configuration (Figure 5.8). This dispatching is where the recursive
processing of subtasks in the tree occurs. Ultimately, however, the task tree bottoms out
in atomic tasks which, once instantiated and elaborated, are executed immediately (and
potentially reactively) based on the current state of the working memory blackboard
(Figure 5.4d). Atomic tasks execute until their termination conditions are met or their
parent task terminates (Figure 5.9).

A running supertask is thus a recursively, iteratively decomposed tree of subtasks,
bottoming out in a set of atomic tasks which execute reactively. Task decomposition,
recursive processing and reactive execution all occur simultaneously; note that the atomic
task shown in Figure 5.4b begins executing in Figure 5.4c, a full cycle before the
compound tasks expanded in Figure 5.4c begin executing in Figure 5.4d.
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Task Decomposition Algorithm
decomposeTask(Task currentTask):
Step 1.1.1: Parameter Binding:
Bind the tasks’ parameters based on the current working memory state. If the
parameters cannot be bound, throw a QueueingImpasse.
Step 1.1.2: Precondition Test:
Test the task’s preconditions based on the current working memory state. If
preconditions cannot be satisfied, throw a QueueingImpasse.
Step 1.1.3: Method Selection:
Select the method appropriate to the current working memory state based on
the method list and selection criteria of the task.
Step 1.1.3: Method Elaboration:
Bind the variables of the selected method and generate a list of subtasks for
this method. If the parameters cannot be bound, throw a QueueingImpasse.
Step 1.1.4: Subtask Choice:
Apply the method’s selection criteria based on the current working memory
state to select a set of subtasks for execution. If the selection criteria cannot
be bound, throw a ChoiceImpasse.
Step 1.1.5: Task Queueing:
Add the selected tasks to the currentTask’s local queue for execution and flag
this task as “decomposed”.

Figure 5.7 Task Decomposition Algorithm

Recursive task decomposition can furthermore support whatever degree of
complexity necessary to support the real-world tasks that the agent is performing,
including deliberate decision making, coordination and synchronization between parallel
executing task branches, and task expansion and selection based on computed functions.
Figure 5.4 illustrates this process: tasks (boxes) are decomposed until they are unpacked
into primitive actions (the round circles) which can be immediately applied on each
action cycle (the “atomic” case in the task dispatch function found in Figure 5.7).
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Parallel Task Processing Algorithm
dispatchTask(Task currentTask):
case (currentTask.type)
Case 1: Atomic Task:
If the currentTask is atomic then execute(currentTask.codelet)
Case 2: Parallel Task:
If the currentTask is parallelized then
for each in the currentTask.taskQueue do in parallel
processTask(currentTask)
Case 3: Serial Task:
Else if the currentTask is new is serialized then
select the next task in the local task queue
do processTask(currentTask.nextTask)

Figure 5.8 Parallel Task Processing
Task Decomposition. To build this tree, the root task must be decomposed into
subtasks and ultimately atomic tasks. There are five steps to task decomposition in this
architecture: method selection, method elaboration, subtask choice, task queueing, and
task application.

Once a task has been queued for execution, a method must be selected to actually
execute a task. A method, which may specify a complex network of subtasks acting
serially or in parallel, must be elaborated to propose a set of subtasks for execution.
Those tasks are evaluated and, depending on the task network structure, one or more are
chosen for execution.

If the chosen subtask’s parameters can be bound and its

preconditions satisfied, the subtask will be queued for execution, and finally will be
applied — recursively decomposed if it is a complex task, or executed immediately if it is
atomic.
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Parallel Synchronization/Termination Algorithms
canTerminate(Task currentTask):
case (currentTask.synchronization)
Case 1: Anytime Termination:
return terminationConditionSatisfied(currentTask)
or postconditionSatisfied(currentTask);
Case 2: Blocking Termination (Run to Completion):
case (currentTask.type)
Case 1: Atomic Task:
return postconditionSatisfied(currentTask);
Case 2: Parallel Task:
If each subtask in currentTask.taskQueue canTerminate(subtask) then
return true.
Case 3: Serial Task:
If currentTask.taskQueue is empty then return true.

Figure 5.9 Parallel Task Synchronization and Termination

Figure 5.10 illustrates the task decomposition process from the perspective of a task
waiting in the execution queue.

First, its parameters are bound and precondition

satisfied, then, a method is selected. That method is then elaborated to select a set of
candidate subtasks, one or more of which may be chosen for execution.

Support for Parallel Task Execution. The task control system contains a variety of
operations designed to allow a mix of subtasks operating in series or parallel to
coordinate their operation. This language includes defining types of tasks, defining the
parallel operation of those tasks, how they synchronize with each other, and how they can
iteratively repeat.
•

Compound and Atomic Tasks:
Tasks must come in at least two flavors: atomic tasks which contain executable
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code and compound tasks which contain sets of subtasks. Optionally, a task
language may contain other kinds of tasks specialized for particular functions.
•

Compound Task Parallelism:
Compound tasks must come in at least two flavors: serial tasks whose subtasks
are executed in a specific order and parallel tasks whose subtasks are executed in
parallel or effectively interleaved. Optionally, a task language may support other
kinds of parallelism, such as OR tasks which are considered to execute if any one
of their subtasks can complete in any order and AND tasks which wait until all
subtasks are completed in any order.

•

Parallel task synchronization:
Parallel tasks require at least two kinds of synchronization flags: anytime, in
which the parent task is complete as soon as its termination conditions are
satisfied, or blocking or run to completion, in which the parent task is not
considered to be complete until its subtasks are complete. Another useful flag is
race, in which the parent task is considered to be complete as soon as any of its
subtasks completes, regardless of the completion state of other subtasks.

•

Task Iteration:
Tasks may run once, terminating when their subtasks are complete or when their
termination conditions are satisfied, or may be repeat tasks which repeatedly
reinstantiate their subtasks once their subtasks have completed.
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•

Task Control:
Finally, tasks require a rich set of control operations to enable them to be
coordinated. In addition to a task’s preconditions, parameters, and termination
conditions, tasks may also contain abort conditions which force the termination
of a task even if its conditions are not satisfied or may contain loop tests to
control iteration. Conditionals are written in the task conditional language
discussed in the next subsection.

This language for task definition enables the construction of complex tasks with
many subcomponents which may operate in series or parallel or iteration, which may
coordinate with each other to ensure that multi-part computations are completed
correctly, and which may abruptly wait, resume, or terminate depending on the state of
some other computation to ensure that information is responded to appropriately as it
arrives.

Task Condition Language. Just as a context-sensitive asynchronous memory system
requires a language for matching candidate items, so does a task controller require a
language for finding information, binding parameters, and testing conditions. The basis
of this language are content tests of specific blackboard panes, organized and composed
by logical and imperative operators:
•

blackboard specification:
Similar to the memory matching language, the working memory provides a
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language to specify individual blackboard panes within the hierarchy using lists
of blackboard labels beginning from the main system blackboard, or by
specifying a blackboard object explicitly.
•

content tests:
Once a blackboard pane has been specified, its content can be tested to determine
whether it satisfies various critieria. This can include whether the content of a
pane equals some predefined value or other variable, whether a pane contains a
particular item, or whether the pane contains any items at all.

•

parameter binding:
A similar set of tests can be used to extract content from blackboard panes and
bind them to variables for use in future tests or as input to an atomic task’s
executable module.

•

logical and compositional operators:
These content tests of blackboard panes can be composed together using a variety
of logical operations, including the canonical and, or, not and utility operations
such as if and when.

•

imperative operators:
Conditional tests can also include special operators designed for control flow,
such as always and never (used most often in precondition and termination tests),
once (used for tasks that should run only one time) and wait (used for explicit
task synchronization).
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In addition to the language of conditional operations, there is a similar language for
writing information to blackboard panes, including set, add, and clear operations. For
more details on how a task condition language might be implemented, see the examples
in Chapter 6.

5.4. Further Support for Memory and Reasoning Integration
Beyond basic features such as support for task to memory feedback and memory/task
interleaving the possibility exists for further integration of reasoning and memory. For
example, two classes of impasses in the task system — queuing impasses and choice
impasses — provide opportunities to automate asynchronous memory retrieval.

5.4.1. Impasse-Driven Retrieval Request Generation
When no productions or atomic tasks exists to implement a task processing step, the
task system can impasse. In particular, when a method specifies that a subtask must run
to completion and that subtask’s

preconditions cannot be satisfied, the result is a

queuing impasse (shown as the top impasse in Figure 5.10). One way to resolve a
queuing impasse is to retrieve an item from memory; traditionally, this has been done in
the implementation with reasoning-task specific code.

However, a task’s preconditions and parameters can specify both the type and
structure it needs, as well as where in the working memory that knowledge should
appear. It just so happens that the specification of the type of memory needed for a task is
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Figure 5.10 Potential Impasses in Task Decomposition.
almost identical to the core of a retrieval request to the memory system (although
memory retrieval specifications can be further elaborated).

Thus, when a queuing

impasse occurs, a memory retrieval request can be automatically spawned and processed
in parallel; once an item has been retrieved spontaneously, it can be posted to working
memory, allowing the task to proceed.

While this method does not encompass high-level strategic memory requests, it does
provide an automatic way to detect and satisfy a reasoning task’s needs for information
from long-term memory, something that previously had to be done by hand. Impassedriven retrieval request generation is thus a weak method for knowledge retrieval — a
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general method for performing a task which formerly had to be accomplished through
knowledge-intensive problem solving methods. Figure 5.11 illustrates how this method
elaborates our original picture of asynchronous memory retrieval by explicitly separating
strategic and “normal” retrieval and by the addition of generic request mechanisms; note
how the generic requester and the request accepter are now subtasks of the task control
system, rather than the reasoning task.

This raises another question: once this information is retrieved, how can we be sure it
will not disrupt the rest of the reasoning process — which may have been elaborating and
executing other tasks in parallel?

5.4.2. Impasse-Driven Integration Mechanism Invocation
The solution to this dilemma again lies in how a task method is specified. Just as a
method can specify that a task must run to completion, it can also specify that out of
several alternative subtasks, only one may be chosen. When no information exists to
choose a subtask, we have a choice impasse (shown as the bottom impasse in Figure
5.10).
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Figure 5.11. Impasse-Driven Retrieval Request Generation
Integration mechanisms encapsulate (implicitly or explicitly) three types of
knowledge: how to prepare raw retrievals from memory to make them suitable for a
particular reasoning context, how to actually merge the prepared retrievals into the
current reasoning context, and evaluation metrics on when this retrieval is fruitful. While
a great deal of preparation can be done in parallel to ongoing reasoning tasks, merging
cannot; by definition merging represents a departure from the course of ongoing
reasoning.

This represents a natural choice point, and unless some information is

available to discriminate between these choices a choice impasse will arise.

Note that since merging subtasks are by definition optional, no queuing impasses will
arise if their preconditions cannot be satisified. Only if some other task satisfies their
preconditions for them — such as a preparation task, which can run to completion in
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parallel and can hence generate memory retrievals — will they be candidates for queuing,
and only then will a choice impasse arise. When the choice impasse does arise, the
evaluation subtask of the integration mechanism can be invoked, allowing the system to
decide whether to continue reasoning or to attempt to merge.

Because integration mechanisms are intimately tied to the reasoning processes, no
completely general method can be devised to automatically perform integrations or to
evaluate their utility. However, using choice impasses as the vehicle to orchestrate
integration mechanisms gives us a clear account of the content needed in an integration
mechanism, a structure for the storage of that content, and a uniform mechanism for its
execution. Figure 5.12 illustrates this in action: even though a choice mechanism may be
provided by a reasoning task, it is invoked automatically as a subtask of the task
controller when a choice impasse occurs.

5.4.3. Significance of Impasse-Driven Memory Processes
Using explicit impasses to automatically generate memory retrieval requests and to
organize the implementation of integration mechanisms makes the task of constructing an
experience-based agent easier, but why should the designers of intelligent agents care
about these methods, especially if they aren’t using an explicit instantiation of the
experience-based agency theory? The answer is twofold: first, this method teaches a
general lesson about intelligent agents in particular, and second, this method makes an
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Figure 5.12 Impasse-Driven Integration Decisions
agent built on the experience-based agency theory in particular a more viable choice for
an implementation.

First, spontaneous memory retrievals coupled with integration mechanisms are
powerful tools to simultaneously deal with both novel information from the environment
and to enlist the an agent’s own reasoning processes (through the working memory trace)
in the task of effectively exploiting the agent’s past experiences.

But making

asynchronous integration work requires a powerful controller and a methodology for
choosing when to retrieve and when to integrate. Even if the actual implementation of a
system diverges wildly from the type of task decomposition used in an experience-based
agent, a task-method-knowledge analysis (TMK) of the reasoning process within an
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agent (Goel & Murdock 1996) can provide pointers of where to retrieve, where to
prepare, where to merge, and where to choose to integrate.

Second, with the addition of this method, designers building systems explicitly based
on experience-based agency principles no longer need to develop retrieval request
generators, retrieval acceptors, integrators and choice routines in an ad-hoc fashion. The
control and execution of these components can be more directly controlled by the
architecture through the interaction of memory and task control (and to a lesser extent by
the interaction of task control and specific reasoning mechanisms).

5.5. General Architectural Issues
Clearly, achieving generality in an architecture designed for real-world components is
not limited to ensuring that the knowledge representation language can express higherorder relations or that the task-control mechanism is Turing-complete. Additional issues,
such as scaleup to large knowledge bases or across many task domains, guarantees on
reactivity or performance, and integration with realistic sensors and effectors, must also
be dealt with. This research has attempted to address issues dealing with scaling to large
knowledge bases and to multiple task domains, but does not deal with the latter issues.

Developing artificial intelligence systems with guarantees on reaction time and
performance is a complex area of artificial intelligence with many open issues beyond the
scope of this research (e.g., Mouaddib & Zilberstein 1998, Musliner 2000). For example,
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building a real-time system requires dealing with constraints of real-world tasks, lowlevel processing and efficiency issues, and even the reliability of the underlying software
(Chen et al. 1995) furthermore, developing guarantees on performance requires an indepth formal analysis sufficient to make provable logical statements about a system
(Craig 1991).

Integrating with real or even simulated sensors and effectors raises its own issues.
Both robotic systems and simulation environments are complex and impose many
constraints on how systems may interface with them. Issues such as noisy sensors,
unreliable effectors, command and control languages, and again real-time processing
constraints must be dealt with to build an agent which can successfully operate using real
sensors and effectors (McKerrow 1991, Jones & Flynn 1993) and similar complexity
arises in the kinds of simulation environments of most use for evaluating the contextsensitive asynchronous memory and experience-based agent approaches — for example,
one exploratory test using the PHOENIX simulator (Cohen et al. 1989) showed that the
bulk of the effort in porting the experience-based agent architecture to the simulator
would be designing an agent to perform the task, not testing the particulars of the theory.

While answering questions about sensor integration and performance guarantees are
important, they raise new problems which are at best orthogonal to the problem of the
problem of efficiently finding good answers to bad questions in a general fashion, and at
worst major unsolved problems in artificial intelligence deserving of focused
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dissertations in their own right. For these reasons, these issues are beyond the scope of
this dissertation.

5.6. Benefits of the Experience-Based Agent Approach
What good is the experience-based agent approach over context-sensitive
asynchronous memory itself?

5.6.1. What Experience-Based Agency Provides
Experience based agency is intended to be a general method of information access,
applicable to and efficient enough to serve the information needs of a wide range of
tasks.

To do so, it provides architectural support for applying context-sensitive

asynchronous memory to be applied to a variety of different reasoning tasks, and
provides a framework to structure those tasks to respond appropriately. Furthermore, the
experience-based agent approach is designed to be a unified method of information
retrieval, capable of not only being applied to several reasoning tasks in isolation but
potentially applicable to several reasoning tasks operating at the same time within the
same agent. To achieve these functions, this approach utilizes a variety of strategies to
control cost and exploit contextual information, which in concert enable it to scale to
large or multifunction knowledge bases or to adjust its search to suit current information
needs.
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5.6.2. What Experience-Based Agency Enables
The ultimate benefit of the experience-based agent approach is not to find a better
way to solve just one sub-problem (memory retrieval) which has been solved before, but
instead to provide a more general, flexible solution to memory retrieval which enables
systems that require memory to solve their problems better or to solve them in novel
ways.

Therefore, the experience-based agent approach is designed to enable new,
collaborative strategies for interaction between reasoning and memory, including
"proactive" memories which monitor reasoning tasks, "opportunistic" memories which
exploit environmental cues, "integrative" reasoners which exploit proactive and
opportunistic retrieval, and "parsimonious" memories which naturally adjust their effort
based on available resources. This approach has already been used to construct a
prototype integrative planning system called Nicole-MPA, which in certain
circumstances can achieve better performance than the original planning system upon
which it was based (as discussed in the case study on Nicole-MPA in Chapter 8). This
enables the construction of more flexible, complex intelligent systems, which we claim
could potentially solve more difficult problems, solve problems faster, or perform tasks
which were previously unsolvable — systems which would push the state of the art
closer to full cognitive agents, at least as far as memory is concerned.
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Because of its ability to return a best guess, an experience-based agent has many
similarities to the interactive “shoot-first” case-based reasoning systems advocated by
Riesbeck (1993). Given a problem input by the user, a shoot-first system attempts to
quickly retrieve an approximate set of cases and/or propose a sketchy solution, and then
uses feedback from the user to redefine the problem, refine the search, or adapt the
solution. Both experience-based agents and shoot-first systems require similar memory
capabilities; however, the primary “user” of an experience-based agent’s quick retrievals
is the agent itself.

5.6.3. Exploiting Experience-Based Agency
Building an agent that exploits the potential of experience-based agency begins with
the experience store. All the knowledge that an agent might want to retrieve for any of
the reasoning tasks it performs should be stored in the experience store; to enable it to be
retrieved it should be richly interconnected and grounded in the kinds of sensory data and
concepts the agent is actually likely to encounter in solving its problems.

The next step is the context-sensitive nature of memory. As the agent solves its
problems it should be designed to make information relevant to its current task state
available to the memory to guide its search. This context can be made available either
overtly through explicit cues or covertly through working memory activation, but it
should contain not only objects and concepts in the world that the agent observes but also
the relationships relevant to the task the agent is performing.
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Then, the agent should exploit the asynchronous nature of an experience-based
agent’s memory. This can take the form of demanding fast anytime retrievals, updating
retrieval specifications, or exploiting asynchronous retrievals as they arrive. As new
information is retrieved and provided by the memory the agent should use its integration
mechanisms to dynamically incorporate as much of that information into the reasoning
state as possible, and should provide feedback to the memory about how well it is doing
to enable the memory to improve its performance.

Finally, the task of exploiting experience-based agency returns to the experience
store. Like a case-based reasoner, the results of an agent’s problem solving should be
stored in the experience store to improve future retrieval. But an experience-based agent
should do more than just store cases: with every action the agent takes should add to the
experience store, building knowledge of the connections between the agent’s
environments and the solutions to the problems it is having into the structure of the
experience store to aid future retrieval. Storing not just solutions to problems but the
content of reasoning traces and how that reasoning connects to environmental features
enables the retrieval of experiences in relevant circumstances later through the contextsensitive asynchronous memory process; for a complex reasoner which performs many
tasks, it further enables an experience to retrieve past knowledge in many different
circumstances in which it might be useful.

This process — representing knowledge in the experience store, using context to find
it, using asynchrony and integration mechanisms to exploit it, and then storing the results
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of that exploitation back into the store — is the heart of the experience-based agent
approach to reasoning.

5.6.4. Living up to Experience-Based Agency’s Potential
The experience-based agent systems described in the case studies, Nicole-MPA and
Nicole-IRIA, begin to realize some of this potential.

Nicole-MPA shows how to

practically implement a system which can integrate multiple experiences, and NicoleIRIA shows how feedback can be used to painlessly improve and to organize the
presentation of information to a user. However, these systems only tap part of the
potential of the experience-based agent approach; future research should continue to
apply the approach to more and more complex tasks to both provide additional benefits
and to illustrate the limits of the theory.

For example, a full integration of the EBA theory into a story understanding system, a
process begun in the ISAAC system but not yet complete, could provide important tests
of context-sensitive retrieval based on feedback from a rich reasoning trace. As another
example, the enterprise-directed reasoning model of invention used in the ALEC system
(Simina & Kolodner 1995, Simina 1999) models agents with multiple open goals or
enterprises, a current work context, and an external environment that can provide new
information at any time. Integrating the EBA and EDR models could flesh out both
theories, providing to experience-based agency a model of high-level goals and reasoning
and to enterprise-directed reasoning a uniform memory retrieval model. A combination
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system could also serve as a further testbed for context-sensitive memory retrieval driven
by both internal and external events. Finally, complex design and problem solving tasks
which deal with changing constraints generated by external events, such as the JULIA
system (Hinrichs 1992), could provide a rich platform to test the benefits of experiencebased agency’s memory driven reasoning integration.

5.7. Summary
This chapter presented experience-based agency, a general framework for memory
retrieval and integrative reasoning which enables the context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach to be applied to a variety of tasks.

The experience-based agent approach provides pervasive architectural support for
context-sensitive asynchronous memory.

It begins by coupling context-sensitive

asynchronous memory with a semantic network experience store, and adds to this a
working memory system, task control system, and task/memory communications
language which enable the construction of complex reasoning tasks which can work with
and provide feedback to memory.

In addition, the experience-based agent framework includes a specification of how
reasoning tasks should be constructed to satisfy the demands of the approach, along with
a specification of the conditions under which the approach will provide benefits.
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Together, these elements of experience-based agency specify all the parts of a
complete reasoning system based on a context-sensitive asynchronous memory except
the core task-specific parts of the reasoning system itself. The challenge of building a
complete agent built around a context-sensitive asynchronous memory is thus reduced to
the challenge of adapting a reasoning task to work within the experience-based agent
architecture. The opportunity, then, is adapting reasoning tasks in such a way that they
exploit the full potential of the experience-based agent architecture.
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PART III.
EVALUATION
Evaluation of Context-Sensitive Asynchronous Memory and Experience-Based Agency
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory and experience-based agency touch on
many areas of artificial intelligence. To evaluate these approaches I used a three-pronged
evaluation strategy including implementation, case studies and feasibility evaluations.
Chapter 6, Methodology, discusses in more detail the motivation behind these
evaluations.

The first evaluation strategy was a proof of concept implementation. Because the
context-sensitive asynchronous memory and experience-based agent approaches are
based on novel models of memory retrieval and agent architecture, I constructed a system
based on the approaches called Nicole to verify that these models could actually be
implemented. Chapter 7: Implementation discusses the Nicole system.

Second, to explore the generality of the approaches and demonstrate that they could
provide real benefits to a range of tasks, I conducted a series of case studies designed to
test these models in operation. Chapter 8: Case Study: Planning and Chapter 9: Case
Study: Information Retrieval discuss the two most extensive studies of context-sensitive
asynchronous memory and experience-based agency in action.
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Finally, because both approaches depend on theoretical properties and performance
characteristics of the context-sensitive asynchronous model of memory, I conducted a
feasibility study to verify that the implemented memory had the properties predicted by
the model. Chapter 10: Feasibility discusses these experiments and evaluations.
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CHAPTER VI.
METHODOLOGY
6.1. Overview
To validate the major claims of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory
approach, as well as to explore how the approach could be applied using the guidelines of
the experience-based agent approach, I conducted a series of evaluations.

My method for these evaluations was to implement actual systems based on the
approach, to record design decisions made as context-sensitive asynchronous memory
and experience-based agency were applied, and then to test the performance of those
systems both comparatively and objectively.

The focus of my efforts was on the development of the Nicole system, a toolkit for
authoring experience-based agents, and on the implementation of two systems based on
Nicole, the Nicole-MPA case-based planner and the Nicole-IRIA information retrieval
system. The context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach was also tested in the
ISAAC story understanding system.
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I tested Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA using a variety of methods, including rigorous
experiments of particular properties as well as a set of exploratory evaluations of the
systems in conditions designed to illuminate various design choices.

6.2. Goals of the Evaluation
All of these evaluations were designed to show how a context-sensitive asynchronous
memory could be used to provide real benefit to user tasks, and secondarily to show how
the experience-based agent approach was effective at exploiting context-sensitive
asynchronous memory for real tasks.

Of course, the goal of using a context-sensitive asynchronous memory for real tasks
was not just to provide benefit to those tasks but to show that the approach worked.
Therefore, all these evaluations were directed at demonstrating the primary thesis of the
context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach:
The context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach is a general and
effective method for finding good answers to vague questions from large
knowledge bases under resource constraints using feedback from the task
and the environment.

An instrumental thesis also tested in these experiments was the viability of the
experience-based agent approach to constructing agents based on context-sensitive
asynchronous memories:
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The experience-based agent approach enables a reasoning task to exploit a
context-sensitive asynchronous memory to get useful information.

These high-level theses were unpacked into a series of lower-level claims that were
tested in the implemented systems. These tests, along with experiences of actually
implementing the systems, taught several lessons about how to implement systems based
on the approach, how to make the approach work as intended, and what the approach
could and couldn’t do.

6.3. Methodology of the Study
Testing theses about approaches to artificial intelligence problems requires applying
the approach to some task and then conducting a set of evaluations over that application.

To carry out this methodology, I applied the context-sensitive asynchronous memory
approach to the general problem of memory retrieval, developing a experience-based
agent toolkit that enables the construction of reasoning tasks built around a contextsensitive asynchronous memory.

I then applied the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach to more specific
tasks that required memory retrieval, using the toolkit to implement several performance
tasks based on the approach. These performance tasks included case-based planning,
information retrieval, and (in collaboration with Kenneth Moorman) story understanding.
Applying the approaches to these tasks taught important lessons about how use context330

sensitive asynchronous memory and experience-based agency, showing that some
techniques worked and others did not.

I then used these implementations to test the context-sensitive asynchronous memory
approach in several ways, including evaluating the effectiveness of context-sensitive
asynchronous memory at providing useful information to reasoning tasks, evaluating the
capability of experience-based agent approach to exploiting context-sensitive
asynchronous memories, evaluating context-sensitive asynchronous memory’s ability to
meet the desiderata for a general memory system, and analyzing what features contextsensitive asynchronous memory needs to meet those desiderata.

Using the case-based planning and information retrieval applications, I constructed a
set of data sets and experimental evaluations designed to test how well context-sensitive
asynchronous memory and/or experience-based agency functioned at providing to the
tasks the information that they needed. I furthermore conducted tests with these
implementations designed to examine the properties of context-sensitive asynchronous
memory itself and its sources of power.

6.4. Applying the Model
The target tasks were chosen to demonstrate the novelty of the approach. While the
experience-based agent approach is a general framework for applying context-sensitive
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asynchronous memory to a wide variety of performance tasks, some performance tasks
are better targets for experience-based agency than others.

Good performance tasks for the experience-based agent approach have a variety of
properties. These tasks generally have large knowledge bases or have resource limits on
knowledge access, along with difficult to solve problems.

Suitable tasks generate

contextual information during the reasoning process which mirrors the contextual
structure present in the task domain; furthermore, suitable tasks can potentially benefit
from the discovery of additional experiences during the process. Information retrieval
and planning have many of these properties, making them good targets for the approach.

Experience-based agent approaches to these kinds of tasks are based on the idea of
contextually-driven reminding from a store of experience and dynamic integration of
those remindings into the current reasoning state.

Furthermore, results of these

evaluations indicate that the best way to integrate these experiences is through deliberate
consideration of the relevance of those experiences to the current reasoning state, rather
than driving integration from the timing of retrieval directly.

Context-sensitive

asynchronous memory provides contextually-driven remindings; the remainder of the
experience-based agent approach provides the support for building up the store of
knowledge to remind from, generating context and exploiting remindings.
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6.5. Conducting the Evaluations
To execute the study, I first constructed the Nicole system, an artificial intelligence
development system that provides an architectural infrastructure to support the
construction of experience-based or other agents. The Nicole system provides core
modules that serve as a context-sensitive asynchronous memory, an experience store,
working memory and task control; it also provides languages and interfaces to create the
knowledge representations, working memory data structures and task control structures
of reasoning tasks.

Then, I constructed the Nicole-MPA application, a case-based least-commitment
planner that adapts multiple plans based on case-based principles. Nicole-MPA was
designed to test whether the experience-based agent approach could enable a reasoning
task to exploit a context-sensitive asynchronous memory for improved performance. To
explore this, I constructed a set of variant planners, planning domains, case libraries,
problems and knowledge bases and used them to conduct a variety of experiments and
evaluations on Nicole-MPA’s performance as a planning system. Many of these initial
tests were unsuccessful, requiring revision of the Nicole-MPA framework and revision of
the hypotheses underlying experience-based agency itself. These revisions showed that it
was possible that context-sensitive asynchronous memory could support an experiencebased approach to improved planning performance, but under restricted circumstances;
moreover the successful system did not fully exploit the power of the context-sensitive
asynchronous memory approach.
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Based on these results, I constructed the Nicole-IRIA application, a search and
browsing aid for information retrieval that recommends information based on
remindings.

Nicole-IRIA was designed to test whether the experience-based agent

approach could enable a reasoning task to exploit a context-sensitive asynchronous
memory to get useful information. Several applications and data sets were constructed
and used to conduct a variety of experiments and evaluations on Nicole-IRIA. These
tests showed that a context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach was effective at
providing users useful information.

Along the way I conducted experiments on both systems as a test of context-sensitive
asynchronous memory itself using Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA.16 Using Nicole-MPA I
conducted a series of experiments to test the context-sensitivity, asynchrony and anytime
retrieval capabilities of my context-sensitive asynchronous memory implementation, as
well as its raw speed. These experiments were backed up by a series of exploratory and
experimental evaluations of Nicole-IRIA addressing similar issues.

6.6. Fidelity of the Study.
The efforts of the study followed the guidelines of the context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach fairly closely and the experience-based agent approach somewhat less
closely.

16

The ISAAC system was not available for tests at the time this dissertation was completed.
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The Nicole system as a whole implemented all of the support functions of the
experience-based agent architecture except automatic cueing based on working memory
data structures, and the Nicole-MOORE memory module implemented all of the contextsensitive asynchronous memory model except storage of retrieval requests.

However, the Nicole-based applications constructed did not exploit all of these
facilities: Nicole-MPA did not exploit the timing of asynchronous retrieval, exploit
additional cases found through feedback to improve its performance, or build up
experience; Nicole-IRIA did all of these but made only minimal use of the task control
system.

Finally, the study tested knowledge bases ranging over two orders of magnitude in
size, these knowledge bases were not as “large” as, for example, the CYC (Lenat & Guha
1990), Botany (Clark & Porter 1996) or UMLS (National Library of Medicine 2000)
knowledge bases.

6.7. Outline and Expected Results of the Study
The next several chapters detail the work conducted to carry out this analysis of
context-sensitive asynchronous memory.

Chapter 7 presents the details of the core

implementation, the Nicole system; the following chapters detail the experimental work
conducted using the Nicole system and its children. All of these experiments were
designed to validate whether context-sensitive asynchronous memory could provide
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benefit to real tasks, determine how it could be used to provide those benefits, and to
verify that context-sensitive asynchronous memory worked the way that its model
predicts.

To do so, the claims about the impact context-sensitive asynchronous memory had on
tasks were unpacked into subsidiary claims about planning and information retrieval. If
context-sensitive asynchronous memory performed as its model predicts, the experiments
should show improved performance on planning and high quality of recommended
results on information retrieval. The details of these subsidiary claims and the result of
the experiments based on them are discussed in greater depth in the case studies in
Chapters 8 and 9.

The effort of applying context-sensitive asynchronous memory during the case
studies revealed a number of features about how context-sensitive asynchronous memory
could be applied. If context-sensitive asynchronous memory performs as its model
predicts, reasoning tasks need certain features to exploit it and exploiting it will be easiest
for certain kinds of problems, knowledge bases and contexts.

The case studies in

Chapters 8 and 9 and the feasibility study in Chapter 10 unpack these lessons learned
from applying context-sensitive asynchronous memory, using results not only from the
exploratory application of the model but also from follow-up experiments designed to
verify the intuitions discovered during that application.
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Claims about the performance of context-sensitive asynchronous memory itself were
tested with respect to the desiderata for memory systems for general cognitive agents
listed in Chapters 1 and 2. If context-sensitive asynchronous memory performed as its
model predicts, the experiments should show a variety of properties such as generality,
context sensitivity and scaleup. The details of these desiderata and the results relevant to
them are discussed in greater depth in the feasibility study in chapter 10.
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CHAPTER VII.
IMPLEMENTATION
The Nicole agent architecture and toolkit
Experience-based agency proposes a novel method for memory retrieval based on
context-sensitive asynchronous memory, and a novel way of structuring an agent to take
advantage of such a memory. While some aspects of the approach could be analyzed in
the abstract, to really test the model it must be implemented in a running artificial
intelligence system on which experiments and evaluations are conducted.

This implementation is Nicole, a large Common Lisp program instantiating the
experience-based agent approach. Named after a sentient computer in a short story
written by this author (Francis 1995), Nicole is an artificial intelligence system that
provides an architectural infrastructure to support the construction of experience-based or
other agents.

The support that the Nicole system provides includes several modules which are
artificial intelligence systems in their own right: a core representation language
configured to act as a global experience store, a global working memory system, a
context-sensitive asynchronous memory process, and a control system for reasoning tasks
capable of orchestrating reasoning and memory. Together, these components comprise
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all the necessary components of an experience-based agent — short of the reasoning
component of an actual performance task and any integration mechanisms it requires.

To facilitate the construction of reasoning tasks that work within an experience-based
agent architecture, the Nicole system provides development support tools. First, Nicole’s
core modules expose their core functionality through application programming interfaces
or APIs. Second, the Nicole system provides languages to access those interfaces,
including a task language, a working memory specification language, and the
aforementioned knowledge representation system. Reasoning tasks developed with these
languages thus can take advantage of the remaining components of the Nicole system —
knowledge representation, working memory, memory retrieval and task control — which
are task neutral and support a range of reasoning tasks.

In addition to these theoretically significant components, the Nicole system also
provides a set of support tools which facilitate the running and testing of applications
developed in the Nicole system. This includes a system to execute Lisp or system
commands under Nicole’s control, a system to execute Nicole tasks automatically, and a
set of tools for collecting behavior about the execution of the system.

This combination of a core of experience-based agent components, interfaces and
languages to construct reasoning tasks that access those components, and support tools
for running and analyzing these components, means that Nicole can be described as a
development system or authoring tool for the construction of experience-based agent
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systems. For clarity of presentation, I will use the terms Nicole core modules to refer to
the self-contained components of Nicole that provide functionalities like memory
retrieval, Nicole development tools to refer to the languages and interfaces which enable
the construction of reasoning tasks, Nicole support tools to refer to theoretically
insignificant but practically useful tools for running and analyzing the behavior of those
tasks, and the Nicole system to refer to the complete package of core modules,
development tools and support tools.

The Nicole system’s general-purpose design permits the construction of many
different Nicole-based applications, including experience-based agents. Two such
applications constructed with the Nicole system include the case-based planner NicoleMPA and the information retrieval system Nicole-IRIA, discussed in the case studies in
Chapters 9 and 10.

7.1. Overview of Nicole
Figure 7.1 illustrates the overall structure of the Nicole system. Boxes are “modules”,
or groups of code that perform tasks. Horizontal layers are “services,” which are sets of
functions available to all layers and modules shown above them in the diagram. The
Nicole core modules are shown in dark grey. Nicole development tools exist in a one-toone mapping to the experience store, working memory and task system and are thus not
shown. Nicole support tools are shown in light grey and representative components of
Nicole-based applications are shown in white.
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Figure 7.1. The Architecture of NICOLE.

7.1.1. Nicole Core Modules
The primary artificial intelligence modules that make up Nicole are:
•

CRYSTAL Experience Store:
CRYSTAL is a semantic network representation language with reason
maintenance and memory extensions which forms the Nicole system’s experience
store. CRYSTAL data structures also form the foundation for all other modules
in Nicole, including core modules such as memory retrieval and task control as
well as support tools like the executive command and scripted scenario systems.
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•

CRYSTAL-BB Blackboard system:
An extension to CRYSTAL supports hierarchical blackboards, including a
privileged “main system blackboard” which is the primary means of task
communication in the Nicole system and holds the data structures used by
Nicole’s memory retrieval and task control modules.

The structure of the

blackboard is defined by a set of “supertasks” which are provided to the Nicole
system as part of its initial configuration.

Blackboards can also be defined

dynamically.
•

MOORE context-sensitive asynchronous memory retrieval system:
MOORE is an asychronous memory retrieval module, operating over
CRYSTAL’s knowledge representation and using CRYSTAL’s blackboard data
structures. MOORE is parameterizable for experimental purposes, providing both
context-sensitive and traditional memory search modes.

•

TaskStorm task control system:
TaskStorm is an interleaved, hierarchical task decomposition control module,
orchestrating the execution of atomic “tasklets” of Lisp code based on
hierarchical compound “tasks” which are decomposed according to the contents
of the main system blackboard. The active set of tasks are all children of top-level
“supertasks,” provided to the Nicole system as part of its initialization, which also
define the structure of the main system blackboard.
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These Nicole core modules work together to provide architectural support for
experience-based agents. TaskStorm coordinates the operation of the asynchronous
memory retrieval and any reasoning tasks running within Nicole, using the same
representation for knowledge and the same main system blackboard to communicate.

7.1.2. Nicole Development Tools
Of course, the Nicole core modules do not exist in isolation: their purpose is to enable
the construction of experience-based agents that perform real tasks. The most important
part of any Nicole-based application is the actual performance task itself, written using
the Nicole development tools.

The three languages that comprise the Nicole

development tools are its representation language, its working memory language, and
task control language.
•

CRYSTAL Representation Language:
Just like the memory system, a performance task uses the CRYSTAL
representation system. The programmer of a performance task must represent
knowledge used by the task using the CRYSTAL language; that language will in
turn automatically incorporate that knowledge into the CRYSTAL experience
store.

•

CRYSTAL-BB Working Memory Language:
Once a content theory for a reasoning task has been defined, a programmer of a
Nicole-based application must create a supertask which defines that task’s
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processing and control. The first half of a supertask definition defines a set of
blackboard data structures which the task will use as its scratch data structures.
•

TaskStorm Task Definition Language:
The other half of a supertask definition is defining the task control hierarchy of a
reasoning task using the task definition language provided by TaskStorm. This
task hierarchy will execute the functions of the task under the control of the
TaskStorm controller using the contents of the main system blackboard. To
enable existing artificial intelligence applications to be ported to the Nicole
system, TaskStorm supports the execution of arbitrary Lisp code under the
direction of the task control system.

7.1.3. Nicole-Based Applications
To develop a Nicole-based application, a programmer must use these languages to
construct the equivalent of a new Nicole core module that performs a new task. The
distinguishing element that makes a task an experience-based agent is the presence of an
integration mechanism which enables the performance task to take advantage of a
context-sensitive asynchronous memory, and optionally a feedback mechanism by which
the performance task tries to “seed” the memory with additional information about the
task context.

Two major Nicole-based applications have been constructed that exploit the features
of the experience-based agent architecture: Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA:
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•

Nicole-MPA: Multi-Plan Adaptor
MPA is a case-based planning system that extends Hanks & Weld’s (1994) SPA
system with integration mechanisms that merge multiple plans. Nicole-MPA is
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 8.

•

Nicole-IRIA: Information Research Intelligent Assistant
IRIA is an intelligent information management system which finds information
based on the user’s current browsing context and integrates it into ongoing
searches for information based on the user’s search criteria and explicit user
selection. Nicole-IRIA is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 9.

In addition to these Nicole-based applications, Nicole core modules have been used
in the construction of several AI systems, most notably the ISAAC system (Moorman
1997). ISAAC is a story understanding system which reads real science fiction stories at
a measured comprehension level equivalent to human readers.

ISAAC uses the

CRYSTAL knowledge representation module to store all of its knowledge except lowlevel sentence processing information, and uses the MOORE memory module as its
primary retrieval system. ISAAC’s rich story representation and processing mechanisms
placed strong demands upon — and provided a good test of — the generality of the
CRYSTAL and MOORE modules.
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item
(define-node 'ptrans
physical.action
(:agent nil)
(:from nil)
(:to nil)
(:instrument nil)
(:preconditions nil)
(:results nil)
)

(define-node 'isaac
meta-ai-construct
(:name 'isaac)
(:purpose 'reading)
(:age 2)
(:lifeform 'computer)
(:occupation 'researcher)
)

(define-node 'vulcanian
(list person
lifeform
)
(:lifespan 220)
(:sex nil)
(:homeworld vulcan)
)

(define-node 'spock
(list vulcanian
starfleet-officer
)
(:age 150)
(:sex male)
(:rank Ambassador)
)

(define-relationship
'rank-relation
:rank :holds-rank
(list social-relation)
)

(define-relationship
'age-relation
:age :age-of
(list physical-relation)
)

Figure 7.2 Sample CRYSTAL Frame Definitions

7.1.4. Nicole Support Tools
Finally, Nicole provides a variety of service and support systems to ease the task of
constructing, debugging, running and collecting data from AI systems constructed with
the core architecture. These components include an interactive command line, a scripting
language and automatic execution system, a scripted demonstration system, and a variety
of utilities for tracing and instrumenting running Nicole code and collecting experimental
data:
•

Nicole Command Line:
The Nicole system includes an interactive command line or “Listener” that
enables programmers to step through cycles of execution of the architecture
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(where a “cycle” is defined as the atomic execution of a reasoning step in
TaskStorm coupled with a memory retrieval steps in MOORE). The command
line enables programmers to execute various commands to affect Nicole’s
behavior.
•

Nicole Command System:
To facilitate the execution of tasks, the Nicole system also provides a scripting
language and automatic command execution system that can simulate a
programmer’s interaction at the Nicole command line, enabling complex tasks to
be performed automatically.

•

Nicole Scenario/Demo System:
Nicole’s task control module can also execute in fully autonomous mode without
programmer oversight. To guide the system, Nicole supports the definition of
“scenario files” which initialize the Nicole system into a particular configuration
and then cause the execution of scripts through the Nicole command system.
These scenarios can also be run as self-contained demonstrations.

•

Nicole Trace System:
The Nicole system also provides a variety of utilities for tracing and
instrumenting running Nicole code and collecting experimental data for further
analysis.

We will not discuss these support systems in any great length. Instead, we will now
turn to the theoretically important parts of Nicole: its knowledge representation, memory
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retrieval algorithms, task control and communication systems, and samples of reasoning
tasks constructed in this architecture.

7.2. Knowledge Representation in Nicole
The central knowledge representation of the Nicole system is the CRYSTAL
language.

CRYSTAL

is

an

extension

of

the

frame-based

KR

representation/programming language (Guise 1988, 1989, 1992, Myers 1990) which
organizes all knowledge in the system into a bidirectional semantic network with reified
relations and grounded concepts. CRYSTAL’s logical structure and overall expressive
power is similar to that of KL-ONE (Brachman 1985), KODIAK (Wilensky 1986), and
AQUA (Ram 1989).

The fundamental unit of knowledge in CRYSTAL is the frame, or node in CRYSTAL
parlance; frame slots correspond to connections between nodes, called links. Figure 7.2
shows some typical frame definitions in CRYSTAL. Like KR, its parent programming
language, CRYSTAL allows programmers to store low-level data like numbers and
strings in frame slots, as well as to create arbitrary nodes and links on the fly.
CRYSTAL is distinguished from a programming language, however, by its “knowledge
maintenance” policy, which ensures that:
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Figure 7.3 Graphical Depiction of a CRYSTAL Network
•

all perceptual- or program-level data referenced by the knowledge base is
automatically “encapsulated” in placeholder nodes, allowing primitive data types
to automatically participate in knowledge-level relationships.

•

new classes of slots on frames are automatically “reified” into relationship nodes
as they are defined, allowing arbitrary higher-order statements to be made about
relationships that exist between nodes. Relations can be both automatically and
manually defined; the last two node definitions in Figure 7.2 show the special
syntax used to explicitly define nodes as relationships.
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•

each connection between nodes in the knowledge base is encapsulated into a
relationship instance object, or RIO, which maintains a three-way link between
the source node, target node and the relation node that the link instantiates.

The result of this knowledge maintenance policy is that all nodes in the system are
part of an interconnected network grounded in low-level program concepts, and that all
“knowledge” in the network can be represented by relation tuples, similar to the “sea of
assertions” in CYC (Lenat & Guha 1990, CYCORP 2000). Figure 7.3 shows a graphical
depiction of this model: a set of concepts about Kirk and Spock are connected by links
that instantiate relationships which are themselves concepts that can be reasoned about;
this logical content can be accessed through extra-logical information like numbers,
strings and Lisp symbols through the placeholder system. More importantly, every item
mentioned in a node definition such as those seen in Figure 7.2 is automatically entered
into the placeholder system and assigned its own node at the knowledge level. Moreover,
every relationship mentioned as result of node definitions is similarly defined as a fullfledged relationship whether it existed previously or not.

This knowledge maintenance policy means that CRYSTAL is more than a language:
use of the CRYSTAL representation automatically results in the creation of a selfmaintaining knowledge base.

This knowledge base takes the form of a grounded,

interconnected network containing all the knowledge of each task using the
representation — a unified knowledge base for all agent tasks, or more succinctly, an
experience store. As reasoning tasks continue to create knowledge using the CRYSTAL
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item

Memory Retrieval Request #1701
Specs:

(:is-a Starship)

Cues:

(Kirk CaptainOf)

Importance: 1.0
Mode:

Better-Than

Candidates: (Enterprise Excelsior …)
Successes: (Enterprise BirdOfPrey)
Rejects:

(Farragut Excelsior Spock)

…
Figure 7.4 Typical Content of a Memory Retrieval Request
representation, CRYSTAL’s knowledge maintenance policy ensures that this unified
knowledge base for all agent tasks continues to satisfy the key properties of an
experience store: it is grounded, bidirectional, contains reified relations, and encompasses
all agent knowledge. When a new piece of knowledge is added, it is automatically
connected with the existing knowledge base through the relationships it participates in,
the data it refers to, and the automatically generated two-way relations which connect
them.

Therefore, the CRYSTAL module is the experience store for the Nicole system, and,
by extension, for all Nicole-based applications constructed using the Nicole system. How
this experience store forms the basis of memory retrieval in the Nicole system is the topic
to which we now turn.
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7.3. Memory Retrieval in Nicole
The MOORE (Memory Organization and Optimized Retrieval Engine) module forms
the Nicole system’s context-sensitive asynchronous memory. MOORE extends the
CRYSTAL knowledge representation by adding activation levels, connection strengths
and retrieval histories to nodes and links, and then layers on top of that a memory
retrieval API, a matching language, and a swappable memory search algorithm.

7.3.1. Memory Retrieval Requests
The fundamental data structures in the MOORE module are memory retrieval
requests (Figure 7.4).

The MOORE module is essentially a system which creates

memory retrieval requests on behalf of reasoning tasks when reasoning tasks “post”
needs for information (Figure 7.5), which maintains retrieval requests in a queue while it
attempts to satisfy them, and which alerts reasoning tasks when a change occurs in a
request they posted.

MOORE’s memory retrieval request data structures are direct instantiations of the
memory retrieval requests specified by the context-sensitive asynchronous memory
approach. Each memory retrieval request contains lists of specifications and cues, an
importance value, a current candidate buffer, lists of successful (accepted) and rejected
candidate items, and a history of retrieved candidates.
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item
(memory:post-request
;; Matching Specifications
`(((:is-a
) ,mpa::problem-statement-object
((:initial-predicates) ,problem
((:goal-predicates
) ,problem
((:initial-objects
) ,problem
((:goal-objects
) ,problem
((:solution
) nil
)
;; Search Cues
`(,problem
,initial-predicates-relation
,goal-predicates-relation
,initial-objects-relation
,goal-objects-relation
,solution-relation
)
)

)
:gonzo-match)
:gonzo-match)
:gonzo-match)
:gonzo-match)
:any
)

Figure 7.5 Posting a Memory Retrieval Request

Retrieval requests also have matching mode information which specifies whether the
request should return exact matches, approximate matches above a certain threshold, or
the best match available. An exact match corresponds to a search with (at least some)
precise query terms, such as a search for relevant cases.

An approximate match

corresponds to a search in which any item in memory of sufficient relatedness to the
specifications might be useful, such as an analogical matching process or an
understanding process. A best match search is equivalent to a “reminding” task, probing
memory for any information related to the current context.

Retrieval requests move through a series of processing states. When newly created, a
memory retrieval request is empty, seeking a candidate that satisfies its matching mode
(exact, threshold or any). Once a candidate has been found, the request goes into an alert
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state, sending a signal to the reasoning task that a candidate has been found. As part of
the alert process, the memory retrieval automatically shifts to a “better than” retrieval
mode, only altering the candidate if it finds a better item.

The reasoning task may respond by accepting or rejecting the candidate, thus adding
the item to the history of accepts or rejects. In either case, the reasoning task can specify
that the memory retrieval narrow its search to seek better items than its previous
candidates, to keep searching for additional items above threshold, or to broaden its
search to any items.

7.3.2. Memory API in MOORE
MOORE supports all of the core memory retrieval operations proposed for contextsensitive asynchronous memories except post-storage; storage issues were not addressed
extensively in any Nicole-based application and it was decided to defer implementation
of that component until a later edition.

Memory retrieval requests are created by MOORE on the main system blackboard in
response to a “posted” request for information from a reasoning task (Figure 7.5).17 The

17

“Gonzo-match” is one of Nicole-MOORE’s matching algorithms (Figure 7.7). It judges the similarity of

two nodes in a semantic network by traversing all the links out from each node up to some fixed depth,
collecting all the concepts found within that distance for each node, and then comparing the number of
shared concepts in each node’s set.
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Operator

Signature

Description

exact

item

Looks for this exact item on this slot filler

any

NIL

Checks for the presence of any filler on this slot

member

list

Returns 1.0 if the filler matches one or more of the items

inherit

item

fuzzymatch

item or
list

Returns 1.0 if the item(s) match any of the fillers of the slot

partial
match

item

Compares two items as depth N trees, based on a recursive
similarity measure that weights according to fanout

recursive
match

item

Compares two items as depth N trees, based on a recursive
similarity measure that weights the roots more heavily

gonzo-match

item

Compares two items based on number of shared concepts
up to depth N of tree

Returns 1.0 if the filler is-a-p the match item

Figure 7.7 Matching Language of MOORE
post-request operation creates a request, adds it to the main system blackboard, and
generates activation from the request’s cues and specifications in the form of quanta of
perturbance in the spreading activation network.

At any time, the memory retrieval request may be updated, changing its cues,
specifications, importance or retrieval mode.

As part of an update, new quanta of

perturbance are spread into the network; this process of spreading activation from a
request is known as a “refresh.”
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Retrieval requests must be continually refreshed to continue to affect the spreading
activation system. This process can be done either deliberately by the reasoning task or
automatically by the memory retrieval system based on the importance of the requests in
the request queue. In the implemented system, MOORE does not automatically spread
cues, and instead propagates activation only when requests are created, updated or
refreshed.

7.3.3. Matching in MOORE
The matching language in MOORE enables retrieval requests to “walk the structure
of knowledge” when looking for matching items, traversing arbitrary sequences of nodes
and links in the knowledge base to test for the presence (or absence) of values. This
specification language accepts a list of slots (names for particular directions on
relationships) and recursively follows them from object to object, seeking the ultimate
filler of the final role. The matching language is fairly broad: conditions can test for the
existence of any value, the presence of a particular value among a set, an exact matching
value, and a variety of partial and fuzzy matches that test the similarity of a value to an
exemplar (Figure 7.7). Conditions themselves can be composed using ANDs, Ors and
NOTs, and the top-level match can be a strict exact match, a threshold match, or a “best
match” based on a weighted similarity metric. This general language allows the same
retrieval engine to serve the retrieval needs of a wide range of tasks without task-specific
modifications.
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item

(:ZOG-12201
Excelsior
0.0987
(Kirk Enterprise Starship)
)

;; Residence node
;; Current zorch
;; History. Optional.

Figure 7.8 Typical Content of a Zog (Activation Record)

7.3.4. Implementing CDSA in MOORE
While MOORE supports several different retrieval engines for experimental
purposes, its most important engine is the “modified-ruminate” engine, which
implements a fully parameterizable context-directed spreading activation algorithm.
MOORE uses an array of data structures called zogs to record activation propagating
within the system, each recording a certain amount of propagating activation, perturbance
or “zorch” (Hendler 1989, Domeshek 1992) propagating on a specific node in the
network. During the course of development of Nicole a variety of zog implementations
are tested; the content of a typical implementation is shown in Figure 7.8. Each zog
maintains at a minimum its current node and activation strength;

the current

implementation also maintains a history of the nodes a zog has visited to prevent
activation from spreading back to source nodes, though informal tests of alternative
implementations without a history appear to show that the use of histories has little or no
effect on the cost of spreading activation or the quality of retrieval.
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item
(defparameter *damping-cdsa-table*
(make-parameter-table
:damping-cdsa
'(
;; This pair of parameters determines the total number
;; of nodes activation can theoretically spread to.
(*ACTIVATION-THRESHHOLD*
. 0.01
)
(*ZORCH-ATTENUATION*
. 0.9
)
;; This set of parameters determines spreading activation properties.
(*BASELINE-PROPAGATION*
. 0.8
) ; Base propagation of zorch
(*GATED-PROPAGATION*
. 0.2
) ; Additional "gated" zorch
(*RELATION-ATTENUATION*
. 0.1
) ; Zorch leakage to relations
(*CONTEXT-THRESHHOLD*
. 0.01
) ; Is context damping turned on?
(*NON-CONTEXT-DAMPING*
. 0.9
) ; Zorch damping outside context
;; This set of parameters determines decay properties.
(*DECAY-ATTENUATION*
. 0.75
)
(*IRRELEVANCE-DECAY*
. 0.5
)
;; This pair of parameters determines the relative strength of
;; knowledge and association links.
(*KNOWLEDGE-STRENGTH*
. 1.0
)
(*ASSOCIATION-STRENGTH*
. 5.0
)
(*LEARNING-ACTIVATION*
)
;; These parameters determine how propagation works
(*PROPAGATION-LIMIT*
. 1000
) ; How many get propagated
(*DEFAULT-BASE-ACTIVATION* . 1.0
)
(*ACTIVE-THRESHHOLD*
. 0.01
)
;; These parameters determine how retrieval itself works
(*RETRIEVAL-THRESHHOLD*
) ; Excludes candidates if set
(*RETRIEVAL-LIMIT*
. 20
) ; How many get matched
;; These parameters determine how matching works
(*CANDIDATE-THRESHHOLD*
. 0.01
) ; Threshhold of matchy goodness
(*CANDIDATE-POLICY*
. :STRICT ) ; How we replace candidates
(*INHERIT-SPEC-MATCH*
. :INHERIT) ; Do we check inheritance?
(*INHERIT-CUE-MATCH*
. :LOCAL ) ; Do we check inheritance?
)

)
"A context-sensitive parameterization with non-context damping active."
)

Figure 7.9 MOORE Memory Parameter Table

Zogs propagate along links between nodes, leaving activation traces on an active list
of nodes that represents the memory system’s current context. The activation on the
active list determines the weighting of the connections along which zogs propagate,
according to the current parameters of the CDSA equation (Figure 7.9).
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Figure 7.10 The Life History of a Retrieval in Nicole.

MOORE employs a comprehensive cost control policy; by setting parameters, it is
possible to control how many zogs are initially generated from a query, how many are
allowed to propagate, how quickly they decay, and so on. MOORE furthermore uses a
variety of techniques to make the computation of the zoglist as efficient as possible in the
Lisp environment, avoiding unnecessary consing and garbage collection by reusing
structures when possible.
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The Memory Retrieval Request Processing Algorithm
Step 1. A retrieval begins when a reasoning module calls post-request, which adds a
new request-node to the request buffer of the memory blackboard time
Step 2. A request-node may be updated with a update-request call at any time.
Step 3. Each time a request is posted or updated (or when activity occurs in other
system blackboards) activation spreads to nodes in long term memory (the
experience store).
Step 4. On every retrieval cycle, a limited number of active nodes (symbolized by
dark circles) are retrieved to the retrieval buffer for consideration.
Step 5. Each pending request in the request buffer is matched against the
candidates in the retrieval buffer.
Step 6. Successful matches are posted to the candidate buffer to be copied to the
requesting blackboard or process.
Step 7. A retrieval candidate can be accepted or rejected by the accept-candidate
and reject-candidate calls, which update the state of the request to allow it to
more accurately select future matches.
Step 8. The reasoning module may at any time decide to terminate processing of a
request by accepting it through an accept-request call or rejecting it with a
cancel-request call.
Step 9. Terminated requests, both successful and unsuccessful, are stored in long
term memory and used by the storage module (not shown) to adjust associative
links in long term memory and retrieval parameters in the matching and candidate
retrieval systems.

Figure 7.11 Pseudocode for the Memory Retrieval Request Processing Algorithm

7.3.5. The MOORE Algorithm
Memory retrieval requests are processed in “cycles” in MOORE. On each cycle, the
current set of retrieval requests is processed once. The active list of retrieval requests,
called the reified retrieval request queue, the request queue, or simply the request buffer,
is used by the retrieval engine to determine what initial activation spreads into the
system’s memory, to record candidate matches of active items to request specifications,
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MAIN-BOARD
Memory

MPA

Requests

Memory

Fitter

IGS

Cases

Knowledge Goals

Clippings

Candidates
Storage Queue

Candidates

Planner

Task Control

Frontier

Task Queue

New Plans

Figure 7.12 Upper Levels of the Nicole Main System Blackboard
to send alerts to reasoning tasks when candidates are found, and to record acceptances
and rejects of candidates by other tasks.

Figures 7.10 and 7.11 illustrate the typical life history of a retrieval request in Nicole.

7.4. Working Memory in Nicole
Working memory in the Nicole system is implemented as a set of hierarchical
blackboard data structures.

These blackboards are specified using an extension of

CRYSTAL called CRYSTAL-BB.
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item
The MEMORY Plane of MPA:
KNOWLEDGE-GOALS:
#k<KG.216>
IGS:
empty
INTERMEDIATE-PLANS:
empty
INTERMEDIATE-PROBLEMS:
empty
CUMULATIVE-KG:
#k<KG.224>
ACCUMULATED-PROBLEMS:
#k<SKELETON-PLAN.190>
RETRIEVALS: empty
CASES:
#k<MPA::AT-PERSON-LOCAL>
CLIPPINGS: #k<MPA::AT-LUGGAGE-VIA-PUT-DOWN>
#k<MPA::AT-PERSON-DOMESTIC>
The FITTER Plane of MPA:
SOURCES:
empty
CASES:
#k<MPA::AT-PERSON-LOCAL>
FITTED:
empty
CANDIDATES: #k<CLIPPING.237>
CYCLES:
#k<K::1-PLACEHOLDER.3>
COMPLETED: empty
The CANDIDATES Plane of MPA:
#k<SKELETON-PLAN.190>
#k<MPA::PX2-R-APD>
#k<REQUEST-RECORD.210>
#k<REQUEST-RECORD.219>
#k<KG.216>
#k<KG.224>
#k<SOLVED-PLAN.63>
#k<SOLVED-PLAN.65>
#k<SOLVED-PLAN.67>
#k<SOLVED-PLAN.69>
#k<SOLVED-PLAN.71>
#k<SOLVED-PLAN.73>
#k<SOLVED-PLAN.74>
#k<SOLVED-PLAN.76>
#k<SOLVED-PLAN.78>
#k<MPA::AT-PERSON-LOCAL>
#k<MPA::AT-PERSON-DOMESTIC>
#k<MPA::AT-LUGGAGE-VIA-PUT-DOWN>
#k<MPA::AT-OBJECT-VIA-PUT>
#k<MPA::HIDDEN-VIA-HIDE>

Figure 7.13 A Portion of the Nicole Main System Blackboard
CRYSTAL-BB consists of a representation format for blackboard data structures
written in CRYSTAL and an application programming interface to create, inspect,
manipulate and destroy these blackboards.
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CRYSTAL-BB blackboards contain

CRYSTAL nodes, and support all the typical working memory operations such as adding
and deleting items and testing for the presence of matching items in the memory.

When Nicole loads, it automatically initializes a privileged “main system blackboard”
(Figures 7.12, 7.13) based on the current set of defined supertasks (Figure 7.14), the data
structures which define the top-level tasks in the system and the working memory
structures those tasks use. The main system blackboard is the default communications
mechanism for all tasks, and the contents of the blackboard determine how the task
control system expands and schedules tasks.

One element of Nicole implemented, but not fully tested, is the use of implicit
activation spreading from the contents of working memory to automatically guide the
context-sensitive memory retrieval process.

While Nicole’s blackboard structures

support hooks to propagate activation as items are added or removed from the
blackboard, this feature has been disabled in Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA to allow
greater experimental control over the properties of activation and context.

7.5. Task Control in Nicole
Supertasks determine the top-level tasks operating in the system, but lower-level
tasks (and, ultimately, Lisp code) determine what actually happens within each task. The
TaskStorm hierarchical task decomposition module determines how supertasks are
decomposed, instantiated, and ultimately executed in Nicole-based applications.
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item
(define-node 'mpa-supertask supertask-object
(:taskname
"MPA")
(:preconditions t)
(:blackboard
'(:mpa (:control :input
; Statement of the Problem
:active
; Is the planner running?
:mode
; Memory/Planning Integration Strategy
:output
; Solved Problem
)
(:planner :mode
; Planning Strategy
:frontier
; Planning Frontier
:focus
; Current Plan in Frontier
:candidates
; Newly Generated Plans
:solutions
; Solved Plans
)
(:memory :knowledge-goals
; Initial Planning Knowledge
Goal
:igs
; Intermediate Goal Statements
:retrievals
; Plan Object
)
;; MORE BLACKBOARD PANES ...
)
)
(:task-net
;; Activate Main MPA Control Task
'((:trigger ()(:once) (:queue-task #!mpa-control)
)
)
)
)

Figure 7.14 A Supertask Definition in Nicole

Each supertask defines not only a blackboard data structure but also a top level task
which executes using that blackboard as a data structure (Figure 7.14). Just as MOORE
processes retrieval requests in cycles, so does TaskStorm process tasks in cycles. On
each task execution cycle, compound tasks are recursively decomposed and reactive
atomic tasks are permitted to execute once. In its typical configuration, the Nicole
system includes a top-level task for MOORE, which executes one memory retrieval cycle
during every task cycle.

Together, execution of a task cycle and a retrieval cycle

constitute one “cycle of execution” for the Nicole system.
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Tasks are hierarchical data structures (Figure 7.14) which define ordering and control
of low-level actions within the Nicole system. Tasks are defined by a variety of features:
•

type:
Determines whether a task is compound, atomic, or one of the legacy task types
supported in Taskstorm.

•

parameters:
Parameters are task variables which must be bound against the current state of
working memory for the task to execute. Parameters may appear later in
preconditions, method selectors, and so forth. If a task has been queued and its
parameters cannot be bound, a queueing impasse occurs.

•

precondition:
Preconditions are conditional tests written in the task language which must be
satisfied for a task to execute. If a task has been queued and its preconditions
cannot be satisfied, a queueing impasse occurs.

•

body:
Atomic tasks have a task body which can be directly executed.

•

method selector:
Compound tasks have a method selector function, written as a condition-action
test in the task language, which selects one or more method expansion definitions
for expansion.
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Figure 7.15 Portion of Nicole-MPA Planning Supertask Hierarchy
•

method expansion definitions:
Compound task methods have a specification of a set of subtasks which this task
can be expanded into.
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•

subtask execution instructions:
A set of parameters, including scheduling-type, synchronization-type, loopingtype, completion-type, which determine how the expanded method’s tasks will be
executed.

•

termination condition:
A condition which signals the normal termination of this task.

•

abort condition:
A condition which signals the abnormal (forced) termination of this task.

As noted, a task may be compound, in which case the method expands into a set of
subtasks and instructions on how those subtasks are to be executed (Figure 7.16), or
atomic, in which case its single method “expands” into a chunk of Lisp code (Figure
7.17). The ultimate result of a task expansion is a tree of expanded tasks terminating in
atomic tasks at its leaves (Figure 7.15).

A task’s parameter bindings, preconditions, method selection criteria and termination
conditions are dynamically computed during task processing using the contents of the
main system blackboard. These task parameters are written in a condition language
which “walks” the structure of the main system blackboard in the same way that
MOORE’s matching language walks the structure of the knowledge base.
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item
(define-template mpa-control ((mode :get :mpa :control :active))
:name "MPA-Master-Control-Task"
:type :compound
:scheduling-type
:sequential
:synchronization-type :barrier
:looping-type
:repeat
:completion-type
:forced
:precondition (:and (:or (:get :mpa :control :active)
(:get :mpa :control :output))
)
:termination (:never)
:action (#!mpa-initialization
#!mpa-problem-generator
#!mpa-planner
#!mpa-cleanup)
)

Figure 7.16 A Compound Task Definition (Top-Level Control in Nicole-MPA)

TaskStorm controls the execution of the various top-level tasks in Nicole by
maintaining a task queue which it executes in repeated cycles. On each execution cycle,
TaskStorm processes the current task queue, decomposing tasks into expanded task trees
and executing any atomic tasks whose preconditions are satisfied.

When a task enters the queue for the first time, TaskStorm attempts to bind the task’s
parameters. If the binding conditions cannot be satisfied the task encounters a queuing
impasse, remaining in suspended execution until the condition satisfies or the task’s
parent terminates.

When the task’s parameters have been successfully bound, it is “queued” for
execution, and its preconditions are tested on every task cycle. If a task’s preconditions
are not satisfied, the task remains inactive on the task queue, awaiting the satisfaction of
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its preconditions, the satisfaction of its termination conditions, or the termination of its
parent task.

Once a task’s preconditions are satisfied, the task executes until its termination
conditions are met. For an atomic task, this simply means executing the chunk of Lisp
code it encapsulates with the appropriate parameter bindings. For a compound task,
however, execution means decomposition: a method must be selected to “expand” the
task into a lower-level set of task primitives.

Method selection criteria are written in the same condition language used for the
preconditions and parameters of a task (unless the task has a single method, in which case
the method selection criteria may be omitted). A method is simply a list of subtasks,
along with instructions that determine how the tasks are synchronized (whether the tasks
execute serially or in parallel) and how tasks are chosen (whether all subtasks execute or
a single subtask must be selected). If a subtask must be chosen, the method must specify
the choice criteria that determines how the appropriate subtask is selected. If not enough
information is available to make this decision, the task encounters a choice impasse and
must wait until this information is available.

Ultimately most tasks are successfully decomposed, resulting in the addition of one or
more child tasks to the task tree being processed. The parent now lies “dormant”, as each
of its children on the queue is decomposed and executed just as it was. The parent
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item
(define-template splice-everything-carefully
;; Input Parameters
((mode :pop :mpa :planner :mode)
(plan :pop :mpa :planner :focus)
(cases :get :mpa :clipper :sources)
new-plans)
;; Type, Permanence and Termination
:type
:atomic
:precondition (:and (:exists plan cases)
(:member mode #!step-mode #!splice-mode)
)
:termination (:always)
;; Execution Body
:body
(
;; Examine the focus plan:
;; Is this a good opportunity to try to splice a case in?
(when (and plan
(expandable-p plan)
(simple-opportunity-for-plan-pasting-p plan)
)
;; If so, expand the plan via merging
(setf new-plans
(loop for case in cases collect
(mpa-merge-plan-and-case plan case)
)
)
)
)
;; Output Effects
:effects
((:on new-plans :push-list :mpa :planner :novel-plans)
)
)

Figure 7.17 An Atomic Task Definition (Planning Integration in Nicole-MPA)
terminates when all its children terminate, when its own termination criteria are met, or
when one of its parents’ termination criteria are met.

TaskStorm supports the task interleaving demanded by the experience-based agent
architecture at the highest level using the supertask mechanism: by default, all active
supertasks in the system operate effectively in parallel.
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In the portable Lisp

implementation, these tasks are interleaved but could just as easily operate in separate
threads or on separate processors.

To enable integration mechanisms to respond appropriately to new retrievals as they
are generated, TaskStorm also supports task interleaving at the task level; methods may
be decomposed into sets of tasks executing in parallel with a variety of synchronization
primitives. These primitives allow the user to specify “blocking” synchronization in
which all subtasks must run to completion before the parent task is considered complete,
“race” synchronization in which the first completed subtask signals completion of the
parent, “spawning” synchronization in which subtasks respawn until the parent task dies,
or “serial” synchronization in which each subtask must execute in turn.

The

synchronization language also allows the user to specify whether a task terminates when
its subtasks are complete or loops over the subtasks repeatedly.

7.6. Sample Reasoning Tasks in Nicole
Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA illustrate the typical structure of Nicole-based
applications.

Nicole-MPA consists of three main modules of code: knowledge representation,
integration mechanisms, and task code. Nicole-MPA extends the SPA planner (Hanks &
Weld 1996), which has its own knowledge representation for plans; Nicole-MPA
provides a “plan tagging” mechanism which makes the contents of a plan visible to the
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memory retrieval system. Nicole-MPA also provides plan integration mechanisms which
extend SPA to enable it to compose multiple plans. Finally, to enable the integration of
plans into the planning process as they are found by the memory, Nicole-MPA provides a
planning supertask which encompasses a variant of the SPA plan search algorithm using
Nicole’s main system blackboard and plan data structures. Figure 7.15 shows NicoleMPA’s planning task hierarchy, and Figure 7.16 shows a leaf task for executing plan
integration mechanisms.

Nicole-IRIA, in contrast, consists primarily of knowledge representation and
interface processing.18 The bulk of Nicole-IRIA’s code is used to represent Internet and
other information resources in the CRYSTAL language. The remainder of Nicole-IRIA
is in the interface, translating user searches and clicks into traditional Nicole-MOORE
memory retrievals and memory cues.

Because Nicole-IRIA’s information retrieval

process is controlled through the user interface, no information retrieval supertask was
necessary; instead, Nicole-IRIA’s primary duty.

Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA will be discussed in more detail in Chapters 8 and 9.

18

Nicole-IRIA was developed at Enkia Corporation as part of an Air Force Rome Labs SBIR Phase I

grant.
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item
(defscenario 'run-merge-without-trace
:user-tasks '(#!mpa::mpa-supertask)
:autonomous t
:script
'((:exec (unless (boundp 'mpa::*experimental-library*)
(setf mpa::*experimental-library*
(mpa::solve-domain
(get-argument :domain mpa::stinger)))))
(:exec (apply #'initialize-problem-and-mode
(get-argument :problem)
(get-argument :mode)
nil))
(:exec (setf taskstorm::*taskstorm-countdown*
(get-argument :max-cycles 100)))
(:post-command (when (> taskstorm::*taskstorm-execution-ticks* 100)
(taskstorm::taskstorm-quit)))

)

(:post-command (when (get-board :mpa :control :output)
(taskstorm::taskstorm-quit)))
)

Figure 7.18 Sample Nicole Scenario

7.7. Additional Features
The Nicole system has a variety of additional features designed to make it easier to
write, run, test, evaluate and demonstrate Nicole-based applications.

Nicole’s Module system, similar to Lisp defsystem, breaks the Nicole system into
smaller components which can be loaded separately, enabling the modules and tools of
the Nicole system to be loaded on demand. The module system tracks all loaded files,
enables the quick re-loading of modified files, and provides an automatic compilation
facility.
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The Nicole system’s native operating environment is the Nicole command line, a Lisp
shell which provides the user with the ability to “step” the Nicole one or more cycles of
execution, inspect the main system blackboard, get help, and execute Lisp commands.
The Nicole system can also operate in a “standalone” mode in which Nicole’s task and
memory system run autonomously, or in a “slave” mode in which a cycle can be executed
by another program.

Nicole also provides a Command facility written in the TaskStorm language which
enables users to write “scripts” or “macros” which can be executed by an autonomously
running Nicole as if the user was entering commands at the Nicole command line.

Nicole also provides a more extensive Scenario facility, which encapsulates a set of
commands along with a full list of Nicole parameters in an external, editable script file
(Figure 7.18). A scenario enabling Nicole to be automatically started and stepped to an
arbitrary particular state before control either terminates or returns to the user. The
Scenario facility is in turn used by the Nicole Demo system, which uses similar, more
extensive external script files to step Nicole through a predetermined scenario either
automatically or stepped at breakpoints by a single keystroke.

Nicole provides a variety of ways to instrument running programs. A tracing facility
enables users to toggle the display of named tracing statements for debugging or display
purposes. The Nicole command line can be configured to trace the execution of the
memory system and display the results. Finally, Nicole also supports “experimental
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harnesses” which call Nicole scenario scripts repeatedly with different sets of parameters,
collecting tracing data and outputting the data to named files for later analysis.

This combination of tracing, instrumented code and test harnesses was used to collect
the data for the feasibility and case studies of the experience-based agent approach as
implemented in the Nicole system; it is to these studies that we now turn.
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CHAPTER VIII.
CASE STUDY: PLANNING
Experiments with exploiting a context-sensitive asynchronous memory

8.1. Overview
The first major test of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach’s ability
to provide benefit to real tasks was in planning. In this case study, a planning system was
constructed on experience-based agent principles and tested against a variety of other
approaches. This experience-based planning system, Nicole-MPA, was tested in both
rigorous experiments and a series of exploratory evaluations designed to identify where
context-sensitive asynchronous memory would provide the greatest benefit.

8.2. Goals of the Case Study
This case study was designed to investigate how context-sensitive asynchronous
memory can be applied to a reasoning task and to illuminate the benefits that it could
provide to those tasks. The specific thesis tested was:
The

experience-based

agent

approach

improvement to reasoning tasks.
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can

provide

performance

As the reader may recall from Chapters 3-5, the experience-based agent approach is
simply a framework for constructing reasoning tasks that can exploit the properties of a
context-sensitive asynchronous memory. Therefore, this study can be seen as testing
several theses: first, whether experience-based agency is a fruitful approach for
exploiting a context-sensitive asynchronous memory, second, whether context-sensitive
asynchronous memory works at all, and third, under what circumstances contextsensitive asynchronous memory is most effective.

This chapter will review experimental results most pertinent to the first of these
questions, deferring discussion of results related to the quality and applicability of
context-sensitive asynchronous memory until Chapter 10.

8.3. Methodology of the Case Study.
Testing the thesis that experience-based agency can provide performance
improvement to a reasoning task actually requires applying it to a task and evaluating its
performance with respect to alternative approaches.

I chose to apply experience-based agency to the planning task, specifically to leastcommitment case-based planning.

Applied to planning, the experience-based agent

approach consists of building a store of planning experience accessed through a contextsensitive asynchronous memory and exploited through integration mechanisms that
dynamically combine multiple cases to reduce planning effort.
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The performance of the experience-based approach to this task was evaluated by
comparison with alternative approaches, such as single-experience adaptive approaches
and from-scratch generative planning.

8.4. Execution of the Study
The testbed for these evaluations was the Nicole-MPA system, a least-commitment
case-based planner built along experience-based agent principles and implemented in the
Nicole architecture. Nicole-MPA is an “integrative” multi-case case-based planner with a
planning module that satisfies the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach’s
requirements for memory-reasoning communication, feedback and integration.

To test Nicole-MPA, I constructed several planning domains and case libraries
including the Travelworld, Stinger Missile and Abstract-3 domains; I also constructed a
series of variants of Nicole-MPA, including generative, single-case, and multi-case
modes. I then conducted a series of experiments using Nicole-MPA on these domains,
comparing the performance of generative, single-case adaptive and experience-based
modes, attempting to illustrate the conditions under which experience-based agency
would provide performance improvements.

The study resulted in both failures and successes: ultimately it showed the capacity of
the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach to improve a system’s performance
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but along the way demonstrated failings of the original hypotheses on how the approach
could be applied.

8.5. Target Task: Planning
This study explored how the experience-based agent approach could be applied to the
target task of case-based least-commitment planning. Planning in general is the task of
reasoning about action — finding a sequence of actions that achieves a given goal from a
given initial state. Least-commitment planning is a particular framework for planning
that reasons about partially complete plans. Case-based planning is a framework which
attempts to exploit past knowledge to solve new problems.

8.5.1. Least Commitment Planning
This study took a least-commitment approach to the planning task (Weld, 1994).
Least-commitment planning departs from classical planning systems by delaying
decisions about step orderings and bindings as much as possible to prevent backtracking.
Least-commitment planners solve problems by successive refinement of a partial plan
derived from the initial and goal conditions of the problem. Plans are represented as sets
of steps, causal links between steps, variable bindings and ordering constraints.
Beginning with a skeletal partial plan based on the initial and goal conditions of the
problem, a least-commitment planner attempts to refine the plan by adding steps, links
and constraints that eliminate open conditions or resolve threats.
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8.5.2. Case-Based Planning
One drawback of planning is that solving planning problems can be computationally
expensive; depending on the richness of the planning representation and planning
problems, the planning task can be NP-complete at best and undecidable at worst.
However, the solutions to a planning problem are determined by the environmental
conditions in which action can be taken.

This combination — hard problems and

environmental cues — this makes planning a good candidate for knowledge re-use.

One method for knowledge reuse for the planning task is case-based reasoning, or
more specifically case-based planning (Hammond 1989, Veloso 1994). Case-based
planning involves treating each problem that the planner encounters as a case which
encompasses the problem, the solution or steps taken to find a solution, and the outcome
obtained by using or applying the solution derived. A case is essentially an experience
that teaches a lesson: for this problem in these conditions the following solution is valid;
for that problem in those conditions the following pitfalls may arise. A case-based
planner solves new problems by retrieving past experiences and applying the lessons
learned: for example, by adapting the previous solution to the current situation.

8.5.3. Prior Work in Least-Commitment Case Based Planning
The Systematic Plan Adaptor algorithm (Hanks & Weld, 1995) is a least-commitment
algorithm for case-based planning. SPA is based on four key ideas: treat adaptation as a
refinement process (based on the generative least-commitment planner SNLP;
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McAllester & Rosenblitt, 1991), annotate partial plans with reasons for decisions, add a
retraction mechanism to remove decisions, and add a fitting mechanism to fit previous
plans to current situations. Reasons support the fitting and retraction mechanisms by
allowing SPA to determine the dependencies between steps. Once a plan has been
retrieved, it may contain steps and constraints that are extraneous or inconsistent with the
new situations; during fitting, reasons allow SPA to identify extraneous steps and remove
them; during adaptation, reasons allow SPA to isolate steps which are candidates for
retraction.

One limitation of SPA is that it is a single-plan adaptor; even if a new problem could
be solved by merging several plans, SPA must choose only one and adapt it to fit. This
limitation arises from SPA’s attempt to maintain systematicity and completeness. A
systematic planner never repeats its work by considering a partial plan more than once; a
complete planner always finds a solution if it exists. SPA ensures these properties (in
part) by choosing only one refinement at a time, by never retracting any refinement made
during adaptation (to avoid reconsidering plans), and by adding all possible versions of
any refinement it chooses (to avoid missing a solution). Fuller discussions of
completeness and systematicity in SPA can be found in (Hanks & Weld 1995, Francis &
Ram 1995).
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8.6. The Problem: Solving Hard Problems with Past
Experience
Planning was a good choice for a reasoning task for the first case study for a variety
of reasons. Planning is a heavily-studied task in artificial intelligence with wellunderstood properties, and planning (or, more generally, reasoning about action) is
required for certain kinds of real-world tasks. Even tasks that do not logically require
planning can sometimes be solved by planning techniques. Planning depends on large
amounts of world knowledge specific to particular contexts and situations.

Planning furthermore has several properties which make the experience-based agent
approach applicable. First, planning problems are computationally difficult to solve —
between NP-complete and undecidable based on the planning model — making it a good
candidate for reuse of knowledge.

Second, planning by its nature elaborates the

description of the problem as possible actions and constraints upon action are discovered.
Third, the relevance of actions and cases to a planning state is related to the initial and
goal conditions of a plan by the plan’s domain structure. Fourth, while plans can be large
and complex they can also often be broken up into smaller components, making planning
a good candidate for combination of multiple past experiences.

Taken together, this suggests that planning would be a good target for the experience
based agent approach: it includes hard problems which can be solved through experience,
generates contextual information during the reasoning process, contains contextual
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structure in the domain, and can potentially benefit from the discovery of additional
experiences during the process.

8.7. The Solution: Combining Multiple Past Experiences
The experience-based agent solution to knowledge reuse in case-based planning is
essentially multi-case case-based planning using context-sensitive asynchronous retrieval
of cases based on feedback from the planning process.

8.7.1. Principles Behind an Experience-Based Agent Solution
Experience-based agency provides a framework for applying context-sensitive
asynchronous memory to the problem of reuse of knowledge in context. Contextsensitive asynchronous memory explains how to use context to retrieve experience likely
to be useful for reuse.

Experience-based agency explains how to take retrieved

experience and reuse it by integrating it into the current reasoning state.

Like case-based reasoning, the experience-based agent approach is an attempt to
reuse past knowledge to improve current performance based on relationship between
current conditions and past experiences.

Experience-based agency can be viewed as

both more general than and more specific than case-based reasoning. It is more general
in that the context-sensitive asynchronous memory architecture used by an experiencebased agent is not limited to the retrieval of cases; it is more specific in that it imposes a
particular style of memory retrieval (context-sensitive, approximate, asynchronous) and
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Environment

Reasoner

Memory
Context Trace
Figure 8.1 The Experience-Based Agent Approach to Reasoning Integration
particular constraints on how experiences are used (multiple experiences are combined
dynamically).

The experience-based agent approach to knowledge reuse is both enabled and driven
by the context-sensitive asynchronous memory retrieval process. Where many traditional
reasoners use the initial problem to find past experiences before beginning to work on a
problem, an EBA system in contrast exploits interrupts from memory as they occur, using
integration mechanisms to incorporate multiple past pieces of knowledge dynamically to
solve problems that cannot be solved otherwise (Figure 8.1). The goal is to use feedback
from the task process to inform the context-sensitive asynchronous memory process,
obtaining additional relevant past experiences which may improve the system’s ability to
solve the problem.
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0. Search in the Space of Partial Plans

6. Splice Relevant Steps

1. Obtain
Partial Plan

2. Determine
Intermediate
Goal Statement

3. Search
Case
Library

4. Find Best
Matching
Plan

5. Adjust
conditions and
remove steps

Figure 8.2. The Multi-Plan Adaptation Cycle
To exploit this strategy, the reasoning task of an experience-based agent must satisfy
a variety of constraints, including not only the constraints of memory (communicating
with memory and providing feedback) but also of the reasoning style. A reasoner for an
experience-based agent must be able to integrate multiple past experiences dynamically.
Applied to case-based planning, this reasoning strategy becomes multi-plan adaptation.

8.7.2. Multi-Plan Adaptation
Because it adapts only one plan, SPA can resort to significant amounts of fromscratch planning even when the knowledge needed to complete the plan is present in the
case library. A potential way to make more effective use of the planner’s past experience
is to recognize when a partial plan needs to be extended, select plans to that address the
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deficiency, and then extract and merge the relevant parts of the retrieved plan into the
original plan.

An approach based on multi-plan adaptation would resolve this problem in SPA by
allowing the retrieval of cases at any point during the adaptation process, the dynamic
extraction of relevant parts of past cases, and merging of relevant cases to improve
system performance. To implement this approach, I developed a multi-plan adaptation
algorithm called, appropriately enough, MPA. MPA is based on a model of plan
adaptation that extends the SPA framework by adding three key mechanisms:
•

a goal deriver, which extracts intermediate goal statements from partial plans

•

a plan clipper, which prepares plans for merging using a modified plan fitting
mechanism

•

a plan splicer, which merges two plans together based on their causal structure

Intermediate goal statements are MPA’s knowledge goals; they provide MPA with
the ability to merge partial plans at any point of the adaptation process and contribute to
its ability to dynamically extract the relevant subparts of retrieved cases. Intermediate
goal statements are extracted by the inverse of a representational “trick” that SPA uses to
construct a skeletal plan if it can’t find a relevant case in its library. The trick is simple:
build a skeletal plan by adding dummy initial and final steps whose post- and preconditions match the initial and goal conditions of the problem. This technique is also
used in SPA’s generative predecessor SNLP (McAllester & Rosenblitt, 1991) as well as a
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host of other STRIPS-based planning systems. MPA inverts this trick by extracting new
goals from the open conditions of a partial plan. As planning proceeds, open conditions
in the goal statement are resolved, but new open conditions are posted as new steps are
added. MPA constructs an intermediate goal statement by extracting these new open
conditions and using them to form the new goal state, and by extracting the initial
conditions of the partial plan can be extracted and using them to form the new initial
conditions.19

Just like the original goal statement, the intermediate goal statement can be used to
retrieve and fit a partial plan. However, the result of this process is not a complete fitted
plan suitable for adaptation; it is a plan clipping that satisfies some or all of the open
conditions of the partial plan from which the intermediate goal statement was derived. To
take advantage of the plan clipping for adaptation, it must be spliced into the original
partial plan. Together, plan clipping and splicing form MPA’s integration mechanism for
incorporating new plans into the current reasoning context (Figure 8.2).

19

Unfortunately, since ordering constraints and binding constraints may be posted to the plan at any time,

only the initial conditions can be guaranteed to be valid conditions for the intermediate goal statement.
Conditions established by other steps of the plan may be clobbered by the addition of new steps and new
ordering constraints. However, it might be possible to develop heuristics that select additional initial
conditions that are likely to hold, perhaps in conjunction with more complex retrieval, fitting and splicing
algorithms. In general, deciding which parts of a plan can be extracted to form a sensible and effective
intermediate goal statement is a difficult and unsolved problem.
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The Multi-Plan Adaptation Cycle
Step 1. a partial plan is obtained, either directly from a goal statement, from an initial
case fitting, or from ongoing adaptation processes.
Step 2. An intermediate goal statement is extracted from the plan, consisting of the
initial conditions known to be true in the world and the set of preconditions not yet
satisfied in the plan.
Step 3. The case library is searched for a matching plan in exactly the same way that
it is searched for initial case fittings.
Step 4. The best matching plan is retrieved and
Step 5. is adjusted to have the right set of initial and goal conditions and to remove
extraneous plan steps.
Step 6. The steps are recursively spliced into the plan, beginning with the links that
match to the intermediate goal statement and then moving backwards through the
plan along the paths of the causal links.
Step 0. Finally, the successfully spliced plans are returned for further adaptation or
splicing.

Figure 8.3 Pseudocode for the Multi-Plan Adaptation Cycle
Ignoring for a moment issues such as overall control and the role of memory retrieval,
the multi-plan adaptation cycle consists of the following steps: getting a partial plan,
extracting an intermediate goal statement, searching for relevant cases, selecting the best
case, clipping the best case to the intermediate goal statement, splicing the clipping into
the case, and continuing processing (Figure 8.3).

MPA’s splicing mechanism uses the intermediate goal statement to produce a
mapping between the partial plan and the plan clipping, pairing open conditions from the
partial plan with satisfied goal conditions from the plan clipping. The plan splicer uses
this mapping to perform a guided refinement of the original partial plan, selecting goal
conditions from the clipping and using the links and steps that satisfied them as templates
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to instantiate similar steps and links in the original plan. As these steps are added, new
mappings are established between open conditions in the new steps and satisfied
preconditions in the clipping and are added to the queue of mappings that the splicer is
processing. Hence, the plan splicer performs a backwards breadth-first search through the
causal structure of the plan clipping, using links and steps in the clipping to guide the
instantiation of links and steps in the original plan. Figure 8.4 briefly outlines the MPA
plan merging algorithm.

8.7.3. Controlling Multi-Plan Adaptation
Merely having the ability to splice plans together does not allow us to take advantage
of past experience. We need to decide what experiences to combine and when to combine
them. Because the MPA algorithm can potentially be performed at any point during the
adaptation process — using an initial skeletal plan derived from the initial and goal
statement, using a fitted plan derived from retrieval, or using an adapted plan after some
arbitrary amount of retraction and refinement — we have considerable flexibility in
deciding what to retrieve, when to retrieve it and when to merge it.

This flexibility — and the pitfalls that go along with it — highlights one of the key
issues that distinguishes the experience-based agent approach from context-sensitive
asynchronous memory proper. Context-sensitive asynchronous memory focuses on when
to retrieve experiences; experience-based agency focuses on how to integrate and
compose experiences together into a reasoning state. Ultimately, of course, the issue of
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The MPA Plan Merging Algorithm
Input: A partial plan P, and a case library C.
Output: A new partial plan P'.
procedure MPA (P, C):
Step 1. P' ← Copy-Plan(P)
Step 2. igs ← GetIntermediateGoalStatement(P')
Step 3. plan ← RetrieveBestPlan (C, igs)
Step 4. {clipping, mapping} ← FitPlan (plan, igs)
Step 5. for cgp in mapping do
Step 6.

if Producer-Exists (oc-gl-pair, P')

Step 7.

then

Splice-Link (oc-gl-pair, P', clipping)

Step 8.

else

Splice-Step (oc-gl-pair, P', clipping)

Step 9.

AddNewOpenCond-GoalPairs(mapping, P')

Step 10. return P'

Figure 8.4. The MPA Plan Merging Algorithm
when and how to compose must be driven by the specifics of the agent and the tasks at
hand: a complete system built on experience based agent principles must make explicit
choices about its strategy for integrating context-sensitive asynchronous retrievals and
experience integration.

There is a spectrum of possible control regimes for multi plan adaptation based on the
commitments a control algorithm makes about when to retrieve and when to adapt. Three
such algorithms are Systematic MPA, Interactive MPA, and Extreme MPA.

On one end of the spectrum, Systematic MPA preserves SPA’s property of
systematicity by splicing all retrieved cases before (generative) adaptation begins. On the
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other, Extreme MPA never performs generative adaptation and instead uses a set of
pivotal cases (Smyth & Keane, 1995) to guarantee completeness.

Both Systematic and Extreme MPA make extreme commitments: either integrate all
knowledge before generative adaptation begins, or never generatively adapt and rely
solely on past experience. An alternative approach is to allow plan splicing at any point
during adaptation. In the middle stands Interactive MPA, a control regime that can
potentially attempt a retrieval at any time, either with the initial skeletal plan or with
partial plans produced as a result of adaptation. Since the results of splicing cause large
jumps in the search space, this regime deliberately departs from the systematicity of
SNLP and SPA in an attempt to solve the problem with less search.

However, allowing arbitrary plan retrieval and plan splicing is not without cost.
Performing a full search of the system’s case library at every step of the problem space
could be computationally prohibitive. The costs of searching the case library at every step
of the problem space could outweigh the benefits of reduced search, especially if the
system enters a “slump” — an adaptation episode which begins and ends with the
application of relevant clippings, but which goes through a series of intermediate plans
for which the system cannot match any existing plans in its case library. Clearly, it is
worthwhile to retrieve and apply clippings at the beginning and end of a slump, but a full
search of the case library at each intermediate step could cost more than the benefits that
the initial and final retrievals provide. This is the swamping utility problem — the
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benefits of case retrieval can be outweighed by the costs of that retrieval, leading to an
overall degradation in performance as a result of case learning (Francis & Ram, 1995).

8.7.4. Expected Benefits of Multi-Plan Adaptation
Both adapting a single partial plan and adapting merged partial plans can produce
significant benefits over generative problem solving. The cost of generative planning is
exponential in the size of the final plan produced, whereas fitting a plan is a linear
operation in the size of the plan. Hence, the potential exists for substantial improvement
through retrieval and adaptation if an appropriate past plan exists, especially for large
plans. In certain domains, SPA has demonstrated significant improvements over
generative planning. However, if large gaps exist in the retrieved partial plan, SPA must
resort to adaptation, which, like generative problem solving, has an exponential cost in
the number of steps that need to be added.

While this amount of adaptation may be a significant improvement over complete
from-scratch problem solving, the potential exists to reduce that even further by using
MPA to clip and splice more partial plans. Fitting a clipping and splicing a clipping are
linear operations in the size of the plan being spliced. Hence, the potential exists for
substantial improvement through plan merging if an appropriate past plan exists,
especially if the gaps in the existing plan are large.
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8.7.5. Prior Work in Plan Reuse and Multi-Plan Adaptation
Experience-based agency as implemented in Nicole-MPA is not the first approach to
reusing past experiences in a case-based fashion in least-commitment planning. The
most relevant example of that work to this research is of course SPA, upon which NicoleMPA builds. Other similar plan reuse systems include PRIAR (Kambhampati & Hendler
1992) an SPA-like system based on NONLIN, and XII (Golden et al. 1994), an SPA-like
system that plans with incomplete information. Hanks and Weld (1995) discuss these and
other plan reuse systems from the perspective of the SPA framework.

MPA’s plan splicing mechanism is in many ways similar to DERSNLP (Ihrig &
Kambhampati 1994), a derivational analogy system built on top of SNLP that uses eager
replay to guide a partial order planner. While DERSNLP’s eager replay mechanism is in
some ways similar to a limiting case of Systematic MPA in which a single plan is
retrieved and spliced into a skeletal plan derived from an initial problem statement,
DERSNLP goes beyond SPA’s reason mechanism and includes a full derivational trace
of problem solving in its cases. While DERSNLP and its extension DERSNLP-EBL
focus on when it is profitable to retrieve a partial plan, unlike Nicole-MPA they do not
provide the capability of interrupting adaptation as a result of an spontaneous memory
retrieval, nor do they provide the ability to integrate the results of multiple plans.

Similarly, combining multiple plans in case-based reasoning has a long research
history: Watson & Perera (1997) review and compare a variety of such approaches. The
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PRODIGY/ANALOGY system (Veloso 1994) can retrieve and merge the results of an
arbitrary number of totally ordered plans during the derivational analogy process.
Because PRODIGY/ANALOGY manipulates and stores totally ordered plans, it runs into
significant issues on deciding how to interleave steps (Veloso, 1994, p124-127), an issue
MPA was designed to avoid because of its least-commitment heritage but which in reality
poses new problems in the form of a combinatorial explosion. Furthermore,
PRODIGY/ANALOGY deliberately limits its capability to retrieve and combine cases on
the fly in an attempt to reduce retrieval costs.

The ROUTER path-planning system (Goel et al., 1994) has the ability to recursively
call its case-based methods to fill in gaps in a planned route when no exactly matching
case can be found. (PRODIGY/ANALOGY has a similar capability to call itself
recursively, although the full implications of this ability have not yet been explored).
Like Nicole-MPA, ROUTER has the ability to combine multiple cases, although only in
a synchronous fashion because its memory does not support spontaneous retrieval.
However, each of these cases must be complete cases; it does not have the ability to clip
out the relevant portion of a case at retrieval time. ROUTER does have the ability to
break a case up into subcases at storage time, but the results show that computational
costs of this storage computation outweigh the benefits in improved retrievals (Goel et al.
1994, p. 63).

The JULIA system (Hinrichs 1992) also has the ability to combine pieces of several
past cases, but this is largely a domain-independent algorithm for merging declarative
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structures, rather than a planning system. The CELIA system (Redmond 1990, 1992)
stores cases as separate snippets, case subcomponents organized around a single goal or
set of conjunctive goals. Snippets provide CELIA with the ability to retrieve and identify
relevant subparts of a past case based on the system’s current goals. Note that while
snippets are superficially similar to plan clippings, plan clippings are constructed
dynamically during problem solving, whereas snippets need to be computed and stored in
advance.

Clippings are similar to macro operators (Fikes et al. 1972) in that they use past
experience to combine several problem solving steps into a single structure that can be
applied as a unit, allowing the system to make large jumps in the problem space and
avoid unnecessary search. However, macro operators differ from clippings in two
important ways. First, macro operators are traditionally precomputed at storage time,
whereas clippings are computed dynamically; second, macro operators are fixed
sequences of operators, whereas clippings are partially ordered sets of operators that may
be resolved in a wide variety of ways in the final plan.

Kambhampati & Chen (1993) built and compared several systems that retrieve
partially ordered case-like “macro operators”. They demonstrated that least-commitment
planners could take greater advantage of past experience than totally-ordered planners
because of their ability to efficiently interleave new steps into these “macro-operators”
during planning. While this work focuses primarily on interleaving new steps into single
past plans, the explanations the authors advance for the efficiency gains they detected
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could be extended to suggest that least-commitment planners would be superior to
totally-ordered planners when interleaving multiple plans. The Nicole-MPA system
provided a testbed to empirically evaluate this hypothesis.

8.8. Executing the Study
To execute the planning study, I constructed traditional and experience-based
versions of the MPA planner, several planning domains, several case libraries, and used
these to conduct five evaluations that tested seven hypotheses about experience-based
agency and its application to planning.

8.8.1. Planning Frameworks
The Nicole-MPA system was designed to be a highly configurable planner. It had
both command line and Nicole-driven versions, and could use a variety of different
control regimes to effect different planning strategies.

These strategies included

generative planning, single-case adaptation, multi-plan adaptation, and metaplanning
multi-plan adaptation:

Generative Planning (SNLP). The most basic version of MPA attempted to solve
plans generatively, using the SNLP plan refinement framework operating under MPA’s
search control. The generative planner took as input a problem statement, which it
transformed into a skeletal partial plan that served as the starting point of a search space
for potential solutions. Generative planning occurred by successive “refinement” of
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partial plans to eliminate holes and flaws, using a frontier of partial plans searched in a
best-first fashion based on a search heuristic.

Single-Case Adaptation (SPA). The next version of MPA attempted to solve plans
through single-case adaptation, using the SPA plan fitting operations to produce partial
plans. Partial plans were then adapted into complete plans in a refinement process
identical to the search in generative planning.

Search-Space Multi-Plan Adaptation. Several versions of the MPA algorithm itself
were constructed. An initial standalone implementation of the MPA algorithm was
constructed to test the algorithm itself. This version of extracted intermediate goal
statements from partially completed plans, used an enhanced version of the SPA fitting
algorithm to extract the relevant parts of merged cases, and included a novel plan splicing
algorithm to merge fitted cases with partial plans into new plans.

The next version of the multiple plan adaptor algorithm provided the additional
infrastructure to merge multiple plans within the existing search space.

The MPA

algorithm was expanded and extended to ensure that it could handle all of the conditions
that might arise in more complex plans, including matching variablized conditions to
varibilized plans.

The algorithm was then decomposed into component parts and was

integrated into a Nicole-Taskstorm task network. This task network could simulate a
variety of search techniques, including both traditional best-first search and a variety
more deliberative search processes. It could also apply a variety of techniques at each
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point in the search space, including heuristics for merging, the potential to discard parts
of the search space when merging occurred, and the ability to perform postprocessing on
merged plans. In all versions of this planner, partial plans for merging were drawn from
the frontier of the search space, and merged plans were then returned to the frontier for
further adaptation into a solution.

For additional tests of the algorithm, a command-line tool was constructed which
mirrored the performance of the task network, enabling the latest MPA algorithm to be
tested in generative (SNLP-like), adaptive (SPA-like) and multi-plan adaptive (MPA)
modes without the overhead of memory retrieval and task control.

Metaplanning Multi-Plan Adaptation. The final version of the multiple plan
adaptor algorithm used a metaplanning control strategy to attempt to provide greater
control over retrieval, merging and adaptation.

Unlike a traditional planner which attempts to solve problems by searching the space
of partial plans using operators at the level of the planning domain, a metaplanner
searches a higher-level space whose operators are whose operators are high-level
reasoning operations like generative planning, plan merging, adaptation, and other plan
transformations (Stefik 1981, Wilensky 1984). Like a traditional planner, a metaplanner
may possess a search frontier of partial plans it is working on; however, a metaplanner
can also explicitly maintain other resources such as a buffer of retrieved cases or a library
of plan transformations. At each step in the search space, the metaplanner considers the
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Figure 8.6 Meta-planning Reasoning Integration
plans, cases, transforms and other information at its disposal and selects a high-level
reasoning operation, such as plan adaptation or case merging, in an attempt to produce a
solution (Figure 8.6).

The metaplanner extended Nicole-MPA’s existing configuration by explicitly
maintaining four data structures: a frontier of partial plans, a buffer of cases, a library of
merge heuristics, and a library of adaptation heuristics. The metaplanner had two
reasoning operations available to it: “greedy” adaptation and case merging.
merging has already been described.

Case

“Greedy” adaptation takes a partial plan and

quickly attempts to resolve all remaining conflicts in the plan within a few adaptation
steps; if no solution can be quickly found greedy adaptation exits and other operators are
applied. Because of the interaction of these two operations, the metaplanner’s control
regime resembled most closely the “Extreme” strategy for multi-plan adaptation,
achieving the bulk of its plan adaptation through the merging process.
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The metaplanner used its libraries of merge and adaptation heuristics to guide its
operator selections. These heuristics consisted of quick-and-dirty rules of thumb for
judging whether a plan in the plan frontier was a good candidate for merging or
adaptation. For example, one merge heuristic suggested that a plan was a good candidate
for merging if it contained a small number of open goals and no ordering or binding
conflicts. One adaptation heuristic suggested that a plan was a good candidate for greedy
adaptation if the number of conflicts in the plan was fewer than the number of plan
refinements greedy adaptation was configured to attempt.

At each step in the metaplanning process, the metaplanner first checks memory for
additional retrievals, adding them to its retrieval buffers if found. It then selects a plan
from the plan frontier, usually in depth-first fashion, testing the plan against its library of
heuristics. If the plan is not suitable for any operators it is discarded; otherwise the
planner first attempts to merge in additional cases, then attempts greedy adaptation upon
the merged case. Effectively, this metaplanner performs depth-first search through the
space of merged plans, augmented by greedy adaptation to find solutions that were a
small number of adaptation steps away from the “merge waypoints” in plan space.

8.8.2. Planning Domains
I constructed several domains to test the Nicole-MPA planner; all of these domains
had the property that larger plans could be coherently viewed as an aggregation of several
smaller plans. These domains included:
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Simple Travel Domain. A simple domain was constructed for initial tests of the
MPA algorithm. The “Simple Travel” domain was a small SNLP (STRIPS-style)
planning domain that included 4 operators for traveling by car within a city, by a plane
between cities, and getting and putting objects such as presentations and luggage.
Appendix A.1 presents the Simple Travel domain in its entirety.

Stinger Missile Domain. The Simple Travel domain was completely rebuilt into a
larger and more complex planning domain for testing the multi-case adaptation approach.
This domain, called the “Stinger Missile” domain because it now included both tourists
and terrorists, contained fifteen operators designed to support a variety of complex plans
with potential subplans.

The Stinger Missile was constructed as a domain for

PRODIGY/ANALOGY and later ported to SPA. The additional objects and operators in
this domain included enough complexity to support the construction of a larger and more
realistic case library containing over 90 distinct cases. Appendix A.2 presents one variant
of the Stinger Missile domain in its entirety.

Abstract-3 Domain. To further test the properties of the MPA algorithm,

I

developed an Abstract domain with the same overall structure as the Stinger Missile
domain used in the earlier experiments. States in the Abstract domain are constructed
entirely of sets of literals with no variables, eliminating binding problems; the complexity
in the domain instead arises in its large number of operators (approximately 75) which
define a large set of possible states and transitions between these states.
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The Abstract domain contains many “subproblems” with a large number of operators
which can be combined combinatorially in a variety of ways (Figure 8.5a); these
subproblems produce side effects which contribute to other subproblems, enabling
subproblems themselves to combined into larger problems (Figure 8.5b). Just like the
Stinger domain, this combinatorial complexity makes solving any individual problem
difficult and solving a large problem almost impossible for traditional generative and
case-based approaches.

However, the subproblems were only loosely coupled; beyond the side effect that one
subproblem might contribute to the initial conditions of another, the solution to one
subproblem does not impact the solution of any other subproblem. This mirrors the
logical structure of the Stinger Missile domain, in which subproblems are also
independent; however, it departs from the Stinger Missile domain by making this logical
independence visible in the structure of individual plans rather than hidden within the
domain.
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Figure 8.5 Structure of the Abstract-3 Domain

Appendix A.3 presents the Abstract-3 domain (so-called because of the size of the
link matrices in its subproblems) in its entirety.
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8.8.3. Case Libraries
In addition to these domains, I constructed sets of case libraries for testing these
domains and testing the properties of the Nicole-MPA planner. These libraries included
the Foreign Conference, Inexperienced Terrorist, Comprehensive, and Abstract case
libraries.
•

Foreign Conference Library. The Foreign Conference library contained several
small cases simply to test the core MPA algorithm in isolation. These small cases
(solution size between 3 and 5 steps) could be composed to solve larger problems.
Appendix A.4 presents the Foreign Conference library in its entirety.

•

Inexperienced Terrorist Library. The Inexperienced Terrorist library was a case
library for the Stinger Missile domain containing 12 cases. Like the Foreign
Conference library, the Inexperienced Terrorist library contained several small
cases which could be composed to solve larger problems.

•

Comprehensive Library. The Stinger Missile domain contained many other cases
not found in the Inexperienced Terrorist library. In addition, there were several
other planning domains used in Nicole-MPA, many imported from original SNLP
or SPA domain sets or constructed by hand.

The Comprehensive Library

contained around a hundred cases drawn from the Simple Travel, Stinger Missile,
Blocksworld, Sussman, Regswap and Truckworld libraries. It was primarily used
to test the properties of the CDSA algorithm; these tests will be discussed further
in Chapter 10.
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•

Abstract Library. Finally, a library was constructed for the Abstract-3 domain to
test the metaplanner’s ability to dynamically merge multiple cases.

This

consisted of four small problems and a larger problem which could in theory be
solved using by composing the smaller problems together.

8.8.4. Supporting Work
In addition to the efforts outlined above, I also instrumented the Nicole-MPA planner
to collect information about the progress of planning. I also built a variety of knowledge
bases to test how additional knowledge in the system affected context-sensitive
asynchronous memory’s ability to retrieve information for Nicole-MPA, a series of
evaluations discussed in greater depth in Chapter 10.

8.9. Fidelity of the Study
Nicole-MPA had its limits. No version of the planner used automatic cueing of
spreading activation based on the contents of working memory; instead the Nicole-MPA
task control system deliberatively refreshed its retrieval requests at appropriate points in
the planning cycle.

The search-space version of Nicole-MPA acted primarily as a “systematic” version of
MPA: while its algorithms supported integrating new cases at any time, it nevertheless
actively attempted to gather as many cases as possible at the beginning of problem
solving. The metaplanning version of Nicole-MPA did not have this restriction.
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Finally, the matching specifications that Nicole-MPA provided to the contextsensitive asynchronous memory process were not very fine-grained, causing NicoleMOORE’s retrievals to sometimes be imprecise. This did not effect the ability of NicoleMOORE to retrieve many useful cases or to find cases weighted by context, but it did
place most of the burden of determining the quality of retrieved cases on Nicole-MPA
and not on the memory.

8.10. Hypotheses Tested
The goal of these evaluations was to show that it was possible to get better planning
performance by combining multiple experiences dynamically and that feedback from the
planning process could result in better retrieval.

For a variety of reasons these

evaluations focused on the first of these goals; analysis of the contribution of feedback
from reasoning on retrieval are discussed in Chapters 9 and 10.

The overall goal of determining whether experience-based multi-plan adaptation
could result in better planning performance was unpacked into a variety of hypotheses
about both multi-plan adaptation and the potential benefits of context-sensitive
asynchronous memory to the planning process. These hypotheses included:
•

multi-plan adaptation is useful:
Planning systems can merge multiple cases to solve problems, resulting in a
greater performance improvement than possible with a single case.
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•

least-commitment planning is a useful platform for integrative reasoning:
The least-commitment planning approach, because it delays decisions about the
ordering of steps, would easily support combining multiple plans dynamically.

•

integrative reasoning can be achieved using cases as extended operators:
A case-based problem-solving process based on search of a problem space in
which retrieved cases are spliced into the current state to provide greater “leaps”
through the search space can solve problems faster than a traditional search using
only standard operators.

•

integrative reasoning can be driven by spontaneous retrieval:
the control of integrative reasoning can be driven by spontaneous retrievals

•

interactive multi-plan adaptation is useful:
The Interactive MPA approach, which exploits context-sensitive asynchronous
memory to guide the integration of planning cases, would provide benefits over
competing approaches for solving difficult problems.

The experimental evaluation of these claims validated some of them and
disconfirmed others. The first claim, that combining multiple planning cases resulted in
improved performance, was validated. The next three claims — all claims about how
multiple planning cases could be integrated into a context-sensitive asynchronous
memory framework — were all initially disconfirmed. Analysis of each of these claims
suggested alternative hypotheses:
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•

platforms for integrative reasoning must control ordering and binding
problems:
A platform for integrative reasoning must limit the interactions between parts of
dynamically combined plans to prevent a combinatorial explosion. In particular,
some commitments must be made about how to order steps and bind variables as
plans are combined to make multi-plan adaptation effective.

•

integrative reasoning can be achieved using metaplanning:
Integrative reasoning can be effectively achieved by a metaplanning process
which treats adaptation and integration as operators in a high-level planning
process. Rather than drive reasoning by spontaneous retrieval, metaplanning
makes deliberate decisions about how much effort to expend on adaptation and on
how to integrate retrievals.

Additional experiments were conducted to test these hypotheses. All were confirmed,
and the system which combined these components successfully demonstrated the final
hypothesis, that interactive multi-plan adaptation can provide benefits over competing
approaches for solving difficult problems, and by extension provided evidence that
context-sensitive asynchronous memory can provide benefits to the planning task.
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8.11. Results
I used the Nicole-MPA system to conduct 5 exploratory studies, analyzing the MPA
algorithm itself, the impact of multi-plan adaptation on search, and several alternative
approaches to experience-based multi-plan adaptation. These evaluations included:
•

Evaluation 8.1: Validity and Usefulness of the Multi-Plan Adaptation
Algorithm

•

Evaluation 8.2: Experience-Based Search-Space Multi-Plan Adaptation

•

Evaluation 8.3: Detailed Analysis of Multi-Plan Adaptation

•

Evaluation 8.4: Controlling Ordering And Binding Problems In Integrative
Reasoning

•

Evaluation 8.5: Experience-Based Metaplanning Multi-Plan Adaptation

The efforts conducted in these experiments and their chief results follow.

8.11.1. Evaluation 8.1: Validity and Usefulness of the Multi-Plan
Adaptation Algorithm
To provide an initial test of the MPA algorithm’s ability to provide improvement by
combining multiple plans in a least-commitment planning framework, an initial
standalone implementation of the MPA algorithm was constructed, along with a simple
travel planning domain. This algorithm and domain were used to test whether the MPA
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algorithm could be used to combine multiple cases to improve performance over SPA or
generative planning.

Method. Five small (3-5 step solution size) problems were constructed for the Simple
Travel Domain, including Domestic Conference presentations, Overseas Vacations not
involving a presentation, and a Foreign Conference problem combining both
presentations and overseas travel. To build a case library, all of these problems were
solved using strict generative planning and the number of planning nodes expanded was
recorded.

Then, to test the MPA algorithm, two conditions were compared. First, SPA was
allowed to solve problems using a single past case for adaptation. Then, the MPA
prototype was used to merge two cases together for adaptation. Speedups were computed
based on the number of nodes saved during the adaptation cycle by MPA over SPA.

Results. The results of this initial assay indicated speedups even though the test
problems were small — 30% in the case of the “Simple Travel” Foreign Vacation
problem with a solution size of only 5 steps. This comparison of single-case and multicase adaptation showed that, as measured by number of expanded planning nodes, multicase adaptation could provide improved performance. On the basis of these results, more
extensive tests of multi-plan adaptation were conducted in Evaluation 2.
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8.11.2. Evaluation 8.2: Experience-Based Search-Space Multi-Plan
Adaptation
The MPA algorithm was designed to be the core of an experience-based agent that
exploited multiple past experiences to solve problems more quickly and efficiently.

To test this, I expanded and extended the core MPA algorithm developed in the
previous evaluation, ensuring that it could handle all of the conditions that might arise in
more complex plans.

I then integrated this revised algorithm into the Nicole task

network, creating a parameterizable planner that could operate in generative, single-case
adaptive or search-space experience-based modes. Finally, I developed the “Stinger
Missile” domain, a larger and more complex version of the Simple Travel domain that
supported the construction of more complex plans.

I then conducted a set of exploratory tests on Nicole-MPA using a “systematic”
control regime that attempted to gather as many plans before reasoning as possible.
These tests were conducted in generative, single-case and multi-case adaptive planning
modes.

Method. The experience-based agent approach to improving a planner’s performance
depends on exploiting multiple past experiences to solve challenging problems more
quickly and easily.
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To simulate a store of past knowledge, I created a case library called
“Inexperienced,” consisting of nine simple problems, such as traveling within a city,
taking a domestic flight, or packing luggage, which could be solved relatively quickly
using generative problem solving. These cases were intended to represent the types of
past experiences that an agent would have after a relatively short exposure to a problem
solving domain. To simulate a set of more challenging problems that would require the
use of past experience, I then constructed a problem library called “X2” (for
eXperimental evaluation 2) consisting of 12 larger test problems, all of which could be
solved by using one or more past cases from the Inexperienced library.

All of these problems and cases were entered into Nicole’s experience store. Because
these problems and solved plans were in the native SPA plan format, each was
automatically annotated with “plan tags” in the CRYSTAL format, enabling past cases to
be retrieved by the Nicole-MOORE context-sensitive asynchronous memory system on
the basis of cues from current problems. A more detailed analysis of the plan tagging
system and its contribution to context-sensitive asynchronous memory retrieval will be
presented in Chapter 10.

I then conducted a series of evaluations, testing Nicole-MPA’s ability to solve
problems from the X2 problem set using past experiences from the Inexperienced library
retrieved using the Nicole-MOORE context-sensitive asynchronous memory system.
These tests exercised all of Nicole-MPA’s generative, single-case adaptive, and multicase adaptive problem solving modes.
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Results. Nicole-MPA showed the ability to solve all the plans in the X2 problem set
in generative problem solving mode, but ran into combinatorial explosions in both singlecase and multi-case adaptive modes using cases from the Inexperienced library.

The largest problem arose in multi-plan adaptation when adapted cases were merged
back into the same search space. Nicole-MPA consistently ignored merged cases in
favor of shorter non-adapted cases on the planning frontier, at the cost of extra planning
effort. When Nicole-MPA was configured to discard the planning frontier after a merge,
it often failed to find a solution. This problem was particularly acute on the largest
problems, even though Nicole-MPA had access to a set of subcases that completely
solved all components of the problem. Nicole-MPA would attempt to combine the cases
but would bog down during adaptation efforts, unable to finish adapting the solution.

The original intent of Evaluation 2 was to lay the groundwork for a full head-to-head
experimental evaluation, testing generative, single-case and multi-case adaptation against
each other. Because of the difficulties that arose with multi-case adaptation in these
exploratory evaluations, I decided to conduct a more detailed analysis of the multi-plan
adaptation algorithm on the Stinger Missile domain to verify that the results of
Evaluation 1 truly carried over to the new domain.

8.11.3. Evaluation 8.3: Detailed Analysis of Multi-Plan Adaptation
My initial hypothesis about the results of Evaluation 2 were that there was an error in
the Stinger domain or problem set, or that there was an error in the MPA algorithm. To
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test this hypothesis, I conducted more detailed analyses of generative, single-case
adaptive and multi-plan adaptation problems on the Stinger Missile domain using the
command-line version of the MPA algorithm.

Method. Using the command-line tool, I directly compared generative (SNLP),
single-case adaptive (SPA) and multi-case adaptive (MPA) planning using number of
planning nodes expanded as my evaluation metric.

In addition to tests using the

Inexperienced Library and the X2 problem set, I also constructed new source cases and
test problems to examine the properties of the MPA algorithm. This included greatly
expanding the set of source cases beyond those in the Inexperienced library, varying
problems from the X2 set to make them more or less difficult through the addition or
deletion of conditions, and creating new “ideal” problems which should be easy to solve
given certain sets of past cases.

This wide variety of problems, from extremely

challenging to ideal, was designed to probe both favorable and unfavorable conditions for
multi-plan adaptation.

Results. Three negative results emerged from this exploratory study. First, certain
large plans were too difficult for any of the problem solvers to solve even though they
were qualitatively only slightly more difficult than related plans. For example, the
“Hard” variant of the “Foreign Conference Problem,” which simply restated the goal of
the problem to be to give a presentation in a target city rather than to just arrive in the
target city with a presentation, was unsolvable by any version of the planner. On large
problems, all versions of the planner — generative, single-case adaptive and multi-case
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adaptive — encountered search explosions which undermined their ability to solve
problems.

Second, in certain conditions combining multiple cases could produce worse effects
than single-case adaptation or even generative problem solving. For example, on a less
difficult variant of the Foreign Conference problem, generative problem solving
examined 863 partial plans in the search space. Where adapting a single case could
reduce the cost to 257 partial plans, but then adding a second case caused the problem
solving cycle to explode back to 858 partial plans. The amount of effort expended was
highly problem dependent; for example, on one problem in the Stinger Missile domain
generative problem solving time examined more than 3000 partial plans without
producing a solution, whereas single-case adaptation produced a solution by examining
only 142 partial plans; a similar problem was solvable by generative problem solving by
235 plans whereas adapting a single case caused the cost to increase to 300 plan nodes. In
most cases, the additional cycles appeared to arise during the process of resolving
ordering and binding conflicts in the merged plan.

Third, in many conditions merging multiple plans produced a partial plan which
incorporated structure from both source plans, but which could not be further refined or
adapted because of ordering and binding conflicts.

This occurred even when the

structure of the merged plan was identical to the structure of the ultimate solved plan.
Paradoxically, some of the larger cases which caused the worst search explosion did not
suffer from this refinement problem.
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Detailed analysis of solved and partially solved problems did not reveal any errors in
the domain or problem sets; nevertheless, no set of cases in the Stinger Missile set
showed improvements from multi-plan adaptation. This result contradicted the results of
Evaluation 1 and made it impossible to test the application of the context-sensitive
asynchronous memory approach; moreover it threw doubt on the validity of the MPA
algorithm itself. I therefore decided to try to vary the properties of the domain in
question to illuminate potential sources of problems.

8.11.4. Evaluation 8.4: Controlling Ordering And Binding Problems In
Integrative Reasoning
Analysis of the results of Evaluations 2 and 3 appeared to show that the complexity of
the Stinger Missile domain introduced additional ordering and binding conflicts which
made plans either unrefinable or which caused a search explosion. I hypothesized that a
planning domain that controlled the kinds of variable binding problems that could arise
would eliminate these problems.

Method. To test this hypothesis, I developed an Abstract domain with the same
overall structure as the Stinger Missile domain used in the earlier experiments. The
Abstract-3 domain, as already discussed, contained a fairly complex structure, making
most problems in the domain difficult to solve generatively; however, it did not contain
complex binding constraints which appeared to cause many of the difficulties with the
Stinger Missile domain.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------ SOLUTION:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Plan-Object #k<REFINED-PLAN.806> (IPLAN #<NIL: S=22; O=0; U=0>)
Initial:
([(SOURCE-A)]
[(SOURCE-B)]
[(SOURCE-C)]
[(SINK-NULL)]
)
Order
Id
Action
1
[22]
(TRANSFORM-SOURCE-A-SINK-NULL-TO-MATRIX-ENTRY-A)
2
[21]
(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ENTRY-A-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-1)
3
[20]
(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1)
4
[19]
(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-1)
5
[18]
(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-1-TO-MATRIX-EXIT-A)
6
[17]
(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-EXIT-A-TO-SINK-A)
7
[16]
(TRANSFORM-SINK-A-TO-SIDE-EFFECT-A)
8
[ 8]
(TRANSFORM-SOURCE-B-SINK-A-TO-MATRIX-ENTRY-B)
9
[ 7]
(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ENTRY-B-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-1)
10
[ 6]
(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1)
11
[ 5]
(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-1)
12
[ 4]
(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-1-TO-MATRIX-EXIT-B)
13
[ 3]
(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-EXIT-B-TO-SINK-B)
14
[ 2]
(TRANSFORM-SINK-B-TO-SIDE-EFFECT-B)
15
[15]
(TRANSFORM-SOURCE-C-SINK-B-TO-MATRIX-ENTRY-C)
16
[14]
(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ENTRY-C-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-1)
17
[13]
(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1)
18
[12]
(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-1)
19
[11]
(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-1-TO-MATRIX-EXIT-C)
20
[10]
(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-EXIT-C-TO-SINK-C)
21
[ 9]
(TRANSFORM-SINK-C-TO-SIDE-EFFECT-C)
22
[ 1]
(TRANSFORM-SIDE-EFFECT-A-SIDE-EFFECT-B-SIDE-EFFECT-C-TO-TARGET-Z)
Goal:
([(TARGET-Z)]
)
No Open.

Figure 8.7 A Large ABSTRACT-3 Problem Solved using Multi-Plan Adaptation
Using the Abstract-3 domain, I conducted exploratory tests with the command-line
version of the Nicole-MPA planner that paralleled the Stinger Missile tests in Evaluation
3, with the goal of determining whether there were any fundamental flaws in the MPA
algorithm that could have contributed to the negative results reported in Evaluation 2 and
3.

Results. The command-line version of MPA was successfully able to merge multiple
plans and produce adapted solutions on the Abstract domain.

Like Stinger, large

problems containing many subproblems in the Abstract domain are difficult for either
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generative or single-case case-based approaches to solve. The largest problem in the
Abstract domain was unsolvable by both the generative and single-case adaptation
approaches, no matter what heuristics for search were used or how much time or effort
the planner was allotted (up to the memory limits on the available machine). However,
merging multiple cases by hand in the Abstract domain showed that this problem was
solvable rapidly by combining multiple cases and following with a short adaptation step.

These results provided preliminary evidence that the merging and adaptation
algorithms of Nicole-MPA were not faulty: given a suitable domain they can not only
function but can solve problems not solvable by other approaches. The challenge now
was to demonstrate that this multi-case merging could work in the wild, controlled
autonomously by a planning system using a context-sensitive asynchronous memory.

8.11.5. Evaluation 8.5: Experience-Based Metaplanning Multi-Plan
Adaptation
The final problem to resolve to validate the MPA algorithm was to show that a full
experience-based version of the planner could successfully combine multiple experiences
based on context-sensitive asynchronous memory retrieval.

I hypothesized that a

metaplanning version of Nicole-MPA that deliberatively controlled the merging of plans
could overcome the combinatorial explosion problems detected in the search-space
version of Nicole-MPA.
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Method. To test this hypothesis, I constructed a prototype of a metaplanning system
within Nicole-MPA, and constructed a case library of small problems in the Abstract-3
domain.

The prototype metaplanner was tested on the Abstract-3 case library and

problem set in a way parallel to the tests of the search-space version of MPA on the
Stinger Missile domain. Most significant of the problems in the problem set was a very
hard problem from the Abstract-3 domain, shown in the previous evaluation to be
unsolvable by generative or single-case adaptation.

Results. The metaplanner was successfully able to produce solutions to every
problem given to it either directly or through use of its case library. This included the
large Abstract problem, the solution to which is shown in Figure 8.7; this problem was
solved in 96 seconds over 79 Nicole cycles. As mentioned, this problem could not be
solved by traditional generative or case-based approaches because of its complexity.

8.12. Explanation and Analysis
These evaluations confirmed some hypotheses about how a reasoning task could
exploit a context-sensitive asynchronous memory and disconfirmed others. For example,
these results showed that a planning system could use cases retrieved by a contextsensitive asynchronous memory to improve a planner’s performance; however this
benefit was only shown in extremely restricted circumstances; moreover the successful
use of retrievals from the context-sensitive asynchronous memory did not exploit the
special properties of context-sensitive asynchronous memory in any useful way.
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To understand what conclusions we can draw from these results, let us return to the
hypotheses that motivated this study and examine what these evaluations verified and
falsified.

8.12.1. Usefulness of Multi-Plan Adaptation
Planning systems can merge multiple cases to solve problems, resulting in
a greater performance improvement than possible with a single case.

Status of Hypothesis. Both Evaluations 8.1 and 8.5 showed that multiple cases could
be combined to provide improved planning performance over that available with a single
case. While these were limited domains and implementations, these tests indicated
significant speedups could be had with the multi-case adaptation approach over the single
case adaptation approach. These evaluations also showed that those speedups were
radically dependent on the properties of the domain and the problems solved.

Discussion. These results are consistent with prior work on multiple plans in casebased reasoning, which have been shown to be useful as far back as the first case-based
reasoner, MEDIATOR (Kolodner & Simpson 1988) as well as in a wide variety of
systems that followed (e.g., Redmond 1990, Veloso 1995, Goel et al. 1994).
Nevertheless, it was important to demonstrate that multi-plan adaptation is useful within
the least-commitment planning framework within which this case study was conducted.
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Ultimately, the claim that reasoning combining multiple plans provides
improvements over single-plan adaptation is not so much a claim of my research but
instead a condition of the task and domain which must be true for the model to apply.

8.12.2. Partially-Ordered Planning as a Platform for Integrative
Reasoning
The least-commitment planning approach, because it delays decisions
about the ordering of steps, would easily support combining multiple plans
dynamically.

The choice of least-commitment planning as the basis for this case study was based
on its property of delaying decisions about step orderings and bindings as much as
possible to prevent backtracking. The core idea is that a least-commitment planning
framework would readily enable the combination of multiple plans at the point of causal
dependencies between steps; then the specific ordering of steps in merged plans could be
resolved as part of the adaptation process.

Status of Hypothesis. The results of these evaluations, particularly Evaluation 8.3,
disconfirmed this hypothesis. These evaluations showed that while combining multiple
cases into a partially ordered plan and allowing the least-commitment adaptation process
to resolve ordering conflicts was effective for the small Simple Travel planning domain,
it failed for the more complex Stinger Missile domain. Dynamic clipping and merging of
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partially-ordered plans introduced both ordering and binding problems which required
enough additional search to swamp the potential benefits of retrieval.

Discussion. Merging multiple plans caused ordering problems because the
computational complexity of resolving ordering conflicts in a merged plan using
adaptation is exponential Even though the causal structure of an entire plan could be
constructed in just two or three merging steps, resolving the dependencies in the plan was
actually more difficult than planning from scratch because the merging process added
steps in different orders and combinations that would be expected in normal planning.
This created additional conflicts within a merged plan, and each additional ordering
conflict added to the possible plans in the search space exponentially.

More importantly, Evaluations 8.3 and 8.4 showed that merging multiple plans
caused binding problems. Both single-plan and multi-plan adaptation variabilize plans
prior to fitting and clipping, but because cases in multi-plan adaptation are fitted to a
intermediate goal statement that itself may contain variables, the resulting clippings
contain more unresolved bindings than their single-plan counterparts. As a result, when
these clippings are merged into a plan the resulting plan may contain binding “problems”
which, while technically not flaws in the plan, nevertheless cannot be resolved during the
normal adaptation process. The result of this problem was that even in circumstances
when several cases were present that could be easily merged to solve a difficult problem,
the planner was unable to resolve the conflicts in the merged plan and thus was unable to
reach a solution using merging.
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Caveats. It is important to mention a number of caveats. In general, design of
domains in planning systems is difficult, as is the design of appropriate problems and
cases; careful effort must be expended to ensure that domains and problems are
constructed in such a way that a planner can find a solution. Similar caveats apply to
least-commitment planning or to any planning system; algorithms which manipulate
plans must be designed very carefully to prevent incorrect plan transformations from
undermining the planning process. Therefore, because additional research might reveal
ways around these problems — for example, a separate post-merge cleanup step could
potentially remove some ordering and binding problems, a better designed algorithm
might produce better intermediate plans, or a better designed domain or case library
might be more amenable to merging — I cannot claim that these results falsify the
hypothesis that least commitment planning would serve as a good platform for multi-plan
adaptation. However, they certainly have disconfirmed the naïve form of this hypothesis.

Overcoming the Caveats. These results did suggest a number of solutions to these
problems. For example, because a state-space planning representation by its nature does
not contain unresolved orderings and unbound variables, it might serve as a better
platform for multi-case adaptation. Evaluations 8.4 and 8.5 showed that another viable
solution (and one that did not require building an entirely new planner) is to restrict the
planning domain to reduce the potential of binding problems.
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8.12.3. Integrative Reasoning Using Cases as Extended Operators in
State Space
A case-based problem-solving process based on search of a problem space
in which retrieved cases are spliced into the current state to provide
greater “leaps” through the search space can solve problems faster than a
traditional search using only standard operators.

Another of the original hypotheses was that merging and adaptation could occur
within the same search space. As cases were adapted, at any point one could be selected
for potential merging, combined with a case, and returned to the same search space.

Status of Hypothesis. Evaluation 8.2 showed that splicing cases in the same search
space either caused a search explosion which swamped all performance improvement or
led the system down garden paths in which no solution was possible.

Discussion. The default metric used for most planning domains is plan length. A
merged plan will in general be longer than the “ordinary” plans (composed entirely from
single-step operators) which populate the search space of a planner. A search algorithm
such as best-first search, which attempts to return the optimal (read: shortest) plan, will
“ignore” merged cases because its heuristic evaluation function will penalize the merged
cases for their extra length.

These results are to some degree consistent with research on macro-operators. Like
merged cases, macro-operators encapsulate past knowledge which can be used to provide
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similar “leaps” through the search space, although macro-operators are learned in a
slightly different way (macro-operators are generalized and abstracted away from their
concrete initial conditions, where cases may not be) and are selected for application in a
completely different fashion from a retrieved case (cases are retrieved based on
similarity, whereas macro-operators are matched against the current problem solving
state like other operators). The key discovery about macro-operators, however, which
was most relevant to the early algorithms for merging cases in the early implementations
of Nicole-MPA, was that the additional costs of search with macro-operators can
outweigh the benefits they might provide (Etzioni 1992).

To overcome these problems, I conducted tests as part of Evaluation 3 using a variety
of heuristic evaluation functions which attempted to analyze plans and preferentially
select merged cases as promising choices; unfortunately no heuristic was found that
improved the system’s performance. Every heuristic that successfully selected for merged
plans also resulted in the generation of suboptimal plans. The only successful heuristic
found was to clear the plan frontier once merging had taken place, effectively forcing the
planner to adapt only the merged plan.

Unfortunately this strategy presented its own problems. The majority of partial plans
generated during the adaptation process were terrible plans for adaptation, containing
unresolved binding and ordering conflicts which made it impossible to fit and merge
cases. Attempting a merge with each partial plan was computationally disastrous;
heuristics for guiding when to merge were by and large ineffective.
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The combination of these two problems was especially killing. In order to adapt a
merged case, the planner needed to clear the frontier; but in order to get a suitable plan
for merging the planner needed to try as many plans on the frontier as possible. In almost
every circumstance, the planner made an incorrect judgment about when to clear the plan
frontier, preventing it from finding a solution.

Caveats. As a result of these experimental evaluations, I cannot claim that this
prediction was falsified —a different implementation or a superior heuristic function may
have overcome these difficulties, and the failed tests in fact suggest several novel
research directions in planning which might actually solve these problems — it was
nonetheless disconfirmed in its naïve form.

Overcoming the Caveats. Once again, these results suggested a number of solutions
to these problems. Because simple heuristics could not guide the system on when to
merge and when to adapt, and because the combination of merging and adaptation in the
same search space presented its own problems, this suggests that a more complex
decision algorithm with a richer search space might be able to overcome these
difficulties. This “metaplanning” approach, in which a reasoner “plans” using merging,
adaptation and generation “meta-operators” that are responsible for manipulating actual
operators and plans, was successfully tested in Evaluation 8.5.
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8.12.4. Integrative Reasoning Can Be Driven By Spontaneous Retrieval
The control of integrative reasoning can be driven by spontaneous
retrievals.

Another original hypothesis was that the control of integrative reasoning could be
driven by the timing of spontaneous retrievals — in other words, that when a case is
retrieved that it could be directly merged with the plans in the current state space.

Status of Hypothesis. Interactive multi-plan adaptation could never be fully tested in
Nicole-MPA. Under most conditions, Nicole-MOORE’s memory system could find all
relevant cases in the knowledge base before the planning system was even ready to begin
adaptation, and so the opportunity to perform interactive multi-plan adaptation never
arose.

Furthermore, the results of Evaluation 8.2 appeared to show that even if opportunities
for interactive merging had arisen, directly merging cases back into the same search
space could potentially incur significant extra costs. In a planner that uses a search space
of partial plans, merging retrievals back into the search space could balloon the size of
the search space and incur costs of attempting to merge many plans.

Discussion. While the Stinger Missile domain was larger than the Simple Travel
domain, it still contained less than a hundred cases and did not sufficiently challenge the
context-sensitive asynchronous memory system. Nicole-MOORE simply retrieved cases
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too rapidly for interactive multi-plan adaptation, finding all relevant cases almost
immediately.

Both systematic and semi-systematic versions of Nicole-MPA were reasonably
successful at exploiting past cases in retrieval, but were unsuccessful at solving problems.
On most problems, so many opportunities for plan merging arose during the planning
process that the planner paid a high cost for merging and received in return an exploded
search space subject to all of the problems discussed in the last section.

As planning proceeds, the search frontier can become exponentially large, making it
impractical to attempt merging each retrieved case with every plan on the frontier.
Furthermore, there is often little relationship between the current focus plan and an
spontaneously retrieved case, making merging impractical or impossible.

Even contextually-driven spontaneous retrieval suffers from this problem. Cues are
generated by a partial plan at two points: when the plan is first generated by refinement
from an existing focus plan, and when the plan itself becomes the focus for refinement.
However, the gap between cue generation and retrieval of a relevant plan means that the
plan either has disappeared into the search frontier by the time that a retrieval is found, or
that the plan has already been expanded and discarded.

Overcoming the Problems. Given the other issues which arose in merging multiple
plans, this problem was actually minor.

However, it does suggest that in order to
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correctly orchestrate spontaneous retrieval and plan adaptation, a more complex approach
is needed which tracks the “holes” in partial plans generated as part of the adaptation
process, and which can make an explicit decision about whether to “backtrack” to a
previous case when an spontaneous retrieval occurs, whether to “hold” an spontaneous
retrieval in the hope that it will be relevant to future plans, or to discard an spontaneous
retrieval because it is no longer relevant. A primitive version of this approach was
successfully tested in the metaplanning version of Nicole-MPA in Evaluation 5.

8.12.5. Controlling Ordering And Binding Problems In Integrative
Reasoning
A platform for integrative reasoning must limit the interactions between
parts of dynamically combined plans to prevent a combinatorial explosion.
In particular, some commitments must be made about how to order steps
and bind variables as plans are combined to make multi-plan adaptation
effective.

One solution to the ordering and binding problems discussed the previous sections
was to restrict the planning domain to reduce the potential of binding problems. This
hypothesis is that least-commitment planning itself is not the difficulty, but instead that
particular kinds of domains within least-commitment planning cause difficulties which
can easily be resolved. In particular, the domain must restrict potential binding problems
as much as possible to enable multiple past cases to be merged into a single plan without
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creating irreconcilable conflicts, and ordering problems must be restricted so that
merging multiple cases does not cause a combinatorial explosion.

Status of the Hypothesis. Evaluation 8.4 provided evidence that the merging and
adaptation algorithms of Nicole-MPA were not faulty: given a suitable domain they can
not only function but can solve problems not solvable by other approaches.

8.12.6. Integrative Reasoning Can Be Achieved Using Metaplanning
Integrative reasoning can be effectively achieved by a metaplanning
process which treats adaptation and integration as operators in a high-level
planning process. Rather than drive reasoning by spontaneous retrieval,
metaplanning makes deliberate decisions about how much effort to expend
on adaptation and on how to integrate retrievals.

Experiments with both plan merging in the abstract and with the timing of
spontaneous retrievals suggested that attempting to use a traditional best-first search in
the space of plan refinements provided insufficient control to support experience-based
planning, and that an approach which exercised greater deliberation over the planning
process was required. I hypothesized that a metaplanning approach would provide the
necessary control over retrieval, merging and adaptation.

Status of the Hypothesis. Evaluation 8.5 confirmed the hypothesis that metaplanning
could overcome the difficulties of pure state-based search for integrative reasoning.
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8.12.7. Interactive Multi-Plan Adaptation Is Useful
The Interactive MPA approach, which exploits context-sensitive
asynchronous memory to guide the integration of planning cases, provides
benefits over competing approaches for solving difficult problems.

The results in the previous section give away the punchline of this one. The contextsensitive asynchronous memory approach predicts that an experience based agent would
show a performance improvement over pure generative problem solvers and case-based
reasoning systems which gather all their cases prior to problem solving, especially in
conditions in which the cues necessary to gather a case do not exist until problem solving
has begun.

Status of the Hypothesis. This prediction was validated using in Evaluation 8.5, in
which a full experience-based agent version of Nicole-MPA based on the metaplanning
algorithm solved problems in the Abstract domain. Under these conditions, Nicole-MPA
successfully solved a problem too difficult for generative problem solving and singlecase problem solving to solve by integrating multiple spontaneously retrieved cases into a
single solution.

8.13. Lessons Learned
This case study revealed both strengths and limitations in my initial hypotheses on
how a planning system might exploit a context-sensitive asynchronous memory. The two
most important hypotheses of the research were validated, with some caveats:
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•

multiple plans can be merged for improved performance:
Several experiments repeatedly demonstrated the usefulness of combining
multiple plans, from simple test examples to large and complex plans unsolvable
by generative or single-case adaptation methods.

However, these same

experiments showed that merging multiple plans could incur its own costs and
that controlling those costs was crucial for exploiting multi-plan adaptation.
•

context-sensitive asynchronous memory can support multi-plan adaptation:
The “performance improvement” demonstration using the metaplanning version
of Nicole-MPA on the Abstract domain demonstrated that a context-sensitive
asynchronous memory could support the retrieval needs of a integrative reasoner
combining multiple plans. There is a significant caveat to this statement: NicoleMPA’s context-sensitive asynchronous memory was “too good” for its own good.
During the performance improvement demonstration, Nicole-MPA successfully
retrieved all the cases in the knowledge base relevant to the Abstract domain
without any feedback cues from the planning process. While the metaplanner did
not depend on receiving all relevant cases up front — in fact, cases could be
retrieved at almost any point and in almost any order without affecting its
operation as long as useful cases continued to arrive — it nevertheless failed to
exploit the full benefits of context-driven asynchronous retrieval.

The case study also taught two important lessons about how to integrate a reasoning
task with a context-sensitive asynchronous memory:
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•

relevant content must be transparently represented in the experience store:
If a reasoning module has its own “native” representation for knowledge items, it
must expose the significant content of each item in the experience store’s own
content-addressable

knowledge

representation,

or

a

context-sensitive

asynchronous memory approach will be unable to focus its search on items
semantically similar to the current context and, because of the cost control policy,
will be unlikely to find any useful results. Results related to this lesson will be
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 10.
•

deliberate control is necessary for reasoning integration:
Because the timing of spontaneous retrievals is driven by the timing of the search
of memory and not by the timing of reasoning, the retrieval of cases or other
items is likely to be disassociated from the moment-to-moment information needs
of the reasoning task. To fully exploit spontaneous retrievals, a deliberate control
process is needed which monitors the information needs of the reasoning task as
they are generated, become active, and are satisfied, suspended or abandoned,
which can examine both cases as they are received, and which can make
deliberate decisions about when to apply cases to the current reasoning state.

Finally, the case study taught important lessons about case-based planning:
•

deliberate control is necessary for multi-plan adaptation:
The initial model of multi-plan adaptation, in which cases were treated as
operators provide greater leaps through the search space, proved seriously flawed.
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Treating cases like operators led to an exploded search frontier filled with
unrefinable plans. The alternative metaplanning approach, which used the same
underlying algorithms but exercised more deliberate control over what to merge,
when to merge, and when to reintegrate the results of merging into the search
space, suggested that deliberate control of planning at a high level was necessary
to properly exploit multi-plan adaptation.
•

ordering and binding problems must be controlled when merging multiple
plans:
The original model also introduced additional binding and ordering threats into
the partially-ordered plans for most domains, requiring extensive additional
planning effort to repair which outweighed the benefit of retrieval for large cases.
This suggested that the dynamic clipping and splicing model is more appropriate
for partially-ordered planning domains without difficult-to-resolve binding or
ordering constraints, or to state-space planners or other approaches which
constrain the binding and ordering explosion through explicit representations of
the state of the world.

In sum, the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach proved sufficient to
enable a system to retrieve and merge multiple cases to provide improved performance
not possible with traditional methods, but in turn this improved method did not exploit
the full benefit of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach.
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8.14. Overcoming the Caveats
Because of the difficulties in the performance task which were by and large unrelated
to context-sensitive asynchronous memory itself, this case study did not fully test the
properties of context-sensitive asynchronous memory or its use in a performance task —
— it did not show a system that simultaneously provided feedback, used it to guide
memory, and used the results to improve performance. Analysis of the results of the case
study seemed to indicate that achieving this in the planning framework would be
difficult.

No standardized planning domains existed that simultaneously contained problems
difficult enough to make multi-plan adaptation useful, domain structure rich enough to
make feedback from planning possible, and a sufficiently large body of problems which
made context-sensitive asynchronous memory applicable. For example, the bulk of the
planning domains provided with SPA produced plans that were not sufficiently complex
enough to be usefully constructed out of coherent subplans, making multi-plan adaptation
inapplicable. Other available domains contained many components and possibly could
have served as a test of the MPA algorithm, but did not provide (or readily support the
construction of) a library of problems large enough to be a useful test of context sensitive
asynchronous memory.
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Because no suitable benchmark domains existed, a novel case-base also have to be
developed that was large enough to challenge a context-sensitive asynchronous memory,
either for an existing domain or a new domain.20

Finally, the problems with the least-commitment planning approach identified would
not necessarily go away with the choice of a new domain; fully addressing these issues in
planning may therefore have required not only building a new domain and case base but
perhaps a new planner as well.

Because of these challenges, I decided to apply the context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach to a new task that more fully exercise the approach’s capabilities,
while simultaneously demonstrating its generality across tasks. To test the approach, the
target domain needed to challenge memory enough to make the approach applicable,
provide feedback which memory could use to improve performance, and exploit
improved retrievals to provide improved benefits to an overall task; to test generality it
also needed to be sufficiently different from the planning task to require new
representations and integration strategies.

20

Around the time this work was being completed, a variety of domains were being developed for the

AIPS-98 Planning Competition (Long 2000, McDermott 2000). Some of these domains, including some
with many problems and large problems, could potentially serve as a testbed for future research.
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The task I chose was information retrieval.

The system I developed which

demonstrated the capability of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach to
exploit feedback to improve task performance was IRIA, described next.
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CHAPTER IX.
CASE STUDY:
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
Validating context-sensitive asynchronous memory’s benefits for real tasks

9.1. Overview
The second major test of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach’s
ability to provide benefit to real tasks was in information retrieval. In this case study, an
information retrieval system was constructed on experience-based agent principles and
tested against human judgements of relevance.

This experience-based information

retrieval system, Nicole-IRIA, was tested a variety of application areas in both rigorous
experiments, user evaluations and exploratory evaluations, all designed to identify the
benefits that context-sensitive asynchronous memory provided.

9.2. Goals of the Case Study.
As in the previous study, this case study was designed to investigate how contextsensitive asynchronous memory could be applied to reasoning tasks and to illuminate the
benefits that it provided to those tasks. The specific thesis tested was:
Experience-based agents can retrieve information relevant to a task based
on context derived from reasoning or the environment.
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Again, the experience-based agent approach is simply a framework for constructing
reasoning tasks that can exploit the properties of a context-sensitive asynchronous
memory. Therefore, this study can be seen as testing the thesis that context-sensitive
asynchronous memory can provide relevant information to a task based on contextual
information.

Hand in hand with validating that experience-based agency works is unpacking how
it can be applied to a particular task domain and what its strengths and limitations are.
This case study explored in particular the implications of building a store of experience
that could be accessed through context and what its strengths and weaknesses were for
benefiting real tasks.

9.3. Methodology of Study
Testing the thesis that experience-based agency can retrieve information relevant to a
task requires applying it to a task and evaluating retrieved knowledge with respect to
some metric of relevance.

I applied experience-based agency to information retrieval to investigate and evaluate
its capacity to exploit contextual information to find useful information. An experiencebased agent approach to information retrieval consists of building a store of knowledge
about information resources and recommending information from that store based on
context-driven reminding.
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The performance of the approach was evaluated with respect to human judgments of
information relevance, in both formal experimental settings and subjective user
evaluations.

9.4. Execution of the Study.
The testbed for these evaluations was the Nicole-IRIA system, an information
management system built along experience-based agent principles and implemented in
the Nicole architecture. Nicole-IRIA guides its presentation of information based on
context derived from user behavior at an interface.

Nicole-IRIA was tested on real-world data sets drawn from Web search and
employment search applications. I conducted a series of experiments using Nicole-IRIA
on these domains, comparing the relevance of its presentation of information with human
judgments of relevance, attempting to determine how well it used contextual information
to improve its quality of presentation of information.

The study resulted in successes: in a variety of conditions Nicole-IRIA was able to
use context to recommend useful information. Along the way, unexpected strengths and
some weaknesses in the system were discovered that illuminated how the contextsensitive asynchronous memory approach can be most effectively applied.
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9.5. The Task: Information Retrieval
The specific target task of this study of experience-based information retrieval was
relevance determination for browsing assistance.

Information retrieval is the task of finding some information in a knowledge base that
satisfies a human user’s information need. In traditional data retrieval approaches, the
user’s desire for information can be represented in a logical or numerical formula which
specifies an exact set of items in a database. In contrast, in information retrieval a user’s
information need may not map directly to any single query specification and therefore
items in the knowledge base may satisfy the query to varying degrees; this degree of
satisfaction is relevance.

There are two primary tasks in information retrieval: retrieving and browsing.
Retrieving takes as input a query and returns a set of results from a knowledge base
relevant to the query. Browsing takes as input a document and a document collection
and a user navigation action and returns a new document from the same collection.

The approach to information retrieval discussed in this chapter focuses on supporting
browsing by finding information relevant to the user’s current context. This approach in
general uses existing information retrieval systems to handle the retrieval task, although
it is not limited to doing so.
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9.6. The Problem: Getting Good Answers to Bad Questions
Information retrieval is a good choice for the experience-based agent approach for
several reasons. First, traditional information retrieval approaches potentially yield large
result sets which users have limited resources to navigate. Second, user browsing and
feedback can provide additional information beyond the initial query. Third, relevance of
documents from user interests is dependent upon the content of individual documents.
Fourth, while both knowledge bases and information needs change over time, there are
similarities between queries which may make past search effort relevant.

Taken together, these facts suggest that information retrieval would be a good target
for the experience-based agent approach: it includes large bodies of information and
limited resources to process them, generates contextual information during the reasoning
process, contains contextual structure in the domain, and can potentially benefit from the
discover of additional experiences during the process.

9.6.1. Modern Information Retrieval
By almost any metric one cares to measure, the amount of information available to
the average user has exploded in the past ten years. Resources as diverse as magazine
articles, classic books, news wires, historical archives, intelligence data and personal
biographies are now all readily available with just a few clicks, brought from hundreds of
different kinds of systems to a single interface thanks to the power of the Internet and
web browsers. Today’s ordinary users and information workers now have a single point
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of access to a vast array of heterogeneous information resources. There is good news and
bad news in this picture.

The good news is that the web brings an entire world of information to an individual
user. The Internet makes it possible to ask questions which could never before be
answered by drawing information from a vast array of heterogeneous information
resources to single point of access: the web browser. Using search engines, directories
and other information navigation schemes, a user can get a mountain of information on a
single topic.

The bad news is that the web brings an entire world of information to an individual
user. The heterogeneous, aggregate, unedited nature of the Web means that a simple
question can lead to a deluge of potentially useless answers. Search engines, directories
and other information navigation schemes can deliver a mountain of chaff hiding only a
few grains of wheat.

This need for improved tools to search the Web and other heterogeneous information
resources is widely acknowledged. The Web is vast, containing approximately a billion
pages at the time of this writing and growing. This continent of data is trackless,
swamped by dead links and slow-loading pages that make direct browsing impractical or
at least frustrating for most users (Kehoe et al. 1998). The search techniques developed
so far to guide users across this desert have proved inadequate, leading to widely
recognized exasperation (Lawrence & Giles 1999, Pitta 1999, Riggs 1999, Internet World
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1998, McWilliams 1998). Even expert searchers are stumped two-thirds of the time
trying to find information quickly, often taking a quarter of an hour to find useful
information (Kehoe et al. 1998). One of the largest problems is the sheer volume of
information available: even simple searches yield overwhelming numbers of results, and
users often lack the knowledge they need to appropriately focus their queries upon the
objects of their search — presuming, of course, that the structure of the index admits
such a focusing.

In the end, users are left adrift on a sea of unorganized, and hence useless, data. But
the typical user does not wander out into this trackless desert without a goal in mind.
Users have immediate needs for information which motivate them to embark upon their
journeys into the World Wide Web.

Moreover, the Web has a structure, both

intentionally imposed by local page authors and unintentionally emerging from
similarities between pages, which reflects the content that it contains. And each search
that a user conducts that successfully results in a new addition to their swollen bookmark
files or an e-mailed pointer to a friend or co-worker builds up a library of experience
about the content of the Web that is relevant to that user’s interests, a library which helps
the users improve their search over time.

In short, users search for information on the Web in a particular context, the Web
itself is structured in such a way that information related to a particular context can be
identified by its semantic similarity, and repeated searches of the Web can build a library
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of experience that can guide future searches. Therefore, search for information on the
Web is a natural application for the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach.

9.6.2. Existing Systems and their Limits
Traditional information research systems tend to focus on improving individual
aspects of information retrieval on the web without considering the context of the user’s
actions or getting feedback from their task.

For example, web search engines attempt to improve on the speed and coverage of
browsing by using a memory-based approach: a web search engine builds an index of a
subset of the web, by crawling or other means, which users can query to quickly get
answers. Unfortunately, by their very nature search engines must apply general
algorithms to large amounts of unstructured data very quickly, and do not have the ability
to refine an ambiguous query into the user’s true information needs. As a result, the
answers returned by search engines are often imprecise and swamped with irrelevant
information. The tools available to refine lists of results are primitive, requiring users to
manually specify categories or keywords. Search engines do not adapt as users digest the
results of the search, rarely learn from the results of searches and maintain little or no
memory of past searches (Etzioni 1997, Cheong 1996). Metasearch engines attempt to
improve on the search engine model by sending a query to multiple search engines
simultaneously. This strategy is designed to improve comprehensiveness but can result
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in searches that are less precise, and still does not deal with resolving ambiguity, refining
results, or learning from search.

To improve upon these approaches, Etzioni and others have suggested that next
generation of internet search systems should “move up the information food chain”
(Etzioni 1997) and collate and organize information at a higher level. Search engines like
HotBot, Lycos and AltaVista are effectively information herbivores, browsing the web
directly to build large, massive indices of pages optimized to answer queries and little
else. As proposed by Etzioni, information carnivores prey upon information herbivores,
digesting their output to produce more comprehensive responses to queries. Examples
include systems such as ShopBot, Metacrawler (Etzioni 1997), and SavvySearch (Howe
& Dreilinger 1997). However, most existing information carnivores do little to resolve
ambiguity or deal with feedback from users, nor do they exploit the history of past
queries.

Beyond the hierarchy of information herbivores and carnivores lies the possibility of
harvesting information from the food chain and storing it to answer future questions or
guide future search. The information agriculture approach attempts to make search more
precise and relevant by building a map of available information based on actual user
questions, responses from information sources, and user reactions to those responses, and
using that map to guide the search, ranking and presentation of information to the user.
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The information agriculture approach appears in various guises. Collaborative
filtering systems (Varian 1999) collect preferences from populations of users and use it to
organize and recommend information to individual users (Pazzani et al. 1996), but the
structure of this knowledge is often hidden and opaque. Adaptive web sites collect
information about web site usage patterns and use it to organize the structure of the site
(Wexelblat & Maes 1997, Perkowitz & Etzioni 1998) but this information is aggregated
across many users and may not reflect any one users’ needs or interests. Web harvesting
systems such as Harvest (Bowman et al. 1994) collect indexing information from a
variety of sites and use it for both search and caching, but again are not optimized to deal
with an individual user’s needs or interests. Finally, machine learning techniques such as
clustering and classification have been applied to databases of collected web statistics to
improve the precision of searches, including as Direct Hit’s 10 most visted pages
(DirectHit 1999), Netscape’s What’s Related button (Lyons 1998), Alexa (Alexa 1999),
and GROUPER (Zamir & Etzioni 1998); however, these techniques depend on the
structure of the web or the preferences of millions of users without learning much about
individual needs or interests and without providing users a way to search or inspect the
knowledge these systems have gleaned.

9.6.3. Building on Existing Work
The Nicole-IRIA system builds on much of the pioneering work in information
retrieval on the Internet. Nicole-IRIA is an information harvesting search and browsing
aid that builds on previous approaches by implementing them within the Nicole
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framework and extending them with context-sensitive search, asynchronous retrieval and
experience-based accumulation of knowledge.

For example, Nicole-IRIA’s semantic map builds on existing approaches to
cataloging information resources, such as web search indices like Alta Vista, Lycos and
Web Crawler (Cheong 1996, Ardö & Lundberg 1998), web directories like Yahoo
(Yahoo 1999), information resource mapping systems such as Harvest (Bowman et al.
1994) and search ontologies as used in Ariadne (Knoblock et al. 1997) and InfoSleuth
(Jacobs & Shea 1996). The knowledge map goes beyond these approaches by unifying
indexing with a writable information space in which a user or workgroup can annotate
and update descriptions of known information resources.

Nicole-IRIA’s asynchronous search extends the incremental web search approach
pioneered by systems like the early versions of Lycos (Cheong 1996) by reifying user
queries as explicit semantic knowledge objects; this supports the novel capability to
retrieve “best-guess” retrieval of pages while the queries are being processed in the
background, as well as allowing the explicit manipulation of query properties during
incremental search.

Nicole-IRIA’s context-sensitive web search extends the browsing aid approach
pioneered by such systems as Fish (de Bra & Post 1994) and WebWatcher (Joachims et
al. 1997) by using feedback from the user’s browsing to aid ongoing asynchronous
searches in addition to aiding browsing itself.
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This use of feedback is similar to relevance filtering, which also use feedback from
the user to modify the retrieval or presentation of documents (Robertson & Sparck Jones
1976, Sparck Jones 1979, Salton & Buckley 1990; also see Sparck Jones & Willet 1997
for an overview). However, the bulk of these systems focus on augmenting or updating
queries to perform new searches from document retrieval systems, rather on actual
ranking and filtering of documents that have already been retrieved.

Ostensive information retrieval approaches (Cambell & van Rijsbergen 1996) attempt
to retrieve documents by example without a query, in which users select relevant sets of
documents and the system attempts to present semantically similar approaches.
Ostensive retrieval shares similarities with the Scatter/Gather approach (Cutting et al.
1992), discussed shortly.

The WebCSCA system (Crestani & Lee 1999) applies

spreading activation to the ostensive retrieval approach, taking as input a set of selected
documents from and conducting a web spidering process guided by constrained spreading
activation (CSA). The CSA approach uses inference rules and depth limits to bound the
spread of activation, unlike the CDSA approach which uses uniform equations with selflimiting properties. Another difference between the two systems is that the Nicole-IRIA
approach uses an explicit query to guide its initial selection of documents, rather than
crawling the Web itself.

Like the Nicole-IRIA approach, the WebSCSA approach

applies similarity metrics to retrieved pages prior to presenting them to the user, although
WebSCSA must download pages to compute its similarity metrics, whereas Nicole-IRIA
relies on pure activation level to make recommendations.
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The search mediation engine used by Nicole-IRIA applies a harvesting or metasearch
approach similar to Harvest (Bowman et al. 1994) and the MetaCrawler (Etzioni 1997)
but differs in that the rich structure of the knowledge map permits the direct browsing of
the database of pages.

A variety of information retrieval approaches are based on networks that represent
documents, words, terms, concepts, and their relationships (see a review in Turtle &
Croft 1990; also see Santos et al. 2000, Williams & Pottenger 2000, Wu & Dai 2000).
For example, Cohen & Kjeldsen (1987)’s GRANT system pioneered the use of spreading
activation to retrieve documents in a semantic network. However, this network required
a great deal of domain representation and was painstakingly constructed over four
person-months. In contrast, Nicole-IRIA’s relatively simple ontology of information
resources and connecting concepts was developed in a few weeks and enables semantic
maps to be generated on the fly. Other approaches to information retrieval that share
similarities to the Nicole-IRIA approach include approaches based on spreading
activation such as (Salton & Buckley 1988 and Crestani & Lee 1999) and approaches
based on building adaptive, learning maps of information resources as discussed in
(Heylighen & Bollen 1996 and Heylighen 1999).

Another relevant approach is the “information scent” approach (Pirolli & Card 1995,
1999, Pirolli 1997). This work applies the theory of information foraging (Pirolli & Card
1999) to the Scatter/Gather browser interface developed by Matti Hearst at Xerox Parc
(Cutting et al. 1992), which provides a clustered view of large document collections
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which can be dynamically rearranged based on user inputs. The Scatter/Gather interface
presents clusters of documents in a collection as a set of meta-documents summarizing
each collection; at this interface users can then gather clusters they feel are relevant
which the system then scatters into new clusters for more finely-grained inspection. To
analyze and predict user behavior at this interface, Pirolli and Card applied a variant of
John Anderson’s ACT-R system called ACT-IF, which used spreading activation to
model the “information scent value” of stimuli and which it used to then predict what
information foraging actions a user would take. This model can be seen as logically
complementary to the Nicole-IRIA approach: where the information scent work uses
spreading activation to attempt to predict user behavior, Nicole-IRIA uses spreading
activation to predict what information will be relevant to a user.

Information foraging was also used as a motivation for a spreading activation
approach to organizing the presentation of pages on a web site (Pirolli et al. 1996). In
this approach, a semantic network was constructed from the hyperlink topology of a web
site, augmented with additional links that summarized interdocument similarity. This
network was then weighted by the history of users navigating the site over time. When a
user navigates to a page on the site, activation is spread into the network to recommend
pages that are similar to the current page. This approach differs from the Nicole-IRIA
approach in several ways. Nicole-IRIA focuses on the general problem of recommending
information from a variety of data sources, rather than organizing the presentation of
information within a web site; for this reason Nicole-IRIA’s semantic network is
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dynamically and incrementally constructed from pages and/or page summaries, and is not
tied to the topology of a particular site.

Furthermore, Nicole-IRIA does not use

interdocument similarity or user navigation history to weight its network; instead, NicoleIRIA represents the connections between documents, titles, words and so forth explicitly.
This structured representation enables Nicole-IRIA maintain a richer representation of
user interests and context, which in turn enables Nicole-IRIA to spread activation from
sources other than the web page that the user is currently viewing.

Despite these

differences, it is possible that these two approaches could be combined in some way to
improve the performance of either approach.

9.7. The Solution: Experience-Based Information Retrieval
The experience-based agent approach to information retrieval is information
agriculture on steroids. Experience-based information retrieval models recommendation
as context-based reminding from information stored as experience.

9.7.1. Relevance as Reminding in Information Agriculture
The general experience-based agent approach to a task is based on collecting
experience and exploiting it in context: build a store of experience that reflects the
semantic structure of the environment, and then use the task and environmental context to
drive the context-sensitive asynchronous retrieval of information from that store likely to
be relevant to the context.
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Applied to information retrieval, the experience-based agent approach naturally
suggests an information agriculture strategy: build semantic maps of information
resources based on the structure of the Web and the history of user searches, and then use
the user’s current search and browsing behavior to drive the context-sensitive
asynchronous presentation of information from the map relevant to the user’s current
needs.

Building Semantic Maps. An experience store can be built statically over a fixed
collection or dynamically in response to user queries, harvesting information from a
larger non-experience-based store of documents. The latter approach is particularly
important for the Web: because the Web is far larger than any individual human or
machine’s ability to process, an information agriculture approach is crucial for dealing
with its vastness.

The Web’s sheer bulk, as well as the hordes of users that may swarm any individual
site, limit the amount of intelligence traditional information retrieval methods can apply
to any one request.

In contrast, the experience-based version of the information

agriculture approach piggybacks on top of traditional “quick and dirty” information
retrieval methods, passing queries to traditional search engines and loading the results
dynamically into the experience store. This approach allows the agent to focus its
intelligence on the specific questions being asked by its users, and limits the size of its
knowledge base to a scale manageable by human memory algorithms by focusing it on
information related to the history of a user’s search.
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Reminding From a Semantic Map Based on User Action. User navigation actions
as they browse search results can be modeled as a process driven by a user’s information
need and their perception of how relevant actions will help them satisfy that need.
Relevance of documents can be modeled as a function of how their content relates to the
content of an information need.

To apply the experience-based agent approach,

documents to be retrieved must be stored in the experience store labeled by content
extracted from those documents. Some subset of documents is presented to the user along
with a set of available actions (browsing, thumbs up/thumbs down recommendations, and
so forth).

Actions are also modeled based on the relationship to these resources and the action’s
intention. When users select an action, the content of that action can be used to build up
a context of the user’s likes and dislikes. Browsing to a resource provides evidence that
the user has interests in the resource’s topic; browsing back or explicitly rejecting a
resource from a list provides evidence that the topic is not of interest; combining this
information together into a model of the user’s interests enables spreading activation to
generate remindings of relevant information from the experience store.

9.7.2. The Information Retrieval Intelligent Assistant
To test this model of how the experience-based agent architecture could be applied to
information retrieval, I designed a context-sensitive, experience-based approach to
information retrieval problems called the Information Retrieval Intelligent Assistant, or
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IRIA. To test this approach, and by extension test the context-sensitive asynchronous
memory and experience-based agent approaches to constructing artificial intelligence
systems, the IRIA architecture was implemented in a system called Nicole-IRIA. 21

The core of Nicole-IRIA is a reminding engine consisting of a context-sensitive
search mediator which uses a unified semantic knowledge base called a knowledge map
to represent indexed pages, queries, and even browsing sessions in a single format. This
uniform representation enables the development of an experience-based map of available
information resources, along with judgments about their relevance, allowing precise
searches based on the history of research for an individual, group or online community.
The knowledge map is furthermore a browsable information resource in its own right,
accessible by standard internetworking protocols; with appropriate security precautions,
this enables workgroups at remote sites to view and exploit information collected by
another workgroup.

The reminding engine is the core component of IRIA that makes this understanding
possible. The reminding engine directly applies the experience-based agent approach to
the problem of information search, consisting of a search engine query system, a unified

21

Nicole-IRIA was developed at Enkia Corporation as part of an Air Force Rome Labs SBIR project, with

Air Force sponsor Ray Liuzzi, principal investigator Anthony Francis, and research scientists Mark
Devaney and Ashwin Ram. Patents have been applied for both the recommendation engine embodied in
Nicole-IRIA and for the context-sensitive asynchronous memory system embodied in Nicole itself.
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semantic knowledge base called a knowledge map that represents indexed pages, queries,
and even browsing sessions in a single format, and a context-sensitive search mediator
that retrieves and organizes information in the map based on user interests. This uniform
representation enables the development of an experience-based map of available
information resources, along with judgments about their relevance, allowing precise
searches based on the history of research for an individual, group or online community.
The knowledge map is furthermore a browsable information resource in its own right,
accessible by standard internetworking protocols; with appropriate security precautions,
this enables workgroups at remote sites to view and exploit information collected by
another workgroup.

The ultimate goal of this technology is an intelligent information management toolkit,
deployable in a wide variety of environments and configurations, which can proactively
provide a working user with useful information by searching its knowledge map in
parallel with user action, by actively querying multiple information resources and
collating their results, and by capturing the history of these searches in the knowledge
map that becomes an information resource in its own right. The user will be able to
interact directly with the knowledge map to browse and rapidly locate relevant
information, or to use it as an intelligent assistant working unobtrusively in the
background.
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Figure 9.1. Architecture of Nicole-IRIA

9.7.3. Architecture of Nicole-IRIA
The Nicole-IRIA system is composed of a set of a functional components which work
together to assist a user or group’s web research. This set of components, illustrated in
Figure 9.1, includes:
•

Knowledge map:
A unified semantic knowledge base for describing, summarizing, and categorizing
available information resources based on task relevance, availability, format, and
content. Also known as a “semantic map” or “semantic resource map”, the
knowledge map is an innovative approach to cataloging information resources
which provides the benefits of many traditional approaches such as web search
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indices, web directories, and information resource mapping systems, yet goes
beyond them to provide a writable information space in which a researcher or
workgroup can annotate and update descriptions of known information resources.
•

Asynchronous memory:
"Fire and forget" search of information resources based on user query. This is
responsible for maintaining a list of pending queries (and standing requests for
information) and alerting the user when useful information is found.
Asynchronous search extends existing incremental web search approaches by
reifying user queries as explicit semantic knowledge objects; this supports the
novel capability to retrieve “best-guess” retrieval of pages while the queries are
being processed in the background, as well as allowing the explicit manipulation
of query properties during incremental search.

•

Context-sensitive memory:
Working hand in hand with the asynchronous memory is the context-sensitive
search system, which uses a trace of user actions at the interface to attempt to
identify the context of a users search and direct search of the semantic network
accordingly. Context-sensitive web search is a browsing aid approach that uses
relevance feedback from the user’s browsing to aid ongoing asynchronous
searches in addition to aiding browsing itself.

•

Search mediation engine:
The knowledge map, asynchronous search and context-sensitive search modules
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must be embedded in an overall architecture which can accept queries from the
user on the one hand and access information resources on the other. The search
mediation engine is a server-side architecture for accessing, integrating,
summarizing, and indexing data from large-scale heterogeneous information
resources which uses the knowledge map and asynchronous search algorithms as
its core.

The search mediation engine goes beyond existing harvesting or

metasearch approach in that the rich structure of the knowledge map permits the
direct browsing of the database of pages.
•

Monitoring search interface:
To take maximum advantage of the context sensitive search process, the user
interface to the search system must be instrumented to permit the system to
unobtrusively monitor the user's behavior while searching an information
resource.

•

Intelligent collation and ranking:
This component must collect and analyze retrieved data sources to identify
relevant clusters of information, to rank those groups for presentation to the user,
and to extract summary information when possible. This includes both natural
language tools and data mining facilities.

•

Information presentation engine:
This uses techniques for displaying multimedia search results and summaries.
Once data has been collected, it must be presented to the user in a way that
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communicates information clearly and effectively. The information presentation
engine will also enable users to browse the knowledge map as an information
resource in its own right.

The initial prototyping effort focused on the search mediation engine, semantic map,
and context-sensitive asynchronous search system, along with limited prototypes of other
components, such as the monitoring search interface, as were needed to demonstrate the
feasibility of the design. Future efforts already underway at Enkia Corporation will
explore expanding these capabilities and adding new ones, such as more sophisticated
collation and presentation systems.
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Figure 9.2. Representation of Information Resources in an Experience Store

9.7.4. Details of the Approach
Experience-based agency brings the knowledge map, asynchronous search and
context-sensitive search to the information retrieval problem. Each of these components
brings unique capabilities to information retrieval systems.

Knowledge Map. An experience store is a natural representation for the knowledge
map.

Information resources, be they single web pages or entire databases, can be

represented by nodes in the experience store, and links between resources can be
represented by relationships between nodes. As additional information about a resource is
discovered, such as the text of a page retrieved by HTTP, metadata about the content and
format of a database extracted through knowledge discovery, or annotations about a
resource entered by users of the system, it can be added incrementally to a node in the
form of links to subsidiary concepts and data groundings. Figure 9.2 illustrates this
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general idea, although several variants of this approach have been instantiated and tested
during the course of the case study.

Figure 9.3 illustrates a subset a knowledge map used in the experiments detailed in
this section. In this variant, the structure of the knowledge map labels information
resources using a subset of the Dublin Core metadata (Weibel et al. 2000, Dublin Core
Metadata Initiative 2000) structured into a graph which links words, titles and
summaries, pages and links into a common format. In the figure, nodes are displayed on
the right as boxes and categories displayed on the left as rounded boxes. IS-A links
between them are suppressed. Other link types are indicated by reified relation objects
depicted as hexagons. Note that an individual resource’s connection to words is
segregated into separate link types for title words, summary words, and so on, to enable
the application of the CDSA gated spreading activation process.

Because the experience store represents both the map of resources and the knowledge
derived from those resources in a graph structure, the experience store itself can be
browsed like any other hypertext data structure. A user (or, with appropriate security, a
workgroup) can thus explore the past history of information research with Nicole-IRIA,
perform additional analyses or data mining, annotate information resources, edit the
descriptions of resources that have been modified, or delete resources that are no longer
needed. The search mediator must thus act as not only a gateway for requests but also as
a server of information.
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Layered atop the knowledge map is the context-sensitive asynchronous search system
which searches the existing semantic map and newly harvested information from the
Internet in a unified interface, using feedback from the user to provide context-sensitive
recommendations. The system is accessed via an integrated interface that combines
search and recommendations functions with a knowledge browser that allows users to
inspect and share the knowledge map.

Asynchronous Retrieval. A user’s need for information may be pressing, yet
accurate and comprehensive search of a large knowledge base can take a long time.
Asynchronous retrieval enables a system to satisfy a user’s urgent need for information
without sacrificing comprehensiveness by returning a “first guess” set of information
resources within a specified deadline for user inspection while continuing to search the
knowledge base more comprehensively in the background, returning additional results as
they are found.

Context-Sensitive Search. Embedded within the search mediator, the contextdirected spreading activation algorithm provides a natural algorithm for searching the
World Wide Web, either in response to user queries or in an autonomous information
harvesting mode. The context of a user’s browsing activity can be used to guide search
through the knowledge map for appropriate information resources; when relevant
resources require additional processing in response to a query (such as links to pages
which have not yet been retrieved, or pointers to database gateways which must be
queried) the activation levels of retrieved nodes provide guidance to the search mediator
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about how to make use of its available search and analysis resources. In addition, the
history of search of a user or workgroup can serve to guide an ongoing, autonomous
search for frequently used pages which can be cached locally.

9.7.5. Structure of an IRIA-Based Application.
A typical Nicole-IRIA system is deployed as an information management extension
to an existing interface. For example, Nicole-IRIA could be deployed as a search engine
assistance application which displays search results on the left and the user’s current
selected result in the center. As the user browses, Nicole-IRIA is reminded of pages and
displays these dynamically computed results on the right, enabling users to quickly focus
on relevant results (Figure 9.4).

In the figure, a user has initiated a search for “biological warfare” information on the
Internet. On the left hand side of the interface, the original search results are displayed,
including information on how to deal with biological warfare threats (“1. Information
Paper: DoD Biological Warfare Threat Analysis”), information on how to treat people
infected by biowarfare agents (“10. Medical Defense Against Biological Warfare
Agents”) and even political articles on biological warfare (“3. Chemical and Biological
Warfare Unmasked” and “7. Biological Warfare - The Poor Man’s Atom Bomb”).
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Figure 9.3. Portion of a Typical IRIA Knowledge Map
The user, however, is interested only in dealing with biological warfare agents and
has clicked on several links including the first link, “Information Paper: DoD Biological
Warfare Threat Analysis”. Using these click as evidence of the user’s interests, NicoleIRIA is reminded of relevant links through the context sensitive asynchronous memory
process and recommends several links to the user on the right hand side. Out of the nine
links recommended, 7 are directly relevant to military assessment of biological warfare
threats, including links on how to protect troops like “Overview: DoD Biological
Warfare Defense Immunization Program” and links on how to detect threats like “8.
NIST: Sensing chemical or biological warfare agents”. In effect, Nicole-IRIA used the
user’s information to find links dozens or hundreds of items down on the search engine
list and to recommend them directly to the user with a minimum of search.
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Layered atop the knowledge map is the context-sensitive asynchronous search system
which searches the existing semantic map and newly harvested information from the
Internet in a unified interface, using feedback from the user to provide context-sensitive
recommendations. The system is accessed via an integrated interface that combines
search and recommendations functions with a knowledge browser that allows users to
inspect and share the knowledge map.

9.8. Executing the Study
To conduct this study, I developed a prototype of the experience-based agent
approach to information retrieval in a system called Nicole-IRIA. Nicole-IRIA was used
to develop several applications, and several data sets were collected and categorized to
conduct experiments on these applications’ performance.

9.8.1. Applications Constructed
The applications constructed included:
•

Nicole-IRIA Server-Side Prototype.
A prototype of the Nicole-IRIA system was constructed at Enkia Corporation
as part of an Air Force Phase I SBIR project (Francis et al. 2000a,b). The
Nicole-IRIA prototype is a web server plug-in accessed through browserbased and standalone interfaces. The prototype was developed primarily in
Common Lisp using the CL-HTTP web server and Nicole AI toolkit, with
Perl extensions. The prototype uses a metasearch system to execute a query
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Figure 9.4. IRIA: The Phase I Prototype of the IIM Toolkit
on existing WWW search engines (e.g., Altavista, Yahoo, etc.) and then
summarizes the returned hits into a knowledge map.22
•

Web (Re)Search Application:
A prototype client/server web search assistance and research application was
constructed using Nicole-IRIA.

This application accesses the core IRIA

server capabilities through a standard browser interface. Figure 9.4 illustrates
this prototype.

22

Thanks to Mark Devaney for programming the Perl harvester interface which plugged into the Lisp

IRIA core I developed using Nicole.
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•

Computer-Aided Problem Based Learning Application:
The Nicole-IRIA prototype engine was also used to construct an educational
whiteboard system called CAPABLE (P. Ram et al. 2000). This application
accessed the original and additional IRIA server-side functions through a Java
client interface.23

•

Other Demonstrations:
The IRIA engine was used construct a number of other proprietary
demonstrations.

Furthermore, in a follow-on Phase II SBIR project, the

Nicole-IRIA engine is being regenerated as a commercial-grade product.
While the behavior of the commercial product is equivalent or superior to that
of the Nicole-IRIA prototype, the empirical tests discussed in this chapter
were conducted on the prototype.

9.8.2. Datasets Constructed
The datasets collected included:
•

Dolphin Data Set:
The “dolphin” data set was a typical web search result set, consisting of 100
search results drawn from the AltaVista search service (Ray et al. 1998,
AltaVista 2000). Each web page in the set was grouped into three separate

23

Thanks are due again to Mark Devaney for constructing the Java client-side interface which provided an

alternative way to access and test the Lisp IRIA core.
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categories: dolphin vacations, marine biology, and Miami dolphins, plus a
small number of miscellaneous results.
•

Employment (Dice) Data Set:
The “dice” data set was drawn from a search on programmers on the Dice
employment web site. This consisted of 100 programmer results, separated
into 4 different categories.

•

Content Provider Site Data Set:
An additional data set of 3000 items was collected with permission from a
large regional content provider’s web site as a means of testing the system’s
performance on larger data sets.

•

Educational Data Set:
A data set of educational resources was constructed based on the knowledge
base of the Virtual Sherlock problem based learning program (P. Ram 2000)
as a means for testing the system’s recommendations of non-web related
information.

These applications and data sets were used to test Nicole-IRIA’s performance, both
experimentally and in a series of exploratory surveys.
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9.9. Fidelity of the Study
Nicole-IRIA had its limits. It made limited use of the task control system, instead
invoking execution cycles of the Nicole architecture in response to user actions at an
interface. It furthermore did not use automatic cueing of spreading activation, also
driving this in response to user actions at the interface.

As a consequence, while

processing of retrieval requests and reminding was asynchronous and incremental and
continued over the course of many user actions, the implemented prototype only partially
exploited the additional resources that were available during pauses between user actions.

Second, as an experience-based agent Nicole-IRIA’s integration mechanisms were
trivial. Because each retrieved resource was atomic and search results were simply
ranked sets, the act of integration simply consisted of retrieval evaluation based on the
activation level of a retrieved resource (a measure of relevance to current user interests)
and based on the specifications of the user query (necessary to eliminate resources which
were active but did not contain terms relevant to a the user’s query).

Finally, Nicole-IRIA relied heavily on its harvesting infrastructure to provide an
initial list of results drawn from an outside database; even when its internal knowledge
base was well stocked it performed little in-memory “harvest”. This was a deliberate
adherence to the experience-based agent approach at the expense of the information
retrieval task in the following sense. Nicole-IRIA retrieved information from its own
knowledge map only in response to its current understanding of the user’s interests; as
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Nicole-IRIA’s understanding of the users’ information need evolved, additional results
were often found and retrieved asynchronously. While this fit the experience-based
agent model, in practice it meant that Nicole-IRIA would often ignore some resources in
the knowledge map that would have been retrieved by an exhaustive boolean or vector
matching process until the user’s browsing actions provided cues to Nicole-IRIA to guide
it to retrieve those items.

9.10. Hypotheses Tested
The goal of these evaluations was to show that context-sensitive asynchronous
memory could provide useful information to reasoning tasks based on contextual
information. This overall goal was unpacked into a series of hypotheses about the
potential benefits of context-sensitive asynchronous memory to the planning process:
•

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can recommend useful information
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can retrieve information relevant to
reasoning tasks as judged by human users.

•

Feedback

can

improve

context-sensitive

asynchronous

retrieval

Contextual feedback from task performance can improve the relevance of
context-sensitive asynchronous memory retrievals at providing relevant
information.
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•

Asynchronous retrieval is useful
Asynchronous

retrieval

of

information

can

enable

a

context-sensitive

asynchronous memory to incrementally retrieve additional useful information.
•

Generality of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach:
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can recommend useful information for a
variety of tasks.

The experimental evaluation of these claims by and large validated these claims and
revealed fortuitous findings along the way.

9.11. Results
I used the Nicole-IRIA system to conduct several evaluations, analyzing the power of
the context-sensitive asynchronous memory system to recommend useful information to
users and workgroups, its ability to support applications other than web search, and the
contributions of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory parameterization to retrieval
quality. These evaluations included:
•

Evaluation 9.1. Providing Useful Answers to Individual Users

•

Evaluation 9.2. Providing Useful Answers to Workgroups.

•

Evaluation 9.3. Support for Educational Applications.

•

Evaluation 9.4. Support for Other Applications.

•

Evaluation 9.5. Analysis of Serendipitous Results.
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9.11.1. Evaluation 9.1. Providing Useful Answers to Individual Users
Quantitative evaluations on two actual search data sets were conducted to evaluate
the prototype and collect feasibility results. These experiments were designed to test how
good Nicole-IRIA’s context-sensitive search was at recommending useful information to
users.

Evaluation. The model behind these experiments was of a user with a specific need
for information who enters an ambiguous query — for example, a researcher on dolphin
cognition simply searching for “dolphin” — who then receives an overwhelming number
of results. Confronted with this list, the user then begins browsing through the result
lists, seeking relevant results. The hypothesis of these experiments was that if a user
selected initial pages relevant to their desired category, Nicole-IRIA would be able to
provide other pages relevant to that category and speed the user’s search. Thus, the
number of relevant pages recommended in, say, Nicole-IRIA’s Top 10 or Top 20 list
should be significantly better than chance.

Method. The user’s task in these experiments was web search: finding web pages
relevant to the query. We assume that the simulated user has an information need not
explicitly stated in the query, assume that returned web search results can be categoried
into several major semantic groupings, and that one or more of these groupings are
relevant to the user’s search.
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The system’s task was to focus its presentation of information to the user on
categories relevant to the user’s hidden information need, using feedback from browsing
behavior to perform the search. The dependent variable was percentage of relevant
results displayed in the Top 10 and Top 20 lists; therefore, the system’s task was to
maximize the percentage of relevant results.

The baseline for this task is a random presentation of results; on average the
percentage of relevant results displayed in the Top N list would be the average category
size divided by the total number of results returned. The hypothesis tested was that
Nicole-IRIA could exceed this chance benchmark in a small number of browsing events
or clicks.

In this evaluation, two data sets were conducted for controlled offline search,
including one generic search from AltaVista on “dolphin” and one special-purpose search
of job postings from the dice.com database to show feasibility on an e-recruiting
application. For each data set, all the results were hand-categorized by a judge into
logical groupings — for example, “dolphin vacation pages”, “dolphin research sites”, and
“Miami Dolphins.

These groupings were not provided to the system, but were instead

used to gauge the quality of the system’s results. The hypothesis of the experiment was
that if a user selected pages relevant to, say, dolphin vacations, Nicole-IRIA would be
able to quickly provide recommendations of other relevant pages, thus reducing the need
for the user to wade through overwhelming numbers of results.
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For the actual experiment, a test user distinct from the judge who grouped the pages
entered the search term, and an experimental harness captured the queries and returned
data from the pre-categorized test sets. The categories, known to the evaluator but
unknown to Nicole-IRIA, were used to simulate a naturalistic browsing sequence: first
the test user searched for results in one category, then simulated becoming distracted by
searching for results in another category. Finally, the test user returned to the first
category to continue the search, and then moved on to a third category.

At each step during the user’s browsing experience, the Nicole-IRIA prototype
recommended 30 sites considered relevant according to the context-sensitive search
algorithm. To evaluate Nicole-IRIA’s performance, the proportion of results out of the
Top 10 and Top 20 recommendations that were drawn from the same category that the
test user was seeking were measured. On both data sets, the proportion of relevant
results produced by a random recommendation algorithm should be approximately 33%
(assuming 3 categories).
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Figure 9.5. Quality of Recommendations on the “dolphin” Search Data Set
Results. On both data sets and in all three conditions, Nicole-IRIA presented a
proportion of relevant results relevant greater than chance after only one to three
selections by the user. In certain conditions on the dolphin data set, Nicole-IRIA
produced 90-100% relevant recommendations; on the tougher dice.com data set NicoleIRIA was still able to produce 60%-80% relevant results within a few user clicks. Results
from the “dolphin” data set are displayed in Figure 9.5. Results from the “dice” data set
are displayed in Figure 9.6.
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Figure 9.6. Quality of Recommendations on the “dice” Search Data Set

9.11.2. Evaluation 9.2. Providing Useful Answers to Workgroups.
A qualitative evaluation was conducted to investigate how Nicole-IRIA could support
a workgroup. This evaluation was designed to test whether Nicole-IRIA’s contextsensitive search could recommend information to groups of users that no single user
could have found alone.

Evaluation. The model behind these experiments was of a workgroup with a joint
need for information that divided research efforts on that need between multiple users —
for example, an intelligence taskforce searching on information about a particular conflict
which divided its efforts between individuals studying countries involved in the region,
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major political issues, geographical and military concerns, and so on. The model was
that individual users would enter queries at the Nicole-IRIA search interface as in the
previous experiment, but would share the same knowledge map and would both
contribute to the context.

There were two hypotheses in these experiments. First, I hypothesized that the
context developed by multiple users would contribute to recommending information no
single user would have found alone through the context-sensitive search process.
Second, I hypothesized that a shared knowledge map would enable serendipitious
resource findings in which a search conducted by one user would contribute results to a
search by another user through the asynchronous retrieval process.

Method. In this evaluation, a workgroup situation was simulated by having two
independent users seated at different workstations searching for different types of
information on the web, sharing a single knowledge map containing contributions from
both user’s searches. The primary example tested was of a workgroup performing a
search on Middle East conflicts. One user searched for and browsed through information
on the Middle East. A second user searched for and browsing through information on
biological warfare. As a baseline, both users performed individual searches and tracked
the sets of relevant recommendations the system provided as well as the total number of
resources found by Nicole-IRIA. After the baseline tests, the system was reinitialized
and the two users conducted their search simultaneously over the same knowledge map
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and sharing the same context, noting the sets of recommendations and number of
resources found to detect any differences.

Results. As a result of the two users collaborating on search, Nicole-IRIA found and
recommended resources relevant to the workgroup’s information need that no single user
found on their own. One example from the Middle East conflict example was a page
from a political analyst discussing whether Iraq might still have biological weapons, a
page relevant to both searches which was not recommended to either user in the
standalone condition.

As a result of the two users collaborating on search, Nicole-IRIA found and
recommended resources relevant to the workgroup’s information need that no single user
found on their own. One example from the Middle East conflict example was a page
from a political analyst discussing whether Iraq might still have biological weapons, a
page relevant to both searches which was not recommended to either user in the
standalone condition.

Furthermore, Nicole-IRIA’s asynchronous search system detected results from each
user’s search that were relevant to the other user’s searches, updating its presentation of
results for each user accordingly. This had the effect of adding between 5 and 10 results
to each search.
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In sum, in the workgroup condition, Nicole-IRIA was able to recommend information
that no single user found alone, and was able to find additional results beyond what it
found for each user on their own.

Discussion. This evaluation was exploratory in nature, relying on kludges in the
system’s server to simulate a workgroup experiment. More extensive experiments would
require the extending the core knowledge map and context sensitive search system, an
effort which is currently underway.

However, this did show the feasibility of the idea of sharing a context between users
in a workgroup. Furthermore, Nicole-IRIA's knowledge map also contained information
about why this page was recommended; this can be used in future versions to provide
users with an explanation of the system's reasoning if desired.

9.11.3. Evaluation 9.3. Support for Educational Applications.
The CAPABLE project (P. Ram et al. 2000, Francis et al. 2000c) tested the NicoleIRIA system’s ability to support a pedagogical approach called problem based learning
(Barrows 1988, P. Ram 1999) through its ability to help students do self-directed
research.

The CAPABLE system contained a knowledge base which was seeded with
information from an extended science lesson in forensic chemistry, and provided an
“Intelligent Whiteboard” interface into which students could enter their thoughts about
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the problems they faced. The system’s task was to use the notes, ideas and hypotheses
about the case that students entered into the Intelligent Whiteboard to recommend
information relevant to the student’s current thoughts, and to collate the information
entered into the Whiteboard into a persistent “Virtual Notebook” that students could
return to later.

In the initial stage of using the system, recommendations are drawn from a seed
knowledge base containing relevant information selected by the teacher as part of the
lesson plan, designed to help students formulate their thoughts without biasing them
towards one or more hypotheses. As students progressed from recording facts and ideas
onto the Whiteboard to generating hypotheses, the CAPABLE system extended its search
to the Web to help the students find additional resources to aid their understanding. The
CAPABLE system also allowed the students to bookmark relevant resources in the
Virtual Notebook so they could return to them later or print them out for self-directed
study.

No empirical tests were conducted on these projects, but a formal user evaluation was
conducted with two science teachers to evaluate the utility of the prototype as a tool they
could use to help teach problem-based learning courses. The teachers were given a
sample lesson plan implemented in CAPABLE and were asked to simulate the problembased learning process their students would conduct using the Intelligent Whiteboard.
The researchers were present to answer general questions and debug interface problems
in the prototype but did not provide the teachers with guidance on how to use the system.
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The teacher’s comments were logged during the session.

In addition, the teachers

themselves provided a postmortem written report evaluating their experience using the
system and judging its suitability for use in their classes.

The results of this evaluation were favorable. The teachers comments indicated that
they found the recommendations provided by the system to be useful. They furthermore
felt that that the Virtual Notebook would be a useful tool for students conducting selfdirected research as well as for their evaluation of student’s progress. The time the
teachers spent with the system was limited and clearly further evaluation needs to be
done to validate the approach; however, the positive reviews so far suggest this further
evaluation is definitely warranted.

9.11.4. Evaluation 9.4. Support for Other Applications.
Other experiments tested the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach to
information retrieval for different information retrieval tasks than web search. Other
projects applied the Nicole-IRIA technology to browsing databases of pre-generated
content to aid users navigation.

While no empirical tests were conducted on these projects, feedback from user
evaluations consistently showed that users felt the system helped them get information
they would not have found searching on their own.
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9.11.5. Evaluation 9.5. Analysis of Serendipitous Results.
One interesting result arose during the test of Nicole-IRIA on a much larger data sets.
As the data set grew larger the speed and performance of recommendations began to
degrade because of insufficient contextual focusing. Analysis of the active nodes and
relations revealed that some gated spreading activation was active but that it was
insufficient to fully restrict search, and I hypothesized that increasing the amount of
activation of relevant relations would improve the system’s performance. In an attempt to
improve the recommendation performance of the system, of the system, I performed a
search for the module of the code that was activating the relations prior to search.

No such module existed. Intrigued, I performed a further analysis. Relations relevant
to the task that the system was performing were automatically becoming active in part
due to the relation leakage parameters discussed in Chapter 3. Because of the volume of
nodes activated by Nicole-IRIA was much larger than in Nicole-MPA, relation leakage
was now playing a significant role in automatically restricting the system’s search to
improve its performance.

While this result was intriguing I did not have time to explore the possibilities of
relation leakage further as part of those experiments, and instead incorporated code to
perform relation activation deliberatively as part of the retrieval requests’ cue list. This
modification successfully improved both the speed and quality of the system’s
performance.
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Figure 9.7. Quality of Recommendations with Increasing Context

It remains an interesting topic for future work to return to the topic of relation gating,
varying its parameters to demonstrate whether or not the automatic focusing it
contributes is useful and whether or not it can be increased to perform focusing at the
same level as deliberate cueing.

9.12. Explanation and Analysis
9.12.1. Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can recommend useful
information
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can retrieve information relevant
to reasoning tasks as judged by human users.

This thesis was demonstrated most strongly through the experiment conducted in
Evaluation 9.1, in which the system’s performance was compared against precompiled
human judgements of relevance. These evaluations showed that the system was able to
produce presentations of information which contained far more relevant information than
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chance with only a few clicks acting as context; in a few limiting cases the presentation
of relevant information maxed out at 100%.

This formal evaluation is backed up by the qualitative and subjective measures of
Evaluations 9.2-9.4, in which human users in naturalistic settings repeatedly judged the
recommendations provided by the system to be relevant.

9.12.2. Feedback can improve context-sensitive asynchronous retrieval
Contextual feedback from task performance can improve the relevance of
context-sensitive asynchronous memory retrievals at providing relevant
information.

Contextual feedback, which in Nicole-IRIA consists of features users can observe
about the information resources they are presented (such as words in the titles, summaries
or text of a page) along with relationships connecting those features to potential answers
(such as the title word and summary word relationships) was shown to improve the
relevance of retrieval. The observable features provided the context-sensitive search
system with information about what users found to be relevant; the relations enabled the
CDSA algorithm to focus spreading activation effort towards potential answers.

The effect of feedback was demonstrated most strongly in Evaluation 9.1, in which
the percentage of relevant recommendations was shown to increase steadily as more
contextual information became available. Figure 9.7 averages recommendation quality
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across all data sets: the percentage of relevant recommendations in the Top 10 rises from
near-chance levels with a single click to around 75% relevant recommendations after 5
clicks.

The confidence intervals of these figures also illustrate the importance of context.
Error bars are set to a 95% confidence interval with a sample size of 7. There is a ceiling
effect on top 10 recommendations: by the second click, the mean is always above chance
levels with a high degree of confidence. However, for top 20 recommendations it takes
four to five clicks worth of context to achieve the same effect. Moreover, the confidence
interval is fairly broad, providing a statistical way to express the intuition one might get
from Figures 9.5 and 9.6: that different sets of contextual information have a significant
effect on the quality of recommendations.

This was also shown more qualitatively in Evaluation 9.2, in which context drawn
from a simulated workgroup enabled the recommendation of information not found using
the context drawn from a single user.

9.12.3. Asynchronous retrieval is useful
Asynchronous retrieval of information can enable a context-sensitive
asynchronous memory to incrementally retrieve additional useful
information.
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This was demonstrated most strongly in Evaluation 9.2, in which the asynchronous
search system was able to extend its additional presentation of results to a single user
over time by drawing additional resources from the knowledge map based on its current
context. Some of these asynchronous results were drawn from the original knowledge
map based on context-driven search; other asynchronous results were found as a result of
additional harvesting caused by searches from the other users in the simulated
workgroup. In addition, some of the demonstrations conducted in Evaluation 9.4 showed
a similar effect: when information contained in the knowledge map was relevant to a
search, it was retrieved on the basis of the user’s current context.

9.12.4. Generality of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory
approach:
Context-sensitive

asynchronous

memory

can

recommend

useful

information for a variety of tasks.

The breadth of evaluations conducted demonstrate this in three ways.

First, the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach to recommending
information based on reminding was shown to work for a variety of different kinds of
information — a variety of general web searches, employment data, educational
information and other precompiled data sets.

Second, the fact that this same recommendation process could be easily embedded
into several different applications also demonstrates its generality.
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Finally, the fact that the same context-sensitive asynchronous memory process that
worked for memory retrieval for Nicole-MPA and ISAAC could also work for
information retrieval is a strong indication of its generality.

9.12.5. Summary of Results
Overall, this case study revealed both strengths and limitations in my initial
hypotheses on how the experience-based agent approach could be applied to information
retrieval from the World Wide Web. The two most important hypotheses of the research
were validated, with some caveats:
•

context-sensitive asynchronous memory can provide users useful information
based on unobtrusive feedback:
Empiricial tests and user evaluations of the web search prototype demonstrated
that the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach to information retrieval
is a feasible technology for managing and organizing information in a database
and presenting useful information to users in response to their questions based on
unobtrusive feedback derived from user browsing activity.

•

context-sensitive asynchronous memory retrieval can provide useful answers
for many different information retrieval tasks:
Empirical tests of the web search prototype and user evaluations of other
prototype applications demonstrated that context-sensitive asynchronous memory
based information retrieval is a general approach, capable of making useful
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recommendations from several different kinds of information databases using
several different kinds of contextual information.

Together, these results demonstrate the feasibility of context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach to provide a real benefit to a real task — to provide useful answers to
user questions based on feedback from user browsing.
item
(defparameter *iria-cdsa-table*
(make-parameter-table
:iria-cdsa
'(
;; This pair of parameters determines the total number
;; of nodes activation can theoretically spread to.
(*ACTIVATION-THRESHHOLD*
. 0.001
)
(*ZORCH-ATTENUATION*
. 0.9
)
;; This set of parameters determines spreading activation properties.
(*BASELINE-PROPAGATION*
. 0.2
) ; Base propagation of zorch
(*GATED-PROPAGATION*
. 0.8
) ; Additional "gated" zorch
(*RELATION-ATTENUATION*
. 0.5
) ; Zorch leakage to relations
(*CONTEXT-THRESHHOLD*
. 0.01
) ; Is context damping turned on?
(*NON-CONTEXT-DAMPING*
. 0.5
) ; Zorch damping outside context
;; This set of parameters determines decay properties.
(*DECAY-ATTENUATION*
. 0.75
)
(*IRRELEVANCE-DECAY*
.
)
;; This pair of parameters determines the relative strength of
;; knowledge and association links.
(*KNOWLEDGE-STRENGTH*
. 1.0
)
(*ASSOCIATION-STRENGTH*
. 5.0
)
(*LEARNING-ACTIVATION*
)
;; These parameters determine how propagation works
(*PROPAGATION-LIMIT*
. 500
) ; How many get propagated
(*DEFAULT-BASE-ACTIVATION* . 1.0
)
(*ACTIVE-THRESHHOLD*
. 0.0001 )
;; These parameters determine how retrieval itself works
(*RETRIEVAL-THRESHHOLD*
) ; Excludes candidates if set
(*RETRIEVAL-LIMIT*
. 50
) ; How many get matched
;; These parameters determine how matching works
(*CANDIDATE-THRESHHOLD*
. 0.001
) ; Threshhold of matchy goodness
(*CANDIDATE-POLICY*
. :STRICT ) ; How we replace candidates
(*INHERIT-SPEC-MATCH*
. :INHERIT) ; Do we check inheritance?
(*INHERIT-CUE-MATCH*
. :LOCAL ) ; Do we check inheritance?
)

)
"Tweaked CDSA for IRIA."
)

Figure 9.8 One Memory Parameterization used in Nicole-IRIA
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9.13. Lessons Learned
Because this case study extended the context-sensitive asynchronous memory
approach to new areas, new lessons were learned about how the theory could be applied.
The most important of these lessons include:
•

comprehensive cost control policy is required for good performance
Used as a search engine, the Nicole-IRIA system accepts far more queries at one
time than arose in the planning case study or the ISAAC system. As users ask
questions, Nicole-IRIA builds its knowledge map and continues to seek answers
to old questions; as the number of questions grow in size the performance of the
memory retrieval system degrades, both from the cost of matching the
specifications of each query and because of the amount of activation spreading
out from all active queries. To prevent the system from grinding to a halt, it is not
enough to simply limit the amount of activation that can spread from a single
node. A comprehensive cost control policy must also limit:
•

Number of active queries (Rmax):
The number of active queries — queries are generating cues for the contextsensitive search process and which are actively being matched — must be
bounded. Otherwise, the time cost of each retrieval cycle increases linearly
with the number of active queries. The solution is to limit the number of
active retrieval requests. For Nicole-IRIA Rmax was set to 3-5.
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•

Complexity of each active query (Rcuemax):
The amount of activation that an individual query propagates must also be
controlled. The amount of activation spreading in the knowledge base, and
hence the cost of each cycle of context-sensitive search, is a linear function of
the number of nodes propagating activation. Even if only one query is active,
that single query can swamp the system if it has enough active cues. This
issue also arose during the design of the MPA system. The solution is to
bound the number of active cues for any one retrieval request. For NicoleIRIA Rcuemax was set to between 20 and 30.

•

Complexity of matching (Rspecmax):
Similarly, the complexity of matching the specifications of a retrieval request
must be controlled. As Tambe & Rosenbloom (1994) point out, matching is a
computationally complex operation which can swamp all other processes in
the system if not controlled.

Currently, no existing context-sensitive

asynchronous memory implementation imposes such a limit; instead, the
limits are at the discretion of the designer.
•

Complexity of fan-out:
One final issue is the expense of individual node propagations in spreading
activation. As knowledge bases grow very large individual nodes may have
tens of thousands of connections to other nodes. Even though no activation is
ever likely to propagate along those nodes because of fanouts and thresholds,
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computing those connections and determining that their weights are too small
can become prohibitively expensive. Individual node connection/propagation
computation cost must be controlled, especially on serial systems with very
large knowledge bases. One solution is to place a threshold limit on fanout,
preventing propagation when the number of connections exceeds some upper
bound. Finding effective metrics for bounding fanout is an interesting open
research area.
•

parameterization of memory retrieval
This case study provided feedback about the proper parameterization of the
memory retrieval system for general performance. The planning case study used a
narrow candidate buffer (20 items) and lightweight context weighting; these
parameters were sufficient to enable retrieval of planning cases. However, the
same parameters provided much poorer performance on the information retrieval
domain, and required some updating (bold items in Figure 9.8):
•

activation threshold:
The high fanout of nodes in the information retrieval domain mean that the
amount of propagating perturbance fell off rapidly. To ensure a good sample
of nodes were activated, the lower limit on propagating perturbance
(ACTIVATION-THRESHOLD in Figure 9.8) was decreased from 0.01 to
0.001, effectively letting the system visit ten times as many nodes. Overall
cost was still controlled by upper limits on the number of propagating quanta
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(PROPAGATION-LIMIT in Figure 9.8) which was reduced from 1000 to
500 without affecting the quality of results.
•

size of candidate buffer:
The small buffer size caused problems on the information retrieval domain
because retrieval cues swamped the candidate buffer. One consequence of
fanout in spreading activation is that the cues of retrieval requests are often
the most active items in memory; a candidate buffer must be sufficiently large
to capture other active items in order for retrieval to be successful. The large
number of words cues active in information retrieval swamped the smaller
buffer size; a larger buffer (increasing RETRIEVAL-LIMIT in figure 9.8
from 20 to 50 items) provided improved performance.

•

strength of context-directed spreading activation:
Originally, the information retrieval domain used a lightly weighted version
of the context-directed spreading activation algorithm, which provided the
high quality results illustrated in the experiments. However, when the system
was scaled up to other applications with large precompiled databases with
thousands of items and more simultaneous searches the quality of
recommendations tended to degrade.

Increasing the strength of context-

directed spreading activation improved the quality and speed of the system’s
performance without degrading earlier experiments (setting the BASELINEPROPAGATION and GATED-PROPAGATION parameters in Figure 9.8).
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•

auto-generated context:
An interesting aspect of the context-directed spreading activation algorithm is
that some amount of activation can effectively “leak” up from links along
which activation travels to the relations those links instantiate (setting the
RELATION-ATTENUATION parameter in Figure 9.8 to 0.5).

In the

information retrieval domain, this resulted in automatic activation of relations
related to the questions the system was being asked, which further focused
retrieval along those links, which further activated the relations in a selfreinforcing cycle.

This automatic generation of context significantly

improved the performance of the system by limiting activation flow to other
parts of the knowledge base not related to the user’s current context without
the need for hand-coding a context set.
•

limitations of retrieval as knowledge bases grow very large
As knowledge bases grow large within a particular task, domain and problem —
when more than a thousand items of one specific category in the knowledge base
grows to the thousands and the total number of nodes that define those item grow
to the tens of thousands — the quality of retrieval can degrade. As an example,
consider an information retrieval domain for recommending movies. Contextsensitive asynchronous retrieval could provide useful retrieval for a knowledge
base with thousands or tens of thousands of entries assuming that the knowledge
base contained many different kinds of recommendations and that each entry in
the knowledge base was richly described. However, if the database contained
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only a few categories — say five thousand science fiction movies and five
thousand mysteries, each thinly described — it will be difficult for a contextsensitive asynchronous memory approach to provide useful recommendations.
The reason is when many similar entries in a category exist, the fan-out from each
potential cue to each potential target becomes very large and prevents activation
from spreading from cues to targets. The solution to this problem is to impose
additional structure on the knowledge base, enabling activation to flow
appropriately from cues to target based on the context. This structure can be
provided directly as part of the knowledge base — for example, by
subcategorizing the elements in each category or by providing additional
descriptions of each item.

Alternatively, structure may be generated

automatically through a dynamic memory approach (Schank 1982) which
develops knowledge organization for a knowledge base based on the history and
content of memory storage and retrieval requests. One example of such a system
is the CYRUS reconstructive memory system (Kolodner 1983) which
automatically generates indexing and generalization structures to aid in the
organization and retrieval of information.

9.14. Conclusions
The information retrieval case study demonstrated several key things about contextsensitive asynchronous memory, experience-based agency and how they could be applied
to the information retrieval tasks.
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The case study showed that the experience-based agent approach is a viable approach
to information retrieval. The core context-sensitive asynchronous memory algorithm is
capable of recommending useful information to users based on highly impoverished
information, and the rich representation of information in an experience store enables not
only the construction of knowledge maps that enable these recommendations but also
enables the rapid development of a variety of information retrieval tasks.

Generalizing from these results, the case study also provided evidence that the
context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach is useful in its own right. Contextsensitive asynchronous memory can provide real users with both quantitative and
qualitative benefits on a real task, is flexible, capable of being rapidly extended to new
areas, and is scalable, capable of being applied to larger domains with only minor
modifications to the approach’s parameters and without modifications to its core
algorithms.

Taken as a whole, the case study provides strong evidence for the core claim of the
thesis, that the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach is a general solution to
finding useful answers to vague questions using feedback from task processing.
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CHAPTER X.
FEASIBILITY OF THE APPROACH
Evaluating the core claims of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach

10.1. Overview
The planning and information retrieval case studies investigated how contextsensitive asynchronous memory could be applied to solve real problems. However, these
studies only obliquely addressed the details of the context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach and what contributes to its performance.

This chapter discusses a feasibility study of the context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach as a general memory retrieval system for intelligent agents. The
feasibility study was conducted on the two existing implementations Nicole-MPA and
Nicole-IRIA. In the study, the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach was
evaluated using results from previously conducted experiments, as well as novel
experiments designed to illuminate certain properties of the system more closely, all with
an eye of evaluating its fitness as a memory retrieval system.
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10.2. Goals of the Feasibility Study
This case study was designed to illuminate the suitability of context-sensitive
asynchronous memory as a general memory retrieval approach. The specific thesis tested
was:
The context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach is a viable
approach to memory retrieval for general intelligent agents.

In chapter 1, this general assertion was unpacked into a series of desiderata for
memory systems for general cognitive agents. The feasibility study was designed to
validate that the approach did indeed satisfy the elements of these desiderata.

10.3. Methodology of the Study
Testing the feasibility of a memory approach requires applying the approach to
memory retrieval problems, evaluating its performance, comparing it with other
approaches, and testing its parameters to determine what contributes to that performance.

I chose to apply context-sensitive asynchronous memory to memory problems drawn
from the planning and information retrieval problems from the case studies, ensuring the
system was tested against data used by real AI systems.

To test the approach, I built variant versions of a context-sensitive asynchronous
memory and alternative memory approaches, along with sets of knowledge bases for
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retrieval.

Using this foundation, I evaluated various properties of retrieval across

memories, memory parameterization and retrieval approaches.

10.4. Applying the Model
Rather than the task of information retrieval or the task of solving planning problems,
the task of the feasibility study was simply the task of memory retrieval: how good is
context-sensitive asynchronous memory at retrieving information on the basis of the
provided specifications? The core issue was exploring the properties of context-sensitive
asynchronous memory, including issues such as context-sensitivity, asynchronous
retrieval, and anytime retrieval, using real memory retrieval problems drawn from real
tasks to both validate the theory and help understand how it could be applied.

10.5. Conducting the Study
The testbed for these feasibility evaluations was Nicole-MOORE, the memory
retrieval module of the Nicole system. Within Nicole-MOORE’s framework, I developed
a variety of algorithms, problem sets and other support structures, including:
•

Memory Retrieval Approaches:
To compare context-sensitive asynchronous memory with other approaches, I
developed several alternative retrieval systems with an identical functional
profile.
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•

Problem Sets:
To test retrieval performance, I developed retrieval problem sets drawn from
actual case retrieval problems used in Nicole-MPA and from actual web searches
suitable for Nicole-IRIA.

•

Knowledge Structure Strategy:
To test the impact of knowledge base structure on retrieval, I developed several
knowledge structure strategies for Nicole-MPA’s plan tagging system.

•

Knowledge Bases:
To test the impact of knowledge base size and heterogeneity on retrieval, I
developed several test knowledge bases of varying size and composition, and
developed ways for Nicole-IRIA to harvest large knowledge bases on its own.

•

Context Sets:
To test the impact of contextual information on retrieval, I developed several
context sets of varying degrees of complexity for Nicole-MPA’s retrieval system.

The following sections review this experimental framework in soporific detail.

10.5.1. Memory Systems Constructed
To test the performance of the CDSA algorithm with respect to other approaches that
did not incur its overhead (the cost of spreading activation) or its limits (no guarantee of
optimal retrieval) I constructed two memory systems within the Nicole-MOORE
framework:
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•

Ruminator:
The Ruminator was a variant of Nicole-MOORE which employed an
asynchronous memory manager and a fully parameterizable context-sensitive
spreading activation search process.

The default parameterization of the

Ruminator is the CDSA algorithm proposed in this research.
•

Brutalizer:
The “Brutalizer” was another variant of Nicole-MOORE, employing the same
asynchronous memory manager as the Ruminator but using a brute-force
exhaustive memory retrieval process. While the Brutalizer algorithm is an
exhaustive matching algorithm, it does not incur the space or time overhead of
CDSA and is guaranteed to return an optimal result from the knowledge base.

In addition, to test the contribution of the CDSA algorithm to memory retrieval, I
constructed a series of parameterizations for the Ruminator system, enabling it to
simulate a variety of different retrieval regimes:
•

Traditional Spreading Activation
The simplest parameterization of the Ruminator did not use any context
effects (Pcontext and Rgating = 0) and simulated a “traditional” spreading
activation process.

For parallelism with the CDSA system, this

parameterization included a parameter to decay items retrieved but not
matching any outstanding retrieval.
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•

CDSA:
Another parameterization of the Ruminator used a full set of CDSA
parameters, including both primed and gated spreading activation.
parameterization

also

included

a

decay

This

parameter

(IRRELEVANCE_DECAY = 0.5) that decreased the activation of active
nodes which did not match any outstanding retrieval request. This parameter
has the effect of causing the system to more rapidly traverse its active list until
it finds relevant items.
•

Other CDSA Parameterizations
There were a variety of other CDSA parameterizations developed, from
“light” CDSA with little context effects and no irrelevance decay to
“extreme” CDSA with little or no normal propagation and heavy decay and
attenuation parameters. These parameterizations were not used in the formal
experiments but were used in the development of Nicole-MPA and NicoleIRIA.

10.5.2. Retrieval Problem Sets
To test Nicole-MOORE’s retrieval capabilities, I developed two retrieval problem
sets for problem solving and information retrieval.
•

The X2 Problem Set
This problem set was drawn from the Nicole-MPA X2 Problem Library. The
Nicole-MPA system can automatically translate each unsolved problem into a
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retrieval request that it could post to Nicole-MOORE. The X2 Problem Set is
presented in its entirety in Appendix B.1.
•

Information Retrieval Problem Set
This set of test retrieval queries for Nicole-IRIA consisted of a set of typical
queries entered by actual users of Nicole-IRIA, such as “centaur” or “java
software development”. The Nicole-IRIA system automatically translates each
query into a retrieval request that it could post to Nicole-MOORE. The
Information Retrieval Problem Set is presented in its entirety in Appendix B.2.

•

Metaspy Problem Set
To provide a more ecologically valid problem set drawn from a larger user
population, I harvested 100+ typical queries from the MetaSpy search monitoring
service, which displays actual queries entered by users into the MetaCrawler
search engine (www.metaspy.com). This dataset was collected from the “clean”
version of MetaSpy, which filters more colorful language and topics. A small set
of queries (N<10) were manually tweaked because they caused problems for the
prototype’s data harvesting system; this included several queries which used
Boolean operations not fully supported by Nicole-IRIA and three queries which
caused errors in the Perl Harvester. The MetaSpy Problem Set is presented in its
entirety in Appendix B.3.
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10.5.3. Knowledge Structure Strategy
The Problem Solving Problem Set retrieval requests were generated by a
parameterizable knowledge structure strategy defined by Nicole-MPA. Because NicoleMPA used the native SNLP/SPA plan representation, stored plans in the knowledge base
had to be augmented with “plan tags” that made the internal structure of the plans visible.
A series of plan tagging algorithms of varying degrees of detail were constructed,
enabling both retrieval of plans (important for the planning case study) and tests of the
contribution of knowledge base structure to retrieval (important for this feasibility study).
These included “predicate”, “atomic”, and “nuclear” cueing strategies.

Predicate Cueing. Predicate cueing is the least structured of all the plan tagging
strategies explicitly studied. In predicate cueing, SPA plan objects are tagged using the
predicates and objects in the initial and goal conditions in the plan. For example, a SPA
plan object that included the initial condition literal:
(AT-PERSON RESEARCHER AIRPORT)

and the goal condition literal:
(HOLDING RESEARCHER LUGGAGE)

would be annotated with four sets of CRYSTAL links: an initial predicate list
containing AT-PERSON, an initial object list containing RESEARCHER and AIRPORT,
a goal predicate list containing HOLDING and a goal object list containing
RESEARCHER and LUGGAGE.
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#k<PLAN.455
:initial-predicates
:initial-objects
:goal-predicates
:goal-objects
...
>

(AT-PERSON.400)
(RESEARCHER.421 AIRPORT.401)
(HOLDING.411)
(RESEARCHER.421 LUGGAGE.422)

Thus, the predicate plan tagging representation does not make explicit the
relationship between the predicates of a literal and the objects that are the arguments of
that predicate.

Atomic Cueing. In atomic cueing, the literals that make up the initial and goal
conditions of SPA plan objects are extracted as “atoms” — complete CRYSTAL
knowledge objects that represent the content of a literal, including its predicates and
objects, in a frame format. For example, the SPA plan object mentioned earlier would be
annotated with two atoms:
#k<PLAN.598
:initial-condition
:goal-condition
...
>

ATOM.599
ATOM.600

The initial atom represents (AT-PERSON RESEARCHER AIRPORT) as
#k<ATOM.599
:predicate
:negated
:argument-1
:argument-2
>

AT-PERSON.400
FALSE.321
RESEARCHER.421
AIRPORT.401

and the goal atom represents (HOLDING RESEARCHER LUGGAGE)as
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#k<ATOM.600
:predicate
:negated
:argument-1
:argument-2
>

HOLDING.411
FALSE.321
RESEARCHER.421
LUGGAGE.422

While the names of predicates and objects are shared between atoms, each atom is
unique.

Thus, if a new plan was created which also had the goal of (HOLDING

RESEARCHER LUGGAGE), a new atom would be created, sharing the HOLDING.411,
FALSE.321, RESEARCHER.421 and LUGGAGE.422 nodes but with a unique name
and identity (e.g., ATOM.701 or some such).

Thus, while the atomic plan tagging representation makes the relationships between
the predicates and objects of a plan literal explicit, it does not note identity relationships
between whole literals when those relationships exist.

Nuclear Cueing. Nuclear cueing has the richest structure of all the plan tagging
structures discussed so far. It augments atomic cueing by representing not just the
structure of cues but their identity through use of the CRYSTAL placeholder system.
Thus, the plan listed earlier would be annotated not only with two atoms but also two
additional placeholder objects representing the initial and goal conditions:
#k<PLAN.700
:initial-condition
:initial-kcond
:goal-condition
:goal-kcond
...
>

ATOM.701
AT-PERSON-RESEARCHER-AIRPORT.721
ATOM.722
HOLDING-RESEARCHER-LUGGAGE.745
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A new plan with an identical initial or goal condition would share this exact object.
Thus, the nuclear plan tagging representation captures both the structure and the identity
relationships of plan literals explicitly in the knowledge base.

Other Plan Tagging Strategies.

Many other plan tagging strategies were

constructed for experimental and development purposes but were not used in the formal
experiments.

10.5.4. Knowledge Bases Constructed
To test how the content of a knowledge base would affect retrieval, four different
knowledge bases were constructed:
•

Null (“empty”) knowledge base
The Null knowledge base contained 315 nodes, the absolute minimum necessary
to support the core ontology used by the memory, task and MPA modules plus a
small casebase of plans drawn from the Inexperienced Library that made retrieval
possible.

•

Distractor (non-task) knowledge base
The Distractor knowledge base contained 696 nodes, which included the core
ontology and Inexperienced Library of the Null knowledge base, as well as a
body of knowledge irrelevant to the planning task drawn from the ISAAC
knowledge base.
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•

In-Domain knowledge base
The In-Domain knowledge base contained the core ontology and Inexperienced
Library of the Null knowledge base, plus a large casebase of potentially relevant
plans drawn from the same Stinger Missile domain as the retrieval problem set.
The size of the In-Domain knowledge base varied on the Nicole-MPA knowledge
structure strategy used.

With the simple predicate plan tagging strategy it

contained 597 nodes, whereas using the more complex nuclear plan tagging
strategy it contained 1288 nodes.
•

Non-Domain (in-task) knowledge base
The In-Domain knowledge base contained the core ontology and Inexperienced
Library of the Null knowledge base, plus a large casebase of potentially irrelevant
plans drawn from different planning domains. The size of the Non-Domain
knowledge base varied on the Nicole-MPA knowledge structure strategy used.
With the simple predicate plan tagging strategy it contained 696 nodes, whereas
using the more complex nuclear plan tagging strategy it contained 2579 nodes.

In addition, other knowledge bases were constructed for a variety of informal tests,
including various combinations of the Nicole-MPA, Nicole-IRIA and ISAAC knowledge
bases.
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10.5.5. Context Sets Constructed
In normal circumstances, a knowledge structure strategy also specifies a set of
context items which are used to affect context-directed spreading activation. However, to
explicitly test how the content of contextual information would affect retrieval
independently from the knowledge structure strategy, five different “context sets” were
constructed:
•

Null Context Set (Control Condition)
The null context provided no cues to spreading activation other than the cues that
Nicole-MOORE automatically generated from the retrieval specification. This
was a control condition.

•

Objects Seen Context Set
In the “objects seen” condition the list of objects contained in the problem
statement, such as the Researcher or his Luggage, were used to cue spreading
activation. This condition was designed to simulate a context search strategy in
which items an agent had seen caused activation of potentially relevant past cases,
potentially making it easier to retrieve them through priming spreading activation.

•

Generic Concept Context Set
In this condition, general concepts in the planning domain — including the
superclass objects for atoms, plans and solutions — were used to cue spreading
activation. This condition was designed to simulate a context search strategy in
which an agent considered the kinds of objects it would need to retrieve,
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potentially activating those objects and making it easier to retrieve them through
priming spreading activation.
•

Relations Context Set
In the relations condition, relationships that connected objects in the domain with
potential solutions were used to cue spreading activation.

Sample relations

included the relations connecting solutions to initial and goal condition atoms.
This condition was designed to simulate a context search strategy in which an
agent considered the relationships between objects it had seen and the kinds of
items it needed to retrieve, potentially making it easier to retrieve those objects
via gated spreading activation.
•

Relations+Objects (Combo) Context Set
In this condition, both the objects seen in the problem statement and the relations
that might connect those objects to potential solutions were activated. This
condition was designed to simulate a context search strategy in which an agent
considered both the objects it had seen and the relationships between those
objects and the kinds of items it needed to retrieve, potentially making it easier to
retrieve those objects via gated spreading activation.

10.5.6. Other Efforts
In addition to the above efforts, a variety of other tests were conducted using NicoleMPA, Nicole-IRIA and Nicole-MOORE proper, including profiling the memory retrieval
system, observing the system’s performance over long periods of time and large
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knowledge bases, and analyzing how various parameters and features affected its
performance.

10.6. Fidelity of the Study
As usual, there were limits to the study. Since neither Nicole-MPA nor Nicole-IRIA
made use of automatic cueing based on working memory contents or incorporated a
storage module, these aspects of the theory were not tested.

A more important limitation was on scaleup — while the knowledge bases tested
were large with respect to the knowledge bases of planners like SPA (Hanks & Weld
1994) and PRODIGY/ANALOGY (Veloso 1994), they were by no means large with
respect to the knowledge bases found in CYC (Lenat & Guha 1990), the Botany
Knowledge Base (Clark & Porter 1996) or the UMLS medical database (National Library
of Medicine 2000).24 Continuing to test the system with larger and larger knowledge
bases is an important area of future research.

24

Note that MPA used an expansion of SPA’s released case library, containing a few hundred cases;

PRODIGY/ANALOGY was tested with approximately 1000 cases; the maximum Nicole-IRIA knowledge
base tested so far contained approximately fifteen thousand resource pointers comprising 50,000 semantic
network nodes. The UMLS and Botany Databases, in constrast, have hundreds of thousands of nodes and
the CYC network has millions.
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Another issue was the degree to which the memory retrieval problems provided by
Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA fully exercised the context-sensitive asynchronous
memory system. The quality of a memory retrieval system can be judged against the
requirements of the task, as was shown in the Nicole-IRIA evaluations; however, when
judging a memory system qua a memory system the evaluation of the system’s
performance should be compared with respect to the specifications that are provided to it.
This proved to be limiting in the case of Nicole-MPA, whose memory retrieval
specifications were “good enough” for problem solving but placed much of the burden of
assessing the quality of retrieval on the planning task. Therefore, some of the tests of the
quality of retrievals for Nicole-MPA encounter ceiling effects in which the relative
quality of multiple possible retrievals was identical as far as the specifications it was
provided. Examining Nicole-IRIA’s retrieval performance, in contrast, enabled a more
direct analysis of the quality of retrieval.

10.7. Hypotheses Tested
For each of the desiderata, the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach
advances testable claims about how it satisfies those desiderata which were the focus of
this feasibility study.
•

Desideratum 1: Able to store a wide variety of information
•

A reified, grounded, bidirectional semantic network is sufficient to represent
knowledge for a variety of tasks.
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•

Desideratum 2: Provides a general method for accessing that information
•

A context-sensitive asynchronous memory can retrieve knowledge in service
of a wide variety of reasoning tasks in a wide variety of domains.

•

Desideratum 3: Scales to large multifunction knowledge bases
•

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can effectively perform retrieval on
large knowledge bases.

•

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can effectively perform retrieval
from heterogeneous multi-task knowledge bases.

•

Desideratum 4: Manages cost of retrieval
•

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is efficient enough to serve the
retrieval needs of a typical performance task.

•

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory performs as well as or superior to
existing approaches that do the same task (in other words, competing memory
systems with the same functionality).

•

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory’s cost control policy ensures that
memory retrieval performance remains efficient and effective even when a
system is faced with large or numerous retrieval requests.

•

Desideratum 5: Preserves accuracy of retrieval (in the face of resource
limits)
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•

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can search a knowledge base
incrementally, expending resources in parallel with other reasoning processes.

•

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can act as an anytime retrieval
system, improving quality and/or quantity of retrieval over time while at any
time retaining the ability to return the best result it has found so far.

•

Desideratum 6: Exploits task/environmental information
•

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can heuristically adjust its search
based on context (information not contained within the content of a query) to
improve its retrieval performance.

•

Desideratum 7: Exploits extra resources if available
•

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can improve the comprehensiveness
and accuracy of retrieval if given additional resources to continue search.

•

Desideratum 8: Potentially interleavable with reasoning
•

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can detect when a suitable retrieval
is found and alert reasoning without being explicitly polled.

•

Desideratum 9: Provides guidelines for reasoning integration
•

Experience-based agency provides guidelines for constructing reasoners that
interoperate with context-sensitive asynchronous memory and can integrate
spontaneous retrievals into their current processing state.
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The experimental evaluations by and large validated these claims.

10.8. Results
The feasibility study consisted of a series of evaluations testing the generality,
scalability, and efficiency of the system; testing how contextual information affected
retrieval; testing the contribution of cost control to system performance, and testing the
contribution of anytime and asynchronous retrieval for exploiting resources. These
evaluations include seven explicit experiments and four interpretive summaries of
evidence collected in the previous case studies and in exploratory studies. The complete
set of evaluations included:
•

Evaluation 10.1: Representational and Retrieval Generality

•

Evaluation 10.2: Evaluation of Scaleup I: Retrieval Performance Across
Knowledge Bases

•

Evaluation 10.3: Evaluation of Scaleup II: Interactions between Platform
and Scaleup

•

Evaluation 10.4: Evaluation of Scaleup III: Simulated Accumulation
Tests

•

Evaluation 10.5: Evaluation of Scaleup IV: Followup Accumulation Tests

•

Evaluation 10.6: Evaluation of Scaleup V: Effect of Seed Knowledge
Bases
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•

Evaluation 10.7: Comparative Performance Analyses

•

Evaluation 10.8: Contribution of Context I

•

Evaluation 10.9: Contribution of Context II

•

Evaluation 10.10: Analysis of Cost Control

•

Evaluation 10.11: Analysis of Asynchronous and Incremental Search

10.8.1. Evaluation 10.1: Representational and Retrieval Generality
To test the generality of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach, the
CRYSTAL and Nicole-MOORE systems which instantiate that approach were used to
construct a set of applications.

Method. Nicole-CRYSTAL and Nicole-MOORE were used to develop knowledge
representations and memory retrieval for three systems: the planning system NicoleMPA, the information retrieval system Nicole-IRIA, and the story understanding system
ISAAC. In addition to these systems, several other artificial intelligence systems were
built using the CRYSTAL representation include MOORE, TaskStorm and Command
core modules of the Nicole system itself.

Results. Nicole-CRYSTAL successfully supported the memory representation needs
of all of these systems, each of which had slightly different requirements for knowledge
representation. In addition, the Nicole-MOORE module was successfully used to support
the retrieval needs of Nicole-MPA, Nicole-IRIA, and ISAAC. All three successfully use
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the Nicole-MOORE module to retrieve information in service of three very different
tasks.

In addition, the Nicole-MOORE module was tested in a variety of targeted

demonstrations to evaluate its effectiveness.

Nicole-MPA. Nicole-MPA is an integrative case-based planning system which
merges multiple cases together dynamically, using feedback from the planning process to
inform the context-sensitive asynchronous memory process and aid the retrieval of
additional cases. Nicole-MPA represents domains, problems and goals natively in the
CRYSTAL knowledge representation. To plan, Nicole-MPA employs and extends the
SPA planning algorithm, which employs its own native plan representation. Because the
contents of these native plans are opaque to the experience store, MPA exposes the
important contents of each case using plan tags which represent elements of a planning
state in sufficient detail to retrieve relevant cases.

While virtually all of Nicole-MPA’s data structures are implemented in CRYSTAL,
its most extensive use of the system is for the plan tagging system. Nicole-MPA defines
a set of top-level schemas representing domains, problems, plans and knowledge goals,
and the establishes sets of relationships connecting these to enable context-directed
retrieval in Nicole-MOORE. Figure 10.1 shows a subset of these relationship and frame
definitions.
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(create-relationship
(create-relationship
(create-relationship
(create-relationship
(create-relationship
(create-relationship
(create-relationship
(create-relationship
(create-relationship
(create-relationship

mpa-problem-of-relation (:problems :parent-domain))
initial-tags-relation
(:initial-tags :initial-tags-inverse))
goal-tags-relation
(:goal-tags :goal-tags-inverse))
initial-predicates-relation (:initial-predicates
:initial-predicates-inverse))
goal-predicates-relation
(:goal-predicates
:goal-predicates-inverse
))
initial-objects-relation
(:initial-objects
:initial-objects-inverse
))
goal-objects-relation
(:goal-objects :goal-objects-inverse))
predicate-relation
(:predicate
:predicate-inverse
))
argument-1-relation
(:argument-1
:argument-1-inverse ))
argument-2-relation
(:argument-2
:argument-2-inverse ))

(define-node 'mpa-domain-object mpa-object
(:documentation "An MPA Domain"
(:domain-name
nil
(:nicknames
nil
(:literals
nil
(:operators
nil
)
(define-node 'problem-statement-object
(:documentation
(:parent-domain
(:type
(:problem-parent
(:initial
(:goal
(:solution
(:statistics
)

:system)
:system)
:system)
:system)
:system)

mpa-object
"A Problem Statement" :system)
nil)
:original)
nil)
nil)
nil)
nil)
nil :system)

(define-node 'knowledge-goal-object mpa-object
(:documentation
"A Knowledge Goal" :system)
(:type
:original)
(:problem-statement
nil)
(:results
nil)
(:requests
nil)
)
(define-node 'plan-object mpa-object
(:documentation
(:type
(:plan-value
(:initial-conditions
(:goal-conditions
)

"A Plan Tag" :system)
:original)
nil :system)
nil :system)
nil :system)

(define-node 'atom-object plan-element-object
(:documentation
"A Plan Atom Tag" :system)
(:type
:step)
(:knowledge-goal
nil)
)

Figure 10.1 Relationships and Schemas in Nicole-MPA
Nicole-IRIA. Nicole-IRIA is a context-sensitive asynchronous retrieval system which
uses feedback from user browsing to recommend relevant information. Nicole-IRIA
represents hypertext documents, hyperlinks, text, words, and other document-like objects
natively in the CRYSTAL knowledge representation, using a rich ontology of Internet
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information resources and an elaborate offline harvesting system which extracts and
prepares information for entry into the experience store.

Nicole-IRIA uses CRYSTAL to create a rich representation of the information
retrieval domain, representing not only queries, information resources, hyperlinks, words,
summaries, and so forth as objects but also representing many different kinds of
relationships between these objects to guide context-directed spreading activation.
Figure 9.3 shows a graphical representation of a Nicole-IRIA knowledge network.

ISAAC. ISAAC is a story understanding program that embodies a theory of creative
reading (Moorman 1997). ISAAC reads real science fiction stories written by human
authors; to represent these stories ISAAC employs a rich ontology, written in the
CRYSTAL language, that covers low-level text, events and objects, story structures, and
rich cultural and background information.

Figure 10.2 shows a portion of an early ISAAC ontology, showing not only a rich
top-level ontology of mental and physical objects and so forth (on the left), but also some
complex lower-level structures representing things such as stories and expectations as
hierarchically nested sub-objects within that top-level ontology (on the right).
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(define-node 'super-thing frame
(:tense nil))
(define-node 'agent super-thing
(:name nil)
(:age nil)
(:occupation nil)
(:lifeform nil)
(:number 1)
(:represented-by nil)
(:emotional.state nil)
(:physical.state nil)
(:social.state nil)
(:temporal.state nil)
(:mental.state nil))
(define-node 'object super-thing
(:number 1)
(:object nil)
(:physical.state nil)
(:temporal.state nil))
(define-node 'physical.object object
(:description nil))
(define-node
(define-node
(define-node
(define-node

'mental.object object)
'social.object object)
'emotional.object object)
'temporal.object object)

(define-node 'expectation mental.object
(:support nil)
(:expectation nil))
(define-node 'story-model mental.object
(:title (define-node 'anticipation-title anticipation
(:anticipation '((before paragraph 1)
(before author)
(is-a phrase)))))
(:author (define-node 'anticipation-author anticipation
(:anticipation '((before paragraph 1)
(after title)
(is-a agent)))))
(:setting (define-node 'anticipation-setting anticipation
(:anticipation '(is-a location))))
(:characters (define-node 'anticipation-characters anticipation
(:anticipation '(is-a agent))))
(:protagonist nil)
(:antagonist nil))
(define-node 'first-person-narrative story-model
(:protagonist 'I))
(define-node 'second-person-narrative story-model
(:protagonist 'self))
(define-node 'third-person-narrative story-model
(:where-protagonist 'who-knows))
(define-node 'story-title mental.object
(:title nil)
(:story nil))

Figure 10.2 Schema Definitions in ISAAC

Other Systems. The CRYSTAL language has been used to develop a variety of small
AI systems, including a course advisor expert system and several small planning and
search systems. In addition, the MOORE, TaskStorm and Command modules of Nicole
itself use CRYSTAL to represent retrieval requests, task structures, and command scripts.
Chapter 7 presents examples of many of these data structures.

10.8.2. Evaluation 10.2: Evaluation of Scaleup I: Retrieval Performance
Across Knowledge Bases
The next major evaluation was a more extensive experimental evaluation of NicoleMOORE’s performance on the planning task. This experiment examined the performance
of a typical case retrieval in Nicole-MPA, varying the size and character of the
knowledge base against a set of test problems.

The experiment measured several

variables, including quantity, quality and comprehensiveness of retrieval results, speed
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and quality of best guess retrieval, and overall retrieval effort as measured by nodes
visited by spreading activation, total number of retrieval cycles and total time for
retrieval.

Method. This experiment tested the memory retrieval performance of NicoleMOORE on memory retrieval problems generated by the X2 problem set, drawing cases
from the Inexperienced Library and using the nuclear plan tagging strategy. The
experiment tested four major conditions:
•

The Null Knowledge Base:
Containing only the Inexperienced Library of cases and limited amounts of other
knowledge, the Null knowledge base was the smallest, least challenging
knowledge base in this experiment and was used as a control condition.

•

The Distractor Knowledge Base:
This knowledge base tested adding many nodes from the ISAAC knowledge base
to test how knowledge from outside the domain pertaining to a questions would
affect retrieval performance.

•

The Domain Knowledge Base:
This knowledge base added many nodes from the Stinger Missile domain to test
the ability of the system to efficiently find a best guess retrieval from a large set
of potentially relevant choices.
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Retrieval Performance Across Knowledge Bases
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Figure 10.3. Effect of Knowledge Base on Retrieval Performance
•

The Non-Domain Knowledge Base:
This knowledge base added many nodes from planning tasks outside the Stinger
Missile domain in an attempt to determine how the system would cope with many
irrelevant cases which could not easily be discriminated from relevant cases.

For each of these conditions, the identity of the knowledge base and its size were
recorded as dependent variables. In each condition, 12 problems from the X2 library were
presented to Nicole-MPA, which generated and posted a request to Nicole-MOORE to
find relevant cases. The experiment measured the following independent variables:
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•

cycles to first guess
How many retrieval cycles did it take for the system to retrieve a “best guess”
drawn from the target planning domain (which could potentially be used for
adaptation)? Retrieval cycles to the first guess are a measure of how effective
anytime retrieval is at quickly finding relevant information.

•

quality of first guess
Another metric of anytime retrieval is the quality of the first guess as compared to
all other items in the knowledge base, as measured by the similarity metrics
provided to the memory system? Quality of retrieval was measured by sorting all
the nodes in the knowledge base by similarity to the retrieval specifications and
then measuring the rank of the retrieved node. Items with identical weights were
given the same ranking.

This ranking measure was based on the retrieval

specifications provided by Nicole-MPA and was thus not very fine-grained. The
best ranking item in the knowledge base was always a case that matched the
current problem exactly (ranking 1), problems from the same domain tended to
cluster at the same similarity value (ranking 2), and problems from other domains
tended to rank highly as well (ranking 3 and higher).
•

total cases retrieved
A metric that examines how asynchronous retrieval contributes to the system’s
performance is the total number of cases the system retrieved — in other words,
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Figure 10.4. Scaleup of Spreading Activation Effort
how many cases had been found at the point where further asynchronous retrieval
stopped providing additional cases?
•

cycles to max cases
A second metric that examines how asynchronous retrieval contributes to the
system’s performance How many retrieval cycles did it take for the system to
retrieve as many cases as it could? (At what point did further asynchronous
retrieval not provide any additional cases?)

•

total effort expended
Total retrieval effort can be measured by how many nodes the spreading
activation system examined in the knowledge base over the entire course of
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retrieval. The total effort measure illustrates the effectiveness of the cost control
policy in limiting effort expended, especially when plotted against knowledge
base size.
•

total time expended
Total retrieval effort can also be measured by the amount of time it took for
retrieval. The relationship of total time expended to knowledge base size is also a
measure of the effectiveness of cost control.

Results. The experiment showed that total effort expended was largely constant
across all knowledge bases, but that quality and quantity of retrieval could degrade if a
knowledge base contained many irrelevant distractors (Figure 10.3).25 Stepping through
each of the independent variables in turn:
•

cycles to best guess
First guess retrieval was almost identical for all of the knowledge bases: in the
Null, Distractor and Domain conditions the system was able to retrieve a first
guess in 3 retrieval cycles. In the NonDomain condition, the large number of
irrelevant distractors prevented the system from finding any relevant retrievals
using the amount of retrieval effort it was allowed.

25

Note Figure 10.1 displays the number of cycles to successful retrieval, displaying failure in the

NonDomain condition as zero cycles; the total number of cycles expended on retrieval (failure or success)
is displayed in Figure 10.3.
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Figure 10.5. Impact of Cases Retrieved on Total Retrieval Time
•

quality of best guess
The quality of the first guess retrieval was almost identical for the Null, Distractor
and Domain conditions: in each, Nicole-MOORE was able to find a “highquality” case of rank 2 from the same Stinger Missile domain as the problem
statement. Retrieval broke down in the NonDomain condition, in which the large
number of irrelevant distractors prevented the system from finding any relevant
retrievals using the amount of retrieval effort it was allowed.

•

total cases retrieved
The number of cases retrieved was identical for the Null and Distractor condition:
Nicole-MOORE was able to retrieve the same number of cases even when the
knowledge base size was doubled from 350 to 700 items by seeding in
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Figure 10.6. Scaleup of Normalized Retrieval Time
information from another task. In the Domain condition, the number of cases
increased accordingly because there were many more cases to retrieve. Again,
retrieval broke down in the NonDomain condition, in which the large number of
cases from other problem domains distracted the system from finding any cases
from its target domain given the amount of retrieval effort it was allowed.
•

cycles to max cases
The number of cycles to maximum retrieval was identical for the Null and
Distractor condition, and increased in the Domain condition as the system
harvested more cases. In contrast, in the NonDomain condition retrieval
continued for many more cycles until the system gave up its attempt to find
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information from the knowledge base.

It is important to note that Nicole-

MOORE was configured to retrieve cases serially — one at a time, exactly as
retrieval was conducted in Nicole-MPA —rather than in parallel. It is possible
that harvesting multiple cases per cycle could have decreased the number of
cycles required to maximize number of cases retrieved in this circumstance,
although Evaluation 10.9 appears to show that this would not be true in all
circumstances.
•

total effort expended
The total number of nodes expended was largely constant for all four knowledge
base conditions, approximately 250 nodes. Figure 10.4 illustrates this more
closely, plotting the number of nodes expended against the size of the knowledge
base in each condition.

•

total time expended
The time expended for retrieval varied primarily based on the number of cases
retrieved (Figure 10.5). The total number of cycles spent in retrieval increases as
additional cases are found and increases still higher when the system searched
fruitlessly to find cases in the NonDomain condition. Because of this dependent
relationship, it is not a fair comparison to count cycles to termination as the total
retrieval time; instead, to measure the relative amount of effort spent by each
approach we can normalize the retreival time by the number of cycles each
expended in retrieval.

Figure 10.6 displays time to retrieval figure against
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knowledge base size, normalized against the number of cycles to retrieval in the
Null condition. This normalized value shows a very low linear growth of time to
retrieval as knowledge base grows in size by an order of magnitude. Further
experiments reinforce this measure.

Overall, the results of this experiment showed that the system provided fast bestguess retrieval to the limits of the quality of the retrieval specifications, and that
asynchrony improved comprehensiveness of retrieval.

Heterogeneity Results. The experiment furthermore showed that showed that while
large number of “non-domain cases” degraded retrieval effectiveness, simply adding
bodies of knowledge related to other tasks did not degrade performance.

The Null, Distractor and Domain conditions showed little change in knowledge base
recall or performance, showing that adding new irrelevant domains of knowledge to the
knowledge base, such as large chunks of the ISAAC knowledge base contained in the
Distractor condition, did not affect Nicole-MPA’s ability to retrieve planning cases.

However, adding new planning domains with large numbers of irrelevant cases, as in
the Null Condition, did degrade the system’s ability to retrieve planning cases. This result
was interesting enough to serve as the subject for a separate experiment, Evaluation 10.7.
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10.8.3. Evaluation 10.3: Evaluation of Scaleup II: Interactions between
Platform and Scaleup.
In addition to this experiment, larger knowledge bases were examined during the
course of this research, including semantic maps of over 50,000 items in Nicole-IRIA and
a large case base with over 40,000 automatically generated plans and partial plans in
Nicole-MPA.

A number of interesting phenomena were observed during initial

exploratory tests of these knowledge bases.

Method. Nicole-IRIA was used for several months to serve an actual workgroup
(n=3-5) as part of informal user interface studies. During these tests, conducted on a
variety of Intel Pentium processor machines running Red Hat Linux 6.0 and Allegro
Common Lisp 4.3, Nicole-IRIA served several users continuously for days or weeks at a
time, accumulating knowledge slowly and ultimately increasing knowledge base size to
more than an order of magnitude over those formally tested with Nicole-MPA. In some
of these tests Nicole-IRIA’s knowledge base was also “seeded” with a database of initial
resources, ranging in size from a few hundred to a few thousand resources (each resource
represented by an average of 30-50 nodes).

A similar test was also conducted with Nicole-MPA, in which the knowledge base
was seeded with a large number of artificially generated plans and the performance of the
system was monitored over time.
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Results. These tests revealed several interesting interactions between total cost of
retrieval and software platform, operating system and machine configurations.

Retrieval cost in both Nicole-IRIA and Nicole-MPA increased slowly but linearly for
a period of time, then rapidly degraded. This steep “elbow” in the performance curve
occurred when the host system’s main memory was exhausted and it was forced to use
virtual memory. It is unsurprising that adding more memory extends the period of useful
performance. It is more significant that the time of retrieval continued to grow in a linear
fashion up until the memory limit was reached, no matter how much memory was
available.

Garbage collection was also a factor. In both slow accumulation or and pre-seeding
conditions the Nicole-IRIA knowledge base could grow in two orders in magnitude in
size, from a few hundred to tens of thousands of items. Adding ~10,000 items to NicoleIRIA’s knowledge base led to a slowdown in presentation of recommendations by a
factor of three, which was judged to be unacceptable to end users. However, the bulk of
this cost was attributable to frequent garbage collection as the amount of memory
consumed by the system grew. Forcing Lisp to allocate more memory initially alleviated
most of the problems in the accumulation condition; in the pre-seeding condition preemptive garbage collection improved performance considerably to the point that users
were again satisfied with its performance.
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While I did not conduct extensive empirical evaluations of the original Nicole-IRIA
system’s performance during the accumulation tests, user evaluations of the system
indicated that system accuracy remained high and response time roughly constant as the
knowledge base grew, until the knowledge base size ultimately overwhelmed the server’s
main memory and forced it to start using swap space. Furthermore, the amount of effort
the system expended on retrieval was continually monitored during Nicole-IRIA’s
operation: the results of these tests showed that the amount of spreading activation effort
the system expended on each user request was relatively constant and was independent of
knowledge base size.

Heterogeneity Results. Nicole-IRIA successfully retrieved information of interest to
a user requests without being distracted or degraded by chunks of the ISAAC and NicoleMPA knowledge bases contained within the experience store.

10.8.4. Evaluation 10.4: Evaluation of Scaleup III: Simulated
Accumulation Tests
To follow up on these findings, I conducted an empirical evaluation that simulated
the behavior of Nicole-IRIA under the accumulation test conditions. The goal of this
experiment was to determine how increases in knowledge base size impacted
recommendation cost as measured by both runtime and spreading activation effort.
Based on Nicole-IRIA’s cost control policy I expected to find that the amount of
spreading activation effort expended on recommendations would remain constant; based
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on the results of Evaluations 10.2 and 10.3, I suspected that the overall runtime of
recommendations would increase with knowledge base size.

Method. The evaluation simulated a user running a series of queries and selecting the
first displayed resource on each query to receive a set of recommendations. In this
evaluation, Nicole-IRIA was initialized in the Null knowledge base state and was
presented a series of 27 queries drawn from the Information Retrieval Problem Set. After
each query’s harvest cycle completed entering a new set of results in the knowledge base,
the knowledge base size was recorded; then, a recommendation cycle was executed by
cueing on the first result listed under the query. This recommendation cycle was timed,
and then the recommendation queue was cleared and the activation state of the system
cleared in preparation from the next cycle of query, harvest and recommendation.
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Figure 10.7. Increasing Recommendation Cost with Knowledge Base Size

Results. The results of the experiment showed that recommendation cost was
dependent on the particular query, recommendation spreading activation effort was
variable but had a fixed upper bound, and recommendation time increased with
knowledge base size. To reduce the impact of system factors such as garbage collection
and other running processes, the experiment was run twice and the resulting times
averaged; the average difference between runs was 1208 milliseconds. Recommendation
cost is displayed as a function of knowledge base size in the jagged thin line in Figure
10.7.
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Recommendation cost was highly dependent on the particular query. Even when
Nicole-IRIA had accumulated a knowledge base of over 15,000 nodes after 20 queries,
recommendation cost could drop to close to 3,000 milliseconds — or rise to almost
20,000 milliseconds.. This variance in cost can be attributed to a variety of factors: how
many resources were harvested for a query, the particular recommendation cued on and
its connection to other resources, and system factors such as garbage collection.

Similarly, spreading activation effort depended on the particular query and
recommendation. On each recommendation cycle activation spreads from cues found on
a selected resource, such as words in the title or description: because the number of cues
can vary so can the amount of spreading activation. Despite this different number of cues,
overall effort remained capped around 1200 nodes expanded by Nicole-MOORE’s cost
control policy. Note that Nicole-IRIA used a far lower activation cutoff threshold than
Nicole-MPA and thus many more nodes are activated per individual cue.

Despite the variability in individual searches and recommendations, a definite trend
can be seen in runtime cost.

Overall recommendation cost grew from under 3000

milliseconds to just under 19,000 milliseconds over the course of the 27 queries. To
reduce the impact that variation in individual queries had on visualizing the trend, I
computed a moving average over 7 queries, displayed as the thick smoothed line Figure
10.5. Attempts to find a best-fit curve revealed that the relationship between knowledge
base size and recommendation time can best be modeled by a linear growth curve or a
polynomial curve with a low second-order constant. One such best-fit curve is displayed
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as the thin unmarked line fitting the moving average data in Figure 10.7; the equation for
that curve is also displayed. Best-fit curves for both the original and moving average data
were similar.

This experiment revealed that knowledge base size had an impact on recommendation
cost and thus spreading activation costs; follow-on experiments are being planned with
Nicole-IRIA and its successors to more precisely quantify these costs and identify their
source.

10.8.5. Evaluation 10.5: Evaluation of Scaleup IV: Followup
Accumulation Tests
To follow up on this follow-up, I conducted two further simulations of the
accumulation tests. The goal of these tests were to reduce the impact variation in
individual queries had on the accumulation results and to extend these results to a more
ecologically valid set of queries.

Method. The follow-up evaluations were similar to the previous accumulation tests
with two primary differences. As before, the tests simulating a user running a series of
queries and receive a set of recommendations. After each “source query” from the data
set was executed, the recommendation queue was cleared and the activation state of the
system cleared; then, a “test query” and recommendation was executed and timed.
Because the test query and the resource cued on were fixed, measurement of the test
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Figure 10.8. Scaleup of Recommendation Cost: Randomized IR Data Set
provided a more stable measure of the recommendation cost as knowledge base size
increased because of the source queries.

In both evaluations, Nicole-IRIA was initialized in the Null knowledge base state. In
the first evaluation, Nicole-IRIA was presented with a series of 75 “source” queries
drawn at random from the 27 problems in the Information Retrieval Problem Set; the test
query was “centaur”.

In the second evaluation, Nicole-IRIA was presented with a

sequence of 100 unique source queries from the MetaSpy Problem Set; the test query was
again “centaur”.
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Figure 10.9. Scaleup of Recommendation Cost: MetaSpy Data Set
Results. Both evaluations showed a slow linear increase in recommendation runtime
as knowledge base size increased. This growth curve was less severe than the curve
detected in Evaluation 10.4 (Figure 10.7) and was similar to the growth curve found in
Evaluation 10.2 (Figure 10.6). These evaluations also revealed interesting properties of
both the interaction of platform properties with a system and in properties of the relevant
data sets.

For the Information Retrieval data set, recommendation cost grew slowly until
Nicole-IRIA had been presented all source queries. At that point, continued harvesting
of information yielded no new resources and the size of the knowledge base essentially
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Figure 10.10. Comparison of Scaleup of Outlier and NonOutlier MetaSpy Data
stopped growing, causing recommendation cost to similarly flatten out. Figure 10.8
displays this growth curve, along with the linear best fit trend.

The MetaSpy problem set presented a more realistic profile of information retrieval.
The size of the knowledge base continued to grow with each new query, and
recommendation cost grew apace. One interesting phenomenon occurred: queries 77
through 89 showed a markedly higher cost than all other queries in the set, but
nevertheless showed a similar growth curve. After query 89, the recommendation cost
returned to “normal.” I hypothesized that this increased cost was due to a system process,
such as a backup operating during the experimental run. Attempts to fit data to these
“outliers” and “non-outliers” showed that a better fit could be achieved by considering
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Figure 10.11. Comparison of Test and Source Recommendation Cost Scaleup
these data sets separately, and so I removed these data points from the analyses. Figure
10.9 displays the data from the MetaSpy data set, displaying normal values in white and
outliers in black. The linear best fit to non-outlier data is also displayed. Figure 10.10
displays the comparative fit of the outlier, non-outlier and combined data sets.

I also recorded the recommendation runtimes for the source queries, which were
considerably more variable. Figure 10.11 displays the comparative cost of
recommendations of the source MetaSpy query recommendations with the test query
recommendation. Note that a power law provided a better fitting curve to the MetaSpy
query data than a linear fit.
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Figure 10.12. Scaleup of Knowledge Base Fanout: MetaSpy Data Set
Because a fixed query appears to obey a linear increase whereas a naturalistic series
of queries obeys a power law, I hypothesize that the power law may be a property of the
data set. Like many information retrieval data sets, the Web obeys Zipf’s and Heaps’
laws (Baeza-Yates & Riberio-Neto 1999). Zipf’s Law models the frequency of words as
an inverse power law (that is, the ith most frequently occurring word has a frequency of
Z/iθ where θ > 1) and Heaps’ Law models vocabulary size as an increasing power law
(that is, a text of size n has a vocabulary of Knβ words where β < 1). Heaps’ law suggests
that the total vocabulary of the knowledge base will increase as a power law of the
number of queries, whereas Zipf’s law suggests the number of unique terms in each
query seen will decrease according to an inverse power law. Taken together, these
regularities suggest that the amount of effort spent on recommendations over a series of
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queries will increase at a decreasing rate. Other explanations are possible; for example,
recommendation cost might be a function of knowledge base fanout (Figure 10.12). I am
currently conducting a more detailed study to diagnose the cause of the increasing costs
of recommendations and to test whether these intuitions about the properties of the
system and the data set are correct.

As a further analysis of scaleup, I combined the data from the Information Retrieval
and MetaSpy data sets. As shown in Figure 10.13, the two data sets show a similar
increase in cost; attempting to fit a curve to the data shows a linear fit with low-constant
growth similar each data set considered individually.

10.8.6. Evaluation 10.6: Evaluation of Scaleup V: Effect of Seed
Knowledge Bases
The primary affect of adding knowledge to Nicole-IRIA’s knowledge base appeared
to be an increase in recommendation time without any noticeable change in
recommendation quality. However, adding “seed” knowledge bases could affect NicoleIRIA’s recommendation performance in both positive and negative ways.
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Figure 10.13. Scaleup of Recommendation Cost: Combined Data Set
In an exploratory series of tests, seed knowledge bases containing a variety of items
were loaded into the knowledge base and used to generate “related” recommendations.
This was equivalent to conducting two searches at the same time, drawing context from
browsing one search to recommend information from another search.

Method. Two seed knowledge bases were tested for this “related recommendation”
paradigm. First, a knowledge base containing approximately 900 information resources
related to a single topic; second, a knowledge base containing approximately 1000
information resources related to a variety of topics. For each seed knowledge base, a set
of searches was conducted from the Internet. On each search, a sequence of resources
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was selected in a naturalistic browsing setting.

At each click, the list of “related

recommendations” was inspected to detect both changes in recommendations and the
presence of relevant information.

Results. On the first seed knowledge base, user evaluations of quality of search
revealed that the quality of related recommendations was poorer than recommendations
on other searches for information. For some sets of cues Nicole-IRIA was unable to find
any useful recommendations on this data set, in the worst case failing to reorganize the
related recommendations list at all.

The second, structured knowledge base, showed far better search results. Under these
conditions, adding additional information to the knowledge base could actually improve
the quality and quantity of search results retrieved for both the related and original
recommendations.

Discussion. An examination of the flow of activation in the knowledge base and a
survey of the items stored in the knowledge base suggested two possible causes for these
results. First, the addition of new items added new connections between related items,
changing the patterns of flow of activation in the knowledge base; second, the addition of
larger databases of items changed the available items for recall, improving the system’s
ability to find some related reminding.
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The results of this exploratory studies were promising, but more extensive studies are
clearly required to examine in more detail the impact on larger and larger bodies of
knowledge upon the scaleup of the system and the quality of recommendations. A series
of experiments examining these questions is being planned on IRIA’s successor system at
this time.

10.8.7. Evaluation 10.7: Comparative Performance Analyses
Evaluating the performance of a context-sensitive asynchronous memory in absolute
terms is difficult, given that a context-sensitive asynchronous memory has a unique set of
capabilities that do not exist in any single competing system. However, while contextsensitive asynchronous memory cannot be directly compared as a whole to any other
existing system, some of its novel components can.

For evaluation purposes one key component of the system, the context-directed
spreading activation process, was compared with other memory search strategies,
including the Brutalizer brute-force comprehensive memory search process and a
traditional spreading activation parameterization of Nicole-MOORE.

This section,

Evaluation 10.6, addresses the brute-force comparison; the following section, Evaluation
10.7 compares CDSA with traditional spreading activation.
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Figure 10.14. Comparison of Brute-Force, Traditional and Contextual Search
Motivation for Evaluation. Any spreading activation process incurs considerable
space and time overhead in maintaining its active node list and spreading activation to
continue its search; moreover, spreading activation is not guaranteed to return a correct
result if one exists. Therefore, it is useful to compare the context directed spreading
activation approach not only with other spreading activation approaches but also
approaches like the Brutalizer which do not incur these overheads and which have other
benefits, such as guarantees of correct results.

Method. The efficiency experiment tested the context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach using the same asynchronous retrieval manager and three separate
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search processes: the Brutalizer, a traditional spreading activation parameterization of
Nicole-MOORE, and a CDSA parameterization of Nicole-MOORE. The experiment
tested each of these systems’ abilities to retrieve a best-guess retrieval from the Null
library for problems drawn from the X2 problem set.

The experiment used a 3x3 design, testing each of these retrieval approaches on 3
different knowledge structure strategies: predicate, atomic, and nuclear cueing. The
experiment measured the following variables:
•

success rate of retrieval:
For how many problems out of the X2 problem set was the retrieval approach
able to successfully find a relevant case?

•

retrieval speed:
What was the absolute time to find the first relevant retrieved item?

•

number of retrieval cycles:
How many retrieval cycles (iterations of the asynchronous memory retrieval
system) did it take to get a successful retrieval?

Results. All approaches were successfully able to retrieve cases quickly and with a
high success rate; however, the Brutal approach took much longer than either CDSA or
traditional SA.
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As expected for the Null knowledge base and Inexperienced library, in all conditions
brute-force search, spreading activation and CDSA were able to retrieve cases for all
problems from the X2 library within 2 retrieval cycles. Knowledge structure strategy did
not affect success rate in this condition.

However, the Brutal approach consumed much more running time than the other two
approaches. Running times of each system on each knowledge structure strategy are
displayed in figure 10.14. Note that the knowledge structure strategy, which includes not
only different plan tagging strategies but also different matching algorithms, affected the
runtime of all three approaches.

Overall, context-sensitive asynchronous retrieval produced results of the same quality
as the Brutalizer algorithm, matching its performance on number of cycles and guarantee
of retrieval while producing those results 600% to 900% faster than exhaustive matching.
There was no statistical difference between the running time of traditional and contextdirected spreading activation.

Discussion. These results were not a property of large knowledge base sizes. A
series of exploratory tests showed that even on the smallest knowledge base available to
Nicole, both traditional spreading activation and context-directed spreading activation
achieved similar retrieval accuracy for almost an order of magnitude less cost than the
Brutalizer.
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10.8.8. Evaluation 10.8: Contribution of Context I
While spreading activation and CDSA performed similarly on the Null knowledge
base, traditional spreading activation fails to performs well on more challenging
conditions such as the NonDomain knowledge base discussed in Evaluation 10.2.

As

discussed in chapter 3, when a knowledge base contains a large number of irrelevant
distractors, we should expect that priming the system with objects found in a problem or
environment and relationships relevant to the kind of task it is performing should aid the
system’s retrieval. A retrieval experiment was conducted to test this.

Method. The context experiment tested the ability of the context-sensitive
asynchronous memory approach to retrieve cases for case-based planning from the
heavily populated NonDomain knowledge base. This knowledge base contained many
planning domains with large numbers of cases and was shown in Evaluation 10.1 to be a
condition in which the system was unable to retrieve relevant planning cases without
contextual guidance.

The priming of the knowledge base generated by the knowledge structure strategies
was disabled for the purpose of these experiments, and priming based on the
experimental contexts was simulated by propagating activation from the knowledge items
in specially generated “context sets”.
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Figure 10.15. Benefits of CDSA over traditional spreading activation
The experiment used a 2×2 design, comparing retrieval for 14 problems drawn from
the X2 problem set on two contextual conditions (Null Context and Objects+Relations
context)26 and two different algorithms (Traditional Spreading Activation and CDSA).
The experiment measured the number of cases each algorithm successfully found in each
contextual condition.

Results. The results of this experiment showed that some contextual information was
required for retrieval and that CDSA was better at exploiting this information than

26

Actually, all contextual conditions listed earlier (Null, Objects, Generic Concepts, Relations, and

Objects+Relations) were tested, but only Objects+Relations differed significiantly from the Null condition.
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traditional spreading activation. Figure 10.15 illustrates this phenomenon. As in
Evaluation 10.1, neither CDSA and SA were able to retrieve cases for X2 problems from
the NonDomain knowledge base in the Null Context condition. However, when an
Relations+Objects context set was provided, both CDSA and SA were able to find
relevant cases, with CDSA retrieving 39% more cases than traditional spreading
activation, a statistically significant difference (p << 0.01). All conditions consumed the
same amount of resources, consistent with the cost control policy employed by the
retrieval engine.

The results of the experiment showed that in a situation in which it is difficult to
retrieve cases — a knowledge base containing a large number of irrelevant distractors —
providing a full context (objects relating to the problem plus relationships appropriate for
the domain) provided clear improvements in retrieval performance over no context and
over traditional spreading activation.

Exploratory evaluations showed that contexts

containing merely objects or merely relations, or containing irrelevant information, were
not effective in improving performance. Traditional spreading activation performance
was improved by context, but not as much as CDSA: the combination of context-directed
spreading activation and an appropriate context maximized the retrieval from a
knowledge base.
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10.8.9. Evaluation 10.9: Contribution of Context II
Another factor impacting the effectiveness of CDSA is the structure of the experience
store. How knowledge is structured in the experience store determines how activation
can spread and how context can affect that spread of activation.

Nicole-MPA’s

knowledge structure strategies, which alter how plans are tagged in a knowledge base
without altering their content, provide a way to test the impact of knowledge base
structure on retrieval.

Method. To test the affect of knowledge base structure on retrieval, I performed
another context experiment on the X2 problem set using the Inexperienced Library and
the Null knowledge base. This experiment tested the ability of Nicole-MOORE to
retrieve cases under different knowledge structure strategies. Unlike the last experiment,
the default priming strategies of each of these knowledge structure strategies was used.
This default strategy was similar to the Objects+Relations context set.

The experiment used a 3-condition design, comparing retrieval for 14 problems
drawn from the X2 problem set on three knowledge structure strategy conditions:
Predicate, Atomic and Nuclear. The experiment measured three variables: the number of
problems for which the approach could find relevant cases, total retrieval time, and total
retrieval cycles.
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Figure 10.16. Impact of Tagging Strategy on Recall, Time and Cycles
Results.

The Nuclear cueing strategy, which had the richest knowledge base

structure of all three strategies, proved to be the most effective retrieval strategy as
measured by success rate, time and cycles. Atomic was second and Predicate was third.

Nicole-MOORE was able to find relevant cases using the Nuclear knowledge
structure strategy for 12 out of the 14 problems, whereas with Atomic it found only 11
and with Predicate only 7 (Figure 10.16a). The Nuclear strategy was also the least
expensive in both the number of cycles necessary for retrieval and overall time for
retrieval (Figures 10.16 b and c).
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10.8.10. Evaluation 10.10: Tests of Cost Control
A variety of tests and experiments showed that this kind of comprehensive cost
control policy is necessary to ensure that performance remains roughly constant as
increasing numbers of retrieval requests are added. Eliminating individual elements of
the cost control policy, such as the limits on active cues or active retrievals, led to either
unacceptably slow performance or poor retrieval quality.

For example, the necessity of limiting cues was demonstrated in exploratory assays of
both Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA. Both Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA accumulate
more and more contextual information about their problems as they work. In NicoleMPA this is in the form of intermediate goal states that may provide cues about what
plans are relevant; in Nicole-IRIA this is in the form of a history of user browsing actions
that provide cues to relevant resources.

Tests with Nicole-MPA showed allowing

retrieval requests to build up an unbounded number of cues could seriously degrade
retrieval performance on larger problems, and as a result Nicole-MPA adopted an explicit
policy to limit the number of cues per request. Tests with Nicole-IRIA showed a similar
result: allowing retrieval requests to build up an unbounded number of contextual cues
both degraded performance and caused poor recommendations when user’s interests
changed rapidly. Based on these two experiences, Nicole’s retrieval system itself was
modified to limit the number of active cues per request by discarding old cues.
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The necessity for limiting the number of outstanding retrieval requests was
established in the exploratory accumulation tests described in Evaluation 10.3.

As

Nicole-IRIA continued to handle user searches, it accumulated more and more active
retrieval requests.

This was deliberate in that it enabled users to resume searches,

conduct several searches on the same topic, and collaborate with other users; however,
because the Web-based interface did not provide a way for the server to know whether a
user was really done with a search or had simply browsed away for a moment with an
intent to resume, Nicole-IRIA had no clear signal of when to stop processing a request.
Unsurprisingly, this caused Nicole-IRIA to consume more and more resources over time.
The solution was to limit the number of actively refreshed retrieval requests to some
arbitrary number, reinstantiating a request if a user returned to it later.

10.8.11. Evaluation 10.11: Analysis of Asynchronous and Incremental
Search
While the asynchronous and incremental properties of Nicole-MOORE could not be
directly tested through ablation tests, a series of experiments and evaluations were
conducted with Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA to test the impact of incremental and
anytime retrieval on system performance.

In addition to testing Nicole-MOORE’s scaleup with respect to knowledge base size
and content, Evaluation 10.2 provides an indirect way to examine incremental and
anytime retrieval. The experiment tested retrieval of a planning case in Nicole-MPA and
measured (a) how quickly the memory could retrieve an item (b) how good that retrieval
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was and (c) whether giving the memory additional time would improve its retrieval
performance. The results of the evaluation showed that Nicole-MOORE could quickly
return a good-quality best guess and that the memory could retrieve more items when
given additional cycles to search. The quality of retrieved items was measured by the
degree of absolute match between the match specifications and the retrieved item, as well
as by the ranking of that item when compared with the degree of match to the query of all
other items in the knowledge base. However, this experiment did not directly evaluate
the usefulness of retrieved cases with respect to the planning problem for the reasons
discussed in the Case Study on Planning.

Further evaluations were conducted with Nicole-IRIA. As mentioned, Nicole-IRIA
searches its knowledge base to find additional resources stored as the result of past or
concurrent searches. This search occurs over many cycles, using activation from the
user’s ongoing browsing activity to focus search upon relevant cases. The results of the
original accumulation tests showed that the initial search Nicole-IRIA’s conducts in the
experience store results in the retrieval of few additional cases because the search is
based only on the cues available in the query. While receiving additional contextual
information from users, Nicole-IRIA continued its incremental knowledge base search.
Guided on the basis of cues collected over the history of several user browsing events,
Nicole-IRIA was often able to find several new resources per cycle.

These evaluations of incremental and asynchronous search are encouraging but very
limited: additional studies and tests are being planned with Nicole-IRIA and its successor
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system to evaluate the impact of asynchronous search on the quality of information
retrieval.

10.9. Explanation and Analysis
Overall, these experiments showed a number of encouraging and a few discouraging
results. Nicole-MOORE showed the capacity to retrieve useful information for a variety
of domains; it showed the ability to exploit contextual information to improve retrieval,
an ability in part dependent on its asynchronous, incremental knowledge base search.
Contextual information was shown to affect the quantity and quality of retrieval and was
shown to enable efficient use of spreading activation effort to find useful information
even under circumstances difficult for traditional approaches.

Nicole-MOORE’s cost control policy was shown to be effective in terms of the
system variables that it did control — spreading activation effort — but analyses of
runtime showed a significant increase in cost caused by factors outside the scope of the
cost control policy. Nevertheless, these experiments and the case studies show that
Nicole-MOORE’s performance is good enough to support at least two different reasoning
tasks and that its performance scales well up until platform limits such as available
memory are reached.

To understand the impact of these results more clearly, I will now examine each of
the desiderata for memory systems in turn, illustrating how the results of these
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evaluations and the evaluations in the case study weigh in for the context-sensitive
asynchronous memory approach as a general memory approach for intelligent agents.

10.9.1. Desideratum 1: Able to store a wide variety of information
A reified, grounded, bidirectional semantic network is sufficient to
represent knowledge for a variety of tasks.

The range of information an architecture can store depends on the knowledge
representation it uses — including both theoretical properties such as logical expressive
power and practical properties such as programmability. Abstract properties of the
system aside, however, the ultimate test of a knowledge representation is whether it can
be used to represent information in service of a variety of tasks.

The context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach specifies a reified, grounded,
bidirectional semantic network architecture to support knowledge representation. As
discussed in Chapter 3 this architecture has the logical expressive power of Nth-order
logic and is sufficient to represent a wide variety of information.

The CRYSTAL

knowledge representation instantiates the context-sensitive asynchronous memory
approach’s reified, grounded, bidirectional semantic network memory representation.

Status of the Hypothesis. Evaluation 10.1 summarizes evidence of the successful use
of CRYSTAL in the case studies as well as from other work. These results demonstrate
directly, through use of this knowledge representation for a variety of intelligent systems
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and reasoning modules, the viability of the reified grounded semantic network approach
to knowledge representation implemented in CRYSTAL. This successful use of the same
knowledge representation system across a variety of tasks provides evidence that the
context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach to knowledge representation is domain
and task independent.

10.9.2. Desideratum 2: Provides a general method for accessing
information
A context-sensitive asynchronous memory can retrieve knowledge in
service of a wide variety of reasoning tasks in a wide variety of domains.

Representation goes hand in hand with process. For a knowledge representation,
logical expressive power is determined not by its data structures but by the methods it
provides to create and access that knowledge; for example, in the CRYSTAL knowledge
representation it is not possible to create a relationship between two objects that does not
instantiate a higher-order relationship, even if that relationship must be defined on the
fly.

For a memory retrieval system, process determines how the information in working
memory can be used to find information in the memory store. Earlier, I argued that the
unified nature of the experience store, the general-purpose mechanisms of contextsensitive search, and the rich matching language of asynchronous memory made context-
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sensitive asynchronous memory a general approach to memory retrieval. How does this
stack up against the empirical evidence?

Status of the Hypothesis. Evaluation 10.1 summarizes evidence of the successful use
of Nicole-MOORE in the case studies and other work.

These results demonstrate

directly, through its support of task performance in several different applications, the
viability of the general-purpose matching language implemented in Nicole-MOORE.
This successful use of the same memory retrieval system across a variety of tasks
provides evidence that the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach is domain
and task independent.

10.9.3. Desideratum 3: Scales to large multifunction knowledge bases
Desideratum 3 can be decomposed into two closely related desiderata: that contextsensitive asynchronous memory can perform effectively on two kinds of knowledge
bases: the large, and the multifaceted.

Essentially, I claim that context-sensitive asynchronous memory “scales gracefully”,
retrieving knowledge guided by context in a such a way that its performance
characteristics are not significantly degraded by increases in knowledge base size or
addition of new domains of knowledge — where “significantly degraded” includes but is
not limited to exponential time complexity, cost increases that outweigh expected
benefits, or simple failure to retrieve knowledge.
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10.9.3.1. Large knowledge bases
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can effectively perform retrieval
on large knowledge bases.

The claim that context-sensitive asynchronous memory scales to large knowledge
base sizes is based on the properties of the algorithms used for memory search, which
were chosen to make their performance characteristics largely independent of knowledge
base size. Results of the experiments showed that while the cost control policy was
capable of controlling factors such as spreading activation effort, the actual cost of
retrieval as measured by running time increased. This increase was nevertheless
acceptable according to the metrics just outlined: a low linear growth up until system
limits were reached.

Status of the Hypothesis. Evaluation 10.2 provided the first tests of scaleup: by
varying the size of the knowledge base, adding more cases in the planning domain as
well as adding additional bodies of knowledge in other domains such as story
understanding. The evaluation varied the knowledge base in size from 300 to 2500
items, or roughly an order of magnitude. The results of this evaluation showed that the
number of nodes visited was roughly constant with knowledge base size — between 246
and 254 nodes across all problems and retrieval strategies. Small variations were found
when additional planning cases were added to the system, which is to be expected given
that the retrieval request in question was requesting planning cases and adding cases
changes the structure of the portion of the knowledge base searched; however, cost
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control policies continued to operate automatically and as cases were added the number
of nodes tended to slightly decrease to about 248 nodes. Adding knowledge outside the
planning domain had no significant effect on the number of nodes retrieved; however,
increases in knowledge base size did cause an increase in the absolute time cost of
retrieval, in a roughly linear fashion with a low constant.

Evaluation 10.3 elaborated on these results on knowledge bases up to 10,000 nodes in
size, showing that absolute time cost was affected by many factors, including machine
performance, operating system and platform features (such as garbage collection, the size
of the Lisp image, and use of virtual memory), and the implementation of the system
itself.

Evaluation 10.4 began the process of formalizing the results of Evaulation 10.2’s
exploratory work, extending these results to knowledge bases of roughly 15,000 nodes.
These results confirmed the effectiveness of the cost control policy on controlling
spreading activation effort, while actual runtime increased at a low linear growth rate.
Evaluation 10.4 also showed that cost of retrieval is highly dependent on the particular
query and context at hand.

Evaluation 10.5 further unpacked the intuitions generated in Evaluation 10.2 on
knowledge bases of 50,000 nodes in size, or roughly two orders of magnitude greater in
size than the Null condition. This evaluation reaffirms that the growth rate of the running
time of retrieval was low linear, and reinforcing through comparison of fixed and
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variable retrieval costs the finding that retrieval effort was highly dependent on the
particular query even with an operating cost control policy.

Evaluation 10.6 examined the effect of knowledge base content on retrieval quality.
This evaluation showed that when rich and varied bodies of knowledge were added to the
system, retrieval performance was good or even improved; however, adding many very
similar items to a knowledge base could degrade retrieval performance, a result
consistent with Evaluation 10.2’s NonDomain condition.

When Nicole is compared against the list of desirable performance characteristics
outlined earlier, it scales well up to the limits of the operating system and performance
platforms upon which it operates.

Accuracy on these retrievals was high: Nicole-

MOORE consistently retrieved information with high relevance rankings as measured by
the specifications it was given. Retrieval cost was either constant or low-ranked linear
depending on the measure. Most importantly, the cost of retrieval was acceptable with
respect to the expected benefit of retrieving the relevant information — Nicole-MOORE
was able to find relevant cases and relevant resources in relatively small amounts of time,
with less time cost than the benefit of applying a retrieved case and less time cost than
manually scanning a list of resources for a given answer.

Discussion. The results of these tests are promising; however, further tests examining
in more detail the impact of adding knowledge are clearly required. Profiling studies
conducted during the original accumulation tests showed that the bulk of the increase in
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memory retrieval cost in Nicole was in knowledge base access time as opposed to
spreading activation time; this cost in turn was tied to the properties of the underlying
Lisp implementation. While the slow linear increase in access time is potentially a
concern, exploratory tests with a Java-based reimplementation of Nicole-IRIA designed
to overcome the limits of the Lisp implementation have showed that space costs can be as
significant or more significant than time costs for a running system — and the results of
the evaluations to date seem to indicate space costs can in turn lead to time costs. A
variety of tradeoffs are possible between extreme memory parsimony, constant time or
linear time memory access, and flexibility. Experiments are underway on Nicole-IRIA’s
successor to more precisely quantify these findings.
10.9.3.2. Heterogeneous knowledge bases
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can effectively perform retrieval
from heterogeneous multi-task knowledge bases.

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory’s algorithms are designed to be robust as
new domains of knowledge or new items are added to the knowledge base, and the
quality and quantity of retrieval should not degrade simply because new knowledge is
added.

Status of the Hypothesis. Evaluations 10.2 and 10.6 provide evidence for the claim
that the approach can easily scale to include more and more bodies of knowledge and that
increased structure within large subsets of knowledge can improve performance.
Evaluation 10.2 demonstrated that simply adding information outside a problem’s task
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domain did not affect the quality of retrieval; Evaluation 10.6 shows that if new items
added within a task domain are sufficiently different, quality of retrieval is similarly
unaffected. The successful use of the same retrieval mechanism for different tasks, as
reviewed in Evaluation 10.1, provides indirect evidence for this claim.

Discussion. There are limits to how well context-sensitive asynchronous memory
scales as new knowledge as added. While the CDSA algorithm does not “leak” activation
to irrelevant concepts in the knowledge base, activation may flow to an “irrelevant” piece
of knowledge if it is heavily interconnected with an existing domain of knowledge and
uses many of the same relationships.

Similarly, the context-sensitive asynchronous

memory’s algorithms for memory search sacrifice comprehensiveness for near-constanttime access, using context to guide search to the appropriate portion of the knowledge
base; while the anytime/incremental nature of search is robust as new items are added to
the knowledge base, because of cost control search may fail when the knowledge base is
full of “irrelevant distractors” — items which match the cues of a query but fail to match
its specification for knowledge.

Therefore, a context-sensitive asynchronous memory should respond to a query
successfully when relevant items can be found within the search space as guided by
available context, and should fail in two classes of situations: first, when the matching
items are very far from the terms of the query in the knowledge base and the provided
context cannot effectively refocus the search scope to reach them, or second, when large
numbers of irrelevant but similar items exist within the search scope and the provided
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context does not provide a means to focus search on relevant items. Evaluations 10.2 and
10.6 verify this assertion, showing a retrieval quality and quantity degradation precisely
when large numbers of very similar items are added to a knowledge base.

Overall, these theoretical and empirical results show that simply adding new domains
of knowledge or new items to a knowledge base should not degrade a context-sensitive
asynchronous memory’s ability to respond to queries, except in those circumstances
where adding that knowledge structures or populates the knowledge base in such a way
that available context does not discriminate the new knowledge from the old. However,
more extensive studies are clearly required to examine in more detail the impact on larger
and larger bodies of knowledge upon the scaleup of the system. A series of experiments
examining these questions is being planned on IRIA’s successor system at this time.

10.9.4. Desideratum 4: Manages cost of retrieval
Problems of scalability are not limited to large knowledge bases or multiple tasks. A
memory system can just as easily be overwhelmed by a large number of active retrievals,
individual retrievals with complex matching questions, or too many active cues.
Managing the cost of retrieval means that a system provides efficient performance under
normal circumstances and has a policy in place which ensures that efficiency is
maintained under unusual circumstances.

The evaluations and case studies showthat context-sensitive asynchronous memory
satisfies both of these desiderata: it is efficient enough to serve as a general memory
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retrieval system, is superior to approaches which do not combine all of its elements, and
includes a comprehensive cost control policy that ensures that retrieval remains efficient
no matter how large the load is on memory.
10.9.4.1. Raw Efficiency and Effectiveness
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is efficient enough to serve the
retrieval needs of a typical performance task.

Validating this claim requires examining the performance of a context-sensitive
asynchronous memory with respect to the needs of actual tasks, independently from the
memory’s comparative performance with other approaches.

Status of the Hypothesis. The results of the case studies, particularly Evaluations 8.5
and 9.1, validate these claims, as do Evaluations 10.2 through 10.7. Evaluation 8.5 shows
that Nicole-MOORE performs well enough to support case-based performance
improvement on planning tasks in Nicole-MPA, and Evaluation 9.1 shows that it
performs well enough to satisfy user desired response time in Nicole-IRIA. Evaluations
10.2 through 10.6 show that this retrieval performance degrades slowly with increased
knowledge base size, meaning that as the system will continue to provide “good enough”
performance as it learns. Nicole-MOORE performed well on other metrics also: for
example, the quality of retrieved items was sufficient to support the reasoning of the
ISAAC story understanding system.
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10.9.4.2. Comparative Efficiency
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory performs as well as or superior to
existing approaches that do the same task (in other words, competing
memory systems with the same functionality).

Status of the Hypothesis. Evaluations 10.7 and 10.8 showed that Nicole-MOORE
could perform as well as or better than memory retrieval systems using existing
approaches to memory search but designed to provide the same capabilities. Evaluation
10.7 showed the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach to be more efficient
than brute force search despite spreading activation overhead, and showed that contextsensitive asynchronous memory and traditional spreading activation are roughly
equivalent in cost. Evaluation 10.8 showed that context-sensitive asynchronous memory
could provide improved performance over traditional spreading activation given
appropriate contextual information.
10.9.4.3. Effectiveness of the cost-control policy
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory’s cost control policy ensures that
memory retrieval performance remains efficient and effective even when a
system is faced with large or numerous retrieval requests.

Nicole-MOORE employs a variety of cost control policies along the lines of those
discussed in Chapter 5, including limits on the complexity of the cues of any individual
retrieval (Rcuemax), limits on the number of propagating nodes (cycletotal), and of course the
standard CDSA limits on the number of nodes that can be activated by any individual cue
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or specification. While support exists in Nicole-MOORE to place limits on the number
of active retrievals (Rmax), controlling the number of active retrievals in practice has been
done through the implemented reasoning tasks.

Status of the Hypothesis. Evaluations 10.2 through 10.5 showed that while NicoleMOORE’s cost control policy was successful at controlling the explicit costs of retrieval
that it managed, the cost of retrieval as measured by absolute runtime nevertheless
increased with increasing knowledge base size. While this increased cost was a low
linear growth acceptable for many applications, it nonetheless shows two things: first,
when designing a cost control policy it is important to explicitly account for all the types
of cost that must be controlled and to devise a policy to deal with them; second, it shows
that the design of the implementation of a system can have a critical effect on the
performance that can impact a cost control policy.

10.9.5. Desideratum 5: Preserves accuracy of retrieval
Managing the cost of retrieval is important to prevent difficult or numerous questions
from causing excessive resource consumption, but it does not directly address the
problem of coping with tight resource bounds. One way to deal with this problem is to
trade off efficiency and effectiveness.

Ideally, the best way to cope with tight resource bounds is to ensure that effective
performance remains efficient no matter how large or complex the knowledge base
becomes. However, raw efficiency is not always possible when given incomplete
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specifications of knowledge and large knowledge bases to search. A system that
effectively manages retrieval should be able to act in an anytime fashion, returning
possibly inaccurate best guesses quickly or better retrievals given additional processing
effort.

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory meets this requirement; it is performs
knowledge base search incrementally as it is provided resources and is capable of trading
efficiency and effectiveness in an anytime fashion.
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can search a knowledge base
incrementally, expending resources in parallel with other reasoning
processes.

Both case studies provide evidence for this claim: Nicole-MPA processed
asynchronous memory retrievals in parallel with task processing and Nicole-IRIA
processed information retrieval requests in parallel with user browsing of resources.
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can act as an anytime retrieval
system, improving quality and/or quantity of retrieval over time while at
any time retaining the ability to return the best result it has found so far.

Status of the Hypothesis. Evaluations 10.2, 10.9 and 10.11 provide evidence for this
claim. Evaluation 10.2 shows a direct relationship between asynchronous retrieval and
quantity of information retrieved; however the timing of retrieval was directly tied to the
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number of serial retrieval cycles. Evaluation 10.9 shows that Nicole-MOORE’s
asynchronous retrieval ability is not a simply a factor of its serial retrieval policy but
instead that asynchronous retrieval can extend over many cycles based on the particular
way activation spreads into a knowledge base. Evaluation 10.7 shows that the
performance of a context-sensitive asynchronous memory can approach an optimal bruteforce approach on an appropriate knowledge base; Evaluation 10.8 shows that the
quantity and quality of search is superior traditional spreading activation. Finally,
Evaluation 10.11 reviews evidence showing that asynchronous search can help NicoleIRIA improve the comprehensiveness of its responses to user queries.

10.9.6. Desideratum 6: Exploits task/environmental information
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can heuristically adjust its search
based on context (information not contained within the content of a query)
to improve its retrieval performance.

Status of the Hypothesis. Evaluations 10.8, 10.9 and the information retrieval case
study provide the most direct evidence of Nicole-MPA’s ability to exploit task and
environmental information to improve performance. Evaluation 10.8 directly shows that
providing

additional

contextual

information

can

improve

a

context-sensitive

asynchronous memory’s performance over both traditional spreading activation and noncontextual conditions.

The information retrieval case study backs up these claims,

showing the contribution of context to improve retrieval in Evaluation 9.1 and also
showing the contribution of context from multiple users to find additional relevant
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information in Evaluation 9.2. Evaluation 10.9 reinforces these results, showing that the
combination of contextual information and knowledge base structure can also improve
retrieval over conditions with impoverished context or structure.

10.9.7. Desideratum 7: Exploits extra resources if available
Context-sensitive

asynchronous

memory

can

improve

the

comprehensiveness and accuracy of retrieval if given additional resources
to continue search.

The flip side of the coin of preserving accuracy in the face of resource bounds is the
ability to exploit additional resources to improve retrieval.

Status of the Hypothesis. Evaluations 10.9, 10.2, 8.6 and 9.3 provide evidence that a
context-sensitive asynchronous memory can use additional resources when available.

Evaluations 10.2 and 10.6 show that Nicole-MOORE can return more planning cases
when given additional cycles to search. Nicole-MOORE was able to retrieve good
matching items in memory in a few cycles and given additional time to allow
anytime/incremental retrieval to complete could retrieve a large proportion of all
matching cases from a heterogeneous knowledge base containing a wide variety of
relevant and irrelevant items. Moreover, the amount of time taken for retrieval was far
less than the potential savings afforded by using the retrieved cases, an analysis that was
backed up by an actual performance improvement demonstration. Evaluation 8.6 shows
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that exploiting additional resources to obtain additional retrievals was essential for the
performance improvement demonstration, which depends on the incremental memory
search to find additional relevant cases in the knowledge base.

Furthermore, Evaluations 9.2 and 9.3 show that Nicole-IRIA can exploit additional
resources and contextual information to find additional relevant information resources.

10.9.8. Desideratum 8: Potentially interleavable with reasoning
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory can detect when a suitable
retrieval is found and alert reasoning without being explicitly polled.

In order for a memory system to be interleavable with reasoning, it needs to be able to
operate independently: it must have the capability to identify what it believes to be a
good retrieval and alert memory when they are found. This function is the job of the
“alert mechanism,” a joint component of the memory and agent architecture. The
reasoning modules for the context sensitivity and performance improvement experiments
were configured to await responses from memory delivered via the alert system without
ever explicitly polling.

Status of the Hypothesis. The alert system was indirectly tested the case studies. In
Nicole-MPA; if the memory’s alert system is disabled, a variety of tasks the system
performs simply fail to function, including the context sensitivity and performance
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improvement demonstrations. The system was exploited only indirectly in Nicole-IRIA,
which deliberatively searched for any new retrievals on each user browsing cycles.

10.9.9. Desideratum 9: Provides guidelines for reasoning integration
Experience-based agency provides guidelines for constructing reasoners
that interoperate with context-sensitive asynchronous memory and can
integrate asynchronous retrievals into their current processing state.

Experience-based agency provides guidelines on how to build agents that incorporate
reasoners and memory retrieval systems that operate in parallel. Nicole-IRIA and NicoleMPA are the two major systems that integrate asynchronous retrievals into their current
processing state along these provide guidelines provided by experience-based agency.
However, it is difficult to evaluate how well these guidelines satisfy the desideratum
because of the large proportion of task-specific processing and knowledge necessary to
actually implement a system following these guidelines. Ultimately, the properties of the
task and the qualities of the system constructed to solve that task are the largest
determinants of the effectiveness of reasoning integration strategies, and therefore to
adequately test the guidelines provided by EBA for reasoning integration it would be
necessary to construct a wide variety of systems and conduct extensive evaluations. This
is the approach taken by the Soar group (Newell 1990), which continues its efforts to test
and extend Soar to new environments (e.g., Gratch 2000).
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Status of the Hypothesis. Reasoning integration was tested in the case studies.
Nicole-MPA includes an extensive integration mechanism which under certain
conditions can successfully integrate asynchronous retrievals to solve problems otherwise
unsolvable by normal planning processes. Reasoning integration was tested to a lesser
extent in Nicole-IRIA, which uses portions of the integration mechanism framework to
eliminate irrelevant retrievals and improve recall precision. The results of these studies
showed that the most critical part of reasoning integration is retrieval evaluation: in both
Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA required examining retrievals for fitness and excluding
unworthy retrievals in order to achieve good performance. The studies also show that
when reasoning tasks have complex constraints on what can and cannot be incorporated,
robust relevance determination and integration processing are necessary to ensure that
retrievals are correctly integrated into the current reasoning state.

10.10. Analysis of Sources of Power
The results of the evaluations conducted to date provide strong evidence that contextsensitive asynchronous memory approach satisfies the desideratum for a general memory
retrieval system for intelligent agents that can exploit task or environmental information
to efficiently find good answers from large knowledge bases in response to poor
questions.

However, simply demonstrating an implementation that displays an element of
functionality that satisfies a desideratum is not enough to show that the approach the
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implementation instantiates is responsible for that succcess. The possibility always exists
that the implementation achieves the functionality in a different way, implements the
functionality successfully only for a few test cases, or that the test cases themselves have
properties which are responsible for the success.

Ideally, to verify that an approach is a successful one, an implementation that
instantiates the approach should be analyzed to determine how the system achieves its
functionality, in order to identify the sources of power of the implementation and verify
that the implementation behaves as the model predicts.

There are a number of important sources of power in the context-sensitive
asynchronous memory approach, including:
•

Structural/functional constraints on the knowledge base:
The context-sensitive asynchronous memory model predicts that properties of the
experience store, such as groundings and bidirectional relations, are key sources
of power for enabling memory retrieval and that ablating them will degrade
retrieval.

•

Content of the knowledge base:
The model also predicts that the specific content of the experience store,
particularly the number and type of connections between knowledge items, will
also affect retrieval. Rich connections between observable features and target
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retrieval items based on relationships which are specific to particular tasks
performed will enable more effective retrieval.
•

Content of the context:
Furthermore, the model predicts that the particular contextual information
provided will also affect retrieval. Contexts which specify objects seen and
relations which connect those objects to potential targets should be most effective
at guiding activation to relevant targets.

•

Context-directed spreading activation:
The model relies on the CDSA algorithm to exploit structure, content and context
to improve retrieval. Ablating this algorithm should degrade retreival
performance.

•

Asynchrony:
The model relies on asynchrony to enable CDSA to continue to search the
knowledge base, reacting to contextual information as it arrives to help find
relevant retrievals.

•

Interleavability:
The model also relies on interleavability to harvest from reasoning tasks the
contextual information that CDSA needs to guide its search.

•

Integration mechanisms:
Finally, the model relies on elements in reasoning tasks which can respond
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appropriately to asynchronously retrieved items, only responding to items which
are relevant to the current reasoning context.

The following sections review the evaluations conducted so far, examining what
these evaluations reveal about the contributions of these sources of power.

10.10.1. Structural/functional constraints on the knowledge base
One key source of power in experience-based agency is the structure of the
experience store. At its core, the theory of retrieval in context-sensitive asynchronous
memory is a content-addressable memory without explicit indexing. While the contextsensitive asynchronous memory approach can support knowledge bases containing
indices to support specific tasks,27 the general-purpose retrieval algorithm depends on
tracing backwards from features and concepts in a query to target concepts which may
contain or are related to them, without depending on any explicit indexing structure.

Thus, the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach predicts that two key
properties of the experience store —bidirectional links and grounded concepts — are key
sources of power for memory retrieval.

27

If the experience store does not support

For example, the ISAAC system, built on top of Nicole’s memory system, explicitly tags items in its

knowledge base with functional indices. Also, if the important content of a knowledge item is opaque, as
in the case of the planning cases in Nicole-MPA, knowledge items may be tagged with information which
act like the labels used in an indexing scheme; however, these tags are used to retrieve information in a
content-addressable fashion.
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bidirectional links, the memory system cannot use information in the current context back
to find items in the knowledge base that refer to similar information.

Even if

bidirectional links are supported, if the experience store is not grounded in concepts
likely to be found in the current environment, then the memory will be unable to find any
information in the current context useful for retrieving prior knowledge.

To test this hypothesis, I conducted a trial set of retrieval experiments using an early
version of a knowledge base for the ISAAC system using a simple knowledge
representation scheme. In these tests, the memory retrieval system failed to retrieve any
information for simple queries even when several targets were present in the knowledge
base.

Analysis revealed that the cause of this problem was that the knowledge

representation did not enforce bi-directional links. Because of this flaw, activation could
not spread backwards along links from targets to the concepts which those targets
referenced, effectively making content-addressable retrieval impossible. This confirmed
that a knowledge representation sufficient for performing a reasoning task was not
sufficient for the memory retrieval strategy proposed by this approach; additional
constraints were required.

Based on these initial trials, I developed the improved knowledge representation now
called CRYSTAL, which automatically maintains the bi-directional links and concept
grounding necessary for content addressable memory and the reified relationships
necessary for context-directed spreading activation, without need for intervention by a
reasoning task designer or the reasoning task itself.
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Because CRYSTAL’s link maintenance system is tightly integrated into the
knowledge representation and ablating it would break virtually all reasoning tasks which
use the new representation, I did not ablate the link maintenance system in an explicit
expeirment. However, the CRYSTAL knowledge representation has been successfully
used as part of a wide range of retrieval experiments, including a repeat of the original
experiments which defeated the original memory retrieval system using the original
representation.

Using the new representation and a retrieval algorithm essentially

identical to the original, Nicole was able to successfully retrieve information that was
impossible to retrieve using the original representation. All the evaluations discussed in
these and other sections depend on this updated representation.

The placeholder system is also tightly integrated into the knowledge representation,
so I did not ablate grounded concepts in any explicit experiment. However, a similar trial
set of experiments were conducted on an early version of the CRYSTAL system in which
the placeholder system was not yet operational. While some data could be retrieved
using this representation, the memory system was only able to find frames based on the
abstract relationships of one node to another and not based on “perceptual” features such
as numerical or character data. While frames could be matched based on low-level data,
the memory retrieval algorithms could not use this information to activate frames because
this low-level information was essentially invisible to the memory retrieval system.
Subsequent development of the placeholder system, which automatically creates
knowledge-level wrappers for program-level data, effectively provided the “grounding”
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necessary to allow the memory retrieval system to retrieve information based on any data
referred to by a frame, rather than just the abstract structure of knowledge within the
knowledge base.

While the reified relations system is also tightly integrated into the knowledge
representation, making explicit tests of reified relations by ablation difficult, the
contribution of reified relations is expressed in retrieval through the CDSA algorithms,
which can be parameterized to explore the contribution of reified relations explicitly.
Evaluation 10.8 shows that CDSA can exploit gated spreading activation propagating
along active reified relations to find objects in memory more effectively than traditional
spreading activation can given the same amount of retrieval effort.

10.10.2. Content of the knowledge base
One major focus of this thesis has been that using additional information from the
task or environment to improve retrieval performance is an effective way to perform
retrieval under resource bounds. This is a heuristic strategy: there is no guarantee that it
will result in improved performance. Therefore, it is fair to ask under what conditions is
this context-sensitive memory search strategy likely to result in benefits? In other words,
for what kinds of knowledge base structure will providing an appropriate context would
improve retrieval performance, and what would that context look like?

The evaluations show that the structure and content of a knowledge base is a key
source of power; without both relevant cases and data that relates typical content to cases
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the memory system cannot retrieve information. This has been demonstrated through
several evaluations of Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA:
•

Nicole-MPA: Knowledge labels for opaque content necessary for retrieval:
Because plans in Nicole-MPA are opaque data structures, it is not possible for the
context-sensitive asynchronous memory to retrieve them based on their initial or
goal conditions without “plan tags” which make that information visible at the
knowledge level.

Evaluation 10.9 showed that richer structure in plan tags

enabled more effective information retrieval.
•

Nicole-IRIA: Appropriate word structure necessary for retrieval:
To Nicole-IRIA, a URL is almost as opaque as a plan is to Nicole-MPA; IRIA
cannot “read” a URL and guess its meaning. In order for IRIA to be reminded of a
page by user activity, considerable structure in the knowledge base is necessary,
including summaries of pages stored in the knowledge base and the labels on
links that users click on. Without this knowledge, the system is unable to find and
recommend useful pages and simply cannot function.

•

Nicole-IRIA: Appropriate content in knowledge base needed:
Furthermore, the content of this structure must make appropriate connections
between context and pages to enable retrieval. Evaluations 9.1 and 10.6 showed
Nicole-IRIA’s capability to retrieve information varies with different domains of
knowledge, showing that the content of the knowledge base affects quality of
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retrieval. Evaluations 10.4 and 10.5 further illustrate the impact that the varying
content of resources and result sets can have, this time on Nicole-IRIA’s speed.

10.10.3. Content of the context
The evaluations also show that the content of the context generated by a system is a
key source of power; without the right data in the context the memory system cannot
retrieve information even if the right data and data structure exists.

Evaluations 10.8 and 10.9 show that the right context is critical for resource-bounded
retrieval of knowledge under difficult circumstances in Nicole-MPA. The most effective
context was one that combined both objects observed in the environment and relations
which might connect those objects to answers to questions; the combination of these
contextual items served to channel the flow of spreading activation to potentially relevant
items in the knowledge base.

Evaluation 9.1 showed that within individual domains of knowledge the particular
concepts users were interested in — and hence the content of their context histories —
affected the quality and quantity of relevant pages Nicole-IRIA could find. More work is
necessary to precisely quantify the properties of concepts and contexts that affect
retrieval both positively and negatively.
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10.10.4. Context-directed spreading activation algorithms
Another source of power is the context-directed spreading activation algorithm itself:
while traditional spreading activation provides some context-sensitivity, context-directed
spreading activation can provide more sensitivity and efficiency.
•

Nicole-MPA: Evaluation 10.8 showed that the use of context-directed spreading
activation over traditional spreading activation could improve the quantity of
retrieved items by up to 30% in difficult retrieval circumstances on Nicole-MPA.
Using a strong CDSA parameterization and providing an objects+relations
context enabled both CDSA and traditional spreading activation to retrieve
relevant cases out of a large number of irrelevant distractors, but CDSA was more
effective at exploiting this context.

•

Nicole-IRIA: Evaluation 9.5 showed that altering the parameters of contextdirected spreading activation to increase its context gating improved both the
quality and speed of retrieval for large knowledge bases on Nicole-IRIA.
Increasing context gating enabled Nicole-IRIA to focus its spreading activation
effort more closely on the representations of information resources most relevant
to user’s information needs and provided higher quality recommendations.

10.10.5. Asynchrony
Context sensitivity in turn depends on asynchrony to provide the contextual
information necessary to improve retrieval. Asynchronous retrieval also enables other
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capabilities in an experience-based agent, such as improved retrieval performance using
extra resources and new styles of interaction between reasoning and memory.
•

Nicole-MPA: In Evaluation 8.5, the performance improvement demonstration,
solving the challeng problem depended on asynchronous retrieval enables the
memory system to collect all the necessary cases.

•

Nicole-IRIA: Evaluation 10.11 reviews work that asynchronous retrieval enables
the memory system to improve its performance by searching memory more
exhaustively. Evaluation 9.1 demonstrates the contribution of asynchrony to
context, enabling users to continuously update the retrieval context. Evaluation
9.2 showed that asynchronous retrieval enabled new retrieval modes such as
multi-user collaboration.

Discussion. It is possible that other features of the system are more responsible for
the system’s performance in these two instances than pure asynchrony; an interesting
approach would somehow disable the asynchronous retrieval system to more fully test its
contribution.

Exploratory tests were conducted with ablating asynchrony in Nicole-MPA; however,
it was difficult to develop any meaningful evaluation of the performance of asynchronous
or anytime retrieval based on ablation studies. The reason is that the easiest ways
available to disable the anytime/incremental retrieval system — stopping

retrieval

immediately after the first cycle, or retrieving everything at once until activation in the
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memory system propagates to quiescence — break most of the tasks implemented in
Nicole.

The “single-cycle” option undermines the ability of the memory to provide the
information it needs and thus simply breaks most tasks that use the memory system. For
example, limiting retrieval to one cycle in Nicole-MPA would undermine the context
sensitivity and performance improvement demonstrations discussed in later sections. The
performance improvement demonstration in particular depends on the incremental
memory search to find relevant cases in the knowledge base and breaks if this capability
is eliminated. Nicole-IRIA also exploits incremental retrieval; its ability to combine
results from multiple searches or multiple concurrent users depends on the incremental
search capability.

The “search until quiescence” option also has problems, causing the system to revert
to a more “traditional” mode of memory retrieval which is more expensive; this too
breaks the assumptions underlying most of the applications implemented in Nicole. For
example, search to quiescence would undermine the performance improvement
demonstration because of the additional costs of repeatedly querying the memory each
time that a new goal opens.

10.10.6. Interleavability
Asynchrony requires that the overall memory system be interleavable with other
reasoning processes. Interleavability is difficult to evaluate because it is not a “module”
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that can be ablated: it cuts across a wide variety of aspects of the system from the global
working memory to the interface of the memory retrieval request system to the stepping
functions of the Nicole memory cycle. However, while these features cannot easily be
“turned off”, they can be traced through the system. Interleavability is required in
Nicole-MPA to enable the planning process to communicate with context-directed
spreading activation, and in Nicole-IRIA for both interaction between a user’s browser
and memory and for IRIA’s multi-user collaboration mode.

10.10.7. Integration mechanisms
Finally, making use of spontaneous retrievals depends on integration mechanisms that
can incorporate them into the current reasoning state.
•

Nicole-MPA: In Nicole-MPA, integration mechanisms enable the planner to
incorporate additional information, putting cases found after initial retrieval
together into a solution for improved performance. Evaluation 8.5 depends on the
reasoning integration mechanisms to provide its improvement.

•

Nicole-IRIA: In Nicole-IRIA, in contrast, integration mechanisms enable an
information retrieval system to reject information, eliminating recommended sites
which do not match user’s search criteria. Exploratory work in Evaluation 9.2
and Evaluation 10.11 showed that eliminating highly active but poorly matching
results was key to the presentation of useful information in IRIA.
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10.11. Lessons Learned
These evaluations, taken together with the results of the case studies, teach several
important lessons about how to apply a context-sensitive asynchronous memory. The
most important of these lessons are:
•

context-sensitive asynchronous memory can be applied to many tasks :
The evaluations presented here and in the case studies showed that the contextsensitive asynchronous memory approach could provide effective retrieval for
many different tasks. The rich knowledge representation and flexible matching
and retrieval system of context-sensitive asynchronous memory, which were
designed from the outset to be general, are the key enabling factors which make
the approach easy to apply to many different problems.

•

rich knowledge base structure is necessary for context-sensitive retrieval:
As several different evaluations show, a rich representation of knowledge within
the store, including many different connections of different types between pieces
of knowledge, is a critical factor enabling the context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach to effectively exploit context to provide efficient, effective,
quality retrieval.

•

context should be designed to exploit gated spreading activation:
The CDSA algorithm depends on not only a rich structure in a knowledge base
but also appropriate contextual information that can help it guide its search to the
correct items. Any approach to providing context, either explicit or implicit, must
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make a commitment about the content of that context, whether contextual cueing
happens explicitly as in Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA or implicitly as a result of
situation assessment processes and an active working memory. For context to be
most effective, it must mirror the structure of the knowledge base relevant to the
current task, activating both observed items in the task or reasoning context and
the relations that exist between those observed items and potentially relevant past
information.
•

many similar but potentially irrelevant items can degrade retrieval:
Adding large numbers of items to a context-sensitive asynchronous memory
system by themselves will not degrade retrieval quality; however, if those items
are poorly discriminated, the resource-bounded nature of context-sensitive
asynchronous memory retrieval will cause retrieval performance to degrade. This
occurs for two reasons: first, because too many irrelevant items are available,
causing relevant retrievals to decay before the memory finds them; second,
because the fanout from cue and specification terms becomes too high, damping
activation before it has a chance to activate relevant items.

•

context sensitivity can help combat the effects of many similar items:
Despite the fact that many similar items can degrade retrieval, an appropriate
context operating over a well-structured knowledge base can enable CDSA to still
find relevant items, although it will find fewer items than it can when items in the
knowledge base are better discriminated.
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Finally, there was one important lesson learned about how to construct contextsensitive asynchronous memories:
•

cost control policies must take into account system factors to be effective:
The cost control policy employed by Nicole-MOORE limited the number of
active cues, the amount of spreading activation effort, and even the computation
performed during spreading activation.

However, the time cost of retrieval

continued to increase as knowledge bases grew in size. While the ultimate cause
of this increase is still being investigated, it suggests two things.

First, an

effective cost control policy should not be restricted to controlling theoretical
properties of the architecture but instead should account for and attempt to control
system functions such as time cost, perhaps by further limits on theoretical
factors. Second, the design of a context-sensitive asynchronous memory should
be done carefully to examine the impact design decisions have on factors such as
time and space cost, in an attempt to eliminate in advance potential sources for
increasing costs.

10.12. Conclusion
The results of the feasibility study, along with the results of the case study, show that
context-sensitive asynchronous memory is an effective approach to getting good answers
from large knowledge bases given limited resources and poor questions. The results
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further show that the experience-based agent approach to constructing systems that
exploit context-sensitive asynchronous memories is an effective one.

The results reveal caveats about the context-sensitive asynchronous memory
approach, particularly in performing retrieval with many similar distracting items,
controlling costs over large knowledge bases, and fully exploiting context sensitivity and
asynchronous retrievals when reasoning integration is complex. However, these caveats
do not outweigh the benefits of the approach, which proved itself to be general, flexible,
and capable of exploiting small amounts of naturally occurring information to improve
retrieval quality and quantity.
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PART IV
IMPACT
The Contributions of the Theory and its Future Prospects
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory has many benefits. It leverages limited
amounts of information to find more useful information. It enables reasoners to improve
their performance. Most importantly, it is an approach which can be readily applied to
many different tasks.

Chapter 11: Conclusions discusses these benefits, reviewing the primary claims of the
research, the lessons learned during the evaluation process, and the technical
contributions the context-sensitive asynchronous memory model makes to artificial
intelligence and other fields. The chapter concludes by pointing the way for future
research, suggesting not only how context-sensitive asynchronous memory can be
applied or extended but also how the philosophy of this research program can be
continued towards the ultimate prize, constructing a complete general intelligent agent.
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CHAPTER XI.
CONCLUSIONS
What this research adds to the field.
This dissertation presented context-sensitive asynchronous memory, a model of
memory retrieval that solves the problem of retrieving useful answers from large
knowledge bases given under-specified questions. This problem is important because it
arises in the construction of general intelligent agents and many other tasks; my solution
is significant because it exploits information naturally present in the task or environment
that generated the question, and does so in a general way applicable to many tasks.

While the context-sensitive asynchronous memory solution requires no additional
information about the task, it does require additional processing on the part of reasoning
systems that use context-sensitive asynchronous memories.

As a template for the

construction of reasoners based on context-sensitive asynchronous memories, this
dissertation presented experience-based agency, an agent architecture built to enable the
productive exchange of information between autonomous memory and reasoning
systems.

To achieve these benefits, context-sensitive asynchronous memory and experiencebased agency contain a suite of cooperating functional components, each of which has
novel features which enable the approach or enhance its functioning, such as the reified
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retrieval request queue processor that enables asynchronous memory retrieval and the
context-directed spreading activation algorithm which enhances context-sensitive search
on large knowledge bases.

The value of the approach was demonstrated by applying it to a variety of reasoning
tasks. Most importantly, the Nicole-IRIA system showed that the approach is useful to
real tasks, while Nicole-MPA and ISAAC demonstrated the sources of power and
generality of the approach. Taken as a whole, these experiments, applications and case
studies confirm the usefulness of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach
and the sources of power behind the theory, but both confirmed some claims about
context-sensitive asynchronous memory and how it could be applied while disconfirming
others.

The lessons learned during these experiments illuminated the strengths and

weaknesses of the approach, help outline the contributions the approach makes to
artificial intelligence research, and suggest avenues for future research.

The following sections discuss the impact of the approach and what the approach
suggests for others trying to apply this research to their own problems by reviewing the
scope and structure of the model proposed in this work, the experiments conducted and
their results, and then discussing the lessons this research teaches.
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11.1. Scope of the Approach
The fundamental claim of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach is a
claim about the problem: a claim that in certain kinds of environments finding good
answers to vague questions from large knowledge bases can be done by interleaving
reasoning and memory to enable memory to exploit feedback from reasoning to guide
retrieval.

The experimental results described in this thesis demonstrate that at least some
environments satisfy the assumptions of this claim, enabling a wide variety of problems
to be solved using a context-sensitive asynchronous memory and experience-based agent
approaches. A wide variety, but not all; systems based on these approaches need certain
properties in the environments they are deployed in to provide maximum benefit.

Most important of these environmental properties is the relevance of context to
experience: an experience-based agent is most effective when similar problems reoccur
over time in the context of cues which enable a context-sensitive asynchronous memory
system recommend them when they are useful.

The context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach builds on this relationship
between current observables and past experience, and can be most successfully applied to
environments which support a rich representation of the relationship between questions
and answers, to tasks which generate information during task performance, and to
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task/environment combinations in which individual items can be readily discriminated
from each other.

This kind of memory is of most use to a complete experience-based agent when the
fundamental problems the agent faces are hard, requiring past experience, but when the
integration problem is easy, enabling that past information to be easily incorporated to
aid current processing.

Summarizing earlier chapters’ discussions, the environmental properties which make
the approach the most applicable include:
•

Context Assumption: In a regularity-rich environment, an agent that
accumulates experience can improve its ability to recall relevant experiences by
exploiting information in its current situation not explicitly specified as part of its
information needs.

•

Interleaving Assumption: In a resource-constrained environment, an agent that
incrementally searches for information can reduce the cost impact of retrieval by
interleaving memory search with action and reasoning and can improve the
comprehensiveness of retrieval by continuing to search as reasoning progresses.

•

Monitoring Assumption: In an information-poor environment, an agent that
combines incrementally searches and experiential storage can improve the
comprehensiveness or accuracy of retrieval by exploiting additional context or
specifications generated by reasoning, action or environmental events.
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•

Integration

Assumption:

In

a

challenging

environment

with

nearly

decomposable problems, an agent that combines the relevant portions of past
experiences can solve difficult problems more quickly and effectively than
attempting to solve them from scratch.

11.2. The Model
The context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach exploits these fundamental
features of an environment to solve the problem of finding good answers to bad
questions.

To do so, context-sensitive asynchronous memory and its sister model

experience-based agency contain a suite of cooperating functional components, each of
which has novel features which enable the approach or enhance its functioning:
•

novel features of context-sensitive asynchronous memory:
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is a novel approach to memory
architecture, made possible by three components working together: an
asynchronous retrieval manager controlling a context-sensitive search process
incrementally searching a content addressable store. Each of these components in
turn has specific features that enable or enhance their functioning:
•

novel features of asynchronous retrieval management:
Asynchronous retrieval management is made possible by a novel data
structure called a reified retrieval request and a corresponding novel process
called a reified retrieval request queue processor; together, these components
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enable the incremental, anytime, asynchronous processing of memory
retrieval requests and the spontaneous retrieval of candidate results.
•

novel features of context-sensitive search:
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is possible with traditional spreading
activation, but it is enhanced by the use of a novel context-directed spreading
activation process which uses context to alter the flow of activation and
effectively reduce the branching factor of memory search.

•

novel features of content addressable memory:
While a context-sensitive asynchronous memory system could potentially use
a variety of different content addressable memories, the particular memory
proposed as part of this approach, the experience store, enhances the memory
retrieval process by providing the knowledge structure sufficient for context
directed spreading activation and by automatically maintaining links between
items entered into the knowledge base and potentially relevant contextual
cues.

•

requirements on reasoning:
To intelligently process spontaneous retrieval, reasoners must be able to generate
feedback, accept spontaneous retrievals, judge their utility and incorporate them
into current processing. The context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach
proposes a novel model of integration mechanisms which enable reasoning to
satisfy these constraints.
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•

novel features of agent architecture:
To build a complete agent based on context-sensitive asynchronous memory
principles, intelligent agents need an infrastructure and protocol which enable
memory and reasoning to communicate.

The context-sensitive asynchronous

memory approach’s companion, the experience-based agent approach, provides a
uniform working memory and task architecture which enable agents to achieve
these functions:
•

Novel features of working memory:
To enable memory and reasoning to communicate, experience-based agency
incorporates a novel model of working memory which can automatically
provide cues to a context-sensitive search process.

•

Novel features of task control:
To enable memory and reasoning to interoperate, experience-based agency
incorporates a novel hierarchical task control architecture which is integrated
with the working memory structures which tasks use to communicate and
which incorporates synchronization and parallel processing primitives which
enable multiple tasks to be naturally interleaved or executed in parallel.

11.3. Evaluations and Results
The fundamental claim about the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach
can be unpacked into a series of subsidiary claims:
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•

Claim 1: Interleaving Memory with Reasoning and Action is Useful
Interleaving memory with reasoning is useful for finding good answers from large
knowledge bases with limited information and resources. Interleaving enables
memory systems to exploit feedback from reasoning to guide their search to more
relevant answers. Furthermore, interleaving enables anytime and asynchronous
retrieval, making it possible to trade off comprehensiveness of memory retrieval
and resource consumption.

•

Claim 2: Context-sensitive Asynchronous Memory Enables Interleaving
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory enables interleaving through its
asynchronous retrieval management and context-sensitive search process.
Asynchronous retrieval management is a model of memory retrieval capable of
incremental search of memory which can be interleaved with other reasoning or
environmental

processes;

context-sensitive

search

in

turn

enables

an

asynchronous retrieval manager to exploit feedback generated by these other
processes.
•

Claim 3: Rich Representation Makes Context-sensitive Asynchronous
Memory Domain-Independent
A grounded, bidirectional semantic network with reified relations is a knowledge
representation with both the features necessary to support context-sensitive
asynchronous memory and the representational power to support a wide range of
tasks and domains.
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•

Claim 4: Communication, Integration and Control are Required to Exploit
Context-sensitive Asynchronous Memory
To profitably interleave reasoning and memory, some control system must exist
that orchestrates the execution of the reasoning and memory processes;
furthermore, a reasoning task must have the ability to communicate its needs for
information to the context-sensitive asynchronous memory an must have the
capacity to integrate those results as they arrive.

This dissertation presented a variety of experimental results that validated these
claims.

Experiments with Nicole-IRIA demonstrated the first claim, showing that contextsensitive asynchronous memory can provide benefit to real-world problems by finding
useful answers to vague questions using task and environmental information. These
experiments show that a context-sensitive asynchronous memory can find relevant
resources in response to vague web queries using only the browsing context.

Experiments with Nicole-MPA demonstrated the second and fourth claims, showing
that the key sources of power of the implemented context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach were consistent with that predicted by its model. These experiments
show that context sensitivity, asynchrony, and interleaving all contribute to contextsensitive asynchronous memory’s performance and that retrieval evaluation, relevance
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determination and integration processing are all necessary to exploit a context-sensitive
asynchronous memory.

The use of Nicole’s memory in the ISAAC system demonstrated the third claim,
showing the generality of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach for
memory retrieval through its use in a radically different context. This usage, along with
the case studies, shows that the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach applies
to tasks as varied as information retrieval, planning, and story understanding.

Finally, experiments with the Nicole system itself supported the second, third and
fourth claims, serving as a proof of concept of the experience-based agency approach and
a testbed for experimental and theoretical analyses of the feasibility of the approach.
These experiments verify the contributions of context, knowledge base structure and cost
control policies to a context-sensitive asynchronous memory’s performance and
demonstrate that a context-sensitive asynchronous memory is a viable memory retrieval
approach.

11.4. Benefits
These results show that context-sensitive asynchronous memory enables users
performing real tasks to find answers to questions which would otherwise be
unanswerable, and that experience-based agency enables designers to build artificial
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intelligence systems that exploit context-sensitive asynchronous memories for improved
performance.

By using feedback from the environment and task performance, a context-sensitive
asynchronous memory can find answers which would not have otherwise been found.
When answers are plentiful, a context-sensitive asynchronous memory can bring the most
relevant answers to the forefront, ensuring that the best answers are not overlooked. This
was demonstrated in Nicole-IRIA through its ability to use context to find useful
recommendations out of hundreds or thousands of potential items, and demonstrated in
Nicole-MPA when it was able to use cueing information to retrieve cases from larger
case bases that would otherwise have been overlooked.

Context-sensitive asynchronous memory enables agents to efficiently balance
resources between task processing and memory retrieval. By incrementally searching the
knowledge base, a context-sensitive asynchronous memory supports anytime retrieval of
the best answer found so far and thus enables agents to satisfice, terminating the search
with the first suitable answer found. This satisficing was observed in both Nicole-IRIA
and Nicole-MPA. Both systems could quickly find some relevant satisficing answers;
both also demonstrated anytime retrieval, in Nicole-MPA through studies showing that it
could improve its retrieval over time, and in Nicole-IRIA’s through studies in which the
context of a user search enabled Nicole-IRIA to incrementally find more relevant results
from its knowledge base.
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Context-sensitive asynchronous memory retrieval furthermore enables agents easily
use additional information to improve retrieval. By explicitly recording and maintaining
the state of a search, a context-sensitive asynchronous memory supports incorporating
new retrieval specifications, thus enabling agents to refine their questions in the hope of
getting better answers. This was demonstrated in Nicole-IRIA, where continue updating
of the cues of a search powered the identification of relevant recommendations.

From the end-user perspective, these capabilities enable an intelligent system based
on a context-sensitive asynchronous memory to exhibit flexible, accurate, human-like
performance: rather than simply returning fixed answers in response to questions, a
system based on context-sensitive asynchronous memory can work with a user,
unobtrusively watching the user’s performance on the task to help it reorganize its
presentation of information or explicitly taking hints from the user to help it find better
answers — all without discarding the work it has already performed.

11.5. Lessons Learned
Taken as a whole, these experiments, applications and case studies confirm the
usefulness of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach and the sources of
power behind the theory, and demonstrate what is necessary to fully and effectively
exploit a context-sensitive asynchronous memory. The lessons learned during these
experiments illuminated the strengths and weaknesses of the approach, help outline the
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contributions the approach makes to artificial intelligence research, and suggest avenues
for future research.

Some of these lessons learned have been reviewed in the chapters discussing the case
studies and feasibility studies; here, the most important of these lessons are reviewed and
additional overarching lessons are distilled.

11.5.1. Lessons Learned in Memory Retrieval
The case studies and experiments revealed that context-sensitive asynchronous
memory works well on a variety of knowledge bases and with a variety of feedback
sources. However, the approach has a few requirements to function correctly:
•

Knowledge must be transparently represented:
Items to be retrieved must not be opaque atoms; instead, their important content
must be exposed to the memory system either directly or through annotation tags.

•

Context should contain both observable features and relationships to targets:
When context is explicitly supplied by the reasoner, its content is important;
activating both relevant content in the environment and the relationships that are
likely to connect that content to target items will improve retrieval, as will
increasing the gating relationships. However, when all of this information is not
completely provided, under certain circumstances the context-directed spreading
activation algorithm will automatically activate the appropriate relationships and
context items, albeit at reduced intensity.
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•

Cost control policies should be comprehensive:
The application of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach to
information retrieval highlighted the need for a comprehensive cost control
policy.

In order to make each cycle of the asynchronous retrieval process

effectively constant time, a cost control policy must not rely solely on the limits
inherent in spreading activation but must also place bounds on the number of
active queries, the complexity of each active query, the complexity of matching
specifications, and the complexity of connectivity computations on large
knowledge bases.
•

Appropriate settings of CDSA parameters can improve performance:
Experimentation with Nicole-IRIA also revealed the benefits of careful
parameterization of the context-directed spreading activation process. On the
planning domain, a variety of parameters were tested for planning and were found
to be equivalent. These default parameters were “good enough” to produce good
recommendations on information retrieval; however, further experimentation
revealed that other settings of the parameters, which made context sensitivity
more extreme, were even more effective without causing a degradation in
planning. Adjusting the size of the candidate buffer also improved retrieval.

Experimentation with Nicole-IRIA also pointed to a useful property of relation
leakage: automatic context focusing. Under certain conditions, relation leakage could
automatically focus spreading activation search on links related to the problem at hand.
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It remains an interesting topic of future research to see how far this automatic context
focusing can be extended.

11.5.2. Lessons Learned in Reasoning and Task Architecture
Experiments with both Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA taught lessons about what
reasoning task needs to fully exploit a context-sensitive asynchronous memory:
•

Memory retrievals must be integrated deliberatively:
A context-sensitive asynchronous memory may provide memory retrievals
asynchronously, but how and when memory retrievals are integrated into the
current reasoning state must be done deliberately on the part of the reasoner and
not reactively as items are retrieved. In both Nicole-MPA and Nicole-IRIA
systems, spontaneous retrieval could contribute to task performance but failure to
carefully screen spontaneous retrievals for values relevant to the current reasoning
context could produce poor behavior.

These investigations also revealed that while complex tasks could be implemented at
a fairly fine grain level using the task language and working memory structures, largergrained tasks could be just as effective at integrating reasoning and memory while being
far easier to program.

However, fairly complex task synchronization primitives,

including iteration, blocking, and race conditions, were necessary with all but the
simplest reasoning tasks.
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11.5.3. Lessons Learned in Planning
The case study in planning revealed that multiple plans can be combined in an
experience based fashion and that context-sensitive asynchronous memory can support
planning, even though the implemented system did not completely exploit all of the
potential of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach.
•

Multi-plan integration must be based on the needs of the planning process:
The key to exploiting context-sensitive asynchronous memory was the deliberate
control of the integration of spontaneous retrievals, along with the deliberate
control of features of the planning process which could undermine the use of
asynchronous integration, such as combinatorial explosions resulting from
ordering and binding problems in the merging of cases.

These experiments taught lessons directly about planning as well:
•

Controlling the complexity of partial plan states enables dynamic merging:
The dynamic clipping and splicing model of reasoning integration in Nicole-MPA
was most applicable to state-space or limited partially-ordered planning domains
which control the ordering and binding problems that can arise in the leastcommitment planning process. Partial plans in unconstrained least-commitment
planning can have many conflicts between unordered steps and potential bindings
of variables; when two complex plans are merged, ordering and binding conflicts
in the merged plan can require a combinatorial amount of adaptation effort which
swamps the expected benefits. A constrained least-commitment planning domain
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which reduces binding conflicts, or alternatively a state-space domain which
controls both ordering and binding problems, allows larger and more complex
merged plans to be more effectively adapted.
•

Metaplanning enables effective dynamic multiple-plan merging:
Control of the planning process was also key. Attempting to merge cases into the
current planning state as “extended operators” can cause an explosion of partial
plans in the search space and create challenges for the effective design of search
heuristics. In contrast, the case studies showed that use of a metaplanning model,
which explicitly manages operator and case merging search spaces separately and
which makes choices about which search space to pursue, proved far more
effective at combining multiple plans to solve problems more rapidly.

11.5.4. Lessons Learned in Information Retrieval
The success of the Nicole-IRIA system in the variety of areas to which it has been
applied vindicates the basic idea of context-sensitive asynchronous memory as well as
demonstrates its generality across domains within a task. Nicole-IRIA showed that a
system using context-sensitive asynchronous memory can exploit feedback to give users
qualitatively and quantitatively superior results to a variety of other approaches. But it
also showed limits to the approach when used as an applications framework.
•

Cognitive flexibility must be traded off against applications efficiency.
There are tradeoffs between cognitive flexibility and applications efficiency.
Nicole implements many components of the context-sensitive asynchronous
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memory approach faithfully at the expense of efficiency. For example, obtaining
the ordering of items in the experience store normally requires harvesting data
items from the candidate buffer and querying them individually for activation.
The deployed version of Nicole-IRIA short-circuits this process, using the
weighting of knowledge in the activation space directly rather than using the
equivalent but slower candidate buffer interface.

The results of the two

approaches are the same — a list of nodes ranked by their current spreading
activation weights — but the speed of processing is much faster in the shortcircuited version, enabling Nicole-IRIA to display results more quickly.

In

another example, the Nicole-MOORE subsystem recomputes its spreading
activation connection tables on each cycle to ensure that spreading activation is in
sync with knowledge base changes; a more efficient implementation would use
static or cached connection tables.

Most importantly, information retrieval demonstrates that the idea of a “large
knowledge base” is very much in the eye of the beholder. As the terms are used in this
research, “large” knowledge bases contain thousands of items, and “very large”
knowledge bases contain tens to hundreds of thousands of items. Some trials of NicoleIRIA have built knowledge bases containing fifty thousand items. But in the information
retrieval domain, a precompiled knowledge base of 10 million items can be considered
small, and the World Wide Web itself contains over a billion publicly indexable pages,
not to mention an inestimable sea of more publicly accessible pages. Knowledge bases
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of this size shame the term “very large”: they are vast. The lesson learned from the
information retrieval domain is this:
•

Vast knowledge bases require new techniques for memory retrieval.
While the results of the information retrieval case study show that the contextsensitive asynchronous memory approach can extend to vast knowledge bases,
Nicole-IRIA itself extends memory retrieval with a harvesting process. Basic
algorithms for knowledge access, inheritance and spreading activation must now
deal with the possibility that individual nodes may contain tens of thousands or
millions of connections to other pieces of knowledge. As discussed in Chapter 3
and Chapter 9, even context directed spreading activation has limits dealing with
these kinds of fanouts; if spreading activation is used at all alternative approaches
must be considered, such as the harvesting approach already used in Nicole-IRIA,
hierarchical knowledge bases which spilt activation, strengthened primed
spreading activation approaches which “lazily” access the knowledge base, link
filters which reduce branching factors by eliminating links rather than weighting
them, or automatic knowledge organization techniques (Kolodner 1983) that
provide the structure activation needs to propagate.

11.6. Contributions
The strengths of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach rest upon its
novel features. Context-sensitive asynchronous memory provides the benefits it does
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through novel technical contributions to several areas of artificial intelligence research,
including memory, knowledge representation, agent systems, task control, planning, and
information retrieval, as well as through novel combinations of techniques from all of
these areas.

11.6.1. Contributions to Memory
The most important contribution of this research is the context-sensitive
asynchronous memory approach itself.

Developing context-sensitive asynchronous

memory required a variety of technical advances, including not only novel models,
methods, algorithms, languages and representations but also technical analyses of these
components as well as implementations used for testing these components.

These

contributions include:
•

model: context-sensitive asynchronous memory
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is a novel method for information access
which is general, scalable, operates in parallel with reasoning, controls the cost of
retrieval, and exploits contextual information to improve performance.

A

context-sensitive asynchronous memory is built upon an asynchronous retrieval
manager, a context sensitive search process, and a content addressable store.
These components contain novel methods and algorithms in their own right:
•

method: asynchronous memory retrieval
Asynchronous memory retrieval is a novel method for memory retrieval that
simultaneously enables anytime retrieval and spontaneous remindings while
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supporting the revision of retrieval specifications or the input of contextual
information.

An asynchronous memory retrieval process accepts memory

retrieval requests, processes them incrementally, accepts revised specifications
when provided, provides answers when demanded, and proactively alerts
reasoning when a result is found. This kind of process can be implemented using
a reified retrieval request queue manager and request definition language.
•

algorithm: reified retrieval request queue processor
A reified retrieval request queue processor is an algorithm which can achieve
asynchronous memory retrieval by treating information requests as first-class
objects and processing them incrementally in concert with a context-sensitive
search process. This differs from existing methods of memory retrieval by
decoupling memory from reasoning and enabling asynchronous processing.

•

language: request definition language
The communication between asynchronous memory and a reasoning task
depends on a request definition language, a novel method for explicitly
communicating memory retrieval requests. This language differs from
existing methods of communicating between memory and reasoning by
explicitly providing a method to communicate a desired change to an
outstanding request as it is being processed.

•

method: context-sensitive memory search
Context-sensitive memory search is a novel model of memory search, working
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hand in hand with an asynchronous memory, that improves the precision of
memory search. Context-sensitive search uses cues beyond the questions it has
been asked to guide search, focusing the search effort on the portion of the
knowledge base most likely to yield useful answers. This approach enables the
priming effect of human memory retrieval, as modeled in cognitive architectures
such as ACT*, to be applied to more general intelligent systems.

Context

sensitive search can be achieved using an algorithm called context-directed
spreading activation.
•

algorithm: context-directed spreading activation
Context-directed spreading activation algorithm is a novel algorithm for
memory search that enables spreading activation to scale up to larger, more
complex knowledge bases. Context-directed spreading activation uses the
existing set of active nodes in a knowledge base to change the weights of
connections dynamically, altering the flow of spreading activation. This has
the effect of reducing the effective size and branching factor of a knowledge
base and enables the same knowledge base to be used in a variety of ways.
Through relation leakage, CDSA can in some circumstances focus itself on
relevant context without explicit cueing. Context-directed spreading
activation has also been shown to improve the quality of retrieved items
within the same task.
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•

knowledge representation: experience store
Another important component of a context-sensitive asynchronous memory is a
content-addressable store, implemented here in the experience-store knowledge
representation. The experience store enables the context-sensitive asynchronous
memory approach to be applied to a variety of tasks. By providing a rich
knowledge representation capable of representing highly complex knowledge
which supports the features required for the context-directed spreading activation
algorithm, the experience store provides a task-independent basis for contextsensitive search.

•

theoretical analyses:
Part of the contribution of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach
is an analysis of its applicability. This includes both an analysis of the kinds of
domains to which the theory applies, an analysis of the kinds of structure of
knowledge that the system requires, analyses of the computational properties of
CDSA, and an analysis of the properties of representations necessary to enable
the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach.

•

implementation: Nicole-CRYSTAL and Nicole-MOORE
Finally, this research contributes an example implementation of this approach
capable of use in a variety of contexts. This includes a knowledge representation
suitable for context-sensitive asynchronous memory (the CRYSTAL knowledge
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representation) as well as a full-fledged context-sensitive asynchronous memory
system (the Nicole-MOORE system).

11.6.2. Contributions to Agent Systems
Building on the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach, the experiencebased agent architecture enables designers to construct agents with context-sensitive
asynchronous memories. Developing experience-based agents also required technical
advances, including overall agent architecture, working memory and task control
(discussed in the next section), and specifications for constructing reasoning tasks to
work with context-sensitive asynchronous memories. These contributions include:
•

model: experience-based agency
Experience-based agency is a novel, general, memory-centered agent architecture
that supports a context-sensitive asynchronous memory. Experience-based agents
are a novel combination of context-sensitive asynchronous memory, working
memory and task control systems that, along with a specification of how to
construct reasoning tasks, provides a framework for building complete systems
which incorporate both context-sensitive asynchronous memory principles and
real performance tasks.

•

analysis: areas of applicability
This research has contributed theoretical and practical analyses of each of the
components of the experience-based agent framework, providing a way to predict
the classes of tasks and situations in which the approach will provide benefits,
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enabling users and designers to evaluate the utility of the approach for their task
and applications.
•

implementation: Nicole
This research also contributed an example implementation in the Nicole agent
architecture.

11.6.3. Contributions to Task Control
One of the key advances necessary to developing experience-based agency was the
development of a unified task communications and control system that supported both
parallel task processing and complex task synchronization:
•

model: parallel hierarchical task decomposition:
The parallel hierarchical task definition system developed in this research is a
novel model of task control that unifies task definitions, working memory
definitions, and parallel task synchronization. This model is designed to
facilitate the integration of memory and reasoning systems that are
asynchronously connected. By coupling a task decomposition system that
supports complex task logic with a parallelism and synchronization language
which supports complex task coordination, the parallel hierarchical task
network enables the construction of reasoners which can provide feedback to
a parallel memory process and accept proactive retrievals from those
processes.
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•

analysis:areas of applicability
The features of the task control system make it particularly suitable for
interleaving memory and reasoning in an intelligent agent:

•

•

capable of dynamically interleaving multiple reasoning tasks

•

synthesizes elements of reactive and deliberative approaches

•

is suited for both complex reasoning and reactive processes

•

is especially suited for memory/task interleaving

implementation: Nicole-Taskstorm
This research also contributes an example implementation of this approach
(Nicole-Taskstorm) that provides a language for writing the control structure of
an artificial intelligence system.

11.6.4. Contributions to Planning
As part of the case studies, the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach was
applied to first planning, then information retrieval. In the case studies, novel techniques
had to be developed in each area to apply the approach. In planning, more specifically
case-based planning, these contributions include:
•

model: multi-plan adaptation
The multi-plan adaptor algorithm enables dynamic recombination of multiple
planning cases. By providing a way to clip the relevant parts of a case and splice
them into an active planning process, the MPA algorithm provides a method for
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dynamically combining multiple planning cases to improve performance. a
method for dynamically combining multiple planning cases by clipping and
splicing relevant subcases which can provide improved performance over singlecase case-based planning
•

analysis: areas of application
Experimental and theoretical applications of the multi-plan adaptation algorithm
showed its range of applicability.

Fully taking advantage of the algorithm

requires using a metacontroller which explicitly manipulates merging and
adaptation; it also applies most strongly to limited plan-space or to state-space
planning domains.
•

implementation: Nicole-MPA
This research also contributed an example implementation in the Nicole-MPA
system.

11.6.5. Contributions to Information Retrieval
The case studies also contributed to the field of information retrieval.
•

model: context-sensitive information retrieval and presentation
Representing information resources in an experience store and mapping user
queries and user browsing to information requests and contextual feedback, a
context-sensitive asynchronous memory information retrieval system can find
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information in memory relevant to the user’s goals and rank it according to a
user’s current interests.
•

analysis: areas of application
Analysis of experiments with the Nicole-IRIA system demonstrated that the
context-sensitive information retrieval approach applies to a wide variety of
domains, but has limits when applied to in-memory search of vast knowledge
bases that can be overcome through an information harvesting approach.

•

implementation: Nicole-IRIA
This research also contributed an example implementation in the Nicole-IRIA
system that demonstrated the flexibility of the context-sensitive information
retrieval approach.

11.7. Future work
There is a great deal of future work which should be done to follow up on the work
described in this dissertation. There are important research questions about contextsensitive asynchronous memory and experience-based agency that need to be answered,
limitations to the implementations which need to be addressed in order to explore those
research questions, and many areas of pure future research that build on the successful
results of this study.
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11.7.1. Open Research Questions
In memory, while experiments and tests showed that the context-sensitive
asynchronous memory approach could provide benefits in a variety of circumstances,
these tests themselves have limits.

Further work needs to be done to evaluate the

approach in a wider range of conditions. Furthermore, some of the less central features
of the approach have not been fully tested or evaluated. Some of these limitations
include:
•

Retrieval has been effectively tested only on queries whose semantic distance to
target is limited, primarily as a consequence of the structure of the knowledge
base and the types of queries afforded by the case-based planning performance
task used in the experiments.

As the semantic distance of relevant targets

increases — and as a consequence the strength of spreading activation decreases
— the experience-based agent approach may need an additional “strategic” search
component which directs search through the search space, such as the “beacon”
search of the KDSA approach (Wolverton 1994).
•

Automatic priming — generating the context for context-sensitive memory using
automatic propagation of activation from working memory — has been
implemented but not tested. Evaluations of the mechanisms of context-sensitive
memory indicate that they are sound, but automatically activating these
mechanisms made the behavior of the performance task harder to predict and
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debug. When a more robust planning or reasoning architecture is in place, the
impact of automatic priming should be thoroughly investigated.
•

The original plan for the retrieval architecture (Francis 1994) included an
adaptive storage component which has been only partially implemented and not
tested.

The complete design and implementation of the adaptive storage

component depends on examination and evaluation of a pattern of retrieval
requests from a fully functioning agent. When a more robust planning or
reasoning architecture is in place, an investigation of adaptive storage should be
conducted.

Furthermore, while context-sensitive asynchronous memory has been tested on
knowledge bases with information from multiple tasks, it has yet to be tested on the kind
of full multi-task AI system for which it was designed. Context-sensitive asynchronous
search was also designed to assist an agent operating in an environment, and it has not
yet been tested operating in a real-world environment. The approach should be applied
to these kinds of artificial intelligence systems and then should be extensively
investigated to demonstrate whether the predictions of the theory hold.

11.7.2. Extending the Implementations
There are also limits on the implementations constructed to date, including the
implementations in the case studies as well as in the Nicole architecture itself. Extending
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these systems to overcome these limitations will allow a fuller analysis of the contextsensitive asynchronous memory and experience-based agent approaches.

In Nicole-MPA, both the metaplanning system and the plan merging algorithm have
limitations:
•

the new metaplanning system which supplanted the original state-spaced planner
is brittle, causing the performance improvement demonstration to fail in certain
conditions. More sophisticated metaplanning techniques are needed, including a
wider array of metaplanning operators and the ability to backtrack in the
metaplanning space.

•

The partially-ordered plan integration mechanisms are limited and brittle,
providing performance improvement primarily for small problems or restricted
domains. Two solutions are possible: a more sophisticated merging algorithm
based on a goal-case table could provide guidance on when to merge plans,
eliminating some of the search explosion; alternatively (or concurrently) the
merging algorithms could be adapted to a state-space search approach which
would limit the binding/ordering search explosion caused during plan-space
merging.

Nicole’s architectural infrastructure also has limitations:
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•

A limitation of the task controller is the power and consequent complexity of the
task language; it can be difficult to write large programs using fine-grained task
decomposition.

•

The knowledge representation is “agnostic” about features such as truth
maintenance and probabilities — that is, it enables the implementation of these
features but does not mandate them. This was deemed necessary to enable the
agent architecture to support a wide range of tasks, but a complete agent
architecture would need to make commitments about the native representation of
this kind of information.

•

The overall agent controller has a task decomposition system, but lacks a goal or
motivational system that could direct the systems behavior or cause the activation
of a task.

11.7.3. Future Work
This research has established the basic feasibility of the context-sensitive
asynchronous memory approach but has not scratched the surface of future research
directions or potential applications based on this idea. Some of these ideas include:
•

research in agent systems:
A missing element in the control architecture of an experience-based agent is a
motivational system: a set of top-level goals or themes which could direct and
organize the agent’s activity. This was partially deliberate: experience-based
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agency views the memory system as an “essential organ” of mind which is always
active; one no more decides to use it than one decides to use one’s heart.
However, performance tasks in real agents are performed on the basis of more
basic motivations — themes, goals, drives, or emotions. An account of these
processes is necessary to make the experience-based agency theory a more
complete model of an intelligent agent, and thus to ease the application of
context-sensitive asynchronous memory to a wider variety of systems.
•

research topics in memory:
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is a model of “automatic” memory
search: requests are made and the memory algorithm attempts to satisfy them
quickly and without deliberation. Strategic memory search occurs on the part of a
reasoning task when it examines retrieved items, weighs them with respect to its
goals, and generates new cues or specifications for retrieved items in the hope of
getting better results from memory. While some strategic memory processes may
be entirely task-specific, it would be interesting to see what common operations
exist across tasks in an attempt to build a standard strategic memory module.
Systems such as CYRUS (Kolodner 1983) and IDA (Wolverton 1994) provide a
start in this direction.

Other interesting areas of future research including

investigating other forms of context focusing in addition to primed and gated
spreading activation, such as activation gated based on the types of concepts.
Also, the role of structure in the context-sensitive search process should be
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explored more thoroughly, including not only knowledge domains with richer
structure but also automatically learned structure that could improve retrieval.
•

research in information retrieval:
A variety of future research directions exist in applying the context sensitive
asynchronous memory approach to information retrieval. The approach could be
used to guide an automatic web spidering process that incrementally searched for
more relevant pages on the web, not just in memory. This could tie into an
interesting proposal by Kenneth Moorman to apply the ISAAC system to reading
the content of web pages directed by the context sensitive asynchronous memory
search process. The organization and presentation of results is another area of
future research; mining retrieved results for categories or other information could
both improve the presentation of information to users and could add structure to
the knowledge base that could improve retrieval. The Nicole-IRIA toolkit has
also been applied to developing computer-based tools to aid problem based
learning (Barrows 1998, P. Ram 1999, Francis et al. 2000c, P. Ram et al. 2000);
similar educational applications remain an interesting area for future research.

•

research in problem solving:
The section on limitations hinted at the need for more extensive merging or
metaplanning algorithms. One such avenue of research would be a merging
system based on a “goal-case table” which maps retrieved cases against goals in
the plan, tracks whether those goals are satisfied, and estimates the potential
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usefulness of a retrieved case. Using a goal-case table could potentially enable a
reasoner to discard useless cases or alternatively to discard bad work on a plan in
favor of a superior retrieved case. Another avenue of research would be a more
sophisticated metaplanning system with a wider range of operators, perhaps
combined with an approach like a goal-case table which would enable the
metaplanner to consider not only merging and generative problem solving but
also backtracking and other advanced planning operations.
•

applications to creativity research:
One particular thread of interest involves application of the context-sensitive
asynchronous memory approach to creativity. The Aha! phenomenon occurs when
a creative person receives a flash of insight when working on a problem. One
possible model for the Aha! phenomenon is that a reified retrieval request for a
solution to a high-priority problem may become dormant if it is not satisfied
immediately.

If this request is retrieved and satisfied at a later date, its

importance could interrupt processing at many levels of the task network.
Darwin’s notes on his discovery of the theory of evolution provide a welldocumented and analyzed example of the Aha! phenomenon. An interesting
research project would be to attempt to model Darwin’s reasoning process using
an experience-based agent and match the predictions of the theory with the trace
recorded in the notebooks. Another interesting project would be to combine
experience-based agency with a model of invention, such as enterprise-directed
reasoning (Simina 1999).
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•

applications to cognitive psychology:
The original inspiration of the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach
was human memory (Francis 1994). The approach was designed to be consistent
with a wide range of results on human memory retrieval and can be considered a
child of such theories as ACT (Anderson 1983). Many “hooks” exist in the Nicole
system to adjust its parameters, enabling the modeling of human cognitive
phenomena.

An interesting project would be to attempt to model a human

cognitive phenomena with Nicole to determine its fitness as an architecture for
cognition.

Finally, as already discussed, the context-sensitive asynchronous memory approach
should be more thoroughly tested and applied to other domains. Other directions include
an experience based agent version of a design system like JULIA, or multi-task or largedomain extensions of route planning systems ROUTER. Another direction might be
applications of context-sensitive asynchronous memory to agents embodied in real or
simulated environments, which could be used to help test the automatic priming and
reactive control components of the theory.

11.8. Conclusion
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory is an approach to information retrieval
grounded in the philosophy that the ultimate goal of artificial intelligence is to create
systems with human level performance.
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The instantiation of context-sensitive

asynchronous memory in the experience-based agent architecture, its applications to
tasks as varied as planning, information retrieval and story understanding, and the
approach with which individual components of the system were constructed were guided
by this overarching philosophy.

To both apply and continue this research, I advocate keeping our eyes on the prize —
focusing on how researchers in artificial intelligence can continue to extend the
performance, capabilities, and flexibility of intelligent systems towards that possessed by
human beings. To this end, I advocate:
•

build intelligent systems components with cognitive agents in mind, rather than
restricting the problem to a subset which cannot be extended

•

build intelligent systems which process difficult tasks in an interleaving /
incremental / anytime fashion, enabling them to either react quickly to situations
or to kick back and exploit the time and resources available to them

•

build intelligent systems which deal with large amounts of information in a
context-sensitive fashion

Context-sensitive

asynchronous

memory

and

experience-based

agency

are

instantiations of this idea applied to managing information access to large, multifunction
knowledge bases. As a result of applying this idea, the resulting approach is general,
efficient and enables the construction of more efficient, flexible intelligent systems which
can opportunistically exploit novel information or additional resources, and therefore
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constitutes an advance in the state of the art of the tools available to construct cognitive
agents.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
PLANNING DOMAINS
Data structures used in the evaluation of Nicole-MPA

A.1 The Simple Travel Domain
(create-domain
:documentation
:nicknames
:literals

travelworld
"The Travel Domain"
(travel)
(human
kinkos postoffice
Hometown USA World
Luggage Passport
)
load-travelworld-ops

:loader
:operators
(
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP go
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Define a step for going someplace within
;;
;; a town.
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(go ?person ?place)
:precond '((at
?person ?start)
(location ?place Hometown)
(location ?start Hometown)
)
:postcond '((at ?person ?place)
(not (at ?person ?start))
)
:equals
'((not (?place ?start))
)
)
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP get
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Define a step for getting an object
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(get ?person ?object)
:precond '((at ?person ?place)
(in ?object ?place)
)
:postcond '((in ?object luggage)
(not (in ?object ?place))
)
:equals
'(
)
)
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP put
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Define a step for putting an object
;;
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;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(put ?person ?object)
:precond '((at ?person ?place)
(in ?object luggage)
)
:postcond '((in ?object ?place)
(not (in ?object luggage))
)
:equals
'(
)
)

)

)

;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP fly-generic
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Define a step for an international flight ;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(fly-generic ?person ?finish)
:precond '((at
?person ?start)
(location ?start ?place1)
(location ?finish ?place2)
)
:postcond '((at ?person ?finish)
(not (at ?person ?start))
)
:equals
'((not (?finish ?start))
(not (?place1 ?place2))
)
)
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A.2 The Stinger Missile Domain
(create-domain
:documentation
:nicknames
:literals

stinger
"The Stinger Missile Domain"
(missile)
(human
kinkos postoffice
Hometown USA World
Luggage Passport
)
load-stinger-ops

:loader
:operators
(
;;***************************************************;;
;; Personal Movement Operators
;;
;;***************************************************;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP go
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Define a step for going someplace within
;;
;; a town.
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(go ?person ?start ?finish ?city)
:precond

'((at-person ?person ?start)
(location ?finish ?city)
(location ?start ?city)
)
:postcond '((at-person ?person ?finish)
(not (at-person ?person ?start))
)
:equals
'((not (?finish ?start))
)
)
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP fly-domestic
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Define a step for an international flight ;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(fly-domestic ?person
?start ?place1
?finish ?place2
?country1)
:precond

'((at-person ?person ?start)
(legal
?person)
(airport
?start)
(airport
?finish)
(location ?start ?place1)
(location ?finish ?place2)
(country
?place1 ?country1)
(country
?place2 ?country1)
)
:postcond '((at-person ?person ?finish)
(not (at-person ?person ?start))
)
:equals
'((not (?finish ?start))
(not (?place1 ?place2))
)
)
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP fly-international
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Define a step for an international flight ;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
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:action

'(fly-international ?person
?start ?place1 ?country1
?finish ?place2 ?country2
)
:precond '((at-person ?person ?start)
(legal
?person)
(holding
?person passport)
(airport
?start)
(airport
?finish)
(location ?start ?place1)
(location ?finish ?place2)
(country
?place1 ?country1)
(country
?place2 ?country2)
)
:postcond '((at-person ?person ?finish)
(not (at-person ?person ?start))
)
:equals
'((not (?finish ?start))
(not (?place1 ?place2))
(not (?country1 ?country2))
)
)
;;***************************************************;;
;; Object Movement Operators
;;
;;***************************************************;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP get
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Define a step for getting an object
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(get ?person ?object ?place)
:precond '((at-person ?person ?place)
(at-object ?object ?place)
)
:postcond '((holding
?person ?object)
(not (at-object ?object ?place))
)
:equals
'(
)
)
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP put
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Define a step for putting an object
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(put ?person ?object ?place)
:precond '((at-person ?person ?place)
(holding
?person ?object)
)
:postcond '((at-object ?object ?place)
(not (holding ?person ?object))
)
:equals
'(
)
)
;;***************************************************;;
;; Luggage Movement Operators
;;
;;***************************************************;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP pick-up
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Define a step for picking up luggage
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(pick-up ?person ?luggage ?place)
:precond '((at-person ?person ?place)
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(at-luggage ?luggage ?place)
)
:postcond '((porting
?person ?luggage)
(not (at-luggage ?luggage ?place))
)
:equals
'(
)
)
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP put
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Define a step for putting an object
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(put-down ?person ?luggage ?place)
:precond '((at-person ?person ?place)
(porting
?person ?luggage)
)
:postcond '((at-luggage ?luggage ?place)
(not (porting ?person ?object))
)
:equals
'(
)
)
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP stow
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Define a step for getting an object
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(stow ?person ?object ?luggage)
:precond '((holding ?person ?object)
(porting ?person ?luggage)
)
:postcond '((in-luggage
?object ?luggage)
(not (holding ?person ?object))
)
:equals
'(
)
)
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP put
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Define a step for putting an object
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(retrieve ?person ?object ?luggage)
:precond '((porting ?person ?luggage)
(in-luggage ?object ?luggage)
)
:postcond '((holding ?person ?object)
(not (in-luggage ?object ?luggage))
)
:equals
'(
)
)
;;***************************************************;;
;; Contraband Movement Operators
;;
;;***************************************************;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP obtain
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Define a step for obtainting an object
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(obtain ?person ?contraband ?place)
:precond '((at-person
?person
?place)
(at-contraband ?contraband ?place)
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(legal
?person)
)
:postcond '((carrying
?person ?contraband)
(not (at-contraband ?contraband ?place))
(not (legal ?person))
)
:equals
'(
)
)
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP deliver
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Define a step for deliverting an object
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(deliver ?person ?contraband ?place)
:precond '((at-person ?person ?place)
(carrying ?person ?contraband)
)
:postcond '((at-contraband ?contraband ?place)
(legal
?person)
(not (carrying ?person ?contraband))
)
:equals
'(
)
)
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP hide
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Hide contraband and make person legal.
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(hide ?person ?contraband ?luggage)
:precond '((carrying ?person
?contraband)
(porting ?person
?luggage)
)
:postcond '((hidden
?contraband ?luggage)
(legal
?person)
(not (carrying ?person ?contraband))
)
:equals
'(
)
)
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP unhide
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Unhide contraband and make the person
;;
;;
illegal for flight purposes
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(unhide ?person ?contraband ?luggage)
:precond '((legal
?person)
(porting ?person
?luggage)
(hidden ?contraband ?luggage)
)
:postcond '((carrying
?person ?contraband)
(not (legal ?person))
(not (hidden ?contraband ?luggage))
)
:equals
'(
)
)
;;***************************************************;;
;; Contraband Action Operators
;;
;;***************************************************;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP destroy
;;
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;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Destroy a location using a contraband
;;
;;
missile.
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(destroy ?person ?location ?missile)
:precond '((at-person ?person ?location)
(missile
?missile)
(carrying ?person ?missile)
)
:postcond '((destroyed ?location)
(not (carrying ?person ?missile))
)
)

)

;;***************************************************;;
;; Presentation Action Operators
;;
;;***************************************************;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; STEP present
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Destroy a location using a set of slides
;;
;;
and a boring presentation.
;;
;;---------------------------------------------------;;
(defstep
:action
'(present
?person ?presentation ?location)
:precond '((at-person
?person ?location)
(presentation ?presentation)
(holding
?person ?presentation)
)
:postcond '((presented ?person ?presentation ?location)
)
)
)
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A.3 The Abstract-3 Domain
;;**********************************************************;;
;; SPA Domain Abstract 3
;;
;;**********************************************************;;
;; (a3-make-domain :column-pairs '((a null) (b a) (c b))
;;
;;
:shadow-pairs '((z (a b c)))
;;
;;
:n 3
;;
;;
:m 3)
;;
;;**********************************************************;;
(create-domain
abstract-3
:documentation "The Abstract-3 Domain"
:nicknames
()
:literals
()
:loader
load-abstract-3-ops
:operators
(
;;*******************************************************;;
;; Abstract-3 Chaining Operators
;;
;;*******************************************************;;
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
'(TRANSFORM-SOURCE-A-SINK-NULL-TO-MATRIX-ENTRY-A)
:PRECOND '((SOURCE-A) (SINK-NULL))
:POSTCOND '((MATRIX-ENTRY-A) (NOT (SOURCE-A)) (NOT (SINK-NULL)))
:EQUALS
'NIL)
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ENTRY-A-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-1)
:PRECOND '((MATRIX-ENTRY-A))
:POSTCOND '((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ENTRY-A)))
:EQUALS
'NIL)
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ENTRY-A-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-2)
:PRECOND '((MATRIX-ENTRY-A))
:POSTCOND '((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ENTRY-A)))
:EQUALS
'NIL)
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ENTRY-A-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-3)
:PRECOND '((MATRIX-ENTRY-A))
:POSTCOND '((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ENTRY-A)))
:EQUALS
'NIL)
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1)
:PRECOND '((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-1))
:POSTCOND '((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-1)))
:EQUALS
'NIL)
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-2)
:PRECOND '((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-1))
:POSTCOND '((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-1)))
:EQUALS
'NIL)
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-3)
:PRECOND '((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-1))
:POSTCOND '((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-1)))
:EQUALS
'NIL)
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1)
:PRECOND '((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-2))
:POSTCOND '((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-2)))
:EQUALS
'NIL)
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-2)
:PRECOND '((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-2))
:POSTCOND '((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-2)))
:EQUALS
'NIL)
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-3)
:PRECOND '((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-2))
:POSTCOND '((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-2)))
:EQUALS
'NIL)
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:ACTION
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:EQUALS
(DEFSTEP

'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-2)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-3)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-1-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-1)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-2)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-3)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-1)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-2))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-2)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-2))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-3)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-2))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-1)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-2)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-3)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-2-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-1-TO-MATRIX-EXIT-A)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-1))
'((MATRIX-EXIT-A) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-2-TO-MATRIX-EXIT-A)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-2))
'((MATRIX-EXIT-A) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-2)))
'NIL)
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:EQUALS
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION

'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-3-TO-MATRIX-EXIT-A)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-3))
'((MATRIX-EXIT-A) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-A-3-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-EXIT-A-TO-SINK-A)
'((MATRIX-EXIT-A))
'((SINK-A) (NOT (MATRIX-EXIT-A)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-SINK-A-TO-SIDE-EFFECT-A)
'((SINK-A))
'((SIDE-EFFECT-A))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-SOURCE-B-SINK-A-TO-MATRIX-ENTRY-B)
'((SOURCE-B) (SINK-A))
'((MATRIX-ENTRY-B) (NOT (SOURCE-B)) (NOT (SINK-A)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ENTRY-B-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-1)
'((MATRIX-ENTRY-B))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ENTRY-B)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ENTRY-B-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-2)
'((MATRIX-ENTRY-B))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ENTRY-B)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ENTRY-B-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-3)
'((MATRIX-ENTRY-B))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ENTRY-B)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-1))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-2)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-1))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-3)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-1))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-2))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-2)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-2))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-3)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-2))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-2)
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'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-3)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-1-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-1)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-2)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-3)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-1)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-2))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-2)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-2))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-3)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-2))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-1)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-2)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-3)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-2-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-1-TO-MATRIX-EXIT-B)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-1))
'((MATRIX-EXIT-B) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-2-TO-MATRIX-EXIT-B)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-2))
'((MATRIX-EXIT-B) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-3-TO-MATRIX-EXIT-B)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-3))
'((MATRIX-EXIT-B) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-B-3-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-EXIT-B-TO-SINK-B)
'((MATRIX-EXIT-B))
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'((SINK-B) (NOT (MATRIX-EXIT-B)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-SINK-B-TO-SIDE-EFFECT-B)
'((SINK-B))
'((SIDE-EFFECT-B))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-SOURCE-C-SINK-B-TO-MATRIX-ENTRY-C)
'((SOURCE-C) (SINK-B))
'((MATRIX-ENTRY-C) (NOT (SOURCE-C)) (NOT (SINK-B)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ENTRY-C-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-1)
'((MATRIX-ENTRY-C))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ENTRY-C)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ENTRY-C-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-2)
'((MATRIX-ENTRY-C))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ENTRY-C)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ENTRY-C-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-3)
'((MATRIX-ENTRY-C))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ENTRY-C)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-1))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-2)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-1))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-3)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-1))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-2))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-2)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-2))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-3)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-2))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-2)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-3)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-1-3)))
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:EQUALS
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
:PRECOND
:POSTCOND
:EQUALS
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
:PRECOND
:POSTCOND
:EQUALS
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
:PRECOND
:POSTCOND
:EQUALS
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
:PRECOND
:POSTCOND
:EQUALS
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
:PRECOND
:POSTCOND
:EQUALS
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
:PRECOND
:POSTCOND
:EQUALS
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
:PRECOND
:POSTCOND
:EQUALS
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
:PRECOND
:POSTCOND
:EQUALS
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
:PRECOND
:POSTCOND
:EQUALS
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
:PRECOND
:POSTCOND
:EQUALS
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
:PRECOND
:POSTCOND
:EQUALS
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
:PRECOND
:POSTCOND
:EQUALS
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
:PRECOND
:POSTCOND
:EQUALS
(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
:PRECOND
:POSTCOND
:EQUALS

'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-1)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-2)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-3)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-1)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-2))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-2)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-2))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-2-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-3)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-2))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-1)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-1) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-2)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-2) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-3-TO-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-3)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-3))
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-3) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-2-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-1-TO-MATRIX-EXIT-C)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-1))
'((MATRIX-EXIT-C) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-1)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-2-TO-MATRIX-EXIT-C)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-2))
'((MATRIX-EXIT-C) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-2)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-3-TO-MATRIX-EXIT-C)
'((MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-3))
'((MATRIX-EXIT-C) (NOT (MATRIX-ELEMENT-C-3-3)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-MATRIX-EXIT-C-TO-SINK-C)
'((MATRIX-EXIT-C))
'((SINK-C) (NOT (MATRIX-EXIT-C)))
'NIL)
'(TRANSFORM-SINK-C-TO-SIDE-EFFECT-C)
'((SINK-C))
'((SIDE-EFFECT-C))
'NIL)
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)

(DEFSTEP
:ACTION
'(TRANSFORM-SIDE-EFFECT-A-SIDE-EFFECT-B-SIDE-EFFECT-C-TO-TARGET-Z)
:PRECOND '((SIDE-EFFECT-A) (SIDE-EFFECT-B) (SIDE-EFFECT-C))
:POSTCOND '((TARGET-Z)
(NOT (SIDE-EFFECT-A))
(NOT (SIDE-EFFECT-B))
(NOT (SIDE-EFFECT-C))
)
:EQUALS
'NIL)
)
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APPENDIX B
PROBLEM SETS
Data structures used in the evaluation of Nicole-MOORE

B.1 The X2 Problem Set
(create-problem
px2-r-apd
:documentation
:domain
:initial

:goal
)
(create-problem
px2-r-apf
:documentation
:domain
:initial

:goal
)
(create-problem
px2-r-apl
:documentation
:domain
:initial

"STINGER: at-person-domestic problem"
#!stinger
((at-person researcher hartsfield)
(holding
researcher passport)
(porting
researcher luggage)
(legal
researcher)
(location dulles
washington)
(airport
dulles)
(location hartsfield atlanta)
(airport
hartsfield)
(location athensintl athens)
(airport
athensintl)
(country
washington usa)
(country
atlanta
usa)
(country
athens
greece)
)
((at-person researcher dulles))

"STINGER: at-person-international problem"
#!stinger
((at-person researcher hartsfield)
(holding
researcher passport)
(porting
researcher luggage)
(legal
researcher)
(location dulles
washington)
(airport
dulles)
(location hartsfield atlanta)
(airport
hartsfield)
(location athensintl athens)
(airport
athensintl)
(country
washington usa)
(country
atlanta
usa)
(country
athens
greece)
)
((at-person researcher athensintl))

"STINGER: at-person-international problem"
#!stinger
((at-person researcher hartsfield)
(holding
researcher passport)
(porting
researcher luggage)
(legal
researcher)
(location dulles
washington)
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:goal
)
(create-problem
px2-r-edc
:documentation
:domain
:initial

:goal
)
(create-problem
px2-r-efc
:documentation
:domain
:initial

:goal
)
(create-problem
px2-r-epl
:documentation
:domain
:initial

(airport
(location
(airport
(location
(airport
(location
(country
(country
(country
)
((at-person

dulles)
hartsfield
hartsfield)
athensintl
athensintl)
big-chicken
washington
atlanta
athens
researcher

atlanta)
athens)
atlanta)
usa)
usa)
greece)
big-chicken))

"The Domestic Conference Travel Problem"
#!stinger
((at-person Researcher
GeorgiaTech)
(porting
Researcher
Luggage)
(at-object Presentation Kinkos)
(legal
Researcher)
(location
GeorgiaTech Atlanta)
(location
Kinkos
Atlanta)
(location
Hartsfield
Atlanta)
(airport
Hartsfield)
(country
Atlanta
USA)
(location
Dulles
Washington)
(airport
Dulles)
(country
Dulles
USA)
)
((at-person Researcher
(in-luggage Presentation
)

"The Foreign
#!stinger
((at-person
(at-luggage
(at-object
(at-object
(legal
(location
(location
(location
(location
(location
(airport
(country
(location
(airport
(location
(country
)

Dulles)
Luggage)

Conference Travel Problem"
Researcher
Luggage
Presentation
Passport
Researcher)
KingsTavern
GeorgiaTech
Postoffice
Kinkos
Hartsfield
Hartsfield)
Atlanta
AthensIntl
AthensIntl)
Acropolis
Athens

((at-person Researcher
(in-luggage Presentation
)

GeorgiaTech)
KingsTavern)
Kinkos)
Postoffice)
Atlanta)
Atlanta)
Atlanta)
Atlanta)
Atlanta)
USA)
Athens)
Athens)
Greece)
Acropolis)
Luggage)

"The Researcher's Presentation Travel Problem"
#!stinger
((at-person
Researcher
KingsTavern)
(porting
Researcher
Briefcase)
(in-luggage
Slides
Briefcase)
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(presentation
(location
(location
(country
)
:goal
)
(create-problem
px2-r-hdc
:documentation
:domain
:initial

:goal
)
(create-problem
px2-r-hfc
:documentation
:domain
:initial

:goal
)
(create-problem
px2-r-hpl
:documentation
:domain
:initial

((presented
)

Slides)
KingsTavern
GeorgiaTech
Atlanta

Atlanta)
Atlanta)
USA)

Researcher

Slides

GeorgiaTech)

"The Domestic Conference Travel Problem"
#!stinger
((at-person
Researcher
GeorgiaTech)
(porting
Researcher
Luggage)
(at-object
Slides
Kinkos)
(presentation Slides)
(legal
Researcher)
(location
GeorgiaTech Atlanta)
(location
Kinkos
Atlanta)
(location
Hartsfield
Atlanta)
(airport
Hartsfield)
(country
Atlanta
USA)
(location
AAAI
Washington)
(location
Dulles
Washington)
(airport
Dulles)
(country
Dulles
USA)
)
((presented
)

Researcher

Slides

AAAI)

"The HARD Foreign Conference Travel Problem"
#!stinger
((at-person Researcher
GeorgiaTech)
(at-luggage Luggage
KingsTavern)
(at-object ECML-Slides Kinkos)
(presentation ECML-Slides)
(at-object Passport
Postoffice)
(legal
Researcher)
(location
KingsTavern Atlanta)
(location
GeorgiaTech Atlanta)
(location
Postoffice
Atlanta)
(location
Kinkos
Atlanta)
(location
Hartsfield
Atlanta)
(airport
Hartsfield)
(country
Atlanta
USA)
(location
AthensIntl
Athens)
(airport
AthensIntl)
(location
Acropolis
Athens)
(country
Athens
Greece)
)
((presented
)

Researcher ECML-Slides Acropolis)

"The Researcher's Hard Presentation Travel Problem"
#!stinger
((at-person
Researcher
KingsTavern)
(at-object
LaserPointer GeorgiaTech)
(at-object
Emory-Slides Kinkos)
(presentation Emory-Slides)
(location
KingsTavern
Atlanta)
(location
Kinkos
Atlanta)
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(location
(location
(country
)
:goal
)
(create-problem
px2-r-pack
:documentation
:domain
:initial

:goal
)
(create-problem
px2-r-shop
:documentation
:domain
:initial

:goal

)
(create-problem
px2-t-apd
:documentation
:domain
:initial

:goal
)
(create-problem
px2-t-apf
:documentation
:domain
:initial

((holding
(presented
)

"The Packing
#!stinger
((at-person
(at-luggage
(at-object
(location
(country
)

GeorgiaTech
Emory
Atlanta

Atlanta)
Atlanta)
USA)

Researcher
Researcher

LaserPointer)
Slides Emory)

Travel Problem"
Researcher
Luggage
Presentation
KingsTavern
Atlanta

((in-luggage Presentation
)

KingsTavern)
KingsTavern)
KingsTavern)
Atlanta)
USA)
Luggage)

"The Grocery Shopping Problem"
#!stinger
((at-person Researcher
University)
(at-object Milk
Kroger)
(at-object Bread
Kroger)
(location University
Atlanta)
(location Kroger
Atlanta)
(location Home
Atlanta)
(country
Atlanta
USA)
)
((at-person Researcher
Home)
(at-object Milk
Home)
(at-object Bread
Home)
)

"STINGER: at-person-international problem"
#!stinger
((at-person terrorist hartsfield)
(holding terrorist passport)
(porting terrorist luggage)
(carrying terrorist contraband)
(location dulles
washington)
(airport dulles)
(location hartsfield atlanta)
(airport hartsfield)
(location athensintl athens)
(airport athensintl)
(country washington usa)
(country atlanta
usa)
(country athens
greece)
)
((at-person terrorist dulles))

"STINGER: terrorist-at-person-international problem"
#!stinger
((at-person terrorist hartsfield)
(holding terrorist passport)
(porting terrorist luggage)
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:goal
)
(create-problem
px2-t-apl
:documentation
:domain
:initial

:goal
)

(carrying
(location
(airport
(location
(airport
(location
(airport
(country
(country
(country
)
((at-person

terrorist contraband)
dulles
washington)
dulles)
hartsfield atlanta)
hartsfield)
athensintl athens)
athensintl)
washington usa)
atlanta
usa)
athens
greece)
terrorist athensintl))

"STINGER: terrorist-at-person-international problem"
#!stinger
((at-person terrorist hartsfield)
(holding terrorist passport)
(porting terrorist luggage)
(carrying terrorist contraband)
(location dulles
washington)
(airport dulles)
(location hartsfield atlanta)
(airport hartsfield)
(location athensintl athens)
(airport athensintl)
(location big-chicken atlanta)
(country washington usa)
(country atlanta
usa)
(country athens
greece)
)
((at-person terrorist big-chicken))
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B.2 The Information Retrieval Problem Set
;;------------------------------------------------------------------;;
;; VARIABLE *queries*
;;
;;------------------------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Typical queries by actual users of Nicole-IRIA.
;;
;;------------------------------------------------------------------;;
(defvar *query-list*
'("centaur"
"java software development"
"sushi"
"harrison ford"
"barbecue"
"indian restaurants"
"temptations"
"doonesbury"
"microsoft windows"
"linux"
"lisp"
"yo-yo"
"artificial intelligence games"
"corba programming"
"COM object model"
"taido"
"dot-com"
"online bookbag store"
"design pattern"
"intelligent search"
"relevance filtering"
"information retrieval"
"klingon language institute"
"shakespeare"
"space travel"
"vegetarian foods"
"home gardens"
)
)
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B.3 The MetaSpy Problem Set
;;------------------------------------------------------------------;;
;; VARIABLE *metaspy-query-list*
;;
;;------------------------------------------------------------------;;
;; NOTES: Actual queries to the MetaSearch search engine as
;;
;;
reported by the "clean version" of the Metaspy Service.
;;
;;
Data collected: 12:32am 7/23/2000
;;
;;------------------------------------------------------------------;;
(defvar *metaspy-query-list*
'(
"ebooks compiler"
"candie evans"
"Edith Ogden Harrison"
"e-mail Dictionary"
"ireland real property sale"
;;"tiffany taylor mpeg"
;; Removed due to harvester problems
"Red Book"
"jackyl"
"toppless golg"
"pokemon"
"rites of passage"
;;"xtal mp3"
;; Removed due to harvester problems
"vacation rentals sqaw valley ca"
"deep dance 66"
"snes roms"
"pics of lil kim"
"replacement rifle barrels for enfield"
"snes roms"
"New Playstation Games Review"
"hotels london england"
"Pitairn Island"
"free greeting cards"
"Bettie Page"
"Plotters In Canada"
"corset training"
"transmitters 2.4 mgz"
"vatican"
"flying fish express"
"computer images"
;;"DUKE3D WALKTHROUGHS"
;; Removed due to harvester problems
"ovarian cysts"
"McAfee Virus updates"
"nightmare in badham county"
"Free Plumpers"
"camilla wierød pettersen"
"front mission 3"
"watercolor"
"bukkake"
"Screen Saver Freeware"
"cluster school"
"trains in Europe"
"crossword puzzle helper"
"travel"
"best air mile credit"
"disney"
"wealth"
"nellie lyrics"
"summer traffic"
"heman"
"eastbay"
"glenmount ontario"
"rugby league"
"claim jumpers menu"
"pronovias"
"Internet Speed Test"
"Coronado, CA"
"national rugby league"
"Kimberly Williams Actress"
"question search engines"
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)

"wizard works"
"ochelltree"
"hotmail"
"seattle mariner"
"the periodic table"
"eating disorders"
"l carnitine"
"canyon river blues sno apperal"
"Pro Wrestling Chat Rooms"
"sony car cd players"
"fun bitch test"
"rollercoaster tycoon trianers"
"barbara s. wainscott"
"computer sites"
"Forbidden Planet London"
"Enrique Inglieis"
"cameltoe"
"quickcam webserver"
"fantasy art"
"Jeep Performance Parts"
"salem, massachusetts"
"www.bae.ncsu.edu/people/faculty/walker/hotlist/graphics.html"
"cartoon network"
"real estate"
"smashing pumpkins mtv live"
"Tvtap"
"ewok's celebration"
"loincloth Africa"
;;"linux irc clones"
"internet"
"address by phone number"
"Bamcinematek"
"African Plains"
"ichy iktestus"
"Home Plans"
"Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen"
"bmw e36"
"health"
"this week in nascar"
"nicholas gentry"
"blasen"
"X-MEN"
"bobblehead.com"
"Download Windows Millennium"
"chat room"
"search for songs using lyrics"
)
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